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I can calculate the motion of heavenly bodies, 

but not the madness of people. 

- Sir Isaac Newton 

[ii] 



Abstract 

The goal of this dissertation is to investigate ancient medical concepts of phrenitis, 

a disease associated with high fevers and loss of reason. In particular, my dissertation 

examines the concepts of, and treatments for phrenitis that were put forth by the 

Pneumatist Aretaeus of Cappadocia (1st century AD), Galen (2nd century AD), and 

the Methodist Caelius Aurelianus (5th century AD). These physicians are relatively 

contemporary in their opinions (insofar as Caelius represents the opinions of the 

1 st/2nd century AD Methodist author Soranus), and represent three different theoretical 

frameworks and approaches to disease. In order to provide a relevant background to 

the opinions of these physicians, this dissertation includes a review of concepts of 

phrenitis presented in a number of earlier works, including the Hippocratic Corpus, 

and the extant fragments of the 4th century Be physicians Diocles and Praxagoras. 

Together, these works constituted a tradition with which Aretaeus and Galen closely 

associated themselves, and against which Caelius aggressively polemicised. 
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Introduction 

Introduction 

This thesis examines ancient concepts of phrenitis, which was believed to be a 

disease associated with high fevers and madness, or loss of reason. Together with 

mania and melancholia I, phrenitis is considered one of three diseases that were 

thought to cause madness in the ancient world. It is probable that phrenitis is the 

oldest of these diseases: descriptions of phrenitis as a specific, clinical concept of 

disease can be found in the texts of the Hippocratic Corpus, and seem to have been 

passed down to these authors by earlier physicians.2 The name phrenitis appears to be 

derived from a combination of the suffix' -itis', denoting disease or affection, and 

phren, a part of the body that, from Homeric times, was thought to be responsible for 

reasoning and intelligent thought. 3 Although the phren gradually lost its association 

with intelligence, becoming known only as the diaphragm, the term phrenitis 

remained; references to phrenitis as a disease of the rational powers appear in medical 

literature until the 19th century, when it became subsumed under such mental 

disorders as 'delirium', 'clouding', or 'confusion'. 4 

Before embarking on this study, it should be noted that the phrase 'mental illness' 

is problematic for historians of ancient medicine. Use of this term to describe a 

disease, or group of diseases, generally implies that there is a difference between 

I In using the term 'melancholia', I am referring to the Graeco-Roman concept of this disease, not the 
modem concept commonly described as 'melancholy'. Flashar, 1966 gives a comprehensive 
discussion of melancholia in ancient medicine. 
2 This will be discussed in the chapter on Hippocrates. 
3 In Homer, the phren was often closely associated with the prapides, a psychic entity situated 
somewhere in the chest. For a discussion of the phren in Homeric thought, see Sullivan, 1995: 17, note 
10, and Sullivan, 1988. 
4 Sakai, 1991: 193. Sakai mentions that in the third edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders (DSM-III-R), 'delirium' is classified as one of the 'Organic Mental Syndromes'. In 
the most recent edition of this text, DSM -IV -TR, this term is no longer used "because it incorrectly 
implies that 'nonorganic' mental disorders do not have a biological basis." These disorders have now 
been subdivided into three categories: 1) Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and Other Cognitive 
Disorders; 2) Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition; and 3) Substance-Related 
Disorders. Certain aspects of the diagnostic features of delirium are reminiscent of the kinds of 
symptoms reported in ancient accounts of phren it is. (DSM-IV-TR: 136-137.) 
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Introduction 

diseases that affect the psychological powers of the mind, and those that affect only 

the physical parts of the body. In ancient medicine, however, this separation does not 

generally exist. Diseases of the 'mind' are seen simply as physical diseases of the 

body, in which the resulting madness - or damage to the rational powers - is just one 

of several possible symptoms. As for the 'mind' itself, it must be noted that in ancient 

medicine the rational powers are associated with a variety of different parts, and 

sometimes processes, within the body. Thus, while the phrase 'mental illness' is not 

an incorrect means of describing diseases such as mania, melancholia, and phrenitis, it 

is important to remember that the 'mental' aspect of these diseases may vary 

considerably from one author's concept to the next. This is particularly important 

when tracing a history of one of these diseases, since the varying opinions about the 

nature and location of the mind are not necessarily related to each physician's 

particular era, or even to the prevailing attitudes towards medical theory in their time. 

Much of our information for the study of ancient mental illness comes from 

medical literature. 5 Depending on the author in question, these works range from a 

few surviving fragments and/or testimonial references about an author's work and 

ideas, to complete texts, or even collections of texts. Regardless of the amount of 

extant material, however, there are aspects of these works which limit our 

understanding of ancient mental illness. To begin with, it is important to note that the 

5 While examples and discussions of madness are also found in non-medical literature, for example, in 
tragedy, history, and even philosophy, these works tend not to focus on the more disease-oriented 
aspects of the condition. In these sources, madness is often viewed as being of divine origin, sent 
either as punishment for a blasphemous action, or as a gift, in the form of philosophical or literary 
inspiration. Madness is a common theme in 5th century Greek tragedies; Orestes (Euripides, Orestes), 
Heracles (Euripides, Heracles), and Ajax (Sophocles, Ajax) are just a few of the many characters who 
are driven mad by the gods. In works that do refer to madness as a medical condition, such as Plato's 
Phaedrus, and Problemata 30.1 by (Ps. ?)Aristotle, the references are usually either made only in 
passing (Plato, Phaedrus. 265a, 9-11.), or they lack the refined differentiation of disease we find in the 
medical texts. In Problemata 30.1, for example, (Ps. ?)Aristotle attempts to link the madness of Ajax, 
Bellerophon, and Hercules to their melancholic constitutions; in doing so, however, he ignores the 
differences in the symptoms displayed by each man, and reduces each of their conditions to the same 
melancholic state (Arist. Problemata. 30.1, 953a). For scholarly reviews of madness in ancient 
literature see: Dodds, 1964; Padel, 1992 and 1995; and Simon, 1978. 
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Introduction 

overall goal of a medical text has a significant impact on how we understand the 

material it contains. It is generally understood that ancient physicians held a variety 

of different theoretical backgrounds, which strongly influenced their understanding of 

particular diseases. In addition to using their medical writings as a means of 

explaining their own ideas, physicians also use their texts as a way of proving the 

superiority of their own theories over those of other physicians. In many cases, 

medical literature is also meant to be didactic, designed to educate the reader on the 

correct means of practicing medicine. The personal bias contained in the works is 

sometimes very obvious, as in Caelius Aurelianus' biting commentary on his 

opponents' ideas; or, it may be more subtle, as in the form of Galen's craftily 

constructed phrases about 'the ancients', which lend authenticity to his works by 

emphasizing the close connections between Galen's own opinions and those of his 

illustrious predecessors. 

One of the hindrances to our understanding of ancient concepts of mental illness 

stems from ways in which authors describe disease. Whether intentional or not, any 

discussion of a disease is filtered through the eyes and words of the author. In 

descriptions of ill patients, for example, we learn only that information which the 

author believes it is necessary to record. This information is heavily influenced by the 

author's overall medical background, as well as any preconceived ideas that he might 

have about a particular disease; without prior knowledge of these details, however, it 

is not possible to understand the significance of the author's account. The authors' 

descriptions of patients' symptoms and behaviours are influenced by the overall 

purpose of their texts and the agenda of that author in composing the work in a 

particular style. In the Hippocratic Corpus, for example, Diseases I and 2 present 

discussions of disease in a schematized form: first the name of the disease is provided, 

[3] 



Introduction 

then a description of the primary disturbance that brings about the illness, then a list 

of its symptoms, and its likely prognoses.6 While the author may have had experience 

with a large number of cases of this disease, the format of such a text requires that he 

ignore specific details of individual cases and present only a generalized pattern for 

each disease. By contrast, the case histories in the Epidemics focus on the symptoms 

of individual case histories, usually with little or no indication as to the distinctiveness 

of these signs in the context of the overall pattern of disease. Limitations of this sort 

occur in all forms of medical works, in varying levels of subtlety. 

The author's choice of vocabulary can also affect our understanding of his account 

of the disease, owing to the limitations involved in translation and comprehension of 

the ancient texts. This is especially problematic in descriptions of delirium or 

delusion, where the precise subtleties of the Greek and Latin terminology often cannot 

be translated - or even fully understood - by modem readers. Even in those instances 

where the original language does not present translation-related problems, we may 

never be entirely able to comprehend the exact pathological reality that each author is 

trying to describe. While several authors may use the same terminology to discuss a 

particular aspect of a disease, each author's personal understanding of what that term 

refers to may be completely different. This applies both on the small scale, in terms 

of specific symptoms or characteristics, and on the large scale, in regards to the very 

name of a disease. The terminology used for mental illnesses is a good example of 

this problem: while the term 'phrenitis' appears in medical literature from antiquity 

through to the 19th century, the actual concept of disease that the term refers to 

changes considerably from one end of the spectrum to the other. It is therefore 

6 This pattern is discussed in more detail in Potter, 1988: 40-43. 

[4] 



Introduction 

important to examine each author's concept of a disease in its entirety, in order to gain 

a better understanding of the overall meaning of their medical terminology. 

When examining ancient concepts of disease, there is a natural tendency to try and 

draw parallels between the ancient descriptions and possible modern equivalents. 

This is very common in psychological studies of phrenitis, and is also evident in the 

works of certain Classical scholars. Phrenitis, for example, has often been associated 

with malaria, typhoid fever, meningitis, and encephalitis, as well as the more general 

forms of mental disease that are now classified under the heading 'delirium'. 7 The 

difficulty of such retrospective diagnoses lies in the fact that our knowledge of any 

disease is limited by the very works which discuss them. From a modern point of 

view, the aspects of a disease that an author has chosen to report may have little or no 

relevance to the overall diagnosis of a disease - in many cases, the information 

provided may be sufficient to indicate a general group of diseases, but not detailed 

enough to narrow it down to one specific illness. The changing concepts of a disease 

also hinder retrospective diagnosis: while it may be possible to compare one author's 

explanation of a disease with a modern equivalent, this comparison may not be 

applicable to a second author's explanation of the 'same' disease. This is particularly 

significant in ancient mental illnesses, where the suggested locations of the disease 

and the mind could change drastically from one author to another. It does not seem 

right, for example, to associate phrenitis with certain forms of brain fever when many 

early accounts of the disease place this illness - and the rational powers that it 

compromises - in various parts of the chest. Any attempt to make this comparison 

requires the imposition of modern ideas of the mind upon these ancient accounts. 

When studying ancient diseases, it is much better to approach each author's account 

7 Drabkin, 1955: 266; Byl and Szafran, 1996: 99; and DSM-IV-TR: 136-137. 
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Introduction 

of the disease individually, establishing their beliefs about symptoms, causes, and 

therapies, and placing these in the context of that author's views on disease and 

medicine as a whole. Only after these aspects have been established is it possible to 

begin making comparisons between different authors' accounts of each disease. 

This dissertation fills a gap in the existing literature on ancient mental diseases. 

At present, monographs exist on both mania and melancholia, the two other diseases 

that ancient physicians commonly associated with madness.8 In contrast, scholarship 

on phrenitis is limited to a few short studies, which approach the disease from both 

classical and medical points of view. A 1996 study by Simon B yl and Willy Szafran, 

for example, reviews the concept of phrenitis in the Hippocratic Corpus. The aim of 

this study is to create a basic picture of 'Hippocratic phrenitis', which can then be 

used to look for equivalent diseases in modem psychiatric concepts of mental illness.9 

After establishing a list of diseases that earlier scholars have linked with phrenitis, Byl 

and Szafran provide a number of examples from the Corpus which establish delirium 

and fever as the primary symptoms of the disease. They then list a handful of other 

symptoms associated with phrenitis, placing them in order of the frequency with 

which they appear in the Corpus. A few causal explanations are provided, followed 

by a selection of remedies said to have been used as treatment for the disease, and a 

number of passages discussing the connection between a person's age and the 

prevalence of phrenitis. The authors complete their study by explaining that 

8 On mania, see Pigeaud, 1987; on melancholia, see Flashar, 1966. 
9 Byl and Szafran, 1996. The goal of this paper is explained on page 98: "Nous no us proposons des 
lors d'etablir Ie dossier complet de la 'phrenitis' hippocratique et de determiner ensuite s'il est possible 
d'identifier la nature de cette affection." 

[6] 
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'Hippocratic phrenitis' has very close parallels to a category of modem diseases 

known as 'organic mental syndromes'. 10 

This study is problematic for several reasons. To begin with, the desire to use 

ancient accounts of disease to make retrospective diagnoses is a difficult undertaking 

and, from the point of view of many historians of medicine, not an ideal approach to 

the study of ancient disease. Byl and Szafran acknowledge some of the problems 

inherent in this process, yet do not hesitate to find a modem parallel for phrenitis. 

Secondly, in referring to the Hippocratic material itself, these authors neglect to 

remind us that the Hippocratic authors do not share a unified concept of medicine, or 

even of individual diseases. When listing symptoms in order of the frequency with 

which they are mentioned in the Corpus, little consideration is given to the different 

contexts in which these symptoms are described, or to the relevance of these 

symptoms to Hippocratic concepts of phrenitis as a whole. A similar situation occurs 

with causes and treatments - Byl and Szafran reference a handful of examples of 

causes and therapies, but refrain from making any explanatory comments about the 

importance of these details to the overall picture of their 'Hippocratic phrenitis'. A 

further problem with this study, which will be discussed in more detail in the chapter 

on the Hippocratic Corpus, is that Byl and Szafran fail to clarify which Hippocratic 

passages have been included in their study. When discussing symptoms, for example, 

it would be useful to know exactly which passages they have used to tabulate the 

frequency of each symptom. Judging by the passages that are referenced in the 

footnotes, several of their examples are drawn from passages that appear to have been 

connected to phrenitis only by later authors; inclusion of these potentially non-

10 Byl and Szafran, 1996: 103. The authors cite the entry for 'organic mental syndromes' that is given 
in DSM-III-R. As mentioned above, this categorization is now viewed as outdated. 

[7] 
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phrenitic descriptions alters the overall calculation of frequency, and the resultant 

conclusions. 

In 1987, Monica Centanni prepared a review of phrenitis and epilepsy in the 

Galenic corpus! I This article summarizes Galen's concept of phren it is by 

highlighting passages referring to the definition, symptomology, aetiology, and 

therapy of the disease; many of these passages are drawn from Galen's commentaries 

on the Hippocratic texts. 12 While this article provides a useful collection of material 

about phrenitis, Cetanni provides only limited analysis of the material, and does not 

seek to form it into a unified concept of phrenitis. 

Jackie Pigeaud offers two studies of phren it is. His 1998 review, 'La phrenitis 

dans I' reuvre de Caelius Auft!lien' 13, provides a good introduction to Caelius 

Aurelianus' approach to phrenitis. The emphasis of this article is not on Caelius' 

description of phrenitis itself, but rather on Caelius' manner of explaining it. Several 

key aspects of Caelius' view of phrenitis are brought to our attention, but are not 

discussed in great depth: this is not the intention of the article. Pigeaud also discusses 

phrenitis in his longer work, La maladie de 1 'arne, which was originally published in 

1981.14 Pigeaud does not believe that phrenitis is a disease of the soul, but points out 

that the nature of the disease invites discussion of the relationship between the soul 

and the body. 15 His review of phrenitis highlights some key features of the disease 

concept, such as the main symptoms and the location of the illness in the body, but is 

largely restricted to a presentation of various authors' views on the subject. As such, 

this chapter provides a useful starting point for the study of phrenitis, but does not 

11 Centanni, 1987. 
12 Centanni, 1987: 54-63. 
13 Pigeaud, 1998. 
14 Pigeaud, 2006. The section on phrenitis is found in Part 2, pages 70-100. 
15 Pigeaud, 2006: 70: "La phrenitis n'est pas en aucune fa~on une maladie de I'ame, mais a I'interieur du 
concept se pose la question du siege et de la relation de l'ame et du corps." 

[8] 
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provide a complete concept of the disease, as it was understood by any particular 

author. 

A more recent, yet very short article on phrenitis was published in The Lancet in 

2000. 16 Here, Bill Bynum offers a brief discussion of phrenitis as described in the 

Hippocratic Corpus, followed by a few references to 19th century concepts of this 

illness; this article is not intended to be a detailed scholarly discussion of phrenitis. 

There are also a number of studies which examine phrenitis from a psychological 

point of view. A particularly good discussion of phrenitis is offered by Akio Sakai, in 

his study 'Phrenitis: inflammation of the mind and the body' .17 Here, Sakai reviews 

descriptions of phrenitis from ancient and medieval sources, and concludes that 

phrenitis "can be regarded as a term that described a disease (or a syndrome) and 

which was applied to acute disorders reflecting both somatic and psychic 

manifestations.,,18 While Sakai effectively refers to the debate about the seat of the 

soul and the connection of that seat to the location of phrenitis in the body, he does 

not take proper account of the different medical opinions that underlie, and strongly 

influence each author's concept of phren it is. Overall, this article provides an 

interesting discussion of certain aspects of phrenitis, but does not attempt to establish 

a clear concept of the disease. 

A less effective overview of phrenitis is found in a study of mental illnesses in 

Aretaeus by Sotiris Kotsopoulos.19 The discussion of phrenitis offered in this article 

is little more than a summary of Aretaeus' treatments for the disease; the author's 

approach to Aretaeus' work is evident in the presumptive statement that "phrenitis is 

16 Bynum, 2000. 
17 Sakai, 1991. 
18 Sakai. 1991: 203. 
19 Kotsopoulos. 1986. 
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obviously modem delirium which is associated with infectious diseases.,,2o Other 

aspects of this article are also problematic, the most notable of which is Kotsopoulos' 

statement that "the clinical entity of phrenitis and its management did not change 

much till the time of Paulus Aegineta who lived in the 7th century AD and was the last 

of the ancient medical writers.,,21 

Further comments about phrenitis can also be found in the commentaries of 

relevant texts, by authors such as Jacques Jouanna, and Paul Potter.22 These 

discussions will be examined in more detail throughout this dissertation, in the context 

of the various texts with which they are associated. 

This dissertation focuses on perceptions and concepts of phrenitis as they were put 

forth by Aretaeus of Cappadocia, a Pneumatist; Galen; and Caelius Aurelianus, a 

Methodist. While these authors represent only a handful of the many authors who 

discuss this disease, the opinions of these authors make for a compelling comparison 

of the varying approaches to phrenitis in the ancient world. These authors represent 

three different, yet roughly contemporary theoretical backgrounds, which date from 

the 1 stl2nd century AD. While Caelius Aurelianus was himself active in the 5th century 

AD, his work Acute and Chronic Affections draws heavily on the opinions of Soranus, 

a Methodist from the 1 stl2nd century AD. This is especially true of Book 1, which is 

entirely devoted to a discussion of phrenitis; it is this reliance on Soranus' work that 

enables us to consider Caelius as a contemporary of Galen and Aretaeus. In order to 

provide a relevant background to the opinions of these authors, concepts of phrenitis 

from the Hippocratic Corpus, and the 4th century BC authors Diocles and Praxagoras 

20 Kotsopoulos, 1986: 172. 
21 Kotsopoulos, 1986: 172 and 173 respectively. 
22 F or example, Potter, 1980, and Jouanna, 2000. 

[to] 
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will also be discussed. Together, the opinions of these early authors make up the 

approach to medicine that later became known as the Dogmatic, or Rationalist 

tradition. This approach is based on a humoural view of medicine, in which diseases 

are in some way connected to an imbalance in the body's overall composition of 

humours. As we will see, Galen and Aretaeus both seek to connect themselves to this 

Dogmatic tradition: Aretaeus' view of phrenitis clearly reflects this humoural 

approach to disease, and is further emphasized by his deliberate use of Ionic Greek, 

the dialect used by the Hippocratic authors. Galen's specific explanation of phren it is 

is not as heavily influenced by the opinions of the Hippocratic authors, yet his overall 

approach to medicine encompasses the traditional theories of humours and elemental 

qualities. For Galen, it is his knowledge of human anatomy that shapes his account of 

phrenitis. Finally, Caelius offers a distinct contrast to both of these authors, openly 

rejecting the Rationalist approach to disease and medicine. Like other Methodists, 

Caelius uses the Hippocratic tradition as something to fight against when putting forth 

his theories of disease. While clearly aware of human anatomy, he does not let this 

information influence his understanding of disease. A large portion of his discussion 

of phrenitis is devoted to the criticism of other physicians, many of whom belonged to 

the Rationalist tradition. 

In order to avoid the aforementioned pitfalls of the study of ancient mental 

diseases, the discussion of each author's concept of phren it is will be preceded by a 

brief discussion of their medical background, including the relevant history of their 

particular medical sect, and an overview of their general theories of health and 

disease. Each author's specific approach to phrenitis will then be discussed, in the 

context of the symptoms which they believe to be most important, their views on how 

the disease is caused, and the methods by which they seek to remedy the illness. 

[11 ] 
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Special attention will be given to aspects of their explanations which are significant to 

the overall history of phrenitis. The highly fatal nature of phrenitis, for example, is 

frequently mentioned by Hippocratic authors, yet rarely occurs in the accounts of 

Aretaeus, Galen, and Caelius; similarly, certain symptoms that are mentioned in the 

Hippocratic authors receive varied levels of attention in the three later authors. 

Throughout this discussion, the authors' opinions on these aspects will be highlighted, 

and possible explanations for their attitudes will be suggested. 

Emphasis will also be placed on a number of key issues, which relate to the 

changing views of phrenitis over time. Advances in anatomical research in the 3rd 

century BC, for example, led to the discovery of the origin of the nerves at the base of 

the brain, and vastly improved physicians' knowledge of the physical structure of the 

lungs, heart, and other internal parts. These discoveries precede the three main 

authors of this study by several hundred years. It must therefore be evaluated how 

much of an influence these discoveries have on each author's concept of phren it is, 

relative to the writings of the Hippocratic and 4th century BC authors. Do our three 

authors accept these anatomical discoveries and, if so, to what extent does this 

information affect their understanding of phrenitis? Knowledge of the different 

organs of the body also resulted in an approach to medicine that sought to associate 

each disease with a specific part of the body. This approach, known as the locus 

affectus, or affected place (rrerrova~S' TorroS' in Greek), is believed to have 

developed in the late classical period, alongside the 3rd century anatomical discoveries 

made by physicians such as Erasistratus and Herophilus.23 In the context of the 

discussion of phrenitis and other mental illnesses, the locus affectus relates both to the 

question of the location of the diseases themselves, and to the question of the location 

23 van der Eijk. 1998: 350. 

[12] 
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of the rational powers that they affect. Despite this close connection, however, the 

concept of the locus affectus was highly contested among ancient physicians; some 

authors argued over potential locations of different diseases, while others, such as the 

Methodists, rejected the very possibility of identifying such a location in the first 

place. 

The impact of anatomical information on the diagnosis of phrenitis will also be 

examined. As the disease concepts of phrenitis, mania, and melancholia became more 

established, it became increasingly necessary for physicians to explain how and why 

these diseases varied from each other, and from other similar illnesses. Just as 

explanations of phrenitis often provide insight to these other diseases, clues to each 

author's understanding of phren it is can sometimes be drawn from their explanations 

of other diseases. Each author's use of this differential diagnosis will be examined 

throughout this dissertation. 

What was, for the ancient physicians, the mental illness known as phrenitis? 

Aretaeus of Cappadocia, Galen, and Caelius Aurelianus provide three contemporary 

concepts of this disease, each of which is based on a different medical background. 

For each author, we will seek to determine their definition of the disease: what do 

they believe are the distinguishing symptoms of phrenitis, and how is it different from 

other mental illnesses? What causes phrenitis, and what remedies can be used to treat 

it? How do the overall medical theories of each physician affect their concept of 

phrenitis, and to what extent are they influenced by the views and discoveries of other 

physicians, both contemporaries, and predecessors? The answers to these questions 

will reveal a clear picture of phrenitis in the ancient world and provide insight into the 

broader characteristics of mental illness in antiquity. 

[13] 



The Rationalist 'Tradition' 

The Rationalist 'Tradition' 

This chapter seeks to provide an analysis of the concepts of phrenitis described by 

the authors of the Hippocratic Corpus, and the fourth century BC physicians Diocles 

and Praxagoras. Together, the opinions of these authors make up the basis of what 

would later become known as the Rationalist, or Dogmatic 'tradition'. Since Aretaeus 

and Galen were both significantly influenced by the ideas contained in this tradition, 

they are essential to our understanding of their explanations of phrenitis. When 

examining Caelius' concept of phrenitis, an understanding of the Rationalist ideals 

helps us to understand Caelius' negative response to more traditional views of 

medicine, and his reasons for preferring the apparent simplicity of the Methodist 

doctrine. 

The Hippocratic Corpus contains the first systematic discussions of phrenitis. As 

a result of the variety of medical beliefs expressed through these discussions, it is 

possible to establish only a general concept of so-called 'Hippocratic' phrenitis: each 

treatise in the Corpus has its own subtleties of explanation, which often contradict 

those that are found in other texts. Nevertheless, we will see that there is a general 

consensus in the Hippocratic Corpus regarding the concept of the term 'phrenitis'. As 

an illness of the mind, causal explanations of this disease require the integration of 

theories for both the overall nature of disease, and the nature and location of 

intelligence and rational thought. Of particular interest are the descriptions of 

phrenitis in the context of Rationalist medical philosophy, which are based primarily 

on humoural theory, and the Rationalist discussion of the physical sources of the 

rational powers. 
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The opinions of Diodes and Praxagoras represent the first steps in the adaptation 

of traditional Rationalist doctrines into individual approaches to the concept of 

phrenitis. Each of these authors offers an account of phrenitis that is grounded in 

Hippocratic medicine, yet is influenced by their own independent research on the 

body and its structures. In explaining phrenitis, Diodes and Praxagoras both suggest 

that the heart is the seat of the rational powers. While they also share the view that 

phrenitis occurs due to inflammation in the area of the chest, each author has a 

different explanation of how phrenitis comes to affect the seat of the rational powers. 

Hippocratic ideas about the characterization of phrenitis and the location of the 

rational powers were very influential; as will be demonstrated in later chapters, 

certain of these ideas would remain popular among many generations of physicians. 

Equally influential are the Hippocratic suggestions for treatment; while there are only 

a few texts in the Corpus which discuss the treatment of phrenitis, we will see that the 

methods used by these physicians continue to be prescribed in later discussions on 

this subject. 

Phrenitis in the Hippocratic Corpus 

The Hippocratic Corpus contains the earliest surviving references to phrenitis.1 

Discussions of phrenitis in these works suggest that the Hippocratic authors inherited 

their knowledge of the disease from earlier physicians, and that they share at least a 

basic concept of what the disease entails.2 In Regimen in Acute Diseases, the author 

lists phrenitis as one of the diseases which 'the ancients' had identified as an acute 

I Discussions of phrenitis appear in: Affections, Aphorisms, Coan Prenotions, Crises, Diseases 1 and 3, 
Epidemics 1, 3,4, 5, and 7, Regimen in Acute Diseases. Prognostics, and Prorrhetics 1. 
2 Jouanna (1999: 142) believes that most of the diseases identified in the Hippocratic Corpus, including 
those such as phrenitis which appear for the first time in these texts, were already well known to 
physicians of Hippocrates' time. 
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disease.3 In Epidemics 3, certain patients are identified as suffering from phrenitis, 

without reference to anyone specific symptom that highlights the presence of this 

disease. Most of the symptoms offered in these case histories seem generic, and also 

appear in patients suffering from other diseases.4 The implication, therefore, is that 

the readers of this text would already have some knowledge of how to diagnose 

phrenitis, and would consequently understand the relevance of each diagnosis to the 

patient's overall case. A similar situation occurs in Epidemics 7.112, in which a 

patient is said to become 'deranged in the mind in a phrenitic manner,.5 This author 

offers no indication as to the exact manifestation of this delirium, which suggests that 

he expects his readers to have previous knowledge of these particular characteristics. 

The following chapter will attempt to reconstruct this 'Hippocratic' concept of 

phrenitis, its most significant symptoms, theories about its cause, and methods by 

which the Hippocratic physicians sought to provide therapy. Emphasis will be placed 

on aspects of the disease which most Hippocratic authors agree upon, and attention 

will be drawn to any significant variations of opinion. In creating this concept - and 

indeed when discussing any aspect of Hippocratic thought - it is important to 

remember that the diverse nature of the Corpus makes it impossible to draw any 

conclusions about Hippocratic opinion as a whole. Each author in the Corpus has 

their own specific views, with their own subtleties of opinion. Nevertheless, it is 

useful to establish a general concept of phrenitis during this period, to improve our 

understanding of how these authors viewed the disease. Furthermore, since later 

3 Hippocrates, Acut. 5 (2.232 Littre):"EoTt ~E TOUTO o;eo, oKoia wvo~ooav cit apxa10l TTAEUplTtV, 
KOt TTEPlTTAEU~OVtT]V, Kat <pPEVITIV, KOt Atl60pyov, KOt Kauoov, KOt TOAAO VOUatl~OTO OKOOO 
TOUTec.lV 'EXO~EVcX eOTlV, ulV cit rruPETOI TO 'Errt TTOV ~UVEXEES". These are the acute diseases. those 
which the ancients have named pleuritis, and peripneumonia, and phrenitis, and lethargy. and causus, 
and all those diseases which are similar to these, in which the fevers are generally continuous. All 
translations in this dissertation are my own. 
4 Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.17(4) (3.116-118 Littre). These 'generic' symptoms include fever, sweating, 
heaviness of the head, loss of speech, and vomiting. 
5 Hippocrates, Epid. 7.112 (5.460 Littre): TTOPEKpouoe TPOTTOV <ppevlTI KOV· 
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authors would use Hippocratic ideas as the basis of their own medical views, this 

reconstructed concept, however generalized, provides us with a starting point against 

which later concepts of phrenitis can be compared. 

In selecting sources for this chapter, I have restricted myself to those passages and 

case studies which mention phrenitis directly or reference it in such a way as to leave 

little or no doubt about the disease to which it refers. I have excluded, for example, 

three case studies in chapter 17 of Epidemics 3 which have been identified as phrenitis 

even though they do not mention the disease directly.6 The word <ppSVITIS" has been 

added to the end of these passages by various later scholars, along with the diagnostic 

characters.7 These stand in direct contrast to the more legitimate discussion of 

phrenitis in case 4 of this chapter, in which the diagnosis is included in the main text: 

'0 <pPSVI TI KOS" Tfi rrpulTlJ KCXTCXKAI as IS". 8 I have also excluded from my study 

discussions of two diseases which modern scholars have suggested as being similar to 

phrenitis, the 'thick disease' caused by bile in Internal Affections 48, and <ppOVTIS" in 

Diseases 2.72, which Paul Potter amends to, and translates as, phrenitis.9 

Before undertaking this reconstruction, it is useful to review the general 

Hippocratic approach to disease. Here again, there is no one theory of disease that 

was shared by all the authors in the Corpus. The following summary, therefore, is a 

review of some of the most prevalent theories of anatomy and pathology presented in 

the Corpus. Throughout this discussion, special attention will be given to those 

6 Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.17, cases 13 (3.136-140 Littre), 15 (3.142-146 Littre), and 16 (3.146-148 
Littre). 
7Jone~ 1923a:213-217. 
8 Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.17(4) (3.116-118 Littre). 
9 Hippocrates, Intern. 48 (7.284-288 Littre); Morb. 2.72 (7.108-110 Littre). In his version of this 
passage, Potter (1 998a: 326-327) changes <!>POVTI5 to <!>pevlTI5, but does not offer an explanation as to 
why he has made this amendment. Jouanna (1983) does not make this amendment. The similarity 
between Intern. 48 and phrenitis is also suggested by Potter, without any specific justification: Potter, 
1988b: 337, S.Y.: "Phrenitis". 
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aspects which contribute most to our understanding of the Hippocratic concept of 

phrenitis. 

Hippocratic Physiology and Disease Theory 

Generally speaking, the Hippocratic authors envision the body as an assemblage 

of fluids and structures, which interact with each other in specific ways.IO Since 

Hippocratic physicians did not perform anatomical dissections, their understanding of 

the body's internal structure was acquired through a combination of observation and 

analogy. Knowledge of parts close to the surface of the body could be gained through 

clinical examination, while certain internal parts could be examined during serious 

injuries, or studied through comparison of human parts with their animal 

equivalents. II Hippocratic physicians were aware that certain parts were responsible 

for particular activities. 12 As Beate Gundert explains, "each individual part is 

considered to have a certain shape and texture that makes it more or less apt to attract, 

receive, retain, and/or expel fluids.,,13 Spongy parts like the glands were thought to 

draw off water, hollow cavities enabled respiration and hearing, and the reflective 

membranes of the eyes were perfectly designed to enable sight. 14 In this system, the 

individual parts of the body are seen to be 'passive sites' in which the various 

activities take place. As Paul Potter points out in his summary of Hippocratic 

Medicine, Ancient Medicine is one of the few texts which ascribe a more active role to 

the organs. 15 

10 Gundert, 2000: 15 and Potter 1988c: 38. For a more detailed discussion of Hippocratic medical 
views, see Potter, 1988c, Gundert 1992 and 2000, and Nutton, 2004: 72-86. 
II Gundert 2000: 15 and 1992: 454. 
12 Gundert, 1992: 455. 
13 Gundert, 2000: 15. 
14 Gundert, 1992: 457. 
15 Potter, 1988c: 39, and VM 22-23 (1.626-634 Littrt!). 
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In the category of 'fluids', the Hippocratic authors include all the bodily 

secretions and excretions, as well as blood, air, and humours. 16 As Vivian Nutton 

explains, the Hippocratic authors do not agree on the exact number, or even the 

specific identities of these humours. 17 Nevertheless, these authors do agree that health 

is dependent upon a proper balance of the constituent humours; when the balance is 

upset, diseases emerge in the body. In Nature of Man, for example, the author 

suggests that the body is composed of four humours: blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and 

black bile. IS These humours are themselves composed of various mixtures of the four 

universal qualities of heat, cold, moisture, and dryness. 19 Since these are the same 

qualities which come together to form the universe as a whole, they are highly 

susceptible to similar qualities in entities such as foods, drinks, air, weather, and the 

seasons. The author of Affections provides an account of how these forces can 

produce disease. While this account incorporates a different concept of the bodily 

humours, the explanation of how the humours are affected is common to many 

Hippocratic texts: 

All diseases happen in humans on account of bile and phlegm. This 

bile and phlegm produce disease whenever, inside the body, one of 

them is either dried out, or made wet, or heated, or cooled. The 

phlegm and bile suffer these things from foods andfrom drinks, and 

from exertions and traumas, andfrom smell, and sound, and sight, and 

sexual intercourse, and from both heat and cold; and the phlegm and 

bile suffer this whenever any of these things mentioned are either 

applied to the body at an unsuitable time, or not according to habit, or 

in amounts that are too great and too strong, or amounts that are too 

small and too weak. 

16 Potter, 1988c: 40 and Gundert, 2000: 15. 
17 Nutton, 2004: 79. 
18 Hippocrates, Nat. Hom. 4 (6.38-40 Littre). 
19 Hippocrates, Nat. Hom. 5 (6.40-44 Littre). 
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VOUO~llaTa TOIOlV aV8p~TTOIOI YIVETal aTTaVTa UTTO XOA~S' Kal 

¢AEYllaTOS'· ~ eSE XOAn Kal TO ¢ASYlla TeXS' VOUOOUS' TTapeXEI, OTaV 

'EV Te,,? O~llaTI ~ UTTEp;TlpaIVTlTal, ~ UTTEpuypalVTlTal, ~ 

UTTEp8EPllaIVTlTal, ~ UTTEp\jJUXTlTal. TTcXOXEI eSe Ta\ha TO ¢ASYlla 

Kat ~ xOAn Kal aTTO OITICUV Kal TTOTc3v, Kat aTTO TTOVCUV Kat 

TPCUllcXTCUV, Kat aTTO OOIl~S' Kat aKO~S' Kat O\jJIOS' Kat AaYVEITlS', 

Kat aTTO TOU 8EPllOU TE Kat \fJUxPOU· TTcXOXEI eSE, chav TOUTCUV 

EKaoTa Tc.3V EIPTlIlSVCUV ~ Iln 'EV Te,,? eSSOVTI TTpOO¢SPTlTal T~ 

oWllaTI, ~ Iln TeX Elcu8oTa, ~ TTAEICU TE Kat 'IOxupOTEpa, ~ 'EAcXOOCU 

TE Kat a06EVSOTEpa. 20 

As this author explains, the disease-causing humours - in this case bile and 

phlegm - are always present inside the body, and, under normal circumstances, are 

not inherently bad. These humours become harmful only when they are in excess or 

deficiency, or when their specific co~binations of qualities become unbalanced. The 

factors which influence the humoural balance include specific characteristics of the 

individual and his habits, as well as more universal aspects that affect whole cities or 

regions. A significant part of Hippocratic medicine is based upon the study of these 

many factors, in hopes of being able to predict how and when certain factors will be 

most likely to affect a patient. This process, known as prognosis, is most useful when 

treating a sick patient: if the physician can assess the patient's individual constitution, 

and that of his surrounding environment, he will be better able to identify the disease 

in question, determine how it is likely to manifest itself in the patient, and predict its 

most likely outcome. 21 It is necessary for a Hippocratic physician to be aware of the 

20 Hippocrates, Aft. 1 (6.208 Littrt!). This author's emphasis on bile and phlegm as the agents of 
disease is fairly common throughout the Corpus (Nutton, 2004: 79). See also Hippocrates, Morb. 1.2. 
21 For a more detailed discussion of prognosis in the Hippocratic Corpus, see Hulskamp, 2008: 7 -49, 
and Nutton, 2004: 82-93. 
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deadly nature of diseases, so that he can accurately predict if or even when his patient 

is most likely to die. In this way, the physician can both prepare the patient's family 

members for the eventual outcome, while also protecting his own reputation. In some 

cases, a physician might also refuse to take on a patient who is already close to death, 

thereby avoiding the possibility of being blamed for that patient's demise, and ruining 

his reputation as a physician.22 

The author of Epidemics 1 describes the factors that a physician takes into account 

when making a prognosis: 

And concerning these diseases, from which we made our decisions, 

having learned the common nature of all people and diseases and the 

particular nature of each; from the disease, from the patient, from the 

prescribed regimen and the one who prescribed it - for based upon 

this too the diagnosis is easier or more difficult; from the constitution 

of the weather and each place, according to its parts and its entirety; 

from customs, from regimen, from the ways of living, from the ages of 

each patient; through their speech, manners, silences, thoughts, sleep, 

not sleeping, dreams -what kind? and when?; plucking, scratching, 

tears; from the paroxysms, excrements, urines, salivations, vomits; and 

the succession and transitions of the diseases - how many? from what? 

to where? - toward death and crisis; sweats, chills, rigor, cough, 

sneezing, hiccups, breaths, belches, flatulence - silent or with noises?, 

nose-bleeds, haemorrhages; from these things one must consider what 

will occur on account of these things. 

Ta OE TTcpt Ta VOUO~IJOTCX, Ef; WV OIOYIYVWOKOlJcV, IJ080VTES" EK 

TI)S" KOIVT)s" ¢UOIOS" CxTTcXVTCuV, KOt TT)S" 'IOlllS" EKcXOTOU' EK TOU 

VOUO~IJOTOS"' EK TOU VOOEOVTOS"' EK TWV TTpOO¢epOIJEvc:.uv· 'eK TOU 

TTpoo¢epovToS", 'ETTI TO p~OV yap KOt XOAETTwnpov EK TOUTOU' EK 

TI)S" KOTOOTcXOIOS" OAllS", KOI KOTa lJepEO Tc.3V ouPOVtc:.uv KOI 

22 Nutton, 2004: 88. 
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XulPllS' EKcXOTTJS" 'EK TOU eSEOS" 'EK "'S' OICXITTJS" EK Tc:3V 

'ElTITTJOEU~cXTUlV' 'eK TI]S' ~AIKlllS' hcXOTOU' AOYOIOI' TPOTTOIOI' 

OIyn' 0ICXV011~CXOlV' UTTVOIOIV, OUX UTTVOIOIV' EvuTTvlolOlv 010101 

KCXI OTE' TIA~oI01' KV1l0~OIOl' OCXKPUOIOlV' EK Tc:3V TTCXpO~UO~c:3v' 

OICXXUlpn~CXOlV' OUpOIOI' TTTUcXAOIOIV' E~hoIOI' KCXI OOCXI E~ olUlv 

ES' olcx OICXOOXCXI VOUOll~cXTUlV, KCXI CxTTOOTcXOIES' ETTI TO OAE6pIOV 

KCXt KPIOI~OV' 'IOPulS" ~U~IS" P1YOS" ~n~' TTTCXp~OI' AUY~OI' 

TTVEU~CXTCX' EPEU~IES" <pUOCXI, OIYulOEES', ~O<pulOEES" CX\~OPPCXYICXI, 

CX'I~oppoioES" EK TOUTUlV KCXI OOCX OleX TOUTUlV OKETTTEOV. 23 

As is evident from this list, the 'tools' of prognosis encompass a wide range of 

factors. To begin with, the physician must assess the external factors that can affect 

the patient. Since prognosis involves the past, present, and future of the patient's 

condition, the physician must look at the patient's typical habits, his daily activities, 

and recent intake of foods and beverages, Less changeable factors such as age and 

gender also playa role in prognosis, because of their effects on the person's natural 

constitution: age is thought to cool the body, while gender can affect one's 

susceptibility to certain diseases, On a more universal level, the physician must also 

consider the condition of the patient's home, the climate and geographic location of 

the city or town in which he lives, prevailing weather systems, and the current season 

of the year.24 Some Hippocratic physicians associate each of the seasons with specific 

humours and elemental qUalities. When a season proceeds normally, with seasonable 

weather patterns, diseases will occur in a normal fashion, with predictable crises and 

outcomes, When the seasons produce unusual weather conditions, diseases follow 

abnormal patterns, with outcomes and crises that are difficult to predict. 25 

23 Hippocrates, Epid. 1.3.10 (2.668 Littre). 
24 The text Airs. Waters. Places describes the effects of environmental conditions on health and disease. 
25 Hippocrates, Aph. 3.8 (4.488 Littre), Humor. 13. 
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Once a person has been affected by a disease, their resulting symptoms become 

additional tools from which the physician can make a prognosis. While ill, the 

patient's appearance and behaviour indicate how well he is holding up to the disease, 

and whether his condition is likely to improve or become worse.26 The physician can 

also use these signs to determine how best to treat his patient; while certain treatments 

are useful for specific diseases, adjustments also have to be made to suit the remedy to 

the individual needs of the patient. Here again, a physician will base his decisions 

both on the habits and constitution of his patient, and on the characteristics of the 

surrounding environment. 

Given the psychological aspects associated with phrenitis, it is necessary to 

consider some of the Hippocratic approaches to the rational powers, processes such as 

intelligent thought and sense perception.27 The authors of the Corpus do not have a 

unified opinion of how these processes occur, or the parts of the body that are 

responsible for them; overall, opinions about these processes tend to associate the 

powers with either the brain, the heart, or the blood.28 In many texts, Hippocratic 

interest in the rational mind is guided by their interest in so-called 'psychological' 

diseases - those which are caused by physical abnormalities, yet result in dysfunction 

26 See, for example, Hippocrates, Prog. 9 (2.132-134 Littn!): E'l Os TTPOS T~ ~cXPEI KOt 0'1 QVUXES KOt 
01 OcXKTUAOI TTEAlOVOt YIYVOVTOl, TTPOOOOKlIJOS" 06cXVOTOS" TTOpouTIKa' IJEAalVOIJEVOI os 
TTOVTEAWS" 0'1 OcXKTUAOI Kat 01 TTOOES" ~OOOV OAE6pIOI TWV TTEAII5vwv E'IOIV' CxAAa Kat TaAAO 
OTlIJEtO OKETTTE0601 XPtl' ~V yap EUTTETEc.lS 4>Epc.lV 4>aIVTJTal TO KaKOV, Kat aAAO TI TWV 
TTEPlEOTIKc.lV TTPOS TOUTEOlOI TOtOI OTlIJEIOIOIV UTTOOElKVUU, TO VOUOTJIJO ES CxTTOoTaOlV Tparrilvol 
SA TTtS, WOTE TOV IJSV aV6pc.lTTOV TTEplYEveo601, Ta Os IJEAOv6EVTO TOU OWIJOTOS CxTTOTTEOEtV. And 
if, along with the heaviness of the body, the nails andfingers become livid in colour, death is expected 
at any moment; but if the fingers and toes become completely black, it is a less deadly sign than their 
being livid. But also it is necessary to consider the signs, for if the patient appears to bear up 
favourably against the evil, and some other of the signs indicating recovery are revealed in addition to 
those signs mentioned here, there is hope that the disease will turn into an abscess, so that the patient 
will recover, but the blackened parts of the body willfall off. 
27 For more detailed discussions of the 'mind' in Hippocratic thought, see Gundert, 2000; Singer, 1992; 
and van der Eijk, 2005. 
28 van der Eijk, 2005: 124-125. Brain: Hippocrates, Morb. Sacr. (6.352-397 Littn!); heart: Hippocrates, 
Morb. 2 (7.8-115 Littre), Hippocrates, Cord. (9.76-93 Littre); blood: Hippocrates, Morb. 1 (6.140-205 
Littre), Hippocrates, Flat. (6.91-115 Littre). 
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of the various rational powers.29 Of these discussions, only On the Sacred Disease 

and On the Heart make any deliberate attempt to associate the rational powers with 

particular parts of the body; the remaining texts associate the mental powers with 

internal processes that involve multiple areas of the body. 30 

The most elaborate explanation of the rational powers is found in the work On the 

Sacred Disease, in connection with a description of epilepsy.31 Here, the brain is said 

to be responsible for intelligence and movement: air coming into the body goes 

straight to the brain, bringing external information that is interpreted by the brain. 

The air then moves from the brain to the lungs, abdominal cavity, veins, and the rest 

of the parts, enabling them to move in accordance with the brain's interpretations.32 

Epilepsy occurs when the passage of air through the body is blocked. The various 

symptoms that can occur during the disease depend upon the location of the 

blockage.33 

The discussion of rational thought in this text is significant because it is the only 

work in the Hippocratic Corpus to place the responsibility for rational thought in the 

brain. In explaining how 'thOUght' works, this author makes a distinction between 

OUVEats", the brain's ability to perceive and understand external stimuli, and 

4>POVTJats", the awareness of, and reaction to external stimuli, which is common to all 

the parts of the body.34 These processes continue normally, so long as the brain 

remains healthy and capable of interpreting the information provided by the air. If the 

brain becomes contaminated, it is rendered incapable of performing these 

29 van der Eijk, 2005: 131. 
30 van der Eijk, 2005: 124-125. 
31 Hippocrates, Morb. Sacr. (6.352-397 Littre). 
32 Hippocrates, Morb. Sacr. 19 (6.390-392 Littre). See also van der Eijk, 2005: 126-127; Gundert, 
2000: 21-22; Simon, 1978: 220-225; and Temkin 1971. 
33 . ' 

HIppocrates, Morh. Sacr. 9-12 (6.370-374 Littn!). 
34 van der Eijk, 2005: 127. 
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interpretations. The author believes that this can happen in cases of mania, which 

occurs when the brain is corrupted by either phlegm or bile.35 In one form of this 

disease, phlegm moves into the brain, and produces a form of madness that renders 

the patient silent and calm.36 In a second form, bile heats up the brain and causes the 

patient to become noisy and restless, to shout and cry out during the night, and to do 

things at inopportune moments.37 In both cases, the madness is said to continue as 

long as the bile or phlegm remain in the brain; the symptoms end when the humours 

flow back through the blood-filled veins, into the body.38 The brain can also be 

heated by excess blood, which moves into the brain when a person has frightening 

dreams. This state of fear is temporary, since the blood returns to the body when the 

person wakes Up.39 A final form of madness can occur from moisture, which saturates 

the brain and causes it to move around, damaging its powers of sight and hearing.4o 

The author of On the Sacred Diseases uses these examples of madness as 

evidence that the brain is the only part of the body capable of rational thought. In 

positing this theory, he is going against the mainstream ideas of his time. To 

35 Hippocrates, Morb. Sacr. 18 (6.388-390 Littre). See also: Pigeaud, 1987: 59-60. 
36 Hippocrates, Morb. Sacr. 18 (6.388 Littre): 01 lJev ycxp UTTO TOU cpAEYIJCXTOS' IJcxlvolJevol ~avXOI TE 
E'IOI Kcxt ou ~Oc.lOlV oucSe 60pU~EOUOlV n,ose who become mad on account of phlegm are silent and 
do not shout, nor do they make a disturbance. 
31 Hippocrates, Morb. Sacr. 18 (6.388-390 Littre): 01 cSe UTTO XOAiis KEKpaKTcxl KCXt KCXKOUPYOI KCXt 
OUK ChPEIJCXIOl, b.AA' cx'iel TI CXKCXIPOV cSpc.3VTES .. : EK VUKTc.3V cSe ~o~ KCXt KEKpcxyev, OKOTCXV 
E~CXTTIVT]S' 0 EYKEcpCXAOS' cSlcx6EPIJCXIVT]TCXI' TOUTO cSe TTaoxouOIv 01 XOAu5cSeES', 01 cpAeYIJCXTwcSEeS' cSe 
ou' But those who become mad on account of bile scream and are mischievous and do not stay calm, 
but they are always doing something that is badly-timed .... And they shout and scream during the 
night, whenever the brain is suddenly overheated; this happens to those suffering from bile, but not 
those suffering from phlegm. This reference to ill-timed behaviour suggests that the brain becomes 
unable to communicate actions to the rest of the body in a timely manner. 
38 Hippocrates, MOTb. Sacr. 18 (6.388 Littre). 
39 Hippocrates, Morb. Sacr. 18 (6.390 Littre): cSlcx6epIJcxIVETCXI cSe KCXt EmlV TO CXIIJCX 'ETTEA6n TTOUAU 
ETTt TOV eYKEcpCXAOV KCXt 'ETTI~EOn. "EP~ETCXI cSe KCXTcX TcXS <I>"AE~cxs TTOUAU TcXS TTpOEIPT]IJEVCXS, 
OKOTCXV TUYXavn wv6pWTTOs OPEWV evUTTVIOV cpo~epov KCXt EV T~ cpO~c.;> en' ... OKOTCXV cSe 
ETTEYPllTCXI KCXt KcxTcx<l>pov~on KCXt TO CXIIJCX TTOAIV CxTTOOKEcSCX06ii ES' TcXS' CPAE~CXS' TcXS' 
TTPOEIPllIJEVCXS', TTETTCXUTCXI. And the brain is heated also when much blood comes upon the brain and 
boils. And the blood comes from the aforementioned veins in geat amounts. whenever a human 
happens to see afrightening dream and goes into a state offear ... but whenever he awakens and 
comes to his senses, the blood falls back into the aforementioned veins. 
40 Hippocrates, Morb. Sacr. 17 (6.388 Littre). 
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strengthen his argument, this author attacks the idea that intelligence can be the 

responsibility of either the heart or the phren: 

For which reason I say that the brain interprets intelligence. But the 

phren takes its name in another way, having acquired it through 

chance and usage, not from reality or from nature; nor do I think that 

the phren has any powers such that it thinks or understands; however, 

if some person rejoices exceedingly, or is grieved from an unexpected 

thing, the phren jumps and makes leaps on account of its thinness and 

because it is especially stretched out in the body, and because it does 

not have a cavity in which to take anything good or bad that comes 

upon it, but from both of these it is disturbed on account of the 

weakness of its nature. Since it senses nothing before it is present in 

the body, it has this name at random, and the cause is just as it is with 

the parts at the side of the heart which are called 'ears', but contribute 

nothing to hearing. And some people say that we think with the heart 

and that this is the part which grieves and thinks. Yet it is not in this 

way, but it is diverted just like. the phren, and more so, on account of 

these causes: for veins are directed from all parts of the body into this 

place, and it has valves so that it perceives if some pain or tension 

happens to the person, for by necessity, when distressed, the body 

shudders and is contracted, and it suffers the same thing when 

extremely happy. On account of this, the heart and the phren feel 

things especially. But indeed, neither has a share in thinking, but of all 

these things the brain is the cause. 

1110 <PTJIJI TOV 'eYKE<paAov elvcX\ TOVepIJTJVeUOVTa nlv ~uveOlv. A't 

Os <ppEves eXAAu)S ouvoIJa 'EXOUOI 1il nJXlJ KeKTTJIJEVOV Kat T~ 

VOIJ'¥, Tc.;l 0' eovTI OUK, ouOe Til cj>uoel, ouos 0I0a eyc.uye Tlva 

ouvaJ.llv exouolv a'i cj>peves won cj>poveelv Te Kat voeelV, TTArlVe', TI 

WV8pc.uTTOS UTTepxape1fJ e; aOOKlhou ~ aVlfJ8elfJ, TTfJOc.301 Kat 

clAOIV TTapEXOUOIV VTTO AETTTOTTJTOS Kal on avaTETaVTai 

IJcXAIOTa 'EV T~ OulJ.lan, Kat KOIAlfJV OUK 'EXOUOI TTPOS ~V OE~OVTai 
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~ Cxya80v ~ KaKov TTPOOTTITTTOV, CxAA' UTT' Cx\l<P0TEPUlV TOUTUlV 

TE8opu(3T)VTal 81cX T~V Cxo8evelT)v TIlS <pUOIOS' ETTel a'lo8cXvovTal ye 

ou8evos TTpchepov TC;)V 'ev Tc..;l OW\laTI 'eovTUlv, CxAAcX \lcXTllV TOUTO 

TO OUVO\lO 'EXOUOI Kal T~V clITIT)V, WOTTep TcX TTPOS Ttl Kop8111 

aTTep ulTa KaAEeTal, ou8ev 'es ~V CxKOllV ~U\l(3aAAO\leva. AEYOUOI 

8E Tives WS <PPOVEO\leV Ttl Kap8111 Kal TO CxVIW\leVOV TOUTO 'eoTi 

KOI TO <t>POVTI~OV' TO 8E OUX OUTUlS 'EXel, aAAcX omXTal \lEV wOTTep 

a'i <PPEves Kal \lcXAAOV 81cX TauTas TcXS cllTlas' E~ arravTos ycxp 

TOU OW\laTOS <pAE(3es ES au~v ouvTelvouOI, Kal ~uYKAeloaoa EXel 

WOTE a'lo8cXveo8al, llV TIS TTOVOS ~ TcXOIS YIVT)Tal Tc..;l Cxv8pwrrC¥' 

aVcXYKT) ycxp Kal aVlw\levov <PPlooelV TO oW\la Kal ouvTelveo8al, 

Kal urrepxa1pOVTa TO aUTO TOUTO TTcXoxelV' 810Tl h Kap81T) 

a'lo8cXveTOI Te \lcXAIOTa Kal 0'1 <PPEves. Tfls \lEVTOI <pPOVTlOIOS 

ou8eTEPC¥ \lETEOTlV, CxAAcX TTcXVTUlV TOUTEUlV (, EYKE<paAOS a'ITIOS 

'eOTlv·41 

This author believes that it is only the structure and location of the heart and the phren 

which makes them feel emotions such as joy, grief, and anxiety, and which leads 

other physicians to associate them with the rational powers. 

An example of rational thought as a process can be seen in Diseases 1. In this 

work, the blood is said to be responsible for the greatest part of man's intelligence, 

ouveOls.42 So long as the blood flows through the body normally, the patient remains 

rational; if the blood becomes corrupted by the invasion of hot bile, its consistency 

and movement changes, and the patient becomes irrational. 43 

41 Hippocrates, Morb. Sacr. 20 (6.392-394 Littre). 
42 Hippocrates, Morb. 1.30 (6.200 Littn!). 
43 Hippocrates, Morb. 1.30 (6.200 Littn!). There are no other references to this process in this text. 
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Signs and Symptoms of Phrenitis 

The Hippocratic Corpus contains three pathologic discussions of phrenitis that are 

of particular value to our examination of this disease concept. For this reason, it is 

useful to include these passages here. The first passage comes from the text 

Affections: 

When phrenitis takes hold of the patient, at first the fever is very small, 

and there is pain near the hypochondria, more toward the right, in the 

liver; but when the fourth or fifth day begins, the fever becomes 

stronger, and the colour becomes bilious, and the patient becomes 

deranged in his thinking. In this disease, in the case of pain, provide 

the same [treatments} as in pleuritis, and warm him, whenever pain is 

present. Give a remedy to the cavity, and do the other treatments [as 

used in pleuritis} the same way, exceptfor drink; in respect to drink 

use any you wish except wine, give either vinegar or honey and water. 

But wine does not bring benefit to derangement of thought, neither in 

this disease, nor in any other. To wash the patient from the head 

downwards with large quantities of warm water gives relief in this 

disease,· for while softening the body, more sweat is created, and the 

cavity empties, and urine is excreted, and the patient becomes more in 

control of himself. The disease happens on account of bile, whenever 

the bile has been set in motion and settles next to the inward parts and 

the phren. In the shortest cases it comes to a crisis on the seventh day, 

in the longest cases, on the eleventh day. Few patients survive this 

disease. And it can also change into peripneumonia; if it changes, few 

patients survive it. 

<J>PEVITIS' OTCXV AcX~lJ, lTUPETOS' 'iOXEI ~AT]XPOS' TO TTPWTOV, KOt 

OOUVT] TTPOS' TO UTTOXOVOPIO, ~ciAAOV OE TTPOS' TO OE~IO 'ES' TO 

~TTOp· OTOV OE TETOPTOIOS' YEVT]TOI KOt TTE~TTTOIOS', 0 TE rruPETOS' 

'IOXUPOTEP0S' YIVETat, Kat 0'1 oouval, KOt TO XPw\Ja UTTOXOAOV 

YIVETal, Kat TOU VOU TTapaKOTTT1. TOUTC~, TIlS' ~EV OOUVT]S', aTTEp 'EV 
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TO TTAEUPITllil, lillioval, Kat XAlaIVEIV, 'IV' h oliUVll 'eXEI· nlV 

KOIAlflV liE 6EpaTTEuElv, Kat TaAAa TTOIEEIV TO a\JTO, TTA~V TOU 

TTOTOU· TTOT~ lie XP1lo6al TWV aAACUV OTC~ clV E6EADS, TTA~V OIVOU, 

n O~OS KCXt ilEAl Kat ulicup lillioval· oIvos liE OU ~ull4>epEI TOU VOU 

TTcxpaKoTTTovTOS, OUTE EV TCXUTD TO VOU0Cl:l, OUTE EV TOOl V aAADOI· 

AOUEIV lie TTOAA~ Kat 6EPIl~ KCXTO nlV KE4>aA~v 'EV TaUTlJ Tfj VOU0Cl:l 

~UIl4>EPEI· IlCXACXOOOIlEVOU yop TOU OCAlIlCXTOS, Kat'tcSpCllS \JcXAAOV 

YIVETal, KCXt h KOIAlll Kat TO oupOV lilaxcupEEl, Kat aUTOS EaUTOU 

eYKpCXTEOTEPOS YIVETCXI: H liE VOUOOS YlvETal UTTO XOA1lS, OTCXV 

KIV116EIOCX TTPOS TO oTTAeXyxva KCXt TOS 4>pevcxs TTpOOI~D· KplvETal 

liE h IlEV ~pCXxuTeXTT] E~liOIlCXlll, h cSe llaKpoTeXTll EvliEKaTcxlll" 

cSICX4>EUYOUOI liE Kat TCXUTT]V OAIYOI· IlE910TaTCXI lie Kat aUTT] ES 

TTEPITTAEUIlOVlllV, Kat nv IlETCXOTfj, OAIYOI lila4>EUYOUOIV. 44 

The second passage, found in Diseases I, is divided between two chapters: 

chapter 30 describes the disease itself, while chapter 34 explains how the disease 

slowly weakens the patient and eventually causes him to die. 

Phrenitis happens in this way: the blood in man contributes the 

greatest part of intelligence,· some say it is all of it. And so whenever 

bile is put into motion, it comes into the veins and the blood, and 

through this therefore it moves into the blood and turns it from its 

usual composition and movement into serum, and it heats it; and it 

heats also all the other body parts; and the patient both loses his wits 

and is not in himself on account of both the greatness of the fever and 

because the blood is serous and its movement has become abnormal. 

Those being in this way because of phrenitis are especially similar to 

melancholies in respect to their derangement. For when the blood is 

destroyed by bile and phlegm, melancholies have this disease [i.e.: 

melancholia] and they become deranged, and some become mad. And 

in phrenitis it occurs in a similar manner; but in these cases the 

44 Hippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.216-218 Littre) 
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madness and the disordered thought happens to a lesser extent because 

the bile [that causes phrenitisJ is more weak than the other bile . ... 

They are delirious in this disease throughout the whole illness, 

inasmuch as the motion of the blood, having been corrupted and set in 

motion, is not normal. And inasmuch as they are out of their senses, 

[the phrenitis patients] do not take any of that which is offered to them, 

at least anything worthy of mention, And as time continues, they waste 

away and become thinner both from the fever and from not being 

nourished; andfirst the parts at the extremities wither up and grow 

cold, then the closer parts, This is the origin of the cold and the fever 

and the pains; whenever the blood in the veins is made cold on account 

of the phlegm, it changes and congeals, and coming together at one 

time in this place, at another time in another place, it trembles, and 

finally everything grows cold, and the patient dies, 

<PPEvlTI5 Be c:JBE 'EXEI' TO CXIJ.lCX TO 'EV T~ exvepulTT~ TTAEIOTOV 

~UJ.l~ciAAeTCXI J.lEp05 auVEOI05' 'EVIOI Be AEYOUOI, TO TTav' OKOTCXV 

OUV XOA~ KIVTJeEIOCX E5 T05 CPAE~CX5 KCXt E5 TO CXIJ.lCX 'EOEAeth 

BleKIVTJOe KCXt Blulppc.uoe TO cxIJ.lCX EK T~5 'eCJJeUITJ5 auOTcXOI05 TE KCXt 

KIVrlOl05, KCXt BleeEpJ.lTJve' BlcxeEPJ.lCXVeev Be BlcxeEpJ.lcxlvel KCXt TO 

aAAO Oc.lJ.lCX TTav, KCXt TTCXPCXVOEEI TE c:lvepCJJTT05 KCXt OUK EV 'eCJJUT~ 

'eoTiv UTTO TOU rrupeTou TOU TTArlee05 KCXt TOU CX'IJ.lCXT05 ~5 

BIOPPulOl05 Te KCXt K1VrlOl05 yeVOJ.lEVTJ5 OU ~5 ec.uSuITJ5. 

npooeolKcxOl Be J.lcXAIOTCX 01 UTTO ~5 CPPEVITIBo5 EX0J.lEVOI TOtOl 

J.leAcxyxoAc.301 KCXTO ~v TTCXPcXVOICXV' 01 Te yop J.lEAcxYXoAulBeE5, 

OKOTCXV cpeCXPD TO CXIJ.lCX UTTO XOA~5 KCXt CPAEYJ.lCXT05, ~V vouoov 

'IOXOUOI KCXt TTCXPcXVOOI YIVOVTCXI, EVIOI BE KCXt J.lCX IVOVTCX 1 , KCXt EV Til 
CPPEVITIBI ~OCXUTc.u5' OUTCJJ BE ~ooov h J.lCXVITJ Te KCXt h 
TTCXpCXCPPOVTJ0I5 YlveTcxl, OO~ TTep h XOA~ T~5 XOA~5 exoeeveOTEpTJ 
, , 
EOTIV .. ,. 

'YTTO Be ~5 cppeVITIBo5 exTTOAAUVTCXI c:JBe' TTCXPCXCPPOVEOUOIV EV Til 
VOUO~ Blo TTCXVT05, aTE TOU CX"J.lCXT05 ecpeCXpJ.lEVOU Te KCXt 

KeKIVTJJ.lEVOU OU T~V ECJJeUICXV KIVTJOIV' KCXt (he TTCXPCXCPPOVEOVTE5, 
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OUKSTI Tc..lV TTpOS<!>EPO~SVCUV BSXOVTaI, 0 TI a~lov AOyOU· OTOV Be 

TTpOlt.l 0 xpovos, ~apalvovTal TE Kal ~IVUeOUOIV UTTO TE TOG 

TTUpETOG Kal UTTO ToG ~llBev TpE<!>Eaeal· Kal TTpc..lTa ~ev TO 'EV 

TOIOlV CxKpcuTflPiOIOi ~IVUeEI TE Kal \jJUXETal, 'STTElTa Be TO 'ETT' 
, I \', , \ " , , I 

EYYUTaTCU. Kal ¥JXEOS yE Kal rrupoS Kal TTOVCUV apXllv TaUTflV 

'laXEI· OTav TO al~a EV TUOI <!>AE~IV UTTO ToG <!>AEy~aTos ~Xen, 

~ETOTTITTTEI TE Kal ~Ua1T(iTOI ClAES c:XAAOTE c:XAAD, Kal TPE~EI, TEAOS 

Be ~XETal TTaVTa, Kat CxTTOeVnOKEI. 45 

The final passage is found in Diseases 3. 

Phrenitis: Phrenitis occurs also from another disease. These patients 

suffer in the following way: they feel pain in the phren, such that they 

cannot suffer you to touch them, and there is fever, and there is 

derangement, and intense staring, and in other things the patients 

resemble those who suffering from peripneumonia, whenever those 

patients with peripneumonia are deranged. It is necessary to warm 

this patient with warm, moist fomentations, and with drinks except for 

wine, and if the patient is in a condition for it, purge them upwards: it 

is necessary for them to bring up material by coughing and spitting, 

just as in peripneumonia. But if not, prepare the cavity so as to 

evacuate it; moisten it with drinks, for this is a good thing. The disease 

is deadly; patients die on the third, fifth or seventh days,· if it takes a 

milder course, it has a crisis just as in peripneumonia. 

<PPEVITlBES· <!>PEVITIBES Be YIVOVTal Kat E~ ETSPCUV VOUOCUV. 

naoxouOI Be TtlBE· TOS <ppsvas CxAYSOUOIV, c:lOTE ~~ saoal <Xv 

a~aOeal, Kat TTGp 'EXEI, Kat 'SK<PPOVSS EIOI, Kat CXTEVeS ~ASTTOUOI, 

Kal Tc:XAAa TTapaTTAnOia TTOISOUOI ToIOIV 'EV TU TTEpl TTAEU~OVID, 

oKoTav 01 SV T5 TTEPITTAEU~OVID EK<!>POVES ECUOI. ToGTOV XAlalvElv 

oEI XAlao~aOlv UYPOIOI Kat TTOJ.lOOI TTA~V OIVOU, Kal ~V J.lEV o'Ios 

TE n, CxTTOKo8alpEIV c:XVCU, ~llXI TE Kat TTTUOEI CxvaYEIV Xp~ c:lOTTEP 

45 Hippocrates, Morb. 1.30 (6.200 Littre) and Hippocrates, Morb. 1.34 (6.204 Littre). 
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EV Tfi rrSpITTASU~OVlll· e'l Os ~tl, TtlV KCXTc.u KOIAIT"]V rrapaOKSUa~EIV 

OKc.uS' urroXc.upsll· uypalvEIV oE rrO~OTI· aya80v yap.' H Os vouooS' 

8avoTulollS'· arro8VnOKOUOI oE TpiTalOI n rrS~rrTalOI n 's~Oo~aIOI· 

nv Os nrrlc.uS' All¢8n, KPIVSI ~S' rrspITrAsu~oVlll.46 

Having reviewed these pathologic discussions of phrenitis, we see that fever and 

delirium are the only symptoms common to all three texts.47 In discussions of 

phrenitis in the other texts of the Hippocratic Corpus, fever and delirium are 

referenced more often than any of the other symptoms, indicating that they are the 

most significant symptoms of this disease. In the Prorrhetics and Coan Prenotions, 

for example, the combination of fever and delirium is often used as a means of 

diagnosing a case of phrenitis.48 The Hippocratic Corpus also identifies a number of 

other significant symptoms of phrenitis. Many of these symptoms, such as trembling, 

sleeplessness, and the quality of the urine, are significant because of their connection 

to prognosis, the process of forecasting the course and outcome of a disease. As 

mentioned above, Hippocratic physicians rely heavily on prognosis both to assist 

them in their treatment of a disease, and to maintain their own reputations as 

successful physicians. It is not surprising then, that much of our information about 

phrenitis symptoms comes in the form of predictive statements, indicating how one or 

more symptom may indicate the future progression of the patient and his condition. 

46 Hippocrates, Morb. 3.9 (7.128 Littre). 
47 Hippocrates, Aft. 10 (6.216-218 Littre) lists fever, pain in the hypochondrium, a bilious complexion, 
and delirium; Hippocrates, Morb 1.30 (6.200 Littre) lists only fever and delirium; and Hippocrates, 
Morb. 3.9 (7.128 Littre) lists pain in the diaphragm, fever, derangement, and a fixed gaze. 
48 For example, Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.15 (5.514 Littre): 0'1 'EKOTcXVTES" O~ECUS" 'ETTI1TUPE~OVTES aUv 
'1<5PulTI, <PPEVITIKOI ylVOVTOI. Those who are out o/their senses, who then suddenly have a/ever 
together with sweating. they become phrenitic. A similar statement is made in Hippocrates, Coac. 94 
(5.602 Littre). See also Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.27 (5.516 Littrc)/ Hippocrates, Coac. 69 (5.598 Littre), 
and Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.34 (5.518 Littrc). 
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Before moving on to a discussion of these symptoms, it must be noted that the 

Hippocratic authors frequently refer to the dangerous, highly fatal nature of phrenitis. 

Each of the pathologic discussions of phrenitis (mentioned above), comment on the 

fact that many phrenitis patients die from their disease.49 A similar trend is evident in 

the case histories of phrenitis patients presented in the Epidemics: of the seven cases 

that are described in detail, only two of the patients survive.5o In addition, as will be 

demonstrated, the majority of prognostic information gathered from symptoms of 

phrenitis is negative, indicating that the patient is in danger of death. 51 

Delirium, or derangement of the rational faculties, is possibly the most significant 

symptom in the Hippocratic concept of phrenitis. In their review of phrenitis in the 

Hippocratic Corpus, Simon Byl and Willy Szafran point out that Greek authors 

frequently use the prefixes TTOpO- and EK- with words of thinking to indicate damaged 

thought. 52 This is evident in Hippocratic terminology for phrenitic delirium, which 

frequently uses variants of TTOPOKPOUCU, and TTOPOKOTTTECU, meaning I am struck 

falsely in the mind, or deranged.53 In Affections 10, phrenitic derangement is 

expressed as damage of the nous, or organ of thought (KOt TOU vou TToPOKOTTf]54); in 

49 Hippocrates, Aft. 10 (6.218 Littre): cSlaq,EvyouOI cSe Kat TaVTTJV oAIYOI' IJE610TaTal cSe Kat aUTTJ 
£5 TTEpl TTAEUIJOVlllV, Kat ~V IJETaoT(j, oAlyol cSlaq,EuyouOIV. Few patients survive this disease. And 
it can also change into pneumonia; if it changes, few patients survive it. See also Hippocrates, Morb. 
1.34 (6.204 Littre) (which concludes the discussion begun in Morb, 1.30), Hippocrates, Morb. 3.9 
(7.128 Littre). 
50 Case histories of individual patients are found at Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.17(4)(3.116-118 Littre), 5.52 
(5.236-238 Littre)n.71 (5.432 Littre) (the same patient is described in two, almost identical passages), 
7.53 (5.422 Littre), 7.79 (5.434-436 Littre), and three patients in 7.112 (5.460 Littre). Only the 
patients in 5.52n.71 and 7.79 survive. It is possible that Nicoxenus, the patient in Hippocrates, Epid. 
7.80 (5.436 Littre) is also suffering from phrenitis; if so, there are three survivors out of eight patients. 
51 For example, Hippocrates, Coac. 269 (5.642 Littre) and Hippocrates, Prorrh. l.11 (5.512-514 Littrt~). 
Other examples are provided in the following discussion. 
52 Byl and Szafran, 1996: 99. 
53 Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 1314, s. v.: TTapaKoTTTc.J and TTapoKpouUl. The definitions of these 
terms are almost identical; the variant TTapaKpouoTIK05 is listed as being equivalent to 
TTapaKoTTTIKOS-, D, OV (Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 1314, s. v.: TTapaKpOUOT1KOS-). 
54 Hippocrates, Aft. 10 (6.216-218 Littre). VOUS- as the agent of inner sight, or instinct, goes back to the 
Homeric Epics; it operates alongside the q,PDv, the seat of intelligent thought, and the 6UIJ05, the seat 
of emotion. For a discussion of these concepts in medical and non-medical sources, see Gundert, 2003: 
13-36, and Sullivan, 1995: 18-35. 
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other instances, rrcxpcxKorr~ is used without reference to the particular damaged 

organ.55 Other passages in the Corpus describe the damaged reason of phrenitis using 

such terms as rrcxpcxvoEEI, rrcxpcxCPPoVEOUOIV, and EKCPPWV, all of which indicate a 

state of being out of one's 'mind', or incapable of rational thought. 56 In a few 

passages, similar states are indicated by variants of e;IOTTJ\..II: I am displaced, out my 

senses. 57 

As Jackie Pigeaud points out, Galen believed that the Hippocratic authors chose 

their words with deliberate precision, in order to differentiate between the various 

forms, and degrees of severity of each kind of delirium.58 In his introduction to 

volume I of the Loeb Hippocrates series, W.H.S. Jones makes a similar assumption, 

pointing out that the terms used by the Hippocratic authors can be divided into two 

categories 59: words such as those mentioned above, which indicate derangement of 

the rational faculties, and words such as rrCXpOATJp05 and rrcxpcxAEYw, which refer to 

the wandering, unfocussed speech that is often seen in delirious people.6o Jones 

suggests that within each of these categories, the terms can be ranked according to the 

severity of delirium to which they refer; despite his admission that it is difficult to 

establish this hierarchy of terms due to lack of primary evidence, Jones still takes the 

55 Examples include Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.4 (5.510-512 Littre) and 1.34 (5.518 Littre), Hippocrates, 
Epid. 3.3.17(4) (3.116-118 Littre), and Hippocrates, Coac. 76 (5.600 Littre) and 269 (5.642 Littre). 
56 More precise translations of these terms are: lTCXPCXVOEc..:l (lTCXpCX + VOEc..:l) think amiss, misunderstand, 
lose one's wits (Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 1319); lTCXpCX<j>pOVEc..:l (lTCXPCX + <j>POVEW), to be beside 
one's self, deranged (Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 1330); and Etc:<j>pwv (SK + <j>p~v) to be demented 
(Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 526). 
57 Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 595, s.Y: E~ioTTliJI. For these terms in use, see Hippocrates, Coac. 93 
(5.602 Littre): 01 E~IOTcl~EVo\; Hippocrates, Coac. 94 (5.602 Littre) and Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.15 
(5.514 Littre): 01 EKOTclVTES". 
58 Pigeaud, 2008a: 653; See also: Galen, De comate secundum Hippocratem 3 (7.657-658 Kuhn), and 
Galen, Hipp. Epid. 3.1 (17a.481 Kuhn). 
59 Jones, 1923a: lyii-Iviii. While Jones appears to share Galen's opinion, he makes no reference to his 
comments. 
60 In Liddell, Scott and Jones, lTCXPQATJPOS' is defined as raving, delirious (1996: 1316, s.y.: 
lTCXpclATJP0S" I ov); it comes from lTCXPCXATJPEW, I talk nonsense, rave. Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 
1316, s. Y.: lTCXpATJpSc..:l. lTCXpCXAEYW: speak beside (the purpose), wander in one's talk, rave (Liddell, 
Scott and Jones, 1996: 1315, s.Y.: lTCXpASyc..:l). 
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liberty of creating such a scheme, and declaring that "SKIJOIVOIJOI is obviously the 

most vigorous word" to indicate derangement of the mind.61 Such an assumption is 

misleading, because the Hippocratic authors themselves make no deliberate attempt to 

rank, or even to explain their various words for delirium. In addition, since these 

authors do not share a unified view of the location of, or even the processes involved 

in rational thought, it would be extremely difficult to create any such hierarchical 

scheme. 

In relation to phrenitis, it is notable that delirium is almost always described using 

words that relate to derangement of the rational powers. There is only one, rather 

tenuous, instance in which TTOPOASYCtJ is used in reference to phrenitis. This occurs 

in Epidemics 1, when TToAAeX TTOPSAEYOV, 'much wandering speech', is listed as one 

of the dangerous symptoms which appears in fatal cases of causus.62 A few lines 

later, the author briefly states that patients with phrenitis also display 'all these 

aforementioned symptoms'. 63 Given the sweeping nature of such a comment, it 

seems equally likely that the author does not mean to state definitively that phrenitis 

patients exhibit wandering speech. This possibility becomes even more likely when 

one considers that of all the references to wandering speech in Epidemics 1, or indeed 

in any of the Hippocratic texts, this is the only one that appears to be connected to 

61 Jones, 1923a: Ix. Jones defines EKIlCX1VOllCXI as 'wild raving'; I prefer to translate it as I become mad, 
or am driven mad. 
62 Hippocrates, Epid. 1.2.9 (2.652 Littre). 
63 Hippocrates, Epid. 1.2.9 (2.650-652 Littre): TOtOl IlSV ouv KcxuowoeOlv exPxollsvOIOlv 
'ElTEml\JCXIVEV, 0101 Ta oAE6plcx OUVETrI TTTEV· CX\JTIKCX yap exPXO\JEVOIOI rruPET05 o~us", OlllKpa 
ETTEPPIYOUV' aypUTTVOI, OI\jlc.lOEES", exOWOEES", O\J1Kpa 'E<j>iopouv, mpl \JETWTTOV KCXI KATliocxS", 
ouoelS" 01' OAOU' TTOAAO: TTcxpsAeyoV· ... TOtO! OS <j>peVITIKOtO!V auVE1TITTTE IlEV KCXt TO: 
ulToyeYPCXllllEVCX lTcXVTCX... And so in those cases of ardent fever, symptoms appeared at the 
beginning, those symptoms which indicate danger of death. For immediately in the beginning there 
was acute fever, slight rigours, wakefulness, thirst, nausea, slight sweating around the face and 
collarbone, but in no case in the whole body; much wandering speech; ... And in cases of phren it is 
indeed, all these aforementioned symptoms befell them. 
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phrenitis.64 A second notable feature in descriptions of phrenitis delirium is that it is 

rarely described using forms of J..lCXVlll, madness, or EKJ..lCX IVOJ..lCX I , I am driven mad.65 

One exception to this rule is in Diseases 1.30, in which the author explains that while 

both phrenitis and melancholia produce madness, n J..lCXVlll, and disordered thought, n 
TTCXPCX¢pOV1l0l5, the severity of these symptoms is weaker in phrenitis because the 

bile which produces the disease is weaker than that which produces melancholia.66 It 

is important to note that in this passage, n J..lCXVITJ is not being used to refer to a 

specific disease entity, only to a general form of madness.67 

Fever is the second significant symptom in the Hippocratic concept of phrenitis.68 

In Affections 10, the author states that the fever starts out mild and becomes stronger 

on the fourth or fifth day.69 Most other references to the fever indicate only that it is 

present in the disease, or suggest that it is usually considered to be severe and acute. 70 

The Hippocratic authors are undecided about the timing of the delirium and fever of 

phrenitis. In Affections 10, for example, the author explains that the delirium appears 

four or five days after the fever, at the time when the patient's fever becomes 

64 lTCXpeAeyev appears in Hippocrates, Epid. 1.3.13, cases 4 (2.692 Littre) and 7 (2.702 Littrt~); 
lTCXPcXAllPOI appears in Hippocrates, Epid. 1.1.2, line 30 (2.610 Littre), and 1.2.4, line 38 (2.620 Littn~). 
Phrenitis is mentioned in Hippocrates, Epid. 1.2.4 (2.620 Littre), line 42; 1.2.6, line 3 (2.636 Littre); 
and 1.2.9, lines 2, 19, 22, and 87 (2.650,654, and 666 Littre); not one of these passages makes 
reference to the delirium experienced by phrenitis patients. 
65 The Hippocratic authors do not have a strong concept of mania as a specific disease, and often use 
the term to indicate general delirium. For a discussion of ~cxvicx in the Hippocratic Corpus. see 
Pigeaud, 1987: 29-63. 
66 Hippocrates. Morb. 1.30 (6.200 Littre). Note that the author does not mention the types of bile that 
produce each disease (Le.: black and yellow). as one might expect from later authors. For a discussion 
of ~eAcxvxoAicx in the Hippocratic Corpus, see Flashar, 1966: 21-49. 
67 Pigeaud. 1987: 35-36. 
68 In their discussion of phren it is in the Hippocratic Corpus. Byl and Szafran (1996: 100) state 'Mais la 
fievre est assurement Ie symptome de la phrenitis le plus frequemment mentionne par les medecins 
hippocratiques.· Although they do not provide a complete list of the discussions of phrenitis that they 
include in their survey, their footnotes suggest that they incorporate at least three case histories which I 
do not believe to be cases of phrenitis (Epid. 3.3.17, cases 13 (3.136-140 Littre). 15 (3.142-146 Littre). 
and 16 (3.146-148 Littre». Nevertheless. these authors are correct in suggesting that fever is a 
significant feature of phrenitis. 
69 Hippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.216 Littre). 
70 Hippocrates. Prorrh. 1.15 (5.514 Littre): ~EWS" ETTI rrupE~cxvTeS" fever following suddenly 
afterwards; Hippocrates. Epid. 1.2.9 (2.650 Littre): rruPETOS" o~vS" acute fever. 
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stronger.7l Coan Prenotions 94 and Prorrhetic 1.15 suggest an alternate view, stating 

that the fever appears after the patient has lost his senses.72 A third possibility is 

offered in Diseases 1.30, in which the fever and delirium appear simultaneously, on 

account of heated blood.73 

In some passages, fever is associated with trembling or spasms: some passages 

speak of shivering, which is usually accompanied by fever, chills, and sweating, while 

others describe a more violent form of spasms or convulsions.74 In both cases, the 

presence of trembling in phrenitis is thought to be a negative, even fatal sign: in Coan 

Prenotions 96, for example, the author clearly states that violent trembling (veovIKulS' 

TpoJ,Jw6eo) in cases of phrenitis indicates death.75 A few of these passages refer to 

the trembling as rigor, TO PlY0S', suggesting that the motions are related to a cooling 

sensation in the body. 76 This feeling of cold is echoed in a number of other passages, 

which refer to the cooling as KOTcX~~IS'; this symptom usually occurs while the fever 

is still present, and is a very bad sign in phrenitis.77 The danger of this scenario seems 

71 Hippocrates, Aff. IO (6.216 Littre): <l>PEVITIS' OTCXV AcX(3U, rrvPETOS' 'iOXEI (3AllXPOS' TO TTpc.lTOV ... 
OTCXV cSe TETCXPTCXIOS' YSVllTCXI KCXt TTSI .. ITTTCXIOS', 0 TE rrvPETOS' loxuponpos yiVETCXIKCXt CXI OcSUVCXl, 
Kat TO xpc.l~a imoxoAov YIVETCXI, KCXt TOU vou 1TapcxKoTT~. When phrenitis takes hold of the patient, 
the fever is very small; ... but when the fourth or fifth day begins, the fever becomes stronger, and the 
colour becomes bilious, and the patient becomes deranged in his nous. 
72 Hippocrates, Coac. 94 (5.602 Littre): 0'1 'EKOTcXVTES' o;SWS 'E1TI rrvps;avTES', ¢PEVITIKOt ylvoVTal. 
Those who are suddenly out of their senses, having fever afterwards, they become phrenitic; 
Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.15 (5.514 Littre): 0'1 EKOTcXVTES' o;sws E1TIrrvps;avTes aUV'lcSpc.lTI, 
¢peVITIKOI. Those who are out of their senses, when they suddenly have fever afterwards together with 
sweating, are phrenitic. 
73 Hippocrates, Morb. 1.30 (6.200 Littre). 
74 Hippocrates, Epid. 7.79 (5.434 Littre): ~ETa cSe KauOlos Tpo~ulcSllS' Burning fever together with 
trembling; Epid. 1.2.9 (2.650-652 Littre): CXiJTIKa yap cXPXO~SVOIOI rrvPETOS o~US, ETTSpplyeov 
O~IKPcX' For immediately in the beginning there was acute fever, slight rigours. Spasms and trembling 
in phrenitis are also mentioned without reference to fever: Hippocrates, Coac. 76 (5.600 Littre), 90 
(5.602 Littre), 95 (5.602-604 Littre), 96 (5.604 Littre), and 100 (5.604 Littre); Hippocrates, Epid. 1.2.6 
(2.636 Littre); Hippocrates, Prog. 24 (2.186-188 Littre); and Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.9 (5.512 Littre). 
75 Hippocrates, Coac. 96 (5.604 Littre): Ta 'ev ¢pevlTIKolOi VeaVIKc.ls TpO~c..lcSecx, aCXvcXOI~a. 
76 Hippocrates, Coac. 90 (5.602 Littre): plyOS' TOUTEOIOI KcXKIOTOV. See also Hippocrates, Prorrh. 
1.13 (5.514 Littre), and Hippocrates, Epid. 1.2.9 (2.650-654 Littre). 
77 Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.27 (5.516 Littre): A'I ~ETa KaTcx\jJU~loS OUK cXTTuphCJ:l, E¢lcSpc..lOVTI Ta 
avc.l, cSuo¢oplal ¢peVITIKCXt, WS KCXI "AploTayoPU, Kat ~EVTOI Kat oAE6plcxl. Those with cooling 
that is not free from fever, sweating in the upper parts of the body, and discomfort, are phrenitic, as in 
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to be related to the fact that the patient feels cold, even though the fever has not 

ended. In Prorrhetic 1.27, the author uses the phrase 'cooling without relief from the 

fever': KaTa\jJU~105 OUK aITUpETcu; he believes that this symptom, combined with 

sweating in the upper body, is a fatal sign in phrenitis. This opinion is shared by the 

author of Prognostics, who explains that the best sweats in acute diseases are those 

which completely do away with the fever: when cold sweats occur in conjunction 

with acute fevers, they are indicative of death. 78 

The most severe forms of trembling in phrenitis are manifest as convulsions, 01 

oTTao~01,79 Convulsions are a very severe symptom in the Hippocratic texts, and are 

usually said to be a bad sign.8o In phrenitis, convulsions seem to be connected to the 

fever. The author of Epidemics 1 believes that convulsions are a regular part of 

phrenitis.81 In Prognostics 24, the author explains that convulsions during fevers are 

not common in adults or children over the age of seven 'unless some of the most 

powerful and pernicious signs appear, such as those which happen in cases of 

the case of Aristagora, and indeed these people are in danger of death. See also Hippocrates, Coac. 69 
(5.598 Littre). 
78 Hippocrates, Prog. 6. (2.122-124 Littre): 0'1 6s'16pc..lTES' eXPIOTOI ~EV E'IOIV 'EV rraol TOIOlV O~EOI 
voUrni~oOlV, OKOOOI 'EV ~~spnol TE KPIOI~OIOI YIYVOVTOI KOI TEAElCUS' TOV rruPETOV 
CxrroAAaooouOlv.' Ayo601 6s KOt OKOOCI 61a rroVToS' TOU Oc..l~OTOS' YIYVO~EVOI CxTTs6EI;ov TOV 
eXv6pcuTToV E\ITTETSOTEPOV 4>SPOVTO TO VOUOlWO. 0'1 6' eXv ~~ TOIOUTOV TI 'E;Ep"(aocuvTol, ou 
AUOlTEAEES'. KaKloTol 6E 01 \jIuXPOI TE KOI ~ouvov mpi ~v KE4>oMv TE KOI TO rrpoocurrov 
YIYVO~EVOI KOI TOV OUXSVO' OUTOI yap ~UV ~EV O;EI rrupETc.l 6aVOTOV TTpOOT]~OIVOUOI, ~UV ISs 
TTPTJUTSPCJ:l, ~ilKOS' vouoou. KOI 01 KOTa TTav TO OC.l~O CUOOJTCUS' YIYVO~EVOI ToIOI TTEPI ~V 
KE4>oMv' The best sweats in all acute diseases are those which happen on critical days and completely 
do away with the fever. Also good are sweats that happen throughout the whole body, indicating that 
the person is bearing the disease most favourably. But those that do not accomplish any of these 
things, they are not advantageous. The cold sweats are the worst kind, those that happen only around 
the head and the face and the neck; for these. when they occur together with acute fever. foretell death; 
but when they occur together with milder fevers. they foretell a long disease. And those cold sweats 
that occur throughout the whole body happen in a similar manner to those which occur around the 
head. 
79 Hippocrates, Epid. 1.2.6 (2.636 Linre): 4>PEVITIKOIOI ~EV orroo~ol, KOI 'lwcSeo errovE~eouOIv, EVlol 
Toxu6avoToI TOUTSCUV' People with phrenitis have convulsions. and afterward vomit green material. 
some of them are liable to sudden death. 
80 See, for example: Hippocrates, Acut. (Sp.) 23 (2.442 Littre) and 25 (2.444 Littre); Hippocrates, Aph. 
4.66 and 67 (4.526 Littre); Hippocrates, Aph. 5.1-4 (4.532 Littre); Hippocrates, Aph. 7.9 (4.580 Littre); 
Hippocrates, Prorrh. 54 (5.524 Littre) and 102 (5.540 Littre). 
81 Hippocrates, Epid. 1.2.6 (2.636 Littre). 
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phrenitis.'82 This can be seen in Epidemics 7.112, in which two patients become 

phrenitic and then 'die in violent convulsions' .83 Polyphantos, the first of these 

patients, is said to have suffered a severe fever (ev TTUPET~ a4>o~pa) at the start of his 

illness.84 Similarly, a phrenitis patient in Epidemics 3 suffers from acute fever and 

convulsions on the second day of his illness and then dies two days later.85 

Although fever and delirium are the key symptoms of phrenitis, there are a 

number of other symptoms which help Hippocratic physicians identify this disease. 

As with trembling, some of these symptoms are also useful for the prognosis of a 

particular case of phrenitis. An important symptom in this regard is urine: since urine 

comes from inside the body, its characteristics can provide clues about certain internal 

problems. For the most part, the qualities of urine associated with phrenitis are 

indicative of the severe and potentially fatal nature of this disease. In many passages, 

the urine is described as white, transparent, and watery86; in Aphorisms and Coan 

Prenotions 568, this kind of urine is identified as a negative sign.87 A few authors 

report seeing sediment in the urine of phrenitis patients. The author of Epidemics 3 

82 Hippocrates, Prog. 24 (2.186-188 Littre): Tel 6s TTPEO~UTEPCX Tc.lV TTcxl61wv KCXt 01 cXv6pEs OUK hI 
'ev TOIOI lTUPETololv urro Tc.lV OTTCXOIlc.lV CxAIOKOVTCXI, TJV Il~ TI Tc.lV OTJIlEIWV rrpooYEVTJTCXI Tc.lV 
'IOXVPOTCXTWV TE KCXt KCXKIOTCuV, oIcX TTEp 'ev TOOl <j>pevlTlol yIYVETCXI. 
83 Hippocrates, Epid. 7.112 (5.460 Littre): TTCXPEKpouoe TPOTTOV <j>pevITIKoV' CxTTE8cxvev EV 
orrcxolloIOlV'loXVPololv. I <j>PEVITIK~ YEVOIlEVTJ cmE8cxvev WOCXUTCuS a TTCXOIlOI 01 V 'IOXVPOIOl' 
(Polyphantos ') mind was unsound in a phrenitic manner; he died in violent convulsions. / (The 
maidservant of Eualcides in Thasos) after becoming phrenitic, died in a similar manner in violent 
convulsions. 
84 Hippocrates, Epid. 7.112 (5.460 Littre). 
85 Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.17(4) (3.116-118 Littre). 
86 Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.4 (5.510-512 Littre); Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.6 (3.80-82 Littre); and 
Hippocrates, Coac. 568 (5.174 Littre). In Hippocrates, Epidemics 1.2.9 (2.652 Littre), phrenitis 
patients are said to have had 'small amounts of black, thin urine' (oupcx IlEACXVCX, OAIYCX, AETTTcX). 
This anomaly may be explained by the fact that the passage is technically describing symptoms in 
cases ardent fever, which are then cursorily attributed to cases of phrenitis. 
87 Hippocrates, Aph. 4.72 (4.528 Littre):' OKOOOIOlV oupcx 6lcx<j>cxVEcx AEUKel, TTOVTJPcX' IlcXAIOTCX 6s 'ev 
TOtOl <j>pevITIKoIOlV ElTI<j>CXIVETCXI. When the urine is translucent and white, it is a bad sign; this is 
especially prevalent in cases of phren it is. I Hippocrates, Coac. 568 (5.174 Littre): AWKOV 6s KCXt 
KCXTcxxeollevov 6Icx<j>cx-vss oupov, TTOVT]pOV' IlcXAIOTCX EV <j>PEVITIKOIOlV 'eTTl<j>cxIVETCXI. A prevalence 
of white, translucent urine is a grievous sign; this appears especially in cases of ph renitis. 
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reports small, scattered substances that float in the urine and do not settle88
, while in 

eoan Prenotions 571, the sediment is said to be dark and suspended, floating in a 

colourless fluid. 89 These descriptions of sediments are echoed in Prognostics, in 

which the author explains that sediments which are similar to coarse meal, or are 

flaky, bran-like, or white and thin, are bad signs in a disease.9o 

In Epidemics 7.112, the author describes three cases of phrenitis in which the 

patient's urine was 'shaggy', cSooeol.91 Jouanna, in his commentary on this passage, 

suggests that this term refers to the sediments in the urine, not the urine itself.92 

Given this interpretation, this passage offers another example of the negative 

prognosis acquired from sediment in the urine: each of the patients in this passage is 

said to have 'shaggy' sediment in the urine, and each of these patients dies from their 

case of phrenitis. The author reinforces the dangerous nature of this kind of urine by 

explaining that 'bristly deposits and turbid urine are precise signs of headache and 

convulsions and death. ,93 

Another symptom common to Hippocratic discussions of phrenitis is 

sleeplessness. Many Hippocratic physicians believe that a moderate amount of sleep 

is an important factor in maintaining one's health.94 Any deviation from one's normal 

sleeping pattern is thought to be indicative, or even causative of some sort of mental 

88 Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.17(4) (3.116-118 Littre): oupa AETTTa, 'Evalcup~~aTa a~IKpa, 
8IeaTTaa~svcx, ouX'18puTo' In Hippocrates, Epidemics 7.79 (5.436 Littre), the author reports that 
there wasn't any sediment in the urine of a phrenitis patient; the physician attributes this irregularity to 
the treatment clyster of thapsia he has just administered to the patient. Jouanna, 2000: 95, note 8. 
89 Hippocrates, Coac. 571 (5.716 Littre): Ta 6' axpoa ~EAaalv 'evalcupeu~eva ~ETa exYPVlTVITlS' Kat 
TapaxTIS', cppevITu:cX' And colourless urine with suspended dark matter, with sleeplessness and 
confusion, indicates phrenitis. See also Hippocrates, Coac. 258 (5.640 Littre). 
90 Hippocrates, Prog. 12 (2.140-142 Littre) 
91 Hippocrates, Epid. 7.112 (5.460 Littre); Smith. 1994: 405. 
92 Jouanna, 2000: 112, note 9. 
93 Hippocrates, Epid. 7.112 (5.460 Littre): lTcXVV yap Ta 6aoscx oupa Kat exvaTETapay~sva, Oll~elov 
exKPI~ES' KecpcxAaAYITlS' Kat O1Taa~ou Kat 6CXVcXTOV. 
94 Hippocrates, Epid. 6.8.23 (5.352 Littre); and Prog. 10 (2.134 Littre). For a detailed discussion of 
sleep and its role in Hippocratic medicine, see Hulskamp, 2008:72-94. 
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or physical disturbance. The author of Aphorisms reports that getting too much, or 

too little sleep is harmful, and may lead to disease.95 In Prognostics, the author states 

that no sleep at all will either bring pain and distress that results in further 

sleeplessness, or it will result in delirium.96 

In discussions of phrenitis, lack of sleep is expressed in two ways. In a few cases, 

an author suggests only that the patient does not sleep: oucSev UTTVc.uOEV or OUX 

, ~ s;: 97 • , , 
UTTVc.uuES". In other passages, authors use the term 11 0ypUTTVIO; often translated as 

insomnia, this word seems to imply a condition in which the patient remains awake 

and restless, often troubled by mental or physical discomfort. This use of the term is 

evident in Epidemics 7.80, in which a patient remains awake on the seventeenth day 

of his illness, 'lying on his back, legs wide open because of feebleness; entirely 

wakeful. ,98 This patient is clearly worn out by his disease, yet is unable to fall 

asleep99; his position in bed corresponds to the comment in Prognostics which 

suggests that it is not a good sign when patients lie on their back with arms and legs 

spread out. 100 Coan Prenotions 223 points out that disturbed sleep and wakefulness 

95 Hippocrates, Aph. 7.72 (4.602 Littre): "YTTvoS, aYPuTTVlll, alJ<P<hEpa IJOAAOV TOU IJETPIOU 
yl VOj.lEVa, vouoos. Sleep, wakefulness, when either of these happen more than moderately, there is 
disease. See also Hippocrates, Aph. 2.3 (4.470 Littre); 
96 Hippocrates, Prog. 10 (2.134 Littre): KcXKlOTOV cSe IJ~ KOlIJ006a1, IJrlTE TIlS VUKTOS, IJrl TE TIlS 
hlJEPlls' D yap UTTO OcSUVllS TS Kal TTOVc..lV aYPuTTvEElV ~ TTapa<PPOVrlOElV ETTETal aTTO TOUTEOU TOU 
OTJIJEIOU. It is the worst not to sleep, neither during the night nor during the day, for either 
sleeplessness on account of pain and suffering, or delirium will follow from this sign. 
97 Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.6 (3.80-82) and 3.3.71(4) (3.116-118 Littre). 
98 Hi~pocra~es, Epid. 7.80 (5.436 Littre): KAIOIs UTTTlll, OKEAsex cSlllVo1YIJEVa cSla ~v 'EKAUOIV' 
TTapexTTexv exYPUTTVOS. 
99 The disease from which this patient is suffering is not named: the passage says only that his case is 
'similar' to that of the previous patient, the fuller ofSyros who had phrenitis. Hippocrates, Epid. 7.80 
(5.436 Littre): Kat 0 EV' OMv6~ NIK~EVOS' OJ.loiws. 
100 Hippocrates, Prog. 3 (2.118 Littre):"YTTTlov cSe KEEo6al Kal Tas XE1Pexs Kal TOV TPcXXllAOV Kexl 
Ta oKEAsa EKTETalJEvex 'ExovTa, ~ooov ayex6ov. But to lie on one's back, having the arms and neck 
and legs spread out is a less good sign (i.e.: than lying one one's side. with arms and legs relaxed). 
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are bad signs in acute diseases. 101 In another passage, this author suggests that 

wakefulness and confusion are signs that the patient will soon get phrenitis. l02 

Throughout the Corpus, aYPuTTvlCX is frequently mentioned alongside kama lO3
, 

both in cases of phrenitis, and in connection with other diseases. 104 In Prorrhetics 1.1 

and eoan Prenotions 175, kama and sleeplessness are listed as symptoms which may 

precede the onset of phrenitis. 105 For the Hippocratic authors, kama is a drowsy 

condition in which patients usually sleep, but sometimes remain coherent but 

listless. 106 In Epidemics 3, the author describes a group of phrenitis patients who 

alternate between a sleepless form of kama, and a state of wakefulness accompanied 

by pain. 107 The fact that the author specifies that it is 'kama without sleep' (TO KCJ3\JCX 

~UVExe5, oux \JTTVCJ30E5) suggests that this is an atypical situation in kama. Another 

passage in Epidemics 3 depicts the more common situation: here, the author explains 

that for the duration of their disease, patients with phrenitis and other severe diseases 

101 Hippocrates, Coac. 223 (5.632 Littre):' O~~.IC:hUlV op8oTTlS" EV O~EI, ~ KIVTlOlS" O~EITl, KOI UTrvoS" 
TopoXu5BTlS", ~ ixYPUTrVITl, TrOTS Be KOI OTcX~IES" EK PIVc.lV, ouBev ixyo80v' Straight staring of the 
eyes in an acute disease, or sharp changes, or disturbed sleep, or wakefulness, are in no way good, 
especially when accompanied by blood dripping from the nose. 
102 Hippocrates, Coac. 571 (5.716 Littre): Ta 6' axpoo J.lSAOOIV 'evOICUpEUJ.leVO J.lETa ixYPUTTViTlS" KOI 
TOpoxTlS", <!>pevITIKcX' And colourless urine with suspended dark matter, together with sleeplessness 
and confusion, indicates phrenitis. 
103 I have chosen to spell KW~O in this manner as a reminder that this is not the modern concept of 
coma. 
104 Galen finds these passages particularly troubling, since he does not think that kama is a symptom of 
phrenitis. His treatise De comate secundum Hippocratem (7.643-665 Kuhn) is an attempt to redefine 
Hippocrates' linking of these terms, so as to better align this statement with his own beliefs. 
105 Hippocrates, Coac. 175: 0'1 KCUJ.lOTc.lOEES" 'ev ixPxOOI YEVOJ.lEVOI J.lETcX KE<!>OA~S", OO<j>U05, 
TPOXTlAOU, \lTToxovopiou o6uVJlS", ixYPUTTVEOVTES", ~pcX ye <j>pevITIKoi; Those people who suffer 
coma in the beginning, with pain in the head, the lower back, the hypochondria, and the throat, and are 
sleepless, are they not phrenitics? Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.1 repeats this almost word for word. 
106 Hippocrates, Epid. 1.2.4 (2.624 Littre), 2.3.1 (5.102 Littre), 3.2.11 (3.62 Littre), 3.3.3 (3.70 Littre), 
and 3.3.17, cases 1, 2, and 13 (3.102-108,3.110-112, 3.136-140 Littre). 
107, Hipp<?,crates, Epid. 3.3.6 (3.82 Littre): KOTElxe 6e ~ TO Kc.lJ.lO ;UVEXeS", OUX uTTvc.l6e5, ~ J.lETa 
TTOVCUV 0ypUTTVOI' 
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'either were attended with heavy kama, or they slept lightly and for short periods.' 108 

In all cases, kama, like sleeplessness, is seen as a dangerous sign. 109 

The Hippocratic authors identify numerous other symptoms that appear in cases of 

phrenitis. Most of these are mentioned only a few times, with little or no indication as 

to their significance in the overall context of the disease. These symptoms include 

such things as pain in the head or abdomen 110; aphonia, or speechlessness III; small 

swellings that resemble bug-bites Il2
; frequent expectorationll3

; and the fact that 

phrenitis patients drink very little. 114 Some of these symptoms are also mentioned in 

connection with other diseases; thus, while they may be of use in the prognosis of a 

patient's illness, they have only limited value in terms of diagnosis. A good example 

of this are the symptoms that later become known as carphologia and crocydismos. 

plucking motions of the hands. directed towards bits of straw in the former case, and 

bits of wool and thread in the latter. The terms for these actions derive from the 

behaviours themselves: crocydismos seems to be derived from the seeking, 61~11I..1al, 

for bits of thread or wool, ~ KpOKll. 115 The term 'carphologia' appears to refers to the 

making of a collection, h Aoye I a, of KCxP<t>Os", small bits of twigs or straw. I 16 

108 Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.11 (3.90-92 Littre): 010 TTCXVT05' os TOlO! TTASIOTOIO!V D ~cxpu Kc.3IlCX 
TTCXPSITTETO, D IlIKPOU5' KCXI AETTTOU5' UTTVOU5' KOillao8cxl. 
109 The dangerous nature of koma is evident in Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.89 (5.532 Littre), 1.91 (5.532-
534 Littre), 1.93 (5.534 Littre), and l.l02 (5.540 Littre). 
110 Hippocrates, Epid. 7.112 (5.460 Littre) places the pain in the head; Hippocrates, Morb. 3.9 (7.128 
Littre) states that it is in the diaphragm; Hippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.216 Littre) places it in the left side of 
the hypochondrium. 
III Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.17(4) (3.116-118 Littre) and 7.53 (5.422 Littre). See also Hippocrates, Epid. 
7.79 (5.434-436 Littre), which mentions a broken, unintelligible voice. 
112 Hippocrates, Epid. 7.79 (5.434-436). 
113 Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.6 (5.512 Littre) and Coac. 239 (5.636 Littre). 
114 Hippocrates, Coac. 95 (5.602-604 Littre). 
115 Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 426, s.v.: OI~OIlCXI; and 997, s.v.: KPOKll. See also Liddell, Scott and 
Jones, 1996: 998, s.v.: KpOKUOI~c.u, "pick loose flocks off a gannent". 
116 Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 881, s.v.: KcXp(j>05, "any small, dry body ... generally, in plural, dry 
twigs, chips, straws, bits of wool, such as birds make their nests of'; and 1055, s.v.: h Aoyelcx, 
"collection". See also Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 881, s. v.: KCXPTTOAOYEUl "properly, gather dry 
twigs: hence, pick bits of hair, etc." 
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In the Hippocratic Corpus, these plucking actions are mentioned (by name or 

indirectly) approximately eleven times: three of the references relate directly to 

phrenitis, two discuss the need to note these plucking motions when making a 

prognosis, and the remaining six report the actions as symptoms of other, usually 

unnamed diseases. I 17 From these passages, we learn that these movements of the 

hands are very dangerous signs, and that they can be indicators of phrenitis as well as 

of peri pneumonia, ardent fever, and headache. I IS 

This Hippocratic attitude towards carphologia and crocydismos becomes more 

interesting when it is compared with later discussions of these symptoms. Whereas 

the Hippocratic authors view these symptoms as widespread, certain later authors 

view them almost exclusively as symptoms of phrenitis. Aretaeus believes that these 

actions are common in phrenitis: as part of treatment, he suggests that patients be 

given smooth blankets, so as to reduce the stimulus for their plucking actions. I 19 In 

De locis affectis, Galen uses the presence of these symptoms to diagnose his own case 

of phrenitis. 120 Caelius Aurelianus includes carphologia and crocydismos in his own 

definition of phrenitis, and argues that this disease cannot be diagnosed unless these 

117 Plucking motions in relation to phrenitis: Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.34 (5.518 Littre), Hippocrates, 
Coac. 76 (5.600 Littre), and Hippocrates, Prog. 4 (2.122 Littre); as a tool for prognosis: Hippocrates, 
Epid. 1.3.10 (2.670 Littre), and Hippocrates, Hum. 2 (5.478 Littre); In other, mostly unspecified 
diseases: Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.109 (5.544 Littre), Hippocrates, Coac. 262 (5.640 Littre), Hippocrates, 
Acut. (Sp.) 16 (2.426 Littre), and Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.17(15) (3.142 Littn!), 4.14 (5.152 Littre), and 
7.25 (5.396 Littre). Jouanna (2000: 84 note 11) suggests a fourth reference to carphologia, in the case 
of the phrenitic woman in Hippocrates, Epidemics 7.53 (5.422 Littre), whose elaborate hand 
movements eventually cause her to cut herself: "Une autre interpretation est possible si 1'0n se souvient 
que la phrenitis peut-etre accompagnee de tremblements et, comme c'est sans doute Ie cas ici, de 
carphologie. La malade s'egratigne, par suite des mouvements non coordonnes de ses mains." 
lIS Hippocrates, Prog. 4 (2.122 Littre) associates these hand motions with all four of these diseases, and 
explains that they are dangerous signs. Hippocrates, Prorrh. 1.34 (5.518 Littre) and Hippocrates, 
Coac. 76 (5.600 Littre) connect them only with phrenitis. 
119 AI etaeus, 5.1.2 (91.23-24 Hude). 
120 Galen, De locis affectis 4.2 (8.226 KUhn) 
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symptoms are present. 121 There is no indication in the Corpus to suggest how or 

why these symptoms eventually become so prevalent in later concepts of phrenitis. 

Causes of Phrenitis 

The general view in the Hippocratic Corpus is that diseases are caused by the 

internal humours, whenever they become negatively affected by certain individual 

and universal factors. In phrenitis, the humour usually at fault is bile: the authors of 

Affections and Diseases 1 both identify this humour as the causative agent of 

phrenitis. 122 

In Affections, the author explains that phrenitis occurs when bile, already set in 

motion inside the body, settles down in the upper abdomen, next to the phren and the 

'inward parts' (TCX OTTAcXYXVCX).123 This explanation reflects the author's belief that 

all diseases are caused by either bile or phlegm. These humours are not inherently 

bad, but they become dangerous when they become too hot, too cold, too wet, or too 

dry.124 In chapter 12, for example, this author explains that during winter, effects 

such as tiredness or excesses of wine can cause the bile to become stirred up; if no 

beneficial treatment is applied, the bile will produce disease in whichever location it 

settles. 125 

The author of Diseases 1 also believes that diseases are produced when bile and 

phlegm are made too hot or too cold. His explanation of phrenitis is as follows: 

121 Caelius Aurelianus, Acute Diseases 1.4.42 (44.27-46.4 Bendz) and 48 (48.23-33 Bendz). 
122 Hippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.216-218 Littre), Hippocrates, Morb 1.30 (6.200 Linre), and Hippocrates, 
Morb. 3.9 (7.128 Littre). 
123 Hippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.218 Littre):' H cSe vouoos yivETal vrro XOA~S", oTav KIVTj6ElOa rrpoS" TcX 
orrAayxva Kat TcXS" <ppevas- rrpooiSlr The disease happens from bile, whenever, having been set in 
motion, it settles next to the inward parts and the phren. 
124 Hippocrates, Aff. 1 (6.208 Littre). 
125 Hippocrates, Aff. 12 (6.220 Littre). 
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Phrenitis happens in this way: the blood in man contributes the 

greatest part of intelligence; some say it is all of it. And so whenever 

bile is put into motion, it comes into the veins and the blood, and 

through this therefore it moves into the blood and turns itfrom its 

usual composition and movement into serum, and it heats it; and it 

heats also all the other body parts, and the patient both loses his wits 

and is not in himself on account of both the greatness of the fever and 

because the blood is serous and its movement has become abnormal. 

<DpSVITI5 cSe O\1TCU5 'EXSI' TO CX1IJCX TO EV T~ CxV8PulTTCI:l TTAelOTOV 

cruIJ~aAAETCXI IJEp05 cruVEOI05' EVIOI cSe AEYOUOI, TO TTcXV' OTCXV O\)V 

XOA~ KI VTJ8SIOCX E5 TcX5 <t>AE~CX5 KCXt 'S5 TO CXl IJCX EOEA8n, cSl' O\)V 

SK1VllOS KCXt cSlulPPCUOE TO cxiIJcx EK TIl5 ECUeUITJ5 OUOTcXOI05 TE KCXt 

KI VrlOl 05 , KCXt olE8epIJTJvs' Olcx8SPIJCXIVEI KCXt TO aAAO Ou)IJCX miv, 

KCXt TTCXPCXVOESI TE WV8PCUTT05 KCXt OUK EV 'eCUUT~ 'EOTIV UTTO TOU 

TTUPSTOU TOU TTArl8S05 KCXt TOU CX"IJCXT05 TIl5 OlOPPulOl05 TE KCXt 

KIVtlOl05 YEVOIJEVTJ5 OU TIl5 Ecu9u1TJ5. 126 

Mental phenomena in Diseases 1 are directly related to the movement of the blood 

throughout the body.127 Thus. when the bile heats the blood and makes it more 

watery, the patient's mental capacities are also weakened - he becomes deranged, and 

no longer himself. The author of this work believes that the derangement, which 

persists throughout the disease, prevents the patient from taking any food. Since the 

serous blood cannot provide nutriment either, patients become emaciated and starved. 

This causes the extremities to cool and shrivel up; as the cold moves closer to the core 

of the body, the patient eventually dies. 128 

126 Hippocrates, Morb. 1.30 (6.200 Littre). 
127 Gundert, 2000: 26. 
128 Hippocrates, Morb. 1.34 (6.204 Littre). 
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In Diseases 3, it is suggested that phrenitis can also develop out of another 

disease. 129 Although not named, it is likely that this disease is peripneumonia, since 

the author believes that phrenitis patients closely resemble those with peripneumonia, 

with the added symptom of delirium. He also indicates that the treatments for 

peripneumonia are equally useful when treating cases of phrenitis. The close 

connection between these diseases is also recognized by a number of other authors in 

the Hippocratic Corpus: Aphorisms states that it is a bad sign when peripneumonia 

turns into phrenitis 130; Diseases 1 and Affections state that phrenitis that turns into 

peripneumonia is usually fatal. 13
) 

While bile is the substance that causes phrenitis, it is not in itself a 'bad' humour. 

In order for the bile to produce phrenitis, it must first be affected in some way by an 

external force - in this case, one that will stir up the bile and cause it to move into the 

blood, or to settle in a particular part of the body. Two of the most influential of these 

factors are the seasons and the weather: in Aphorisms, for example, the author 

believes that the changing of the seasons is the chief cause of the production of 

diseases. 132 He explains that although any disease may occur at any time during the 

year, certain diseases are most common in particular seasons.133 In Nature of Man, 

the author describes how one humour grows stronger in each season, maintains its 

129 Hippocrates, Morh. 3.9 (7.128 Littre): <pPSVITlcSSS' cSs YIVOVTOI KOt E~ ETepwv vouowv. Phrenitis 
occurs also from another disease. 
130 Hippocrates, Aph. 7.12 (4.580 Littre): ' ElTtlTSPI1TASU~OVltJ <ppsvITIS', KOKOV. 
131 Hippocrates, Morh. 1.3 (6.144-146 Littre): METOlTIlTTSI os Taos' EK lTASUPITIOOS' 'SS' KOUOOV, KOt 
'EK <pPEvITlcS05 E5 1TSPl1TAEU~OVIT]V' And changes occur in this way,from pleuritis into causus, and 
from phrenitis into pneumonia; Hippocrates, Aff 10 (6.218 Littre): OIO<!>SUYOUOl cS£ KOt TOUTTjV 
OAIYOI' ~SaIOTOTOI cSs KOt OUTT] ES' lTepl1TAeu~oVIT]V, KOI f)V ~ETOOTii, OAIYOI olo<Peuyouolv. And 
few escape this disease {phrenitisJ; and this changes also into pneumonia, and if it changes, few 
escape it. 
132 Hippocrates, Aph. 3.1 (4.486 Littre). 
133 Hippocrates, Aph. 3.19 (4.494 Littre), Hippocrates, Nature of Man 8 (6.50-52 Littre), Hippocrates, 
Humours 13 (5.492-494 Littre). 
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strength into the next season, and is eventually replaced by a new humour. 134 The 

author of this text likens the changing strengths of the humours to the changing of the 

seasons, demonstrating the interconnectedness of man and his environment: 

In the period of a year, sometimes the winter is especially strong, 

sometimes the spring, sometimes the summer, and sometimes the 

autumn. And so it is in man also, sometimes the phlegm is strong, 

sometimes the blood, sometimes the bile, first the yellow, and then 

what is called black bile. 

, laxUEI cSE 'EV T~ 'EVIOUT~ TOTE !lEV (, XE1!lulV IlcXAlaTO, TOTE cSE TO 

TIP, TOTE cSE TO 8SP05, TOTE cSE TO CP8IVOTTC.oJPOV· OUTC.oJ cSE KOI 'EV T~ 

CxV8pulTT~ TOTE IlEV TO <PAEYIlO 'I aXUE I, TOTE cSe TO OIIlO, TOTE cSe ~ 

XOA~, TTpc..JTOV IJEV ~ ~ave~, ETTEITO 0' ~ IJEAOIVO KOAEOIJEVT].135 

While phrenitis is not included in the catalogue of diseases in Aphorisms, it is 

clear from other texts that phrenitis was most prevalent and most dangerous during 

the winter or early spring: for example, most of the cases of phrenitis described in the 

Epidemics occur during these seasons.136 Phrenitis may also occur in late spring or 

the summer, but these cases are less frequent, and usually milder in nature. 137 

134 Hippocrates, Nat. Hom. 7 (6.46-50 Littre). This passage explains that phlegm increases in winter, 
and remains strong into spring; blood increases in spring, and is strong into summer; bile increases in 
summer, and remains strong into the autumn; black bile is greatest and strongest in autumn. 
135 Hippocrates, Nat. Hom. 7 (6.50 Littre). 
136 Hippocrates, Epid. 1.2.9 (2.650 Littre): nEpt BE 'IOTU.lEpITlV KCXt ~SXPI TTATl'iaBoS' KCXt UTTO XEI~WVCX, 
TTCXPEITTOVTO ~ev 01 KCXUOOI' CxTtXP KCXt <!>PEVITIKOt TTAEIOTOI TTjVIKCX\1TCX 'EYSVOVTO, KCXt 'S6VT]OKOV 
TOUTSCUV 01 TTAEIOTOI' 'EyevoVTo BE KCXt KCXTcX 6spoS' OAlyOl. Around the equinox and up to the 
setting of the Pleiades and throughout winter, cases of causus continued; but the most cases of 
phrenitis happened in this time, and most of them were fatal; and afew cases had also occurred in 
summer. See also: Hippocrates, Epid. 1.2.9.87 (2.666 Littre); Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.6.1 (3.80-82); 
Hippocrates, Epid. 7.53 (5.422 Littre); Hippocrates, Epid. 7.112 (5.460 Littre). 
137 Hippocrates, Aff. 6 (6.214 Littre): nEpl BE TWV KCXTcX KOIAITlV VOUOTJJ..IcXTC.uV Ev6uJ..lSE06al xp~ 
Tack TTAEUPITIS', TTEPITTAEU~OVITl, KCXUOOS', <!>PEVITIS', aUTcxl KCXASOVTCXI O~EICXI, KCXt YIVOVTCXI J..IEv 
~aAloTcx KCXt 'IOXUPOTCXTCXI TOU XEIIlc.lV05, yl VOVTCXI Be KCXt TOU 6epEoS', Rooov Be KCXt 
IlCXACXKc.lTEPCX I' Concerning diseases of the lower cavity, it is necessary to consider the following: 
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The characteristics of an individual's constitution can also have an impact on his 

susceptibility to phrenitis and other diseases. In Aphorisms, the author explains that 

phrenitis is common in people beyond the prime of life138
; when it appears in people 

older than forty, it is almost always fatal. 139 The author later qualifies this statement 

by explaining that diseases are less risky when they are similar to the natural 

constitution of the patient140; since bodies cool as they age, they become less suited to 

the heat of phrenitis, and patients therefore endure greater suffering when it arises. 

Treatment of Phrenitis 

The overall goal of Hippocratic treatment is to help the body return to its natural 

state of balance and, therefore, health. The first stage of this process begins with the 

diagnosis of the patient's disease; as Paul Potter explains, diagnosis "identifies the 

'fundamental anatomico-physiological disturbance' from which the disease arose, and 

against which specific therapeutic measures must be directed.,,141 In addition, 

knowledge of the specific disease provides the physician with a general guideline for 

how the disease is likely to progress through the patient's body, when its critical 

periods are most likely to occur, and how the disease most commonly comes to an 

end. 142 With this information in mind, the Hippocratic physician is able to decide 

whether or not to begin treatment of the patient. If the disease is thought to be 

pleuritis, pneumonia, causus, phrenitis, and the other diseases known as 'acute', they occur most often 
and most strongly in winter, but they also occur in the summer, but less often, and more mildly. 
138 Hippocrates, Aph. 3.30 (4.500 Littre): Totm ~s \J1TSp nlV hAIKIlW TCXUTllV, a08J.lCXTCX, 
TTAeuplTlcSeS, TTepITTAeUJ.lOVICXI, M8cxpyoI, <ppevITI~es, KCXUOOI, cSlcXPPOICXI XPOVICXI, XOAEPCXI, 
cSuoeVTep I cx I, AE I eVTep I cx I, CX'I J.loppoi cSes. In those people above this age (i. e. that of the prime of life), 
asthma, pleuritis, pneumonia, lethargy, phrenitis, causus, chronic diarrhoea, cholera, dysentery, 
lientery, and haemorrhoids are common. 
139 Hippocrates, Aph. 7.82 (4.606 Littre). 
140 Hippocrates, Aph. 7.82 (4.606 Littre): nooov yap KIV~uvEuoumv, ololV av OIKSIT) TIlS" <pumoS" KCXt 
TIlS" hAIKIT)S" ~ vouoOS" n. For the danger is less in those for whom the disease is akin to their nature 
and age. 
141 Potter, 1988c: 49. 
142 Potter, 1988c: 49. 
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dangerous, agreeing to take on a patient puts the physician at risk of losing his 

medical reputation, even if he might able to determine beforehand that any medical 

intervention will turn out to be more palliative than curative. 143 In these cases, it is 

considered acceptable for the physician to refuse to treat the patient. 

Treatment of disease requires that the body's internal balance of humour and 

elements be returned to its natural state. In order to accomplish this, the disease-

causing agent - whatever it might be - must be removed from the body. 144 In some 

cases, this occurs naturally; more frequently, medical intervention is required. 

Physicians can accomplish this evacuation by way of medicines - such as emetics, 

diuretics, and stemutatories - or through surgical intervention such as bloodletting, or 

the incision of abscesses to remove excess fluid. 145 Very severe diseases are 

sometimes treated with cauterization, a treatment which is believed to stop the 

movement of the disease from one part of the body to another. 146 

For many Hippocratic authors, regimen is an important part of the therapeutic 

process. These authors believe that one's diet, exercise, and bathing habits can help 

restore the body to its natural balance. If applied while the patient is healthy, proper 

regimen can also be used to prevent diseases from occurring in the first place. In 

order to do this, physicians established the various properties of different foods and 

beverages, and prescribed them as necessary, to heat, cool, moisten, or dry out the 

body. The effect of certain foods on the body is also recognized and employed, such 

as the ability of some foods to relax or tighten the bowels, cause flatulence, or provide 

143 Nutton, 2004: 92. As Nutton explains, most Hippocratic authors believed that it was within the 
doctors rights to refuse to treat a particular patient. 
144 Potter, 1988c: 43-44. 
145 Potter, 1988c: 44; Jouanna, 1999: 159-160. 
146 Jouanna, 1999: 160-161. 
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nourishment. 147 In many diseases, regimen also includes the prescription of certain 

exercises - mild exercise such as walking, or more violent forms such as running or 

wrestling. Bathing can also be useful to a patient, provided that the patient's house 

has all the necessary apparatus to make the bathing process safe. 148 

Specific methods of treating phrenitis are discussed in only a few of the 

Hippocratic texts. The most extensive discussion comes from Regimen in Acute 

Diseases, which lists phrenitis as one of the acute diseases for which these 

instructions are useful. 149 In Diseases 3.9, a few specific treatments are listed in the 

chapter on phrenitis; additional remedies are provided in the chapter on 

peripneumonia, in which the author explains that treatments for peripneumonia are 

equally applicable for cases of phrenitis and pleuritis. ISO Affections offers a similar 

situation: chapter 10 provides a few specific therapies for phrenitis, along with a 

recommendation that the pain of phrenitis requires the same treatment as pains that 

are caused by pleuritis. 151 The connection between these diseases is due to the 

anatomical proximity of the phren and the pleura, and the fact that both diseases arise 

from the abnormal accumulation of humours in their respective parts. 152 There is also 

one case study of a phrenitis patient which refers to treatment of the disease; although 

147 Jouanna, 1999: 163. 
148 Jouanna, 1999: 168-169. See also Hippocrates, Acut. 65-68 (2.364-376 Littn!). 
149 Hippocrates, Acut. 5 (2. 232 Littre): "EOTI Be TCXUTCX o;ecx, OKOICX WVOIlCXOCXV 01 apXCXIOI 
lTAEUPITlV, KCXtlTEPIlTAEUIlOVITJV, KCXt <pPEVITIV, KCXt A~acxpyov, KCXt KCXUOOV, KCXt TaAACX VOU~IlCXTCX 
OKOOCX TOUTEWV EXOIlEVcX EOTlV, ~V 01 rruPETOI TO ElTllTCXV ~UVEXEES'. These are the acute diseases, 
those which the ancients have named pleuritis, and peripneumonia, and phrenitis, and lethargy, and 
causus, and all those diseases which are similar to these, in which the fevers are generally continuous. 
150 Hippocrates, Morh. 3.15 (7.140 Littre): 9EPCXlTEUEIV Be XP~ ~v lTEPllTAEUIlOVITJV OUTWS" OU 
IlEVTol 'E~CXIJCXP~on KCXtlTAWPITIV KCXt <pPEVITIV OUTW IJETCXXEIP1SOIlEVOS" It is necessary to treat 
peripneumonia in this way; and indeed it would not be incorrect to deal with both pleuritis and 
phrenitis in this way. See also Hippocrates, Morb. 3.9 (7.128 Littre). 
151 ~ippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.216-218 Littre): TOUTCJ:l, TIJS- IlEV OI5uVllS', amp EV -rnlTAWPITlcSl, 
cSIBoVCXI ... In this disease, in the case of pain, provide the same as in pleuritis ... 
152 Pleuritis is described in Hippocrates, Aff. 7 (6.214-216 Littre). 
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these remedies were effective, they are not in keeping with most other 

d · /: . h d' 153 recommen atlOns lor treatmg t e Isease. 

As discussed earlier, the Hippocratic authors are aware that patients very often die 

from phrenitis. This is equally clear in discussions of treatment, most of which are 

accompanied by a reference to the mortality of this illness. 154 In Diseases 1, the 

author gives a very clear statement of the fatality of phrenitis, explaining that phrenitis 

patients essentially starve to death because of their deranged state: 

And inasmuch as they are out of their senses, [the phrenitis patients] 

do not take any of that which is offered to them, at least anything 

worthy of mention. And as time continues, they waste away and 

become thinner both from the fever and from not being nourished; and 

first the part at the extremities wither up and grow cold, then the closer 

parts. 

Ka I ,hE rrapa<ppovEoVTES" I OUKETI TWV rrpoS"<pEpOJ.lEVWV BExoVTaI , 

o TI a~lov AOYOU' oTav BE rrpo"l"{l 0 XPovoS" I !-I0POIVOVTOI TE KOI 

J.lIVU90UOIV vrro TE TOU rruPETou Kal vrro TOU J.lllBEV TpE<pEo9al' KOI 

rrpwTo !-lEV TO 'EV TOIOlV CxKPWTT]PIOIOl !-IIvu6EI TE Kat ¥XETal , 

'ErrEITo BE TO Err' 'EYYUTCXTW. 155 

Hippocratic authors seek to cure phrenitis by removing the excess bile which 

causes the disease. Removal of the bile also helps to relieve the pain in phrenitis, 

since it is the presence of the bile which causes the pain. In Diseases 3, the pain - and 

153 This passage is presented with almost identical phrasing in Hippocrates, Epid. 5.52 (5.236-238 
Littn!) and 7.71 (5.432 Littre). 
154 In Hippocrates, Morh. 3.9 (7.128 Littre), for example, the instructions for treatment are immediately 
followed with a warning that the disease is fatal, and usually kills people on the third, fifth, or seventh 
day of the disease. See also Hippocrates, Acut. 5 (2.232 Littre), and Hippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.218 Littre). 
155 Hippocrates, Morh. 1.34 (6.204 Littre). 
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therefore the excess bile - is located in the diaphragm. 156 Affections suggests that the 

pain occurs in the right side of the hypochondrium, near the liver and beside the 

'inward parts' (TO CnTAeXyxva) and the phren. 157 This excess bile represents an 

imbalance in the body's humours; thus, in order to let the body regain its balance, the 

bile must be removed. To do this, the Hippocratic authors recommend that the 'lower 

cavity' (n KOIAlll) be emptied at the beginning of the disease, and regularly 

throughout its course. 15S The author of Diseases 3 believes that evacuations of this 

nature dull a patient's fever and reduce his pain. 159 Repeating these purges every 

other day will help to maintain balanced moisture in the body, without harming the 

patient's strength.l60 

Regimen in Acute Diseases is the only discussion of phrenitis treatment to explain 

which purgative drugs should be used for treating phrenitis. This author suggests two 

key medications: black hellebore mixed with wild carrot, cow-parsnip, cumin, dill, or 

some other fragrant compound, and wild purslane mixed with the juice of 

laserwort. 161 He explains the benefits of these remedies as follows: 

Black hellebore makes better and more critical evacuations than wild 

purslane, but wild purslane is better at creating diarrhoea than black 

156 Hippocrates, Morb. 3.9 (7.128 Littre): TOS- <j>pevas- Cx1.yeouOlv, WOTE ~n 'eCioal clV a~ao6al The 
phren (diaphragm) is painful, such that they cannot suffer you to touch them. 
157 Hippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.216-218 Littre):' HeSs vouoos- YlvETal UTTO X01.TlS-, oTav KlvIl6Eloa TTPOS
TcX oTT1.ayxva Kat TcXS- <j>pevas- TTpOOI~1J' The disease occurs from bile. whenever, after having been 
moved around. it settles next to the inner pans. and the phren. 
158 Hippocrates, Aff. 7 (6.214) and 10 (6.218 Littre); Hippocrates, Morb. 3.15 (7.140 Littre). 
159 Hippocrates, Morb. 3.15 (7.140 Littre): T os- eSs KOI1.las- 'ev ~sv TOOl TTpc.lTlJOIV ~~spnOl 
Tes-oapolv ~ TTSVTE UTTOXUlPSEIV xpn Kat O1.IYCJtl ~Ci1.1.ov, 'Iva 01 TE rruPETOI Cx~~1.uTEpol 'SCUOI Kat 
TO Cx1.Yll~aTa Kou<j>oTEpa' It is necessary to empty downward the lower cavity in the first four or five 
days. and more than a little. in order that the fever might be dulled, and the pain made lighter. 
160 Hippocrates, Morb. 3.15 (7.140 Littre). 
161 Hippocrates, Acut. 23 (2.274 Littre):' Hv cSs UTTO TcXS- ~pEvas- fj TO O1.YIl~a, 'es- cSs TTlV K1.lllcSa ~n 
OT]~aIVn, \.laAeaooelv eSEI ~V KOI1.ITjV, ~ \.lS1.avl 'eAAE~OPCJtl ~ TTETT1.ICJtl, \.lE1.avl \.lEV cSaUKOV ~ oEoE1.1 
~ KUJ,JIVOV ~ OVVTjOOV ~ 01.1.0 TI TulV EVUlcSSCUV \.liayoVTa, TTETT1.ICJtl eSE OTTOV OI1.<j>iou' If the 
suffering is under the phren, and there is no sign of it in the collarbone. it is necessary to soothe the 
cavity. either with black hellebore or wild purslane. and with the black hellebore mix wild carrot or 
cow-parsnip. or cumin. or dill. or some other fragrant compound; and with the wild purslane. mix the 
juice of laserwort. 
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bile. Both of these stop pain; many other purgative medicines also 

stop pain, but these are the best of which I know. 

"AYEI os IJEAOS- IJSV KOAAICJJ KOt KPIOlIJWTEPO TTETTAIOU, TTEtTAIOV os 
IJEAOVOS- IJcXAAOV <puaECJJv KOTOPPTlKTI KOV 'EaTi V' OIJ<PCJJ os Toiho 

OOUVTlV TTOUEI' TTOUEI os KOt OAAO TTOAAcX TWV UTTTlAcXTCJJV' 

KpcXTlaTo os TOUTO c.Sv'eyw 0100 eOTIv. 162 

This physician also suggests adding purgatives to the patient's gruel, ifit can be done 

without affecting its taste or colour, or becoming otherwise noticeable to the 

• 163 patient. 

After the patient's body has been purged, pain can also be treated by the 

application of warm, usually moist fomentations, or compresses. 164 Regimen in Acute 

Diseases suggests that the most efficient way to apply this heat is to fill a skin, 

bladder, or vessel with hot water, and to place this against a soft cloth on the body, 

near the site of the pain. 165 The heat of these compresses causes the collected bile to 

concoct, allowing to it to be cleansed out of the body. 166 Compresses are frequently 

mentioned in conjunction with the purgatives, suggesting that the two remedies are 

complementary. 

Regimen in Acute Diseases is the only text to suggest bloodletting as a remedy for 

pain in phrenitis. In this text, the author suggests that venesection is the best remedy 

162 Hippocrates, Acut. 23 (2.274-276 Littre). 
163 Hippocrates, Acut. 23 (2.276 Littre). 
164 Hippocrates, Morb. 3.9. (7.128 Littre): TOUTOV XAlcxivelv oil XAlClOIJCXOlV uypoIOi It is necessary 
to warm this patient with moist fomentations ... See also: Hippocrates, Acut. 21 (2.268-270 Littre), 
Hippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.216-218 Littre). 
165 Hippocrates, Acut. 21 (2.268-270 Littre). 
166 Hippocrates, Aff. 7 (6.214 Littre). OTCXV Os Kcx6cxipeo6cXl ap~llTCXI TO mJOV, 6epIJcxivOVTCX 
~UIJ¢EPEI TO TTAEUPOV E~c.u6EV TTETTCXivEIV TO TTPOs- TO TTAEUPOV' When the pus begins to be cleaned. 
warming the side from outside the body is advantageous to soften the materials beside the ribs. This 
author explains that pleuritis-related pain remedies should also be used for phrenitis (see above); we 
can therefore assume that this explanation of the efficacy of compresses in pleuritis also applies to 
phrenitis. 
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when the pain extends from the abdomen to the collarbone, or whenever there is a 

feeling of weight on the forearm, in the area of the breast, or above the diaphragm. 167 

In these cases, blood is to be withdrawn from the inner vein at the elbow; the author 

believes that a considerable amount of blood should be withdrawn - the flow should 

be continued until the blood becomes a deeper red, or becomes livid instead of clear 

and red. 168 The author cautions that venesection will not be as beneficial to the 

patient if the pains do not extend toward the collarbone. 169 

Treatment instructions for phrenitis also include advice regarding the types of 

food and drink that should be administered during the disease. As described earlier, 

proper diet is an important aspect of Hippocratic treatment, because it helps to 

maintain the patient's strength and provide the qualities necessary to help rebalance 

the humours. Regarding beverages, most of the Hippocratic authors refuse to give 

wine to phrenitis patients because it causes headache and delirium. 170 Regimen in 

Acute Diseases makes some variation in this regulation, suggesting that very pale 

yellow, diluted wine may be administered, provided that every sip is followed by a sip 

of water. 171 Otherwise, drinks in phrenitis should be restricted to oxymel, a mixture 

of vinegar and honey, or hydromel, a mixture of honey and water. 172 The author of 

167 Hippocrates, Acut. 22 (2.272 Littre). 
168 Hippocrates, Acut. 22 (2.272-274 Littre): TcXlJVEIV XP~ nlV EV Te,\l aYKulvl cj>AE~O nlV 'socu, KOt 
IJD OKVSEIV ovXvov acj>OlpSEIV TO alIJO ECUS' av Epu6pOTEPOV TTOAA~ pU'O, aVTt Ka6apou TE Kat 
'Epu6pou TTEAIOV' alJcj>OTEpa yap ylYVETal. It is necessary to cut the vein in the elbow, the inside 
one, and not to hesitate to remove a large amount of blood, until, because of the great flow, the blood 
becomes darke r or livid red in colour instead of clear and red. For both of these things can happen. 
169 Hippocrates, Acut. 22 (2.272 Littre): T OIJD IJSVTOI yE OUX OIJOICUS' AVEI OOUVllV, ~V IJ~ TTPOS' nlV 
KAlll0a TTEpoivo h OOUVll. Indeed, cutting a vein will not release the pain in the same way, if the pain 
does not reach the collarbone. 
170 Hippocrates, Acut. 50 (2.332 Littre): • 0 IJEV yAUKUS' ~ooov 'EOTI Kapll~apIKoS' TOU OIVc..lOeoS', Kat 
~OOOV cj>pevc.lv 0:1TTOIJEV05 ... Sweet wine is less likely to cause headache than vinous wines, and 
attacks the phren less ... / Hippocrates, Acut. 63 (2.360 Littre): • Y TToTTTEuoavTI IJSVTOI EV TaUTflOl 
TiiOl VOUOOIOlV ~ Kapll~aplllV'IOXUPDV ~ cj>pevulv a4Jlv, TTavTCxrraolv oivou aTTooXETEOV' If you 
suspect in these diseases either severe headache or distraction of the phren, in all these cases one must 
abstain from wine. c.f.: Hippocrates, Morb. 3.9 (7.128 Littre) and Hippocrates, Aft. 10 (6.218 Littre). 
171 Hippocrates, Acut. 63 (2.360 Littre). 
\72 Hippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.218 Littre). 
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Regimen in Acute Diseases explains that while both drinks are useful as diuretics, the 

acidity of the vinegar is better at dissolving bitter biles, such as the yellow bile in 

phrenitis. 173 

The most commonly prescribed food in Hippocratic treatment is a gruel made 

from boiled barley. 174 Regimen in Acute Diseases contains a long discussion about 

this gruel, including instructions on how it should be prepared, the ways it benefits the 

patient, and the correct times at which it is to be offered. 175 Essentially, the purpose 

of the gruel is to maintain the patient's strength; food should be offered to the patient 

every day, as often as he would normally eat when not ill. 176 Similarly, if the patient 

undergoes a purge, gruel should be given to the patient immediately afterwards, in a 

quantity equal to the efficacy of the purge. 177 According to Regimen in Acute 

Diseases, there are only a few times at which it is not safe to give gruel to a patient: 

when the bowels have not been emptied of previous meals - either naturally or with 

medications; and whenever the feet are cold during a fever. 178 

A final treatment recommended for phrenitis patients is bathing; In Affections, the 

author states the following: 

In this disease it is beneficial to wash the patient with plenty of hot 

water, downward from the head. For, when the body is made softer, 

the sweat is increased and the cavity is emptied and the urine is 

excreted, and the patient becomes more in control of himself. 

173 Hippocrates, Acut. 61 (2.356-358 Littrt!): 'Ev KE4>aAal"tl fJ' e'lpT]o6al, a'l CxlTO O~EOS' O~UTT]TES' 
lTlKPOXOAOIOl l.uiAAOV ~ ~EAayxoAIKolol ~u~4>EpoUOI· Ta ~ev yap lTIKpa fJloAUETol KOI 
'EK4>AEy~oTouTal, ~ETecupl~o~EVO UlT' OUTEOU· To say it in summary, the sharpness of vinegar is of 
more advantage to bilious people than to melancholic people .. for the bitter bile is broken up and 
turned to phlegm, after it is raised up. The benefits of hydromel and oxymel are discussed in 
Hippocrates, Acut. 53-61 (2.336-358 Littn!). 
174 Jouanna, 1999: 164. 
175 Hippocrates, Acut. 15 (2.244 -264 Littn!). 
176 Hippocrates, Acut. 11 (2.246 -248 Littre). 
177 Hippocrates, Acut. 13 (2.244 -264 Littre). 
178 Hippocrates, Acut. 16-20 (2.250-252 Littre). 
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AOUEIV cSe 1TOAA~ KCXI aEp~~ KCXTe): nlV KE<j>CXAnV EV TCXUT(l Tfi VOU00:l 

~U~<j>SPEI· ~CXAcxooo~evou yap TOU Ou.l~CXTOS", KCXI 'lcSpWS" ~ciAAOV 

YIVETCXI, KCXI D KOIAlll KCXI TO oupOV cSl CXXCAlpeE I , KCXI CXUTOS" eCXUTOU 

'EYKpCXTeOTEpoS" YI VETCX .. 179 

Regimen in Acute Diseases also recommends bathing as a treatment of phrenitis, 

provided that the necessary accommodations for a bath are available in the patient's 

home. These include a sufficient supply of water, a good number of attendants to 

carry out the work, and a sheltered location that is separated from the smoky fire 

which is heating the bath water. 180 While this author believes that baths are beneficial 

- especially for those who are usually in the habit of bathing, he cautions that baths 

are less effective in ardent fevers than in acute diseases such as peripneumonia. 181 

Although phrenitis is not mentioned in this context, the presence of fever in this 

disease may reduce the efficacy of bathing for these patients. 

As a final note on treatment, we may look at a case history of phrenitis that 

discusses the treatment of phrenitis. This case, which appears in Epidemics 5 and 7, 

states the following: 

A humpbackfrom phrenitis occurred in the butcher from Acanthus; In 

this man, not one medication was useful, except sweet wine and bread; 

to abstain from baths, and to massage him softly, and to warm him 

with fomentation not much, but gently. 

179 Hippocrates. Aff 10 (6.218 Littn!). 
ISO Hippocrates. Acut. 65 (2.364 Littre): "EOTI ~s OTE ~ooov XPllOTEOV ~I(:X Ti}v CxTTcxpcxoKEUCXOlllV 
Tc.3V av8pwTTCalV' 'sv OAIYTlOI yap OIKlnOl TTCXPSOKEUCXOTal TO CXPI-1SVCX KCXt 01 8SPCXTTEUOVTSS' WS' 
OSI' S'I OS I..I~ TTCXYKcXACalS' AO\./OITO, !3AcXTTTOIT' eXv OU OI-1IKPcX' KCXt yap OKETTllS' CxKcXTTVOU OSI, Kat 
U~CXTOS' ~cx\jJIAeOS', KCXt TOU AOUTPOU OUXVOU KCXtl-1~ AlllV AcX!3pou, ~V yE 1-1~ OUTCal ~E'O. And 
sometimes one must use baths less often. because of lack of preparation on people; for in few houses 
have the attendants prepared the necessary apparatus. And if one is not bathed well. it would be not 
just a little harmful. For a shelter free of smoke is necessary, and abundant water for a long and non
violent bath, unless this is necessary. See also Jouanna. 1999: 168-169. 
181 Hippocrates. Acut. 66 (2.368 Littre). 
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T ~ IJCXYEIPCA? EV AKcXV8CA? TO KU¢CUIJCX h ¢PEVITIBoS" eyEVETO· 

TOUTCA? ¢CXPIJCXKOTTOOlll OUBElJlll ;UV~VEYKEV, oIvoS" Be IJEACXS" KCXI 

CxPTOOlTITr AouTPc.3V CxTTEXEo6cxl, KCXI CxVCXTPI~E08cxl AEICUS" , 

8cXATTE08cxI TE IJn TTOAA~ TTUPI~IJCXTI, CxAAO: TTPllECUS" .182 

This case study demonstrates an unconventional approach to the treatment of 

phrenitis, in permitting the use of sweet wine, and preventing bathing. By 

comparison, the recommendation of gentle massage and warm fomentation are not so 

unusual, and resemble the methods of softening the body that were described above, 

by the author of Regimen in Acute Diseases. It is not clear, however, why this 

physician chose to permit the use of wine as a remedy. The fact that this passage 

appears in two different books of the Epidemics suggest that at least one version is not 

based on the personal experiences of the author, making it difficult to explain this 

anomalous approach to treatment. In the 18th century, it was suggested that this 

passage actually refers to a different disease, and has been inadvertently associated 

. h h .. 183 
WIt p renths. 

182 Hippocrates, Epid. 5.52 (5.236-238 Littre). See also Hippocrates, Epidemics 7.71 (5.423 Littre). 
Littre's edition of this text offers the alternative reading of TO Kw<j>w~a ... eyE VETO, 'he became deaf', 
in place of TO Ku<j>c..J~a ... eYEVETO, 'a humpback occurred'. 
183 In the introduction to their translation of Epidemics 5 and 7, Jouanna and Grmek point out that the 
18th century scholar D.W. Triller questioned whether <j>PEVITIS" in this passage might not be a lectio 

Jaci/ior for VE<j>p1T1S", an affection of the kidneys. Triller's assumption appears to be based on a 
retrospective diagnosis of the cause of the hunchback as a type of tuberculosis of the spine, and is not 
supported by any comments of the Hippocratic editors. D.W. Triller. (1754). De gibbo ex nephitide 
potius quam ex phrenitide orto ad Hippocratem (lib. V. de moris epidemicis. p. 785. edit. Linden). 
Wurtemberg., as cited in louanna, 2000: LXXXVIII-LXXXIX. 
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Diodes of Carystus 

Diocles of Carystus was one of the most respected physicians of the fourth 

century BC. 184 In the sources, he is described as a 'younger Hippocrates', second 

only to Hippocrates in age and fame. 185 It is evident from the fragments that Diocles 

was a prolific author with interests in a wide range of medical topics. References to 

the titles of his works include such topics as gynaecology, surgery, bandaging, fevers, 

regimen, and pathology. 186 According to Galen, Diocles was the first to write a text on 

the subject of animal anatomy. 187 While it is possible that Diocles used this study as a 

means of exploring human anatomy (i.e.: by way of analogy between human and 

animal parts), there is no evidence to prove that Dioc1es actually performed 

dissections. ISS 

In spite of this large number of works, only fragments ofDioc1es' texts survive. 

Most of our information on him is taken from the accounts of later authors, and is 

therefore often of questionable authenticity. 189 This is particularly true of Dioc1es' 

views of phrenitis, which are mentioned in only six fragments. 190 One of these 

passages is decidedly spurious, and was probably not written by Diocles. 191 Another 

passage is found in the work of Caelius Aurelianus, and is presented with very 

184 Diocles' exact dates are not known. Philip van der Eijk (2000-1: 2.xxxiii) states that, based on the 
evidence, "any reasonable pair of dates between 400 and 300 is theoretically possible". The most 
recent collection of Diocles' fragments is van der Eijk, 2000-1. I have followed this system of 
numbering for Diocles' fragments. 
185 Fragments 3 and 4 van der Eijk, respectively. 
186 Nutton, 2004: 121. For a list of Diocles' reconstructed titles, see van der Eijk, 2000-1: 1.xxxiii
xxxiv. 
187 Nutton, 2004: 121 and Fragment 17 van der Eijk. 
188 Fragments 24a-c and 39 van der Eijk. See also van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.xxvii. 
189 For an account of the most prevalent sources of information about Dioc1es, and their associated 
biases, see van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2. viii-xxii. 
190 Fragments 71, 72, 73, 219a-b, and 183a van der Eijk. 
191 Fragment 183a van der Eijk. This passage is a letter to Antigonus on the subject ofregimen; the 
likelihood that it was actually written by Diocles is very slim. For more information on this fragment, 
see van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.xiii, and the commentary on this passage at van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.352-
360. 
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negative overtones. 192 The information contained in these six passages is limited - we 

are offered only a brief explanation of the cause of the disease, a few comments about 

its development, and a short list of remedies that were used against it. With such 

limited information, it is almost impossible to reconstruct Diocles' entire concept of 

phrenitis. Instead, the following chapter will discuss these fragments in more detail, 

highlighting both the relevance of the information to Dioc1es' own views of phrenitis, 

and significant features of the context in which each passages is presented. It will 

then be possible to examine the significance of these passages to the overall 

discussion of phrenitis. 

The scarcity of information about Diocles' concept of phrenitis forces us to look 

beyond the minor details of his concept. Dioc1es represents a transition between 

certain aspects of the Hippocratic concept of phren it is, and later authors' discussions 

of the disease. These connections will be considered in more detail at the end of the 

chapter. 

Diodes' Physiology and Disease Theory 

Dioc1es' approach to medicine appears to be based on a system of humours and 

elemental qualities, in which health is dependent upon a balance of the composite 

parts. While he seems to accept the four qualities of hot, cold, wet, and dry, as well as 

the four humours of blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile, the exact role that he 

attributes to these humours is not cIear. 193 DiocIes' fragments also refer to a 'psychic 

pneuma', a particular kind of breath that originates in the heart and flows through the 

192 Fragment 72 van der Eljk. 
193 van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.xxix and Nutton, 2004: 121. See also fragments 27; 40, section 2; and 183a, 
section 6; each of which presents a different humoural theory. 
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body to enable consciousness and voluntary movement. 194 Diodes believes that the 

rational powers are located around the heart; it is the movement of the pneuma from 

heart to brain which enables the powers of rational thought and sensation. It is 

possible that the blood helps facilitate the movement of the pneuma. 195 

Diocles' views on the cause of disease are also unclear. In some fragments, 

diseases are said to result from an imbalance of the humours and/or elements of the 

body.196 Other fragments suggest that disease can occur when phlegmatic and 

sometimes bilious humours obstruct the passages of the body and hinder the natural 

movement of the pneuma. 197 Phlegm and bile are also said to cause diseases by 

entering the veins and corrupting the blood 198; in these instances, bile boils and 

curdles the blood, while phlegm cools it and causes it to congeal. 199 The humours of 

bile and phlegm may also cause inflammation, <1>AEYIJOV~, the pathological heating 

and swelling of a particular body part. 2OO Treatment for diseases appears to be 

accomplished through removal of the excess humours and the application of 

medicinal and physical remedies with properties opposite to those of the humour that 

is in excess.201 The specific methods of treatment that Diodes uses will be discussed 

in more detail below. 

194 Nutton, 2004: 121 and van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.xxviii. While this concept is clearly part of Diocles' 
theories, the actual term 'psychic pneuma' (\jNXIKOV TTVEUj,JO) has most likely been projected onto 
Diocles' theories by the Anonymus Parisinus. 
195 van der Eijk, 2000-1: xxviii. See also Fragments 78, 80, 98 van der Eijk. 
196 Fragments 51a-d and 53 van der Eijk. 
197 See, for example, fragments 80 (headache), 83 (paralysis of the sense of smell), 87(pleuritis), 102 
(~aralysis) and 108 (mania). 
1 8 Fragment 59 van der Eijk. 
199 Nutton, 2004: 122. See also Fragments 34 and 78 van der Eijk. 
200 van der Eijk, 2000-1: xxviii. See also Fragments 72, 90, 138 van der Eijk. 
201 van der Eijk, 2000-1: xxx. See also Fragments 55a and 138 van der Eijk. 
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Concept of Phrenitis 

The following passage from the Anonymus Parisi nus provides our most 

substantial piece of evidence regarding Diocles' concept of phrenitis: 

Diodes says that phrenitis is an inflammation of the diaphragm, 

naming the affection from the place of the affection, and not from the 

activity affected, and [he says that] the heart is affected together with 

it. For it seems that he, too, suggests that thinking is located around 

this place; for it is on account of this that loss of reason occurs with 

this affection also. 

, 0 8e LlioKAfj5 <PAEY~OV~V TOU 8Ia<ppcXy~aT<)5 <PllOlV ElVa! T~V 

ct>peviTIV, aTTO TOTTOU Kal OUK aTTO EvepYE1a5 TO TTcX805 KaAu)V, 

cruvolaTl8e~EV1l5 Kat Tfjs- KapOIas-' SOIKe yap Kat O\1TOS- nlV 

<PPOVllOlV TTEPI TaUTllV aTTOAEITTEIV' ala TOUTO yap Kat Ta5 

TTapaKOTTa5 'ETTEo8al TOUTOI5. 202 

The Anonymus Parisinus' work De morhis acutis et chroniis is one of our more 

reliable sources for information about Diocles.203 In this text, the Anonymus 

describes sixteen acute, and thirty-five chronic diseases, under the headings of causes, 

symptoms, and therapies. Within these sections, the Anonymus' own medical 

opinions are largely restricted to the discussions of signs and therapies; his sections on 

the aetiology of these diseases is ·almost entirely composed of doxographic reports of 

the opinions of the 4th century physicians Diocles, Erasistratus, Hippocrates and 

Praxagoras.204 For many diseases, each authors' opinion is stated independently; 

where the ideas of the physicians overlap, the Anonymus links the authors together, 

202 Anonymus Parisinus, De morbis acutiis et chroniis 1 I Fragment 72 van der Eijk. 
203 For a discussion of the reliability of the Anonymus as a source for Diocles, see van der Eijk, 2000-1: 
2.xv-xvii. For a general discussion of the Anonymus' doxography, see van der Eijk, 1999d. 
204 The only variation to this is in chapter 51, where the Anonymus reports the philosopher Democritus' 
view of the cause of elephantiasis. Anonymus Parisinus, De morbis acutis et chroniis 51.1. 
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always with the intention of stressing their agreement with each other, rather than 

their opposition.205 This information is provided in a straightforward manner, without 

any indication of bias. If an extrapolation or inference has been made, the Anonymus 

is clear to point this out; in many cases, he reinforces these extrapolations with 

supporting evidence taken directly from the texts of the individual authors.206 

While the Anonymus' accounts of these authors' opinions are clearly very 

reliable, they are not entirely free from alteration. This is due to the fact that in 

presenting the ideas on cause, the Anonymus deliberately structures the information in 

a manner that seeks to answer the question 'what part of the body is affected by this 

disease?,207 Emphasis is placed on the identification of an affected part, along with a 

description of the abnormal occurrence which results in the emergence of the disease. 

In the aforementioned passage on phrenitis, Diocles appears to identify the diaphragm 

and the heart as the places of affection, and the inflammation as the abnormal 

occurrence. The Anonymus presents information in this way because of his interest in 

the concept of the locus affectus (TTETTOv8c.lS' TOTTOS', affected place), a way of 

thinking about disease that focuses on internal anatomy, and seeks to determine which 

part of the body is affected in each disease. 208 While it is not impossible for Diocles 

and the other authors to have thought about diseases in this context, it is believed that 

the idea of the locus affectus as a means of studying diseases did not appear until the 

post -Classical period. 209 In presenting the ideas of 'the Ancients' in this manner, the 

Anonymus is participating in what became a doxographic tradition of reformulating 

205 van der Eijk. 2000-1: xvi. 
206 van der Eijk. 1999d: 314-315. 
207 van der Eijk. 1999d: 322. 
208 The concept of the locus affectus in relation to this study of phrenitis is discussed in more detail at 
the start of the chapter on Aretaeus. For a broader discussion of the concept, see McDonald. 
forthcoming. 2010; for its use in the Anonymus Parisinus. see van der Eijk. 1999d: 322-324; in Caelius 
Aurelianus. see van der Eijk. 1998: 350-352. 
209 van der Eijk. 1998: 350. 
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the views of older authorities, in order to use them in support of one's own 

opinions.zlo 

To return to the fragment in question, we learn from this passage that Diodes 

believes that phrenitis is brought about by an inflammation of the diaphragm, the 

more traditional term for which is the phren. 2 
I I As the Anonymus suggests, it is from 

this organ that phrenitis is said to have been named; whether Diodes himself shares 

this opinion is not dear.212 From Homeric times, the phren was thought to be the 

'organ' of rational thought; as mentioned in the discussion of Hippocrates, the phren 

functioned alongside the nous and the thumos to provide humans with their full range 

of mental capacities.213 It is interesting, therefore, that the Anonymus emphasises the 

fact that Diodes does not associate this organ with the powers of intelligence. 

Instead, Diodes places intelligence around or near the heart; thus, in order to account 

for the mental derangement of phrenitis, the Anonymus tells us that Diodes believes 

that the heart is also affected during phrenitis. Philip van der Eijk provides this 

comment on the authenticity of this explanation: 

The Anonymus seems keen to point out that, although Diodes' use of 

the name phrenitis is connected with the name of the part that is 

affected, not with the fact that the disease manifests itself in mental 

disturbance (as with Erasistratus and Praxagoras), Diodes 

nevertheless acknowledges that phrenitis is accompanied by mental 

disturbance, albeit only indirectly. Although there is no reason to 

210 For a discussion of the origins of this practice, see van der Eijk, 1998: 349-351. Caelius Aurelianus 
also participates in this tradition, with considerably more manipulation of the earlier authors' opinions. 
See below, in the section on Diocles' treatments, and in the chapter devoted to Caelius in this 
dissertation. 
211 van der Eijk. 2000-1: 2. 146. note 9. 
212 van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.146. note 10. See also Pseudo-Galen, Introductico seu medicus 13 (14.733 
Kuhn): avVIOTOTOI cSs rrepi 'eYKEcj>oAOV, ~ ~~VIYYOS', ~ c:ls Tlves AeYOUOI rrepi cj>pevos, 0 
cSlcXcj>pOY~o KoAe'"iTOt. 6epoTTEIo cSs Cxp~6cSlos ~cSe. Phrenitis occurs around the head. or the 
membranes o/the brain, or as certain people say, around the phren, which is called the diaphragm. 
213 For a discussion of these concepts in medical and non-medical sources, see Gundert, 2003: 13-36, 
and Sullivan. 1995: 18-35. 
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question the validity of the Anonymus ' report on Diodes here, it is not 

impossible that this latter point {i.e.: that phrenitis manifests itself in 

mental disturbance] is also an extrapolation by the doxographer (as in 

the case of Erasistratus) motivated by his desire to record agreement 

between the four authorities. 214 

Another piece of information about Diocles' concept of phrenitis comes from 

Galen's work On Critical Days.215 Here, Galen is discussing the days of crisis of 

acute diseases, namely, the days on which a disease reaches a turning point, and the 

patient either begins to improve, or becomes worse. According to this passage, 

Diocles believes that the crisis of an acute disease occurs within twenty-one days of 

its onset.216 Galen disagrees with this statement, arguing that in acute diseases the 

crisis occurs on or before the fourteenth day. Instead of discrediting Diocles, Galen 

tries to justify his predecessor's mistake by reminding the reader that Diocles also 

believes that phrenitis patients can be ill for several days before their disease begins to 

show severe symptoms. This statement is comparable to the Hippocratic work 

Affections, in which the symptoms of phrenitis are said to become more severe on the 

fourth or fifth day of the disease. 217 Galen suggests that in proposing a twenty-one 

214 van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.147, note 13. 
215 Fragment 71 van der Eijk I Galen, Di. dec. 2.13 (9.896-897 Kuhn). 
216 Fragment 71 van der Eijk I Galen, Di. dec. 2.13 (9.896 KUhn): Tc..lV O~EUlV O\lOAOYOU\lEVUlV sivol 
VOOTJ\lCXTUlV, EVIO -nlV uS' ~\lEPOV uTTEp~oivOVTO <j>OiVETOI, KOI 61a Toiho KOI LlIOKA~S' ou -nlV 
16', CxAAa -nlV E'IKOO-nlV TTpc.lTllV opov OUTC.lV hi6ETO, Kcna TOUTO \lEV Cx\lOPTcXVUlV OTI \l~ ~V K' 
\lOAAOV, CxAAa -nlV KO' opOV OUTc..lV hieETO, ou \l~V EKEIVOS' yE TTcXVTUlS' a<j>OAAOIJEVOS' EV T~ 16' 
UTTEp~oivEIV. And of those diseases which are said to be acute, some appear to last beyond the 
fourteenth day, and on account of this, Diodes set not the fourteenth day but the twenty-first day as 
their limit; but accordingly, he was mistaken in this, in that he set the boundary not at the twentieth day 
but rather at the twenty-first day, but indeed he was not entirely mistaken in going beyond the 
fourteenth day. 
217 Hippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.216 Littre): <l>PEVITIS' OTOV AcX~D' TTUPETOS' 'IOxsl ~ATJXPOS' TO TTpWTOV ... 
OTOV 6s TETOPTOIOS' YEVT)TOI KOt TTE\lTTTOIOS', 0 TE TTUPETOS' 'IOXUPOTEP0S' YlvETolKol 0'1 06UVOI, 
KOt TO Xpc..l\lO UTTOXOAOV yiVETat, KOt TOU vou TTopoK01TT1. When phrenitis takes hold of the patient, 
the fever is very small; ... but when the fourth or fifth day begins, the fever becomes stronger, and the 
colour becomes bilious, and the patient becomes deranged in his nous. 
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day limit for acute diseases, Diodes is simply counting both the early days of the 

disease, and the fourteen-day period that is marked by more severe symptoms?18 

Treatment of Phrenitis 

Diodes' therapeutics are based on the theory that health is a matter of keeping the 

body in proper balance.219 As explained above, most diseases seem to occur as a 

result of an excess of certain humours, often in the form of blockages in the various 

passages of the body. In these situations, the goal of the treatment is to remove the 

excess material, and assist the body in re-establishing its natural equilibrium.22o 

Often, this seems to be accomplished using evacuative remedies such as venesection, 

medicinal purgation of the body, and the application of medicinal and physical 

remedies with properties that are opposite to those of the excess humour. 221 

Much of our infonnation about Diocles' treatments of phrenitis comes from 

Caelius Aurelianus' text Acute Affections.222 In reading this text, it is important to be 

aware that Caelius has a very critical attitude toward non-Methodist views of disease 

and treatment. In reporting the opinions of earlier authors, Caelius makes no attempt 

218 Fragment 71 van der Eijk I Galen, Di. dec. 2.13 (9.897 Kuhn): o1oE oE TOUTO IJEV Kat (, ~IOKATiS" 
Kat 01 aMol aXEOOV aTTaVTES" 01 TTaAalOI. ~PEVITIKOUS" YOUV EU6US" CxTTO TTlS" TTpc..lTllS" ~J.lEpaS" ou 
TTcXVU TI yivea6ai ~TjO\V. EI Toivuv TIS' Cxp~aJ.lEVOS' ~PEVITi~EIV, ~TOI TTEJ.lTTTaloS', ~ E~OOJ.laloS", ~ 
ETTTaKaloEKaTalOS", ~ e'IKoaTaIOS' KPl6EITj, TTPOOTjAOV WS' EVTOS' TTlS' EaUTOU 10' EKpi6Tj. And 
Diodes knows this, and almost all the other ancients. Indeed he says that people with phrenitis indeed 
do not become very ill directly from the first day. If indeed someone who begins to suffer from 
phrenitis were to have their crisis on the fifth day, or the seventh. or the seventeenth, or the twentieth 
day, it is clear that he had a crisis within the fourteenth day of his own disease. 
219 Nutton, 2004: 123. See also Fragments 51a-d and 53 van der Eijk. 
220 Fragment 51a-d van der Eijk. 
221 van der Eijk, 2000-1: xxix-xxx. 
222 Caelius Aurelianus, Acute and Chronic Affections. The final chapter of this dissertation discusses 
Caelius in more detail. 
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to conceal this hostility.223 As Philip van der Eijk points out in his introduction to 

Diocles' fragments, 

Caelius often seems to mention only those Dioclean measures which 

are suitable targetsfor his criticism: thus he highlights the sharpness 

or drasticness of the measure, its highly dangerous nature, its 

ineffectiveness, its inappropriateness, its irrationality, its inconsistency 

with other measures, its uncertainty, or the absence of detailed 

specifications concerning the dosage of a therapeutic substance (e.g. 

vinegar, oxymel) to be administered and concerning the time a 

particular measure should be applied and -for example in the case of 

abstention from food - the time the measure should stop. 224 

Many of these negative characteristics are evident in Caelius' account of the 

treatments that Diocles uses against phrenitis. Here, Caelius reports that Diocles 

prescribes bathing, venesection, and clysters as remedies against the disease; not 

surprisingly, Caelius finds fault with each of these procedures.225 We are also told 

that in prescribing these treatments, Diocles gives special attention to the age, 

strength, and habits of each patient, aspects which Caelius does not think to be 

relevant to treatment. Diocles suggests that bathing should only be used for patients 

who are strong and impulsive226, and that venesection is best for young men who have 

lots of blood, or who regularly drink wine.227 In determining whether these 

223 For further discussion of Caelius' doxographic style, see van der Eijk, 1998, I 999b, and 2000-1 : 
2.xviii-xix. 
224 van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.xix. This is true for most of the authors whom Caelius discusses, although 
some receive more biting commentary than others. This will be discussed in more detail in the chapter 
on Caelius in this dissertation. 
225 Caelius Aurelianus, Acut. 1.12.100-103 (78.2-80.8 Bendz) / Fragment 73 van der Eijk. 
226 van der Eijk (2000-1: 2.150 note 7) suggests that from this line, "we may infer that Diocles was 
thinking of people who display their strength without any rational control." 
227 Fragment 73 van der Eijk: Diocles vero libro quem de febribus scripsit, ait oportere phreniticos 
fortes atque audaces lavacro curari, simili<ter> etiam phlebotomari iuvenes fortes atque plurimum 
sanguinis abundantes vel consuetudine vinolentos, quosdam intra sextum diem, aliquos vera etiam post 
septimum et octavum. item libro quem de passionibus et earum causis et curationibus scripsit non 
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treatments were suitable, it is probable that Diocles would have also considered the 

overall constitution of the patient, as well as environmental factors such as climate, 

weather, and location; these are possibly the 'other things' which Caelius refers to 

later in this passage.228 As for the clysters, Caelius reports that Diocles makes them 

'rather sharp'; his statement that they are 'harmful' and 'in no way different than 

poison' is evidence of his hostile attitude towards Diocles' opinions, and can therefore 

229 be largely overlooked. 

As we saw above, Diocles believes that phrenitis arises from an inflammation of 

the phren and the simultaneous affection of the heart. Although we are not told the 

exact process that causes this inflammation, Diocles' approach to treatment suggests 

that it is due to an excess of a particular humour: both the venesection and the clyster 

described by Caelius would accomplish the removal of a humoural excess. Once the 

excess is removed, the heat and swelling would be able to dissipate; bathing may have 

been used as a means of assisting with this dissipation. As Philip van der Eijk 

suggests in his commentary on this fragment, Diocles' use of bathing as a remedy for 

phrenitis is reminiscent of the treatment advice given in the Hippocratic work 

Ajfections.230 This text describes the softening effects of bathing on the body, its 

solum, inquit, ex brachio sanguinis est phreniticis detrahendus, sed etiam de venis quae sub lingua sunt. 
Diocles indeed, in the book which he wrote about fevers, says that it is proper for ph renitics who are 
strong and spirited to be treated with baths, and similarly, young men who are strong and have a great 
abundance of blood or who are in the habit of drinking wine, it is proper for them to be treated with 
venesection, some within six days, others even after the seventh or eighth day. Again, in the book 
which he wrote about affections and their causes and treatments, he says not is blood to be withdrawn 
from the forearm of phrenitis patients, but also from the veins under their tongue. Methodists have a 
more universal approach to treatment, and do not make alterations according to individual patients' 
needs. 
228 Caelius Aurelianus, Acut. 1.12.103 (80.1-8 Bendz)l Fragment 73 van der Eijk: cum enim non 
aetates neque cetera, quae superfluo posuerunt, praevidenda probemus, sed passionem magis atque eius 
comitantia consideremus. For let us not commend making provisions for either age [of the patient J or 
the other things which they superfluously set down, but let us consider more completely the disease and 
its accompanying signs. See also the commentary on this passage, van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.151, line 28. 
229 Caelius Aurelianus 1.12.102 (78.18-26 Bendz) I Fragment 73 van der Eijk: Dehinc noxius est etiam 
clyster acrior, quem saepissime probant, atque nihil a veneficio differens. What is more, to use a rather 
sharp clyster, which they recommend frequently, is harmful and in no way different than poison. 
230 van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.150; and Hippocrates, Aff. 10 (6.218 Littre). 
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tendency to bring out sweat, and its ability to relax and empty the bowels and 

bladder.231 There is evidence that Diodes chooses his treatments on the principle that 

health is restored by way of treatment with opposites; thus, in order to reduce the heat 

and swelling of the inflammation, Diodes would probably have applied cooling 

remedies that would soothe and reduce the swellings.232 

Although there is no mention of it by eaelius, it is most probable that Diodes 

would also have relied on regimen as a means of treating phrenitis. Regimen, or the 

use of diet and exercise to cure disease and maintain health, is an area of particular 

interest to Diodes.233 In a book entitled Matters of Health, he discusses the elemental 

properties contained in a variety of foods and medicinal substances, and the ways that 

these substances act upon the body - especially in terms of their laxative, diuretic, 

nutritive, and related powers.234 Diodes recognizes the fact that these powers vary 

according to the way each substance is prepared, and based on the specific 

characteristics of the person to whom they are administered. Diodes argues that it is 

difficult to predict the effects of a substance based on its individual properties alone, 

and that it is not always possible to explain why certain foods acted the way they do. 

In his opinion, experience is the best way to learn how the various foods and 

medicines are most likely to react in a given situation.235 

231 Hippocrates, Aff 10 (6.218 Littre). This text is included in Appendix 1 of this dissertation. There is 
no specific evidence in Diocles' surviving fragments to either support or disprove this similarity. 
232 Fragments 55a-b van der Eijk, and van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.xxx. 
233 Nutton, 2004: 123; and van der Eijk, 2000-1: 2.xxx. See also Fragments 182 and 183a. 
234 Nutton, 2004: 123; and van der Eijk, 2000-1 
235 Fragment 176 van der Eijk. The overall discussion of this passa~e is summed up as follows: OVTTj 
~ev n TOU f110KAEOUS' pfjOIS' 'eoTlv EK TrEIPOS' ~6vT]S' 'eyvc.308CX1 TO$' EV TOtS' TpO<j>OtS' 6UVcX~EIS' 
nyOU~EVOU KOt ~.IT1T' EK nlS' KOTO: KpaOlV 'ev6ei~et.)S' ~~T' EK TfjS' KOTO: TOUS' )(U~ouS'. And this is the 
declaration of Diocles, who believes that one can come to know the powers in foods from experience 
alone, and not from an indication according to its treatment not an indication according to its 
humours. See also van der Eijk, 2000-1 :2.321-334 (the commentary on this passage) and 2.xxx; van 
der Eijk, 1996; and Nutton, 2004: 123. 
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Diocles' fragments contain only one recommendation for the use of foodstuffs in 

the treatment of phrenitis: in fragments 219a and b, we are told that Diodes uses 

boiled garlic as a remedy for phrenitis.236 Although neither passage indicates the 

specific benefits of this remedy against phrenitis, one possibility can be derived from 

the passage from Pliny the Elder (fragment 219a), which tells us that Diocles makes 

use of garlic's laxative properties in the treatment of dropsy.237 Garlic is used for a 

similar purpose in fragment 183a, a letter about dietetics that is spuriously attributed 

to Diocles.238 Here, boiled garlic is listed as a safe, non-pharmaceutical method of 

evacuating the lower cavity, a procedure that resembles the effect of the clysters 

described in the fragment from Caelius Aurelianus.239 This connection is only 

speculative, however, since fragment 183a does not include phrenitis as one of the 

diseases that can be prevented with laxatives. Instead, this letter lists phrenitis as a 

disease of the chest, the prevention of which is said to be accomplished by way of 

forced vomiting, which ensures that the stomach does not become overfull. 240 

Whatever Diocles' intended goal in the administration of the boiled garlic, it is 

most likely that this remedy would have been only one of a number of treatments that 

he recommends in the treatment of phrenitis. 

236 Fragments 219a-b van der Eijk. 
237 Fragment 219a van der Eijk: Diocles hydropicis cum centaurio aut in fico dupJici ad evacuandam 
alvum ... Dioc/es for dropsy with centaury or in double fig. to evacuate the belly ... 
238 The questionable authorship of this letter is discussed in the commentary on this passage, van der 
E~k, 2000-1: 2.352-358. 
23 Fragment 183a, section 4 van der Eijk: oTav TI TO\JTC.uV rrpoOT]l..IalV{j, nlV KOIAlav eSEt l..IaAaKrlV 
rrporrapaOKEua$EIV I..IETa 5Ial111S' aVEu <j>apl..laKElaS'· eOTI c5s rrAEIc.l Kal Cxo<j>aA~, OIOTIOI 
Xpc.lI..lEVOS' OUK av cS1al..lcXPTOIS', OEUTAla I..IEAIKPcXTC~ Ka6Tl\jJTlIJEVa, oKopc5a s<j>6a, lJaAaXTl, 
Aarra6a, AIVOl;wOTIS', I..IEAITc.ll..laTO· lTcXVTO yap UlTOKTIKa KOIAIOS' 'EOTIV. Whenever one of these 
signs occurs beforehand. it is necessary to soften the lower cavity. and to prepare it in advance with 
regimen. without employing drugs; there are many methods. and safe ones. making use of which you 
will not go astray: beets boiled down with hydromel, boiled garlic. mal/ow, monk's rhubarb. mercury, 
honeycakes. For all of these are evacuants for the lower cavity. eaeHus's reference is in Fragment 73 
van der Eijk. 
240 Fragment 183a, section 3 van der Eijk. The other diseases of the chest are pleuritis, peripneumonia, 
melancholia, acute fevers, lethargy, and burning fever with hiccup. Garlic is not included as one of the 
substances that can be used to facilitate this forced vomiting. 
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Praxagoras of Cos 

Praxagoras of Cos was a younger contemporary of Diocles, born around 340 

Bc.241 His father, Nicarchus, was also a physician; Galen reports that Praxagoras' 

belief that arteries carry only pneuma was an opinion he shared with his father 

Nicarchus.242 Praxagoras is known both as an eminent physician, and as the teacher 

of several well-known physicians, including the third century anatomist Herophilus. 

The Praxagorean school, based on his teachings, became well established, and 

probably existed to Galen's time. Galen himself is said to have written a work 

discussing Praxagoras' view of the humours; there is evidence to suggest that he also 

wrote a work on mixtures according to Praxagoras.243 Like Diocles, Praxagoras' 

medical interests were wide-ranging; the sources report that he wrote books on such 

subjects as therapeutics, diseases, anatomy, diseases in foreign countries, and works 

on two specific kinds of symptoms, rrspt ouvscSPSUOVTCuV, symptoms which can 

assist with the diagnosis of a disease, and rrspt ETTI¢CXIVO\JSVCX, or concurrent 

symptoms which help a physician predict the outcome of the disease.244 

As with Diocles, our knowledge ofPraxagoras' approach to medicine is passed 

down to us only through fragments of his works, and references to him in other 

sources. In the collection of these passages compiled by Fritz Steckerl, there are only 

two fragments which offer information about Praxagoras' understanding of 

241 Steckerl, 1958: 2. This work offers most recent collection of fragments from Praxagoras and some 
of his followers; unless otherwise noted, all fragment numbers refer to Steckerl's fragments of 
Praxagoras. In a few cases, Steckerl has included multiple passages under one fragment number; in 
these instances, to improve on clarity, I have labeled each of these passages with letters, to help 
differentiate between them. Steckerl's volume is problematic because it lacks any analysis of the 
fragments or their sources. In addition, especially in his introductory discussion of Praxagoras' 
doctrines (1958: 7-44), Stecker! frequently accepts Galen's accounts ofPraxagoras at face value, 
without any consideration of Galen's personal biases and/or rhetorical technique. 
242 Fragment 85 Stecker!. 
243 Steckerl, 1958: 4-5 and 13, and Fragments 86, 92, and 93. 
244 Fragments 86 and 92 Stecker!. 
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phrenitis.245 In Fragment 61, Galen reports that in a text about the different kinds of 

acute diseases, Praxagoras includes a reference to fevers that occur in phrenitis. 246 

The second fragment, Fragment 62, is taken from the Anonymus Parisinus' 

doxographic account of the possible causes of phren it is: in this passage, Praxagoras' 

views immediately precede those of Diocles. A third piece of information, one that is 

not included in Steckerl's collection, is offered by Caelius Aurelianus, in his 

doxographic discussion of treatments for phrenitis. Here, in the interests of showing 

his own thoroughness as a doxographer, Caelius Aurelianus tells us that Praxagoras 

did not pass down any treatments for phrenitis. 247 

Given these limited fragments, the best way to analyse Praxagoras' concept of 

phrenitis is to place it in direct contrast with Diocles' concept of this disease. These 

authors were contemporaries, and shared a similar background of medical influences. 

As we will see, both authors have a cardio-centric view of intelligence, yet only 

Praxagoras believes that the heart is the primary site of affection in phrenitis. Diocles, 

as we have seen, prefers the idea that phrenitis is located in the phren, with the heart 

being affected only indirectly. Before going into this discussion in more detail, 

however, it is useful to review some of Praxagoras' general approach to medicine, in 

order to gain some context for his views of phrenitis. 

245 Fragments 61 and 62 Steckerl. 
246 Fragment 61 Steckerl I Galen, Hipp. Epid. 6 (l7a.889-890 Kuhn): (, cSe npcx~cxyopcxS" KCXt 
4>peVITIKoUS" KCXt An8cxPYIKOUS" KCXt TTPOS" ye To\JTOIS" 'IKTEPIKOUS" TIVCXS" ('vo~cX~el rruPETOUS" 'ev TcxlS" 
cSlcx4>opcxlS" Tc.lV O~ECUV. And Praxagoras, among the different kinds of acute diseases, named 
phrenitic fevers, and lethargic fevers, and indeed near to these, certain icteric fevers. Galen offers this 
comment in the middle of a discussion on the different ways of naming fevers. 
247 Caelius Aurelianus, Acut. 1.12.100 (78.2-10 Bendz) I Fragment 73 van der Eijk: nam curationem 
niIIam tradidit. sed neque Praxagoras neque Herophilus. For [Hippocrates] did not pass down any 
remedies. And neither did Praxagoras or Herophilus. For a discussion ofCaelius' use of this 
technique, see van der Eijk, 1999b: 434-435. 
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Praxagoras' Physiology and Disease Theory 

Praxagoras believes in a humoural approach to medicine. He is said to have 

identified as many as eleven humours, one of which is blood.248 In his work On the 

Natural Faculties, Galen tries to reconcile Praxagoras' beliefs with those of 

Hippocrates - and therefore with his own beliefs as well - by arguing that these ten 

new humours are simply explanatory subdivisions of phlegm, yellow bile, and black 

bile?49 Despite Galen's insistence, which apparently extended into a work on the 

humours according to Praxagoras, this interpretation is very unlikely.25o Rufus of 

Ephesus offers the following explanation of Praxagoras' humours: 

Praxagoras named the humours in his own personal way, sweet, and 

well-balanced, and vitreous; these are divisions of the form of phlegm,' 

and he names others sharp and sodic and salty and bitter; and these 

appear just as in flavours. And others are named leek-green in respect 

to colour, and yolk-like in respect to their thick consistency. And 

others are named corrosive because they are provided with corrosive 

properties; and other are named stationary humours because they are 

present in the veins and they do not spread out into the flesh, because 

they are thin and steadfast humours in th'e veins. And on the whole, 

Praxagoras calls every liquid a humour. 

TTpcx;cxyopCXS' ISs ',ISIOV TPOTTOV TOUS' XVI.JOUS' ~VO\.lCX~E, YAUKUV, KCXt 

'IOOKPCXTOV, KCXt UCXAOEllSil' TO\JTOUS' \.lEV KCXTcX nlV'ICSSCXV TOU 

4>AEY\.lCXTOS" OAAOUS' ISs b~uv KCXt VITPullSll, KCXt CxAUKOV, Kcxt TTl KPOV' 

TOUTOUS' ISE 00S' YEUOCX\.lSvCA;l4>cx'voVTCXI' OAAOUS' ISE, TTPCXOOEllSil \.lEV 

Tfi Xpo~, AEKI6ullS1l ISs Tn TTCXxUTllTl' OAAOUS' ISs, ~UOTIKOV \.lEV, ,hi 
;uEo6cx I TTCXpCXOKEuoi;E I' OTom \.lOV BE, chi 'EV TCX'l S' 4>AE~t V EVSOTllKE, 

KCXt ou BlcxBiBUlOlV SIS' T~V OOPKCX, BlcX TO AETTTOUS' KCXt 4>AE~ulBEIS' 

248 Fragments 20. 21, 22 Steckerl. 
249 Fragment 21 Stecker!. See also Nuttan, 2004: 124. 
250 Steckerl, 1958: to. 
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~ \ f \ '\ ~ 251 
TTCXV TO uypov KCXl\e I • 

The most frequently mentioned ofPraxagoras' humours is the so-called 'vitreous 

humour', a very cold humour with an appearance and consistency similar to that of 

liquefied glass.252 Galen refers to this humour repeatedly, and believes that it is a 

. f hI 253 specIes 0 p egm. 

Praxagoras believes that diseases can be caused by excess humours, which putrefy 

when they become collected in one place.254 Fevers, for example, arise when 

humours begin to putrefy in the 'hollow vein', the large vein which runs from the 

liver to the kidneys.255 It is possible to suffer excesses of more than one humour at a 

time: if, for example, there is a simultaneous accumulation of bile (a hot humour) and 

phlegm (a cold humour), patients will suffer both shivering and a fever. 256 

Sometimes, as in inflammation of the liver, old humours can become mixed with new 

humours, causing the humours - and, presumably, the surrounding area - to become 

'd d' fl d 257 putn ,stagnant, an In arne . 

251 Fragment 22 Steekerl! Rufus of Ephesus, De corporis humani appellationibus 226. 
252 Fragment 52 Steekerl! Galen, Caus. Symp. 1.7.7 (7.137-138 Kuhn): ~~IS' TE yap'loXUpa TTOTS 
~EV cxuTIJ KCXS' CXUTIJV, 'eoTI fJ' OTE ETTt q,AeY~CXTI TTcXVV ljN~p~, (TOIOUTOV fJe 'SOTI TTCXPCXTTArlOiOV 
UcXACU KSXU~EVtl KCXTcX TE TIJV XPOCXV KCXt TIJV aVOTCXOIV, OV rrsp fJ~ KCXt UCXAc.lcSTJ XU~OV 01 rrspt TOV 
npcx~'cxyopcxv TE KCXt <l>IMTI~OV Ovo~cX~OUOIV) ... For sometimes [the condition arisesfrom] intense 
chilling by itself, or sometimes from very cold phlegm (this is of the sort that is nearly similar to 
liquefied glass in respect to appearance and composition. of the sort which followers of Praxagoras 
and Phyiotimus called vitreous) ... 
253 Fragments 50-57 Stecker!. 
254 Fragment 46 Stecker!. 
255 Fragment 60 Stecker!. On the identification of the 'hollow vein', see Fragment 7 Stecker!' Only 
Praxagoras refers to this vein as the 'hollow vein'. Most other physicians say that the 'hollow vein' is 
the one which runs through the diaphragm and heart. 
256 Fragment 51 (b) Stecker!. 
257 Fragment 68 Steekerl! Anonymus Parisinus, De morbis acutis et chroniis 32.1: ~TTCXTOS' 
4>ASy~OVijS' cxiTlcx ... KCXTa fJs npcx~cxy6pcxv, av~TTAOK~V EV T~ ~epEI TOUTCJ:l Xu~wv TTPOOq,eXTCAlV 
EWAOlS" KCXt cSia TOUTO OTeXOIV KCXt cril\jJIV KCXt TI,V TOUTCUV q,ASy~OVfJv. The cause of inflammation 
of the liver ... according to Praxagoras, combination in this place of new humours with old humours; 
and on account of this there is stagnation and putrefaction and inflammation of these humours. 
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Treatment of diseases is primarily through the evacuation of the troublesome 

humours, using such methods as venesection, emetics, and purgatives. Galen believes 

that Praxagoras uses Hippocrates' instructions as a guide for employing venesection, 

to decide when this remedy will be beneficial, and from which part of the body the 

blood is to be removed. 258 Additional treatment is administered through the use of 

medications and dietetics. Galen reports that Praxagoras bases his selection of 

medications on the nature of the specific disease, and that his remedies are designed 

to treat both the area of the humoural accumulation, and the entire body.259 In his 

rather bitter accounts of Praxagoras' methods of treatment, Caelius Aurelianus 

mentions such remedies as bathing, massage with oils, fasting, and the application of 

poultices and plasters. 260 

Praxagoras' anatomical studies are focussed on the processes and structures of the 

body.261 In his opinion, the heart is responsible for rational thought, <ppOVTJOIS'.262 

Galen reports that Praxagoras and his student Phylotimus believe that the brain is only 

an outgrowth of the spinal column, with no particular connection to the rational 

powers.263 Praxagoras believes that the veins, which carry the blood and other 

humours, begin in the liver. 264 The arteries, which begin in the heart, gradually 

become thinner as they stretch out through the body; when they become too thin to 

support themselves, the hollow passages collapse inwards and become nerves.265 

258 Fragment 98(b) Steckerl. 
259 Fragments 96 and 97 Steekerl. 
260 Fragments 100, IOI(a), 102-108, 109a, and 111-114 Steekerl. The diseases mentioned in these 
passages are (in order): cholera, dysentery, liver disease, lethargy, epilepsy, paralysis, phthisis, 
hemorrhage, tetanus, ileus, synanche, dropsy, pleuritis, and pneumonia. 
261 Nulton, 2004: 125. 
262 Fragment 62 Steekerl: npo~oyopoS 6E /j>AeY~OVtlv nlS Kop6ios e1voi/j>TJOI nlV /j>pevlTlv, DS 
KOt TO KOTcX /j>UOIV epyov /j>POVTJOIV olETOI e1vol' Praxagoras says that ph renitis is an inflammation 
o/the heart, o/which he believes the natural duty is rational thought. See also Fragments 30, 69, 72, 
and 75. 
263 Fragment 15 Steckerl, and Phylotimus, Fragments 1-2 Steeker\. 
264 Nulton, 2004: 126. 
265 Fragment II Steckerl; see also Nutton, 2004: 126. 
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According to Galen, it is in this way that Praxagoras is able to claim that the nerves 

have their origin in the heart, the seat of the rational powers.266 The arteries carry 

pneuma from the heart to the rest of the body; that the pneuma is in some way 

responsible for the body's movement is evident from the fact that if the passage of the 

pneuma is halted, as in epilepsy, the blocked pneuma makes the body shake and 

convulse. 267 The arteries also have their own natural movement - the pUlse. 268 

Praxagoras uses the various speeds and qualities of the pulse as a means of 

determining certain information about accumulations of the humours in the body.269 

Although it is not clear how he made use of this information, Praxagoras' attempts to 

use the pulse as a diagnostic tool have had a lasting impact on future physicians' 

h · h' 270 researc 10 t IS area. 

Concept of Phrenitis 

Only three of Praxagoras' extant fragments refer to phrenitis. 271 Two of these 

fragments provide some general details: that Praxagoras considers phrenitis to be an 

acute disease with fever, and that he does not record any treatments for phrenitis that 

266 Fragment 11 Steeked. Galen seems to emphasize the connection between the nerves and the seat of 
the 'mind' as a means of explaining how the nerves are capable of sensation; the scenario he presents 
parallels his own view that the brain is responsible for the rational powers, and is also the starting point 
of the nerves. It is not possible to know ifPraxagoras' own explanation was as comprehensive as 
Galen implies. 
267 Fragment 70 Steeked: npo~oyopoS mpt nlV rroXElov apTllPlov ~T]Ot YIVE0801 ~AEYIJOTIKc.lV 
XUI-lc.lV cruoTavTwv 'EV OUTD' OUS cS~ TTOIJ~OAuyoul-leVOU5 CxTTOKAEIEIV nlV cSlOcSOV TOU aTTo KOpcSlOS 
~XIKOU TTVEUIJOTOS KOt O~TCu TOUTO KPOcSOIVEIV KOt omiv TO Oc.lIJO· TTcXAIV cSs KOTOOT08EIOc.lV 
Tc.lV TTOIJ~OAUYUlV TTOUE0801 TO TTa8os. Praxagoras says that epilepsy develops around the thick 
artery, when the phlegmatic humours become stopped in this area; these humours, having formed into 
bubbles, stop the passage of the psychic pneuma out of the heart, and in this way the pneuma causes 
the body to shake and have spasms. And when the bubbles have come down again the affection stops. 
See also Fragment 75, in which the Anonymus Parisinus explicitly links the arteries with voluntary 
motion. 
268 Fragments 27 and 28 Stecker!. 
269 Fragments 84 and 85 Steckerl. 
270 Nutton, 2004: 126-127. 
271 Fragments 61 and 62 Steckerl, and Caelius Aurelianus, Acut. 1.12.100 (78.2-10 Bendz). 
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are significant enough to have been known by Caelius Aurelianus or his sources. 272 

The third surviving fragment, taken from the Anonymus Pari sinus ' De morbis acutis 

et chroniis, offers the following account of how Praxagoras views the cause of 

phrenitis. For the sake of comparison, the account of Diocles' views is included here 

also, as it is recorded in the original source: 

Praxagoras says that phrenitis is an inflammation of the heart, of 

which he believes the natural duty is rational thought; when the heart 

is disturbed on account of this inflammation, it becomes productive of 

this affection. 

Diodes says that phrenitis is an inflammation of the diaphragm, 

naming the affection from the place of the affection, and not from the 

activity affected, and [he says that} the heart is affected together with 

it. For it seems that he, too, suggests that thinking is located around 

this place [i.e.: the heart}; for it is on account of this that loss of 

reason occurs with this affection also. 

TTpcx~cxyopcxs cSe <t>AeYIJOV~v TIlS KCXpcSlCXS elvcxl <t>TJOI nlv <t>pevlTlv, 

~s KCXt TO KCXTa <t>UOIV SPYOV <t>POVTJOIV oleTcxl eivcxl' VTTO cSe TIlS' 

<PAeYIJOVflS TCXpCXaaOIJEVTJV nlv KCXpcSlCXV ToucSe TOU TTcX80us 

auaTCXTI K~V YI vea8cx I. 

'0 cSe 810KAfis <t>ASYIJOV~v TOU cSICX<t>PcXYIJCXTOS <t>TJOIV e1VCXI nlv 

<t>peVITlV, aTTo TOTTOU KCXt OUK aTTO EVSPYSICXS TO TTcX8oS' KCXAWV, 

auvcSICXTl8SIJEVTJS' KCXt TIlS KCXpcSICXS' SOIKe yap KCXt O\1TOS' T~V 

<t>POVTJOIV TTept TCXUTTJV aTTOAeITTSIV' cSla TOUTO yap KCXt Tas 

TTcxpCXKOTTas ETTsa8CX1 TOUTOIS. 273 

272 Fragment 61 Steckerl, and Caelius Aurelianus, Acut. 1.12.100 (78.2-10 Bendz) respectively. 
273 Fragment 62 Steckerl / Fragment 72 van der Eijk: TIpcx;cxyopcxS 6e <PAEY~OV~V TI]s Kcxp61CXS Elvcxl 
<PT]OI nlV <pPEvITlv, ~S KCXt TO KCXTO: <pUOIV epyov <pPOVTjOIV OIETCXI Elvcxl' UlTO 6e TIlS <PAEY~OV~S 
TCXpCXOOO~EVT]V nlV Kcxp61CXV Tou6E TOU lTa60us OUOTCXTlK~V ylvEo6cxl. • 0 cSe ~IOKA~S <PAEY~OV~V 
TOU cSlcx<ppay~cxTo5 <PT]O\v elVCXI nlv <pPEvITIV, alTO TOlTOU KCXt OUK alTO 'Evepyelcxs TO lTo6os 
KCXAWV, OUVcSlcxTI6e~evT]S KCXt TI]S KCXpcSICXS' 'EOIKE yo:p KCXt OUTOS T~V <pPOVTjOlV lTEpt TCXUTTjV 
a lTOAE I lTEIV' 1510: TOUTO yo:p KCXt TO:S lTCXPCXKOlTO:S ElTE06CXI TOUTOIS. 
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Leaving Dioc1es aside for the moment, we see that Praxagoras situates phrenitis 

directly in the heart, the seat of the rational 'mind'. Although not explained in this 

passage, examination of other fragments suggests that the inflammation is very likely 

caused by the stagnation and putrefaction of humours in the 'hollow vein', the large 

vein which runs from the liver to the kidneys.274 The heat created by the 

inflammation accounts for the fever which, as mentioned in fragment 61, Praxagoras 

believes to be present in phrenitis. Based on the Anonymus Parisinus' presentation of 

Praxagoras' views, this fever seems to be a distinguishing factor between phrenitis 

and mania. In another example, the Anonymus Parisinus reports that Praxagoras 

believes mania to be caused by a swelling of the heart, which disturbs the rational 

powers but does not create fever. 275 By contrast, in cases of phrenitis, the putrefaction 

of the humours causes both inflammation and the fever. 276 As we will see in later 

chapters, the use of fever as a means of differentiating between these diseases became 

a standard aspect of later concepts of phrenitis; it is possible the Anonymus has 

mistakenly imposed this idea upon Praxagoras' concept of these diseases. 

Going back to this passage as a whole, we are able to compare Praxagoras' and 

Diodes' concepts of phren it is. The Anonymus' motives for phrasing this information 

in a way that emphasizes the locus affectus have already been discussed in the section 

on Diodes. Praxagoras, on the one hand, suggests that phrenitis is caused by direct 

274 A similar explanation is offered as the eause of inflammation of the liver. See Fragment 68 

Steekerl. 
275 Fragment 72 Steekerl: McxVICXS" CXiTICX. npcxXcxyopcxS" TI,V IlCXVICXV YlvEo8cxI 4>TJOl KCXT' O'iliTJOlV 
TIlS" KCXpcSICXS", o\)mp KCXt TO 4>POVEIV EIVCXI cSEcSO~CXKE. Ilh ETnYIVEo8cxI cSe cxu-rflrrupnouS" cSlll TO 
IlTJoe TO: EKT05 OiO~IlCXTCX TTOIEIV TTUpWOEI5. The cause of mania. Praxagoras says that mania 
occurs on account of swelling of the heart. in which place he thinks rational thought is located. But 
fever does not occur along with this because external swellings do not create feverish states. 
276 Fragment 60 Steekerl: AOITTov os TO Tc.JV auVO'S,C .. :lV YEV05, WV 0 cn./t..I1TCX5 XPOV05 EI5 
TTCXpO~UOIlOS" 'SOTIV TlTOI cSlO: TTCXVTOS" OIlOTOVOS", TJ IlSIOUIlSV05, ~ CXU~CXVOIlEV05 axpi KPIOSCUS", VTTO 
TOICXUTTjS" cx'ITICX5 YSVEo8cxI TTE4>UKSV, OICXV CxTTcXVTCUV rrupnwv 0 npcx~cxyopCX5 VTTE8no, O~"'IV 
OlOllSV05 TWV XUIlWV EV -rfl KOIAn 4>AS~t auvloTcxo8cxl. And it remains that the type of continuous 
fevers which are at their highest state throughout. either becoming weaker or increasing up to the 
crisis. on account of these causes they are brought forth. just as Praxagoras suggested of all fevers. 
believing it to be established by putrefaction of the humours in the hollow vein. 
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inflammation of the heart. This damage to the rational powers manifests itself in the 

delirium common to phrenitis. Diocles, though sharing the view that the rational 

powers are situated in - or at least around - the heart, maintains the more traditional 

view that phrenitis occurs inside the phren. To account for the delirium of this illness, 

Diocles must therefore clarify that the heart is affected by way of a simultaneous 

affection, in the sense that the inflammation of the phren has a direct influence upon 

the heart. 277 

Placed together in this way, Diocles and Praxagoras represent the development of 

opinions about the location of the rational powers, and the connection between this 

location and the location of phrenitis. Diocles, the older physician, maintains the 

older, more traditional belief that phrenitis is a disease of the phren; he is not entirely 

traditional, however, in that he accepts that the 'mind' is located near the heart. 

Praxagoras, who is younger than Diocles, takes these concepts a step further, by 

combining the location of phrenitis with the location of the rational powers, and 

stating that both of these aspects are situated in the heart. 

Summary 

The authors of the Hippocratic Corpus represent a diverse, and sometimes 

contradictory, set of medical backgrounds. Most of these physicians use humours as 

the basis of their theories of disease. The variations in their definitions of phrenitis, 

combined with their various theories as to its causes and treatments, prevent us from 

creating a conclusive Hippocratic definition of phrenitis. Nevertheless, there is a 

general consensus that emerges from the Corpus, describing phrenitis as an acute and 

277 Some 500 years later, Galen will speak of such situations as 'sympathetic affections'. See the 
chapter on Galen in this dissertation for a detailed discussion of this concept. 
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normally fatal disease characterized by the presence of fever and delirium. Other 

symptoms, such as sleeplessness, particular qualities of the urine, and tremors are 

introduced by different authors, often as prognostic signs indicating the likely 

outcome of the illness. Although an important defining symptom of phrenitis for later 

authors, carphologia and crocydismos are here listed only as occasional symptoms of 

phrenitis; they appear equally often as symptoms of other diseases. 

The key symptom of delirium is an important lens for analysing the Hippocratic 

concepts of phrenitis, because delirium is understood by the Hippocratic authors to be 

derangement of the rational powers. Their theories regarding the nature of 

intelligence and the physical processes or locations that were responsible for this 

power were quite different, resulting in a variety of explanations regarding the role of 

the humours in producing delirium. Many authors identify bile as the cause of 

phrenitis; abnormal accumulations of bile are said to affect the phren or the blood, 

depending on where the author believes the source of intelligence and rational powers 

to be located. Although it does not discuss phrenitis in particular, the treatise On the 

Sacred Disease provides a new approach to the location of the mind, using anatomy 

to demonstrate that the rational powers are seated in the brain, not in the heart or the 

phren. 

The goal of Hippocratic treatment is connected with the humoural explanations of 

disease. Many of the treatments seek to remove excess accumulations of humours 

through the application of remedies with opposite properties. Other physicians seek 

to remove excess bile by purging the lower cavity, and also recommend that warm 

compresses be used to ease the pain that occurs in this disease. In Regimen in Acute 

Diseases, the author advocates the use of dietetics as a means of treatment for 

phrenitis. This interest in the therapeutic properties of food was a relatively new 
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development amongst Hippocratic authors, one that would be further developed by 

later physicians. 

Diocles and Praxagoras continue many of the basic tenets of Hippocratic thought. 

While the fragmentary nature of their surviving texts limits our precise knowledge of 

their approach to disease, there is evidence that they subscribe to the fundamental 

aspects of humoural theory. In respect to phrenitis, both Diocles and Praxagoras view 

inflammation as the cause of the disease: Diocles names inflammation of the phren, 

while Praxagoras situates it in the heart. In a similar manner as several Hippocratic 

authors, both authors identify the chest as the location of the rational powers; 

Praxagoras suggests they are in the heart, while Diocles suggests the area around the 

beart. 

The comparison of Hippocratic views of phrenitis with the concepts presented by 

Diocles and Praxagoras reveals an evolution of thinking regarding phrenitis. Both 

Diocles and Praxagoras accept the key symptoms of fever and delirium as core to the 

concept of phrenitis, yet progressively begin to incorporate new ideas about the 

functioning of the body. This integration of new ideas with traditional concepts 

anticipates the approaches to medicine taken by both Aretaeus and Galen. Caelius 

Aurelianus chooses simply to reject these traditional ideas, accepting in their place a 

new set of doctrines that incorporates a new explanation for the origins of disease. In 

every case, however, a clear understanding of this Rationalist tradition is integral to 

our review of later concepts of phrenitis. 
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Anatomy and the Development of the locus affectus 

The period between Praxagoras and Aretaeus brought significant changes to the 

medical understanding of the human body. In the third century Be, anatomical 

discoveries by physicians such as Herophilus, Erasistratus, and Eudemus began to 

change earlier views of the internal parts of the body, by improving the understanding 

of the structure and functions of the various organs. By way of dissection, these 

physicians investigated the structure of organs such as the lungs, heart, and brain, as 

well as the body's intricate systems of nerves, veins, and arteries. In addition to the 

valuable insight that these discoveries offered into the workings of each organ, they 

also provided physicians with an overall physical schematic in which to position their 

theories of disease. 

Exploration of the body's organs improved physicians' ability to differentiate 

between different diseases. Investigation of the lungs, for example, improved the 

understanding of diseases such as pleuritis and peripneumonia.278 Whereas the 

Hippocratic author of De locis in homine differentiates between peri pneumonia and 

pleuritis only by the question of whether it is one side or both that is affected by the 

flUX279, anatomical research enabled Erasistratus to locate pleuritis in the membrane 

around the ribs, and peri pneumonia in the lungs themselves. 28o This ability to 

associate diseases with specific parts of the body facilitated the development of the 

278 Philip van der Eijk (1998: 351, note 53) indicates that the discussion of the location of affection in 
these diseases is linked to the increase in anatomical knowledge of these organs. 
279 Hippocrates, De lods in homine 14.2 (6.302-304 Littre): OUTOI cSe yiVOVTOI cSlcX TOcSE' i:lTOV ES" 
TOV TTAEU~OVO pEUOn EK TIiS" KECPOA~S" cSlcX TOU ~poyxou KOt Tc.lV txpTTJPIc.lV, 0 TTAEUIJc.uV, aTE 
\jIocpapoS" EWV Kat ;T]POs- CPUOEI, EAKEI 'ECP' ec.uUTOV TO uypov 0 TI av cSUVT]Tal' Kat 'EmlV ElpUOn, 
~E~c.uV yivETal, Kat OTav ~ev 'ES" OAOV pEVan, ~E~WV 0 AO~Os" YEVO~EVOS" tx~cpOTepc.uv 'e\jlauoe ·Tc.lV 
TTAEupec.uv, Kat TTEPITTAEu~ovillV ETTOiT]OEV' oTav cSe TIiS" 'eTepllS" ~ouvov, TTAEUpITIV. These diseases 
occur on account of this: whenever there is a flow into the lungs from the head through the windpipe 
and bronchial tubes, the lung, since it is loose and dry in nature, draws to itself any moisture that it 
can. And when it has drawn the moisture, it becomes bigger; and whenever there is flow to the whole 
lung, the lobe, having become bigger, touches both sides of the pleura. and this is peripneumonia; but 
when only one side touches, this is pleuritis. See also Craik. 1998: 56-57. 
280 Anonymus Parisinus. De morbis acutis et chroniis, 8.1.1 and 9.1.1 respectively. 
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concept of the locus affectus, an approach to medicine that seeks to identify the 

specific parts of the body affected by each disease. 281 

Galen credits Erasistratus with being the first to come up with the concept of the 

affected place; he claims, however, that Erasistratus used this concept only as a 

rational exercise.282 Around 100 AD, Archigenes, a Pneumatist, wrote what appears 

to be the first treatise on the affected place in disease.283 In this text, Archigenes 

identified various types of pain, and used them as a means of identifying the part that 

was affected in each disease. For example, pains from an affection in the liver were 

said to be fixed and dull, while the pain of the kidneys were said to resemble a harsh 

and steady constriction. In his own study of the affected parts, De locis affectis, Galen 

frequently criticizes Archigenes' work. He argues that Archigenes could not possibly 

have experienced all of these pains himself, and therefore cannot consider them as 

reliable means of diagnosis.284 Galen's own view of the locus affectus is based on the 

idea that diseases cause damage to the activities of each organ; simply put, he believes 

that the location of a disease can be identified by looking for the activity of the body 

that is in some way hindered, or prevented altogether.285 As will be explained in the 

discussion of Galen's physiology, this approach is grounded in Galen's own 

281 For a broader discussion of the locus affectus, see McDonald, forthcoming, 2010. 
282 Galen, Loc. Aft. 1.1 (8.14K). 
283 For a detailed discussion of Archigenes, see Mavroudis, 2000. 
284 Galen, Loc. Aft., 2.9 (8.117K): ETTEITCX 6s KCXt aYVWOTOS' h~lv TOIS' ~~ TTETTovBoOlV EOTtV, E'I ~~ 
apcx rravT' 'ETTCXBEV 0 'ApXIYE"'lS' TO: TOU OcJ~CXTOS' ~oPta' K~V OUYXWPIlBn cSs TOUTO, TIS' <Xv 
TT10nUOElEV OTI KCXtTTaVTCX TO: KcxB' EKCXOTOV ~OPIOV 'ErrcxBev EIS' c:XvBpwrroS'; \moKElo6w 6', E'I 
~OUAEI, KCXt TOllTO, KCXITOI Y' aouvcxTov 'EOTIV' Therfore it is unknown for us in respect to those not 
suffering parts, if Archigenes did not suffer in all the parts of his body;and if this is agreed. who will 
trust that one man suffered everything. in each part [of the body J? Let it be established. if you wish. 
also this. that it is impossible. Much of Book 2 is devoted to discussing and criticizing Archigenes' 
text; there are also many other passing references to him in the work. 
285 Galen, Loc. Aft. 1.5 (8.44-45K). In her study of Galen's use of the concept in this work, Almuth 
Gelpke (1987) suggests that in order to formulate a concept of an affected part, physicians must view 
organs as complete. active structures, each with its own individual function or purpose. I do not agree 
with her argument. 
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anatomical research, which provided him with a detailed understanding of physical 

structures of the body. 

The concept of the locus affectus became very influential among ancient 

physicians. It has already been demonstrated that physicians such as the Anonymus 

Parisinus ased this concept as a guiding principle in their doxographic studies of older 

physicians' views on disease.286 Despite this popularity, the concept of the locus 

affectus was not without its critics. The greatest opponents to this concept were the 

Methodists, who doubted the very possibility of identifying the affected places. As 

will be demonstrated in our chapter on Caelius Aurelianus, Methodists argue that 

diseases result from general conditions of the body, the common states, which affect 

all parts at once. In this system, speculation about individual affected parts is 

rendered irrelevant, since the treatment of a disease is governed by the overall nature 

of the disease, not by the part which appears to be most affected. 287 

In the study of mental diseases such as phrenitis, mania, and melancholia, 

anatomical research was limited in its ability to assist in determining a location for 

these diseases. Further research into human anatomy could not determine the location 

of the mind, because of the non-physical nature of the rational powers. The discovery 

of the starting point of the nerves in the brain provided a means of explaining 

sensation, yet this accounted for only a portion of a human's mental powers. Those 

physicians who believed that the mind was in the heart were now faced with the 

additional problem of how to incorporate this centre of sensation into their overall 

concept of the rational mind. In terms of disease, improved knowledge of sensation 

286 See above, in the discussion of Diocles' Concept of Phrenitis. 
287 Caelius Aurelianus. Acute Affections 2.28.148 (232.10-13 Bendz): ubi totum corpus laborare 
senserimus; et neque mutabilis sit adiutoriorum qualitas pro patientibus locis, sed talis perseveret in 
genere donec passio ipsa perseverat. ... whereby we see that the whole body suffers; and neither does 
the quality of the treatment change because of the affected place, but it remains the same in respect to 
its nature so long as the disease itself remains. 
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also led to new theories about the specific mental powers that were affected by each 

disease. If presented with a deranged patient who saw objects that were invisible to 

others, physicians had to decide whether this resulted from damage to the powers of 

sense perception, or to the faculty of reason. Consideration about the various 

manifestations of derangement also led to new medical theories about the nature of 

the different diseases that affect the mind. While the basic symptoms of phrenitis, 

namely fever and delirium, would continue to define the concept of this disease, the 

anatomical knowledge gained in this period would come to have a significant impact 

on the explanations of the nature of phrenitis put forth by Aretaeus, Galen, and 

Caelius Aurelianus. As we will see, their responses are closely related to their 

different approaches to anatomy and the concept of the locus affectus as a whole. 
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Aretaeus of Cappadocia 

Aretaeus of Cappadocia is a Pneumatic physician from the 1 st century AD. As a 

member of this sect, his approach to medicine is related to the traditional Rationalist 

ideas that developed out of the ideas of the Hippocratic authors, Diocles, and 

Praxagoras. His primary work on diseases, his only surviving text, is written in the 

Ionic dialect of the Hippocratic authors, and contains many allusions to the 

Hippocratic Corpus. 1 Aretaeus believes in a humoural system of medicine, in which 

illnesses emerge when the body's elemental balance becomes offset. Added to this 

system is the concept of the pneuma, or spirit, which brings movement and function to 

the various parts of the body.2 

Aretaeus' concept of phrenitis shows many parallels with earlier concepts of this 

disease. He maintains the opinion that phrenitis is distinguished by the presence of 

delirium and fever, and treats the disease with remedies that are reminiscent of 

Hippocratic opinions. In explaining the location of this disease, however, Aretaeus 

shows distinct advancements over his predecessors' ideas. In a manner resembling 

that of Diocles, Aretaeus separates the location of phrenitis from the location of the 

rational powers: he argues that rational powers of the mind are located in the heart, 

while phrenitis, an affection of the senses, is located in the head. Unlike Diocles, it is 

the anatomical discoveries of the 3rd century BC that have a strong influence on 

Aretaeus' understanding of phrenitis. In particular, two important discoveries 

affected Aretaeus' concept of phrenitis: the role of the nerves in the transmission of 

sensation; and the discovery of the base of the nerves in the brain. This knowledge, 

combined with the Rationalist-inspired Pneumatic approach to medicine and mental 

I Nuttan, 2004: 205. 
2 Oberhelman, 1994: 962. 
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illness, resulted in the development of a new understanding of the symptoms, causes, 

and treatments of phrenitis. 

Pneumatic Physiology and Disease Theory 

Pneumatic medicine takes its name from the emphasis it places on the role of 

pneuma in the determination of illness and health.3 Galen tells us that the originator 

of the pneumatic doctrines was Athenaeus of Attaleia, the student of Posidonius.4 As 

Vivian Nutton explains, if the Posidonius mentioned here is the Stoic philosopher and 

scientist Posidonius of Apamea, and if Galen means that Athenaeus actually studied 

with Posidonius in person, it is likely that Athenaeus founded this new form of 

medicine in the last century BC, perhaps around 60 BC.5 Alternatively, since neither 

Pliny nor Celsus mentions this story, it is equally possible that Athenaeus lived in the 

early part of the Roman Empire, and was the student of Posidonius only insofar as he 

studied this scientist's texts.6 Athenaeus' doctrines combine elements of Stoicism and 

Hellenistic Dogmatic, or Hippocratic Medicine.7 In his work rrepi ~OTJeTJl.J(:XTC.vV, for 

example, he uses Stoic pneumatology as the basis of his medical theories, and lays out 

many of the doctrines that come to characterize members of the pneumatic sect. 8 

While Galen does not support all of the ideas presented in this 30-volume work, he 

praises it as being the best review of the whole of medical theory written by a modem 

author, largely because of its accurate representations of earlier physicians.9 

3 Nutton, 2004: 202. For recent discussions of the Pneumatic 'school', see Oberhelman, 1994, and 
Smith, 1979. 
4 Galen, De causis contentivis, 1.2. This work survives only in later translations: Lyons, 1969: 54-5 
(Arabic and English) and 134 (Latin). 
5 Nutton, 2004: 202. 
6 Nutton, 2004: 202-203. 
7 Nutton, 2004: 203. 
8 Verbeke, 1945: 191. 
9 Galen, De elementis ex Hippocrate. (1.457 Kuhn). 
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Unfortunately, neither this nor any of Athenaeus' other works survive today except in 

fragmentary form. 

Although there are many physicians who are described by ancient and modern 

scholars as 'pneumatic', it is not clear whether this term refers to a cohesive 'school' 

of medicine. 10 From the very beginning, adherents of this sect combine pneumatic 

ideas with those of other schools. For example, Claudius Agathinus of Sparta, 

Athenaeus' most famous student, combines the ideas of his teacher with those of 

Methodist and Empiricist origin, producing a more eclectic form of medicine. II 

Archigenes of Apamea, living around 100 AD, t2 shares many pneumatic ideas, but is, 

to quote Steven Oberhelman, "an Eclectic in outlook and practice.,,13 Archigenes is 

believed to have written a work discussing the eight different qualities of the pulse, as 

well as several other texts on fevers, surgery, symptomatology, nosology, and 

pharmacology. He is also believed to have written the first treatise on the locus 

affectus, or affected place in disease, in which various types of pain are used as a 

means of identifying the part of the body that is affected by each disease. 14 Other 

well-known physicians who have been identified as Pneumatists include Herodotus, 

Leonidas of Alexandria, Heliodorus, and possibly the author known only as 

d· . 15 Anonymous Lon lOenSts. 

Part of the difficulty in assessing the unity of the Pneumatic school stems from the 

fact that our knowledge of these physicians is almost entirely based on fragments 

taken from later authors. The most complete Pneumatic work that survives today is 

10 Nutton, 2004: 206 and 385 n.30. 
11 Verbeke, 1945: 191; Nulton, 2004: 202. 
12 Verbeke, 1945: 192. 
13 Oberhelman, 1994: 958. 
14 For a detailed discussion of Archigenes, see Mavroudis, 2000. For a discussion of the locus affectus. 
see McDonald. 2009 (forthcoming). 
15 Verbeke. 1945: 191; For Anonymous Londinensis, see Nutton, 2004: 206. 
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Aretaeus' work on the causes, symptoms, and treatments of acute and chronic 

diseases. This work, which is divided into eight books, dates to the latter half of the 

first century AD. 16 Unfortunately, many parts of this text have been lost, including 

the first four and a half chapters; without this opening section of the text, we cannot 

know if it was originally known by a single title. I? From its current form, we know 

that Aretaeus groups his discussions of diseases under four headings, with two books 

for each title: On the Causes and Symptoms of Acute Diseases, On the Causes and 

Symptoms of Chronic Diseases, Therapeutics of Acute Diseases, and Therapeutics of 

Chronic Diseases. IS In this system, each disease has two chapters of the work 

devoted to it: a chapter in one of the first four books to describe its causes and 

symptoms, and a chapter in one of the latter four books, discussing the method of 

treatment it requires. 19 While the division of diseases by acute and chronic was 

common among the works of ancient physicians, Aretaeus' separation of the 

16 Roselli, 2004: 163. Aretaeus' chronology is a much debated topic, as it is based on several 
contributing factors, most of which cannot be fully resolved. Oberhelman, 1994 provides a good 
discussion of the history of this debate. More recent, yet brief discussions can be found in Roselli, 
2004: 163 n. I, and Nutton, 2004: 205. 
17 Roselli, 2004: 164. Book I, chapters 1-4 are lost entirely. These included discussions of the causes 
and symptoms of phren it is, lethargy, marasmus, and apoplexy. Chapter 5, on epilepsy, commences 
partway through the chapter. The titles of these chapters can be restored by their parallel chapters in 
Book 5, which provide the treatments of these illnesses. The following sections of this work have also 
been lost; here again, chapter titles are based on the surviving passages of the corresponding works: 
Book 5, parts of chapters 4 (treatment of apoplexy), and 7 (treatment of synanche); from Book 7, 
portions of chapter 5 (treatment of melancholia), 13 (treatment of affections of the liver) and 14 
(treatment of affections of the spleen), and all of chapters 6, 7, 9-13, and 15-16 (treatments of mania, 
paralysis, phthisis, empyema, abcesses of the lungs, asthma, pneumodes, jaundice, and cachexia 
respectively); from Book 8, chapters I (treatment of dropsy) and 6-11 (treatments of colic, dysentery, 
lientry, and hysterics) are missing, as well as portions of chapter 3 (treatment of kidney affections), 7 
(treatment of the celiac affection), 12 (treatment of arthritis), and 13 (treatment of elephantiasis). 
18 The only modern critical edition ofthis text is Hude, 1958. Hereafter, I will follow Hude's number 
system, and refer to these books as follows: On the Causes and Symptoms of Acute Diseases - books I 
and 2; On the Causes and Symptoms of Chronic Diseases - books 3 and 4; Therapeutics of Acute 
Diseases - books 5 and 6; Therapeutics of Chronic Diseases - books 7 and 8. Corresponding citations 
from Hude will refer to page and line numbers. 
19 Roselli, 2004: 164. 
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discussion of pathology and treatment of one and the same disease into separate books 

. 120 
IS very unusua . 

Another interesting feature of Aretaeus' work is the content of the prefaces which 

begin each of the four main sections of the text. 21 The preface to book 5 is of a style 

rather typical of medical prefaces: it appears prior to the beginning of chapter 1 and 

outlines the contents of the two following books. 22 In contrast to this, and more 

uncommon in this genre, are the prefaces to books 3 and 7, which are listed as the 

opening chapters to each of these books.23 In these, Aretaeus outlines the painful and 

often dangerous nature of chronic diseases and their treatments, and depicts 

something of the relationship that must exist between a successful physician and his 

patient. In the preface to book 3, for example, Aretaeus urges the physician to 

encourage his patient by way of diversified treatments and leniency in less important 

aspects of regimen; he also reminds patients that they must be courageous and willing 

to cooperate with their physicians.24 Only in this way will a chronic disease be 

prevented from wearing down the patient's soul as well as his body.25 

This concern for his patient is also evident in other sections of Aretaeus' work: in 

his discussion of treatment for cardiac affections, for example, Aretaeus points out 

20 Roselli, 2004: 164-165. While it is true that other physicians - such as Diocles (van der Eijk, 2000-
1), Anonymous Parisinus (Garofalo and Fuchs, 1997), and Praxagoras (Stecker), 1958) - separated 
their discussions of each disease into causes, signs and treatments, these physicians seemed to have 
kept the topics together in a single chapter for each disease. The individuality of Aretaeus' work is that 
the causes and symptoms sections of each disease are entirely isolated from their related sections on 
treatment. There is some indication that Archigenes' lost work on nosology may have used a similar 
organizational scheme as Aretaeus; this, however, is not known for certain. For more information, see 
Roselli, 2004:165 n. 6; Mavroudis, 2000. 
21 Roselli, 2004: 165. The prefaces are found at the start of books 3, 5 and 7; presumably, there would 
also have been a preface to book 1, although this part of the work is now lost. 
22 Aretaeus 5.0.1 (91.3-11 Hude). One is reminded of the preface to Celsus' De Medicina, which 
outlines the historical development of medicine, and serves as an introduction to the 8 books ofCelsus' 
work. See Mudry, 1982. 
23 Aretaeus 3.1.1 (36.4-18 Hude) and 7.1.1 (144.3-15 Hude). 
24 Aretaeus, 3.1.1-3.1.2 (36.11-14 Hude). 
25 Aretaeus, 3.1.2 (36.14-18 Hude). 
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that diseases and therapies can be very taxing for a patient. 26 Thus, the physician 

must encourage the patient with cheerful words and assist him by offering diversified 

versions of treatment. 27 In his discussion of tetanus, Aretaeus laments that in some 

cases, a physician cannot offer his patient any assistance as regards life, relief from 

pain or relief from deformity. In these cases the physician can only offer sympathy, 

as the patient slowly succumbs to the illness. The overall impression that one gains 

from these passages is that as a physician, Aretaeus' primary concern was the 

treatment of his patients. This type of comment is not common in medical literature. 28 

Although there is no one single text that outlines the doctrines of pneumatic 

medicine, it is possible to establish some basic principles of the sect. To begin with, 

Pneumatists pick up the traditional Hippocratic notion that everything in the cosmos is 

composed of different mixtures of four elemental qualities of heat, cold, moisture, and 

dryness.29 These mixtures are permeated by pneuma, which provides the resultant 

bodies with movement and function. 3D When the pneuma and elements are correctly 

balanced according to the nature of the body, the condition is known as eukrasia. In 

this state, the pneuma retains its tonos, or tension, and health is maintained in the 

body.31 When the elemental qualities fall out of balance, dyskrasia is produced, a 

condition that causes atonia, or dissolution of the pneuma, illness, and eventually 

death. 32 Diseases emerge during the shift from eukrasia to dyskrasia?3 As in the 

Hippocratic Corpus, the various causes of disease are both internal and external, and 

26 Aretaeus, 6.3.12 (128.25-37 Hude). 
27 Aretaeus, 6.3.12 (128.27-30 Hude): XPtl c.3v CX\ITC)V TE CxAK~EVTCX KCXt EU6u~ov 'E~~EVCXI KCXt TOV 
'lllTPOV ElTEOI ~EV lTCXpCX<peX06CXI 'E5 EUEAlTIOTlllV 'e~~Evcxl, W5 cSe CxP~YEIV lTOIKIAfl TPO<PD TE KCXt 
OIVCI:l. And so it is necessary for the patient to be courageous and cheerful andfor the doctor to remain 
sreaking in hopeful terms. and to assist with varied food and wine. 
2 Roselli, 2004: 172. 
29 Verbeke, 1945: 199. 
30 Oberhelman, 1994: 962. 
31 Verbeke, 1945: 199. 
32 Aretaeus, 2.3.4 (23.7-11 Hude). See also: Oberhelman, 1994: 962; Smith, 1979: 231; Stannard, 
1964: 30 n.2. 
33 Stannard, 1964: 31. 
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include such things as imbalances in the elements or humours, climate, wine, 

deficiencies in the quality or quantity of one's food, wounds, medicines, and even 

other illnesses.34 It is up to the physician to determine which of the elements have 

become imbalanced, so that he may immediately work to counteract the dyskrasia. 

Aretaeus' concept of the body encompasses many of the anatomical discoveries of 

the 3rd century Be. He believes that living things require both food and pneuma in 

order to live; of these, pneuma, or breath, is more important, since humans cannot live 

without breathing.35 Aretaeus believes that the heart is the origin of respiration and 

life.36 It is also the seat of the soul, and of the rational powers.37 As the central organ 

ofthe body, the heart is responsible for distributing the body's innate heat (SJ.lct>UTOC 

8epJ.l1l), a substance that gives life and sensibility to all parts of the body.38 It creates 

respiration by transferring some of its heat into the lungs, which then strive to draw in 

cool air as a means of reducing the heat. 39 With each breath that is inhaled, more 

pneuma is brought into the body. 

The heart takes the pneuma from the lungs, and distributes it to the rest of the 

body by means of the veins and arteries 40; blood and pneuma are transported through 

the body in both the veins and the arteries.41 Aretaeus believes that blood originates 

in the liver: its purpose is to transport the nutriment that is created in the liver to all 

34 Oberhelman, 1994: 963. Descriptions of these causes are numerous throughout Books 1 to 4 of 
Aretaeus' work. 
35 Aretaeus, 2.1.1 (15.1-4 Hude): LlVOIOI TOIOlTTPWTOIOI, TpO<j>'fi KCXtTTVE\J~CXTI, Ta l;c.3cx l;~, 
TovTecuv 8e TTOAAOV ETTlKCXlpOTepll h avcxTTvo~' DV yap ETTlOxn TIS' cuu~v, OUK E'IS' ~CXKpCXV 
81cxpKeOEI, aAA' CXUTiKCX 8vnOKEI WV8PCUTTQS'. Living things live by two primary things,food, and 
pneuma, and of these breath [i.e.: pneuma] is more important; for ifbreath should be stopped, not one 
fterson will hold out, but immediately the human dies. 

6 Aretaeus, 2.1.1 (15.10-11 Hude). 
37 Aretaeus, 2.3.4-5 (22.26-23.3 Hude): ~~ 6)V KCXt CX',8E oTo~axou cx1 8vva~IEc;, aAACx Kcxp8illC;, Ev8cx 
KCXt tl \jJv~ KCXt tl ¢UOIC; CXUTEllC; nv, k ~v KCXt TO TTa80c n TWV T'fi8E 8uva~Ecuv. These are not the 
powers of the stomach, but of the heart, in which place are both the soul and the nature of the person, 
and in this place also is the affection of these powers. 
38 Aretaeus, 4.12.3-4 (83.9-14 Hude). 
39 Aretaeus, 2.1.1 (15.10-12 Hude) 
40 Aretaeus, 6.7.1 (136.12-13 Hude); Oberhelman, 1994: 962. 
41 Verbeke, 1945: 197-198. 
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other parts of the body.42 He argues that the heart is the origin of arteries, to which it 

imparts heat, while the liver is the origin of the veins, to which it imparts blood.43 

These systems are connected by way of the vena cava, the large vein which runs from 

the liver into the heart in one direction, and from the liver to the base of the spine in 

the other direction.44 In order to accommodate Erasistratus' 3rd century Be 

discovery of the starting point of the nerves inside the brain, Aretaeus contends that 

the powers of sense perception are located in the brain, and not in the heart with the 

remaining rational powers.45 The presence of the senses in the brain makes it 

susceptible to excess amounts of heat; heat damages the senses, and prevents them 

from functioning properly.46 Aretaeus also believes that the brain receives more 

blood from the heart than any other part of the body.47 

42 Aretaeus, 5.4.2 (103.1-2 Hude) and 6.6.1 (134.18-21); See also Oberhelman, 1994: 962. 
43 Aretaeus, 6.7.1 (136.10-13 Hude). 
44 Aretaeus, 2.8.2 (28.14-21 Hude): EVTEu8ev 6e 60lcxt E~ aTTooXIOIoS' Ylyvo~evcxl TTSPTJV TOU 
~TTCXTOS a<j>IKvsOVTCXI. ~ ~EV yap avw TOV TTpc..JTOV AO~OV 61CXTTeptlOCXOcx ES' Ta KupTa cxiJTEOU 
e~e<j>cxcXv8TJ· 'ETTeITcx TTeptlVCXOcx TO 5I(x<j>pcxy~cx e~<j>uvel Til KCXp5IU· KOIATJ <j>Ah" ~5e KCXAEETCXI. ~ 5e 
'eTepTJ, TOV KCXTW Aoi3ov TOV TTSIlTTTOV c5lcxTTeptlvcxocx ~EXPI TC.lV KUPTc..JV, eTTt nlV PcX~IV e~elOi KCXt 
T{jc5e TTCXPCXThcxTCXI ~EXPI Tc..JV'IOXIWV· aTap KCXt ilc5e KOIATr ouvo~cx yap TO cxim), ouveKev ~ICX 
KCXt culml 'eoTlv ~ <j>AS"" nlV apxTlv aTTo TOU ~TTCXTOS' 'IOXOUOCX. Thus, having become two parts by 
branching out, these arrive at the other side of the liver. For one, passing above the first lobe, appears 
on the convex side of the liver. Then, having passed by the diaphragm, it goes into the heart. And this 
is called the vena cava [literally: the hollow vein}. And the other part, which goes beneath the fifth 
lobe, passing through the middle of the convex side, it comes up along the spine and extends along as 
far as the hip-joints. But this also is called the vena cava. For it has the same name, because it is one 
and the same vein, having its origin from the liver. 
45 Aretaeus, 5.1.5 (92.28-29 Hude): Ke<j>cxA~ c5e xwpoS' ~EV cXI06r\OIOS' KCXI veupwv a<j>sOIoS'· And the 
head is the location of sense perception and of the beginning of the nerves; See also 5.2.12 (100.29-
101.30 Hude). Aretaeus' separation of sensory and rational powers is unusual, and serves as a sort of 
transition between the fourth century authors, who placed these powers in various parts of the chest, 
and Galen, who accommodates for the placement of the nerves by moving all of the mental powers to 
the brain. As we will see, this separation also has a significant impact on Aretaeus' understanding of 
diseases that affect the mental powers 
46 Aretaeus, 5.6.4 (100.9-11 Hude): Ei3lTlocxTo KOTe eXVcXYKTJ rruPIT]OCXI Ke<j>cxAtlV, OUK ao<j>CXAES' ~EV 
cXlo8tlOeOl, veupOIOI 6e aycx8ov· TcXoc5e ~EV yap O~IXATJS' 'errcxvcx<j>0PD eXT~WV TTI~TTATJOI, aVITJOI c5e 
Ta veupcx. Necessity sometimes compels us to warm the head with fomentations, this not beneficialfor 
the senses, but it is goodfor the nerves. For this fills [the senses} with a rising of a mist of va pours, 
but it loosens the nerves. 
47 Aretaeus, 5.1.5 (92.28-29 Hude): cxi~cx 6e TTcxpa Kcxp61TJS' EAKEI ~aAAov ~ aAAOlO1 61601. And the 
heart gives to it [i.e.: the brain} more blood than to any other part. 
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It should be noted here that the extant sections of Aretaeus' work do not provide a 

specific explanation of the role of the phren in regards to the rational powers.48 

Nevertheless, Aretaeus' use of this tenn indicates that he sees some connection, 

however limited, between the phren and the powers of the mind. In two passages 

from his chapter on the causes of melancholia, the phren is named as the gathering 

place of the black bile that results in mania and melancholia.49 These passages tell 

us that the phren is located in the chest, the same area of the body that houses the 

heart, the seat of the rational powers. The phren is not to be mistaken with the 

diaphragm, however, which Aretaeus refers to as the cSl6:<I>pay~a.50 The connection 

between the phren and the black bile of melancholia is reinforced by Aretaeus' 

citation of a passage from Homer's Iliad, in which Agamemnon's great phren has 

been darkened with anger.51 Aretaeus believes that the terminology for black bile and 

anger have become associated with one another because of the ability of this 

substance to drive a person to anger and dejection. 52 In three other passages, Aretaeus 

speaks of the ability of wine to affect the phren: one passage speaks of wine's ability 

to soften the phren and soothe the mind (thumos), while the other two passages 

suggest that wine can be damaging to the powers of the mind (phren). 53 It is not clear 

from these passages whether Aretaeus is suggesting that the phren has a responsibility 

48 The phren is distinct from the olcXcj>pay~a, or diaphragm, an organ located between the pleura and 
the liver: Aretaeus, 3.13.2 (54.5-6 Hude). 
49 Aretaeus, 3.5.1 (39.14 Hude) and 3.5.4 (40.7 Hude). 
50 For example, at Aretaeus, 2.7.2 (27.11 Hude), 2.8.2 (28.17 Hude), 3.9.1 (49.15 Hude), and 5.1.23 
(96.24 Hude). 
51 Homer, Iliad, 1.102-104, as cited at Aretaeus, 3.5.2 (41.22-25 Hude): "Hpcus-' ATpS10llS SUPUKPSIUlV 

, Aya~e~vUlv I ' AXvU~svos" ~evsos os ~eya cj>peves Cx~cj>I~eAalval I ni~lTACXVT', Cooe oe 01 lTUPI 
Aa~lTETOUlVTI 'e"iK-rTlv. The wide-ruling Agamemnon. son of the hero Atreus Igrieved; with his great 
phren darkened all around. I filled full of anger, eyes shining like fire. 
52 Aretaeus, 3.5.2-3 (39.17-27 Hude). 
53 Aretaeus, 5.1.28 (97.29 Hude): 8u~ov TE yap lTPllUVOVTCXI ~cxA6cX;el cj>pevc.lv KCXI 'e; EcuuTeUlv 'es 
OUVCX~IV Tpecj>ovTcxl, CxTap Doe EUlUTEOIOl 'e~lTVeOUOI 'es ~oovr)v. For {wine] makes the mind soothed 
by softening the phren, and out of themselves they are roused to strength; 5.1.9 (93.24 Hude): Kecj>cxAT\S 
yap KCXI cj>pevc3v a~lv lTOIEel. For {wine] touches the head and the phren; and 6.3.11 (128.19-20 
Hude): lTpourrepTlpelo9a, oe XPr), ~S ~i) a~lv cj>pevc3v 0 o'ivos lTOIE'lTCXI' And it is necessary to be 
firm, so that the wine does not make the phren deranged. 
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for the rational powers, or if these passages simply use traditional phrasing to express 

ideas that have existed since Hippocratic times.54 

According to pneumatic doctrine, diseases emerge when the body's equilibrium of 

elemental qualities and pneuma becomes imbalanced. For the most part, illnesses are 

said to be caused by one of four types of dyskrasia of the elements: heat and dryness, 

cold and moisture, dryness and cold, and heat and moisture.55 While it is possible to 

categorize different diseases according to the dyskrasia that causes them, the various 

diseases in each group do not necessarily have other factors in common. Mania, for 

example, is thought to be caused by a dyskrasia of dryness and warmth, the same kind 

of imbalance that leads to cholera, peripneumonia, and synanche.56 These diseases 

have little in common aside from the underlying dyskrasia. 

Aretaeus also believes that diseases can be caused by an unnatural condition of the 

pneuma. In some cases, diseases are said to be caused by a combination of dyskrasia 

and the pneuma. In his discussion of epilepsy, for example, Aretaeus explains that 

disease develops out of a dyskrasia of cold and moisture. The seizures, however, are 

provoked by the spinning of the pneuma that becomes trapped inside the body. 57 

Deus shows a similar dual-cause: while the underlying source of the disease is said to 

be a dyskrasia of dryness and warmness, Aretaeus believes that the main symptoms of 

the disease are triggered by the build-up of cold, sluggish pneuma that becomes 

54 Namely, the belief that wine has a damaging effect on the rational powers. In 5.1.9 (93.24 Hude) and 
6.3.11 (128.19-20 Hude), the expression a\jllv <pPEVc..)V, is used as a metaphor for derangement of the 
mind. This phrase is also found in the Hippocratic work Regimen in Acute Diseases: Hippocrates, 
Acut. 63 (2.360 Littre). See also Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 299, s.v.: a\jlIS". 
55 Aretaeus mentions this last form of dyskrasia only once, as one of the causes of spitting up blood: 
Aretaeus, 2.2.16-17 (21.10-13 Hude); See also Oberhelman, 1994: 964. 
56 Mania: Aretaeus 3.6.2 (41.20-21 Hude); cholera: Aretaeus, 2.5.2 (24.15-25.8 Hude); peripneumonia: 
Aretaeus, 2.1.3 (16.3-6 Hude); and synanche: Aretaeus 1.7.2 (8.11-12 Hude). See also Oberhelman, 

1994: 963. 
57 On dyskrasia as the cause of epilepsy, see Aretaeus, 3.4.3 (39.9 Hude) and 7.4.15 (155.30 Hude). On 
the spinning of the pneuma, see Aretaeus 7.4.10 (154.20-24 Hude). 
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lodged in the intestines after the area becomes inflamed. 58 Other diseases, such as 

synanche, can be caused by pneuma alone.59 Aretaeus tells us that one form of this 

disease appears to be caused by a change in the condition of the pneuma to the hottest 

and driest state, without any accompanying inflammation of the body.6o 

In order to cure illness, Pneumatic physicians must determine the type of 

dyskrasia that is affecting the patient, and then use opposing remedies to reset the 

imbalance of elements. Bleeding, including venesection, cupping, and the application 

of leeches, was believed to be the most effective treatment whenever a patient 

suffered from too much blood or pneuma.61 Pneumatists also believed that humours 

and pneuma can become collected in certain parts and/or areas of the body. If these 

accumulations cannot be treated directly by way of drug therapy or surgery, cupping 

and rubifacients can be used to move the fluids to an area that is more susceptible to 

treatment (i.e.: from an organ to the surface of the skin).62 In treating peripneumonia, 

for example, Aretaeus suggests that blood be withdrawn from points on both arms 

near the elbows, in order to repel the humours from both sides of the lungs.63 This 

removal is said to take away any causes of the disease located in the blood; in 

addition, the evacuation is thought to pull blood from the vessels in the lungs, leaving 

58 Here, the dryness and warmness is indicated by the seasons in which the disease is most common. 
Dyskrasia of heat and dryness: Aretaeus 2.6.2 (25.27-28 Hude); role of pneuma: Aretaeus. 2.6.1 
(25.11-13 Hude). See also: Oberhelman. 1994: 964ff. 
59 Aretaeus explains synanche as the inflammation of the organs of breathing. involving the tonsils, 
epiglottis, esophagus, uvula, and top of the trachea. and sometimes also the tongue and parts of the jaw. 
Aretaeus, 1.7.1 (7.25-8.3 Hude). 
60 Aretaeus. 2.7.2 (8.11-13 Hude): 's~Ot cSe cSOKESI a\JTEou TOU lTVEU~aTos- ~OUVOU TO KaKOV E~~sval 
TP0mlV lTOVllpnV 'SS" TO 8Ep~OTaTOV Kat ~l1poTaTov TPElTO~EVOU, aVEu8ev TOU ow~aTos- TIV0S
<l>AEY~OV~S". For it seems to me that the evil is the grievous change of this pneuma alone. when it 
changes to the hottest and driest condition. without any inflammation of the body. 
61 Stannard. 1964: 33ff; Oberhelman. 1994: 964; Brain. 1986: 148. Examples of the use of 
venesection in such diseases include satyriasis: Aretaeus. 6.11.2 (141.25-142.7 Hude); diseases of the 
large arteries Aretaeus, 6.71-2 (136.4-16 Hude); and diseases of the kidneys: Aretaeus. 6.8.3 (\37.23-
28 Hude). 
62 Stannard, 1964: 34. 
63 Aretaeus, 6.1.1 (119.5-8 Hude). 
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more space for breath to pass through them.64 In the event that venesection is not 

suitable for a patient, Aretaeus recommends that cupping instruments be used to draw 

the humours and pneuma outward from the body65; the inflammation produced by the 

cupping treatment is proof of the collection and/or withdrawal of the excess 

pneuma.66 Purging is also recommended as an effective means of reducing excess 

67 
pneuma from the body. 

Due to the taxing nature of bleeding and purging therapies, Pneumatic physicians 

believe that it is important to monitor the overall health and mental states of their 

patients. Aretaeus frequently prescribes caution when performing venesection on his 

patients, to ensure that the amount of blood withdrawn is regulated by the strength of 

the patient.68 Since the period of bleeding and purging can last as many as ten days, 

Pneumatic physicians recommend the use of dietary and exercise regimes to maintain 

the strength of the patient throughout the period of treatment. 69 Patients are not 

permitted to go without food during this time, and they are encouraged to exercise or 

take part in physical therapy so long as their strength can permit it. 70 In this way, 

physicians can prepare their patients for the next stage in treatment, which involves 

the use of drugs and other medications.71 The goal of this pharmaceutical phase of 

treatment is to restructure the imbalance of elements and pneuma, and to restore the 

patient's natural condition of eukrasia.72 The drugs used for this purpose are selected 

according to their elemental properties, the theory being that the best treatment for an 

64 Aretaeus, 6.11 (119.11-13 Hude). 
65 Aretaeus describes this approach in his treatment of peripneumonia: Aretaeus, 6.1.3 (119.19-25 
Hude). 
66 Stannard, 1964: 34. 
67 Oberhelman, 1944: 964; Stannard, 1964: 34. This can also be seen in the treatment of 
peripneumonia, in which clysters are given to the patient in order to help relieve the fluids and flatus 
that contribute to the illness. Aretaeus, 6.1.2 (119.13-19 Hude). 
68 Aretaeus, 7.2.2 (144.22-145.1 Hude). 
69 Oberhelman, 1994: 964; Stannard, 1964: 34-35. 
70 Stannard, 1964: 34-35. 
71 Stannard, 1964: 34-35; Oberhelman, 1994: 964. 
72 Oberhelman, 1994: 964. 
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excess of a particular element is the application of its opposite: warming substances 

are recommended for excess of cold, moistening substances for excesses of dryness, 

and so on.73 Pharmaceuticals are administered to the patient in a number of ways, 

including compresses, poultices, diuretics, stemutatories, clysters, and cataplasms.74 

Signs and Symptoms of Phrenitis 

Aretaeus' account of phrenitis is divided into two sections: the first part, which 

would have discussed the causes and symptoms of phrenitis, is thought to have 

formed the first chapter of book 1; unfortunately, this chapter is now lost. The second 

part of Aretaeus' discussion is found in the first chapter of the fifth book of his overall 

work on diseases; this section contains an account of Aretaeus' suggested treatments 

for phrenitis. Additional references to phrenitis are also found in certain other 

chapters of Aretaeus' work, in his di&cussions of syncope, mania, and lethargy.75 The 

relationship between phrenitis and these other diseases is discussed in more detail 

below, in the context of the relevant aspects of phrenitis. 

Based on the surviving material, it is evident that Aretaeus views phrenitis as an 

acute disease accompanied by fever and delirium.76 Aretaeus refers to the fever of 

phrenitis in the plural, perhaps in reference to the fact that they are long-lasting: he 

tells us that the fevers are continual, with short, poorly marked remissions.77 Aretaeus 

73 Oberhelman, 1994: 964; Stannard, 1964: 39. 
74 Stannard, 1964: 39-53. 
75 Aretaeus describes syncope as a form of loss of consciousness, which results from the complete 
dissolution of the tonos of the pneuma. Aretaeus, 2.3 (21.27 -23.12 Hude). 
76 Fever: Aretaeus, 5.0.1 (91.8 Hude); delirium: 5.1.3 (92.2 Hude). 
77 Aretaeus, 5.1.6 (92.33-93.2 Hude): ~UVEXEES yap TOIOI <!>PEVITIKoiOI 01 lTUPETOt Kat ou!Se 
'erraVEOIas l1aKPcXS, CxAAa ~paXElas Kat CxO~110US KOU<!>I0I10US lTOIE\JI1EVOI. For in those suffering 
with phrenitis. the fevers are continuous and the abatements are not long. but they produce short and 
unmarked remissions. 
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also reports that the fevers of phren it is are more dry than those of a 'single' fever78
; 

although he does not explain this phenomenon, it is possible that this added heat is 

due to the continuing nature of the fever, which does not allow time for the heat to 

dissipate between intervals. 

Unlike the Hippocratic authors, Aretaeus is very consistent with his terminology 

for delirium in phrenitis.79 He refers to this condition as h TTCXpCXct>Op~, 'a going 

aside', or 'derangement' of the mind; this use of the prefix 'rrcxpcx-' to indicate 

variation from what is expected is reminiscent of the words for delirium that were 

used by the Hippocratic authors.8o There are also a few instances in which Aretaeus 

uses the verb Ilcx I VOIlCX I to describe phrenitis patients' going mad' .81 In each of these 

situations, he appears to be referring to a form of madness that goes beyond the 

typical delirium of phrenitis: it is brought on by loud noises or lack of food, indicating 

the patient's inability to withstand any form of irritation. 82 Whenever this kind of 

madness occurs, Aretaeus believes that it is necessary to treat the patient with cooling 

d· 83 reme les. 

78 Aretaeus, 5.1.7 (93.7 Hude): Tp04>~ uyp~ TTciol j..IEV TOlol TTupeTCxlvouOI, oUX TlKIOTCX OE 
4>pevITIKoIOl' ETTI;T]pOnpOI yap rrupeTc..lV j..IOUVc..lv· Liquid food is best for all those suffering from 
fever, and not least in ph renitis; for these fevers are more dry than single fevers. 
79 n TTcxpcx4>opn is also used to describe delirium (or lack of delirium) in other diseases (pleuritis, 
affections of the liver, satyriasis, etc). In these instances, the derangement can apply to the mind 
(Aretaeus, 2.4.2 (23.19-20 Hude), in causus; and 2.8.7 (29.21 Hude), in affections of the vena cava), or 
to the senses (Aretaeus, 7.5.5 (157.3-4 Hude), in melancholia). 
80 Liddell, Scott and Jones, 1996: 1330, S.V.: TTcxpcx4>opa. n TTcxpcxcl>oPrl is the Ionic form of this word. 
81 Aretaeus, 5.1.1 (91.17 Hude): j..ICXIVOVTCXI; at 5.1.3 (92.11 Hude) and 5.1.12 (94.10 Hude), 
EKI-ICXIVc..lVTCXI is used. The third instance relates to the treatment of this condition. The madness 
caused by mania and melancholia is also described using this verb. 
82 Loud noises: Aretaeus, 5.1.1 (91.17 Hude); lack of food: 5.1.3 (92.11 Hude). 
83 Treatment of the madness: 5.1.12 (94.10 Hude): fi 0' av 'EKj..ICXIVCUVTCXI, T(lOE j..IcXAIOTCX TeYYElv 
\jNXPc.\l, KCXI ~uxoj..lev":l 'ETTlj..IeiAAov SepEoS' c.:lPTJ, XElj..IWVOS' oe XAlcxp~. And whenever they are 
driven mad, at this time especially it is the right time to moisten with cooling agents, with colder ones 
during the season of summer, and warm ones during winter. This will be discussed in more detail 
below. 
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Aretaeus believes that the delirium of phrenitis is caused by the accumulation of 

heat in the brain.84 It usually appears one or two days after the onset of fever, but can 

also appear as many as six or seven days into the disease. 85 Like the fevers, delirium 

in phrenitis comes in waves, repeatedly going through periods of increase and 

remission; it is a good thing when the fever and delirium increase and decrease at the 

same time.86 Aretaeus specifies that the delirium of phrenitis results from an affection 

of the senses in the head, not from affection of the rational powers, which are located 

in the chest. This distinction is an important aspect of the differentiation between 

phrenitis, mania, and melancholia: 

The cause of the disease [i.e.: mania] involves the head and 

hypochondria, sometimes beginning in both places together, other 

times these parts bring suffering to each other. The superior cause in 

mania and melancholia is in the internal parts, just as in phrenitis it is 

for the most part in the head and senses. For phrenitics, being 

subjected to illusions a/the senses, see things that aren't present just 

as if they were present, and things that don't appear to others seem to 

appear to them. But those who are mad [with mania or melancholia] 

see as it is necessary to see, but they do not form judgments about 

these things as it is necessary to form judgments. 

'IOXOUO! BE nlV a'IT1rlV TOU voarhJaTos- Ke<l>aArl Kat urroxovBpla, 

aAAoTe IJEV alJo aIJ<I>c.u Cxp~aIJeva, aAAoTe BE CxAA~AOIO! 

~UVTlIJc.upOUVTO· TO BE KUpOS- ev TOtO! orrAaYXVOIOI 'eOTI errl IJaVID 

KOt IJeAOYXOAID, OKc.uorrep ev Tfi Ke<l>oAD Kat Tfiol a'lo9rioeOl Ta 

rrOAAa TOtO! <l>pevITIKoIOl. oiBe IJEV yap rrapalOBaVOVTal Kat Ta 

IJD rrapeOVTa opeouOI Bilgev ~S- rrapeOVTO, Kat Ta IJD <l>a1volJeVO 

84 Oberhelman, 1994: 962-963. 
85 Aretaeus, 5.1.4 (92.15-21 Hude). 
86 Aretaeus, 5.13 (92.12-14 Hude). 
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aAA~ KCXT' O~IV 'IVcScXAAETCXI' 01 cSs J.lCXIVOJ.lEVOI opeouOl J.lSV w~ XPTl 

0PTlV, OU YIYVulOKOUOI cSs rrEpl CXUTECUV c1~ XPTl YIYVulOKEIV.87 

Aretaeus 

Aretaeus considers mania and melancholia as two parts of the same disease: he 

tells us that melancholia is the beginning phase, and a specific form, or species of 

mania.88 In mania, the mind can be turned to either anger or delight, whereas in 

melancholia, it turns only to grief and despondency.89 These diseases are chronic, and 

are not accompanied by fever. 9o They are caused by a combination of a dyskrasia of 

heat and dryness, and the presence of black bile in the area of the phren.91 If this bile 

moves downwards, it causes melancholia; mania seems to occur when bile moves 

upward: the head and senses become affected by sympathy, and the increased severity 

of the disease eventually drives the patient mad.92 

As explained in the aforementioned passage, mania and melancholia are based in 

the hypochondria and directly affect the patient's rational powers. Although the head 

might also become affected through sympathy, the underlying cause of these diseases 

87 Aretaeus, 3.6.7 (42.29-43.4 Hude). 
88 Aretaeus, 3.5.3 (39.27-28 Hude): oOKEEI [TE] os ~Ol ~CXVtT]S' yE 'S~~EVCXI apXTl KCXt ~spoS' ~ 
~EACXYXOAtT]. It is interesting that, although making this connection between the diseases, Aretaeus 
still chooses to discuss mania and melancholia in separate chapters. Unfortunately, his accounts of 
these diseases are not intact either: the chapter on the treatment of mania is entirely lost. as weIJ as the 
final portion of the chapter on the treatment of melancholia. For a discussion of mania in Aretaeus. see 
Pigeaud, 1987: 71-94. For melancholia in Aretaeus, see Flashar. 1966: 73-83. 
89 Aretaeus, 3.5.3 (39.4-6 Hude): TOtO! ~EV yap ~CXIVO~SVOIOI aAAoTE ~EV ES' 0PYllV, aAAoTE os 'ES' 
8u~T]OtT]V ~ yvc.J~T] TPSlTETCXI, TOtO! Os ~EACXYXOAc3O! ES' AU1TT]V KCXt a6u~lT]v ~ouvov. For those 
with mania at one time are in a state of anger. at another time they are in a state of delight. but those 
with melancholia are only in a state of grief and despondency. 
90 Aretaeus, 3.5.2 (39.27 Hude): 'eaT 1 os aeu~lT] 'errl ~In <pCXVTCXOln, aVEu8E lTUPETOU. It is 
despondency from one apparition, without fever; and 3.6.1 (41.36 Hude): EKOTCXO! S' yap EaT! TO 
~U~lTCXV XPOVIOS', aVEu6E rruPETOU. It is altogether chronic displacement of the mind. withoutfever. 

1 Dyskrasia of heat and dryness: Aretaeus. 3.5.5 (40.10-11 Hude). and 3.6.2 (41.20-21 Hude). Black 
bile: Aretaeus, 3.6.1 (39.10-16 Hude), and 3.6.4 (40.5-10 Hude). Aretaeus does not seem to associate 
the phren with any form of rational powers - as outlined above, he places the senses in the brain. and 
the rational powers in the heart. 
92 Aretaeus, 3.5.4 (40.8-10 Hude): ~v os KCXt KE<pCXAtlV 'ES' ~ul1lTcx6E1T]v ayn KCXt Cx~El~T]TCXI TO 
lTCXpaAOYOV nlS' o~ueu~IT]S' 'sS' yeAUlTCX KCXI nOOVtlV ES' Ta lToAAa TOU ~IOU, 01 os ~CX1VOVTCXI, cxu~n 
nlS- vouoou ~ciAAOV n aAYE'j lTa6EoS'. And if the head is led in sympathy. also the abnormal 
irritability of temper changes into laughter and pleasure in the greatest part of their life. and they are 
driven mad. by increase of disease more than by the suffering of the affection, 
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is in the chest, near to the seat of the rational powers.93 The delirium in these diseases 

is a product of the patient's inability to form a correct judgement about what he sees. 

Phrenitis, on the other hand, is based in the head and senses; the delirium caused by 

phrenitis results from damage to the powers of sense perception, which causes the 

patient to see things that do not really exist.94 At one point, Aretaeus describes this 

damage as a dark mist that contaminates the senses.95 Examples of this damaged 

sense perception is evident in Aretaeus' description of the visual disturbances that 

certain phrenitis patients suffer when they remain in the light: 

For if they become angered by the light, and they see things that do not 

exist and deceive themselves with non-existent appearances, or 

recognize one thing in place of another, or are stuck by strange images 

and are altogether afraid of the light and the things in the light, it is 

necessary to choose darkness [for them}. 

~ , \ , , " I \ co, " " \ 
TJv yap TTp0 5 Tllv auYTlv ayplalvcuOl Kal OPECUOI Ta JJTJ OVTa Kal 

Tel JJ~ uTTEovTa <l>aVT(:x~cuVTaI ~ Cxve' ETEPCUV ETEpa YIYVulOKCUOl, ~ 

~Eva 'Iv6cXAJJaTa TTpO~cXAACUVTaI Kat TO ~UVOAOV ~V auy~v ~ Tel 
EV auyfi cSEcSlTTcuvTal, ~o<l>ov a'tpEE08at XPrl· 96 

93 This reference to affection by sympathy foreshadows Galen's use of this concept to differentiate 
between phrenitic delirium that is caused by primary affections of the brain, and non-phrenitic 
delirium, which is caused by sympathetic affection of the brain. 
94 Jackie Pigeaud (2006: 97-98, and 97, note 307) sees in this passage the beginning of a differentiation 
between illusions and hallucinations. He suggests that illusions, which result from mania and 
melancholia, are based on actual sensory data; hallucinations, the product of phrenitis, are based 
entirely on images created by the mind, and are not based on external sensory data. This distinction, 
however, is a modern concept, one that I do not think should be imposed upon ancient descriptions of 
derangement. 
95 Aretaeus, 5.1.29 98.4-6 Hude): wISe yap TO \lEV ~TJPOV Cx\l~AUVETOI Kat Ka6apeueTai TflS' O\liXATJS' 
h a'io6nolS', h ISE yvc.5\lTJ euoTa6!lS' n6E s\lTTe6oS' \li\lvel. For in this way the dryness will lose strength 
and the senses will become clean of the dark mist, and judgement will remain calm and steadfast. 
96 Aretaeus, 5.1.3 (92.3-7 Hude). 
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Aretaeus believes that it is a sign of recovery when these patients are once again able 

to remain calm when placed in a bright room.97 

The delirium of damaged sense perception also seems to cause the plucking 

motions of the hands that Aretaeus attributes to phrenitis patients. In some cases, 

these motions are driven by a desire to pluck at the nap, or fluff of the bedclothes; 

Aretaeus refers to this action as crocydismos, a symptom that was also recognized by 

the Hippocratic authors. In other cases, the patients seem to reaching out in front of 

them, as if to grasp at invisible objects floating before their eyes. They may also 

reach for projections from the walls that do not exist, or simply raise their hands for 

no apparent reason.98 While Aretaeus suggests that these motions are common in 

phrenitis, it is not clear whether he believed that they were always present as part of 

the disease. It is not until Caelius Aurelianus that carphologia and crocydismos 

become requisite aspects of phrenitis.99 

Aretaeus also describes a number of affections which can accompany cases of 

phrenitis: information about these symptoms is limited, since it comes in the form of 

instructions on how to remedy these conditions. As a result, Aretaeus gives no 

indication as to the frequency, or significance of these conditions. He does, however, 

indicate some of the processes which bring them about. As an interesting point of 

comparison, is should be noted that several of these symptoms were also described in 

the Hippocratic Corpus. We have seen that Aretaeus believes phrenitis patients to be 

97 Aretaeus, 5.1.3 (92.7-8 Hude): aya80v OE rrpos auY11v OUl<PPOVEEIV TE KalrrplluvEo8al nlV 
rrapa<p0Ptlv. It is a good sign when the patient is of sound mind and the delirium is calm while in the 

~~ght. " ,~, -+-8 1 ~, " , 
Aretaeus, 5.1.1-2 (9 l.l 9-23 Hude): Kat yap rrpo TUlV 0", al\~c.Jv a~<patpEOUOt TtVa 'i'EuOECX 

'IvOcXAl..lam, Kat TO I..IfJ 'e~IOXOVTa al..l<PCX<pOUlOI ws urrepIOXOVTCX, KCXt rrc:Xocx rrpo<paots aValTlll 
rrpOKAllotS XEIPWV <pop~s. And they grasp at certain false images before their eyes, and grasp at 
things that don't project outward just as if they did stick out, and everything is a motive for unjustified 
motions of the hands. 
99 Caelius Aurelianus, Acute Diseases 1.4.42 (46.1-6 Bendz); and Acut. 1.5.47-48 (48.13-33 Bendz). 
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sensitive to loud noises or want of food. 100 This increased sensitivity is likely due to 

the effects of the disease upon the senses; this affection of the senses can also result in 

bouts of anger. 101 Since phrenitis is located in the head, Aretaeus believes that this 

disease also affects the nerves; this involvement may give rise to convulsions. 102 He 

also reports that sleeplessness may occur, on account of the dryness and thinness of 

the pneuma. 103 The hypochondria may sometimes become distended from 

inflammation, hardness, and flatulence, or it might become collapsed and retracted 

upwards. 104 Constipation of the bowels is also said to be frequent in phrenitis, as is 

enlargement of the spleen, and pain in the liver. 105 Finally, Aretaeus explains that the 

increase of heat in the body during phrenitis and other acute diseases causes damage 

to the organs of the chest region. As heat is transferred from the extremities into the 

chest - leaving the head, feet, and hands cold - the natural heat of the chest is put out 

of balance, resulting in high fever, cough, and affection of the diaphragm, pleura, and 

h 106 stomac . 

Toward the end of his account of the treatment of phrenitis, Aretaeus explains that 

certain cases of phrenitis may also be accompanied by causus, an independent disease 

100 Aretaeus, 5.1.1 (91.16-17 Hude) and 5.1.3 (92.10-11 Hude). 
101 Aretaeus, 5.1.2 (92.1-2 Hude). 
102 Aretaeus, 5.1.2 (91.25-92.1 Hude). This is reminiscent of the dangerous convulsions described by 
the authors of Epidemics 1 and Prognostics: Hippocrates, Epid. 1.2.6 (2.636 Littre), and Prog. 24 
(2.186-188 Littre). 
103 Aretaeus, 5.1.14 (94.22-24 Hude). This symptom is also identified by the Hippocratic authors. Sec, 
for example, Hippocrates, Epid. 3.3.6 (3.82 Littre) and Coac. 571 (5.716 Littre). 
104 Aretaeus, 5.1.16 (95.4-5 Hude) and 5.1.17 (95.15-16 Hude). 
105 Constipation: Aretaeus, 5.1.20 (96.3 Hude); enlargement of the spleen: Aretaeus, 5.1.17 (95.13-14 
Hude); pain in the liver: 5.1.16 (95.9- \0 Hude). 
106 Aretaeus, 5.1.23-24 (96.19-31 Hude): 'ETTEI oE Kcxl 6WPTlKCX ev TTcXOUOI -rf101 O;EIUOI VOUOOIOI 
cXKEE06cxI XP~' TTcXVTl] TOV KcX~VOVTCX ;uv KpCXOIU Kcxl TTVEUIlOVI, TTpc.hIOTCX IlEv VTT' CxVcXYKTlS TIlS 
cXVCXTTVOTlS OAAOTE Il~V 6EPIlTlS, OAAOTE oE IjIuxPTls' hi os VTTO rruPETOU KCXUOWOEOS KCXt ~TlXOS Kcxl 
vypwv TTOVTlPITlS KCXI VEUPCUV KOIVCUVITlS KCXI OTO~cXXOU ;UIl<P0PTlS UTTE~CUKOTOS TE Kcxl 
OICX<PpcXY~CXTOS KCXKITlS (KpCXOITl yap ~v TTcX6u IlE~OV TI OEIVOV, OUKOTE CxKEETCXI), eTTl os TOIOI 
<pPEVITIKoIOi KCXll..lclACX xp~ TclOE I..IEIAIOOEIV. Since it is necessary to apply remedies to the chest in 
all acute diseases, all parts suffering together with the heart and lungs, principally by necessity of the 
respiration, which is sometimes hot and sometimes cold; but indeed from the severity offever, and the 
cough, and the bad state of humours, and association of the nerves and the concurrence of the badness 
of the stomach and pleura, and diaphragm (jar if the heart suffers some great danger, certainly it does 
not recover), and in cases of phren it is also it is especially necessary to soothe these things. 
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h 1·, f 107 h' that often appears as t e pre Immary stage 0 syncope. In these cases, t e patient 

experiences thirst, perplexity (CxTTOPIT)), and a desire for cold water, symptoms which 

are also common to causus in its independent form. Aretaeus also mentions that 

mania can appears alongside the causus and phrenitis, but does not indicate how or 

why this might come about; such details may have been included in Aretaeus' lost 

chapter on the causes and symptoms of phrenitis. 108 Since phrenitis is normally 

accompanied by a fever, it is likely that the appearance of these diseases is an 

indication that the fever of phrenitis has become very severe. In an earlier passage in 

this chapter, for example, Aretaeus describes a situation in which an excessive amount 

of heat in the body results in delirium that grows progressively worse. 109 It is possible 

that the onset of mania occurs in a similar manner, as the delirium ceases to have 

periods of remission. Regarding the presence of causus, the appearance of the 

disease due to excessive fever is supported by Aretaeus' statement that causus with 

phrenitis can easily be converted into syncope, a transformation that also occurs when 

causus appears as an independent disease. 110 In both situations, the conversion from 

causus to syncope results from the complete dissolution of the tonos of the pneuma, 

which occurs when the dyskrasia of heat and dryness reaches its most extreme 

state. III At this point, hot becomes cold, and dry becomes moist: as Aretaeus 

explains, 'things that are stretching into the extreme state of matters quickly tum into 

107 Aretaeus, 5.1.27 (97.14-15 Hude); on causus as an independent disease, see Aretaeus, 2.4 (23.13-
24.14 Hude); on causus in syncope, see Aretaeus, 2.3.5 (23.7 -12 Hude). 
108 Aretaeus, 5.1.27 (97.15 Hude). Jackie Pigeaud (1987: 84, and 239, note 24) believes that while 
Aretaeus' earlier use ofthe verb 'EK~CX'VO~CXI referred only to a general state of madness, his use of the 
term ~CXV'TJ in this instance refers specifically to the disease. The three extant chapters on mania and 
melancholia do not refer to the occurrence of these diseases in cases of phrenitis. 
109 Aretaeus, 5.1.10-11 (93.29-94.5 Hude). 
110 Aretaeus, 5.1.27 (97.19 Hude); Forthe connection between causus and syncope, see Aretaeus, 2.4.3 
(23.25-26 Hude) and 2.3.5 (23.11-12 Hude). 
III Aretaeus, 5.1.27 (97.19-23); see also Aretaeus, 2.3.5 (23.7-12 Hude) and 2.4.2 (23.22-23 Hude). 
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the opposite form.' 112 Dissolution of the pneuma in this manner is generally fatal, and 

requires great care to ensure that the patient will survive. I 13 As we will see, this is 

one of the few occasions upon which Aretaeus gives wine to patients with delirium.114 

Causes of Phrenitis 

Aretaeus believes that the cause of phrenitis is based in the head and senses. 115 In 

pneumatic terms, the underlying cause of the disease appears to be a dyskrasia of heat 

and dryness; this is evident from the cooling and moistening remedies that Aretaeus 

uses to treat the disease. 116 The individual symptoms of phrenitis - such as fever and 

delirium - also appear to have specific physical causes. Delirium, for example, 

occurs when heated pneuma and vapours become trapped in the head and cause the 

senses to become disordered. 117 Aretaeus also refers to a form of delirium that arises 

from the affection of certain parts of the chest; it appears to emerge as a result of the 

build up of heat in this part of the body.118 

During a fever, Aretaeus believes that the body's heat is drawn from all parts of 

the body to the internal organs of the chest, leaving the extremities and even the 

112 Aretaeus, 2.4.2 (23.23-25 Hude): cx'i yap TWV TTplly~aTCuv k TO eOXCXTOV ETTlTCXOW:; k -ri)v 
EVCXVTlllV ~ETcx~aAAOUOl iOEllV. 
113 Aretaeus, 5.1.28 (97.23-31 Hude). 
114 Aretaeus, 5.1.28 (97.23-24 Hude). 
115 Aretaeus, 3.6.7 (42.32-43.1 Hude): TO Of KUPOS- 'EV ToIOI oTTAayxvOlol EOT! 'Elfl ~CXVI\I KCXI 
~EACXYXOAI\I, OKCUOTTEP EV Tfi KE~CXATi KCXt TfiOl cx'lo6~OEOl Tel TTOAAel TOtOl <!>PEVITIKOtOl. OIOE ~EV 
yelp TTcxpCXlo6avOVTCXl KCXt Tel ~11 TTCXPEOVTCX 0PEOUOI 0~6EV WS TTcxpeOVTCX, KCXt Tel ~~ <!>CX1VOIlEVCX 
aAA~ KCXT' O\jlIV 'IvOaAAETcxl' The superior cause in mania and melancholia is in the internal parts, 
just as in phrenitis it is/or the most part in the head and senses. For phrenitics, being subjected to 
illusions of the senses, see things that aren't present just as if they were presenl. and things that don 'I 
a~pear to others seem to appear to them. 
I 6 This is evident from Aretaeus' recommendations to use moistening cooling remedies to treat 
phrenitis. See, for example, Aretaeus, 5.1.24 (96.31-32 Hude). 
117 Aretaeus, 5.1.11 (94.5-6 Hude): CXT~c.3V yap TaOE KCXt 6EP~l1S OICXTTVEUOTIKel KCXt TTCXXECUV XU~c.3v 
cSICXAUTIKa, Tel TI)S TTCXpCX<!>Op~S ~UVCXITICX. For these things relieve hot vapours through exhalation 
and dissolve the thick humours, the things that contribute to the delirium. 
118 Aretaeus, 5.1.24 (96.26-27 Hude). Galen also recognizes a form of delirium that originates 'around 
the diaphragm' and is 'almost phrenetic'. Galen, Loc. Aft. 5.4 (8.329 Kuhn). 
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surface of the torso cold to the touch. I 19 This collection of heat is further aggravated 

by poor respiration, which is sometimes hot and sometimes cold. 120 Since, under 

normal circumstances, the purpose of respiration is to bring a fresh supply of cooling 

pneuma into the body, poor respiration limits the body's ability to moderate its 

internal heat. 121 The problem is enhanced by constipation of the bowels, a common 

symptom of phrenitis. 122 The usual function of the bowels is to draw heat and 

vapours from the head and chest, and remove unwanted matter from the abdomen; 

constipation prevents this process, rendering the body incapable of regulating its 

internal heat. 123 The resultant condition is a dyskrasia of heat and dryness. 

Treatment of Phrenitis 

Aretaeus' treatment of phrenitis is typical of what we know about Pneumatic 

therapeutic regimes. He believes that phrenitis is caused by a dyskrasia of heat and 

dryness; thus, in order to treat the disease, Aretaeus recommends a series of remedies 

that are designed to cool and moisten the body. Many of these treatments are 

prescribed for specific symptoms; this is in keeping with the belief expressed in 

Aretaeus' preface to this chapter, that the remedies of acute diseases are connected to 

the symptoms of the disease. 124 In prescribing these treatments, Aretaeus pays special 

attention to the individual needs of the patient, in order to make the recovery process 

as comfortable as possible for the patient. It is interesting to note that Aretaeus does 

not deal directly with the treatment of fever in this chapter, or indeed in any section of 

119 Aretaeus, 5.1.24 (96.28-31 Hude). See also Aretaeus' discussion of the symptoms ofcausus, 
Aretaeus, 3.4.1 (23.13-17 Hude). 
120 Aretaeus, 5.1.23 (96.22 Hude). 
121 Nutton, 2004: 202. 
122 Aretaeus, 5.1.20 (96.3 Hude). 
123 Aretaeus, 5.1.20 (96.2-7 Hude). 
124 Aretaeus, 5.0.1 (91.1-2 Hude). 
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his text. 125 In the preface to this book Aretaeus explains that he has described the 

varieties and treatments of fever in a separate text; unfortunately, this work is no 

longer extant. 126 

Aretaeus' overall discussion of remedies can be loosely divided into five general 

topics. It begins with a description of the best environment in which to lay the sick 

patient, in order to provide the most comfort to the patient during his recovery. 

Second, Aretaeus gives instructions for bloodletting, one of the few time-specific 

remedies in this regime. The third area of interest is food; like his Rationalist 

predecessors, Aretaeus has a particular interest in the specific properties of individual 

foodstuffs, and the beneficial effects that these can have on the body. This 

information is followed by a discussion of treatments for the individual symptoms of 

phrenitis, most of which involve topical applications of substances with cooling and 

moistening properties. Finally, Aretaeus ends his chapter with a description of the 

signs that indicate the removal of phrenitis. While this is a positive sign for the 

potential outcome of this disease, Aretaeus gives no indication of the actual survival 

rates amongst patients with phrenitis. 

In describing the requirements of a phrenitis patient's sickroom, Aretaeus is 

effectively setting the stage for the remainder of the treatment. While, in general, 

recommendations for the sickroom are not unique to his treatment of phrenitis, the 

specific instructions offered in this chapter do appear to be distinctly suited to the 

125 Although Aretaeus' work includes a chapter on the causes and symptoms of causus, a very severe 
form of fever (Aretaeus, 2.4 (23.13-24.14 Hude)), there is no corresponding chapter on the treatment of 
causus. The corresponding treatment chapter should be found at 6.4, however, this chapter discusses 
the treatment of cholera. 
126 Aretaeus, 5.0.1 (91.3-7 Hude): OKOOO ~ev c.lV EV lTUPETc.)V 8EPOrreilJ yiYVETOI, KOTcX TE -nlV 
TO\JTWV OIO¢Op~V KOI KOTel -nlV Tc.)V VOOTJ~cXTWV 'IOEllV KOI -nlV EV oUTolS" lTOIKIAlllV, TOUTEc..lV 
Tel lTAEIc..l EV TOIOI Cx~¢1 lTUPETc..lV MyolOi AeAE~ETol· As many of these remedies as occur in the 
treatment of fevers, according to the differentia of these symptoms and according to the form of the 
diseases and the varieties in these, of these things the greater part will have been written in my 
accounts concerning fevers. See also, Nutton, 2004: 205. 
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requirements of phrenitis. 127 Throughout these instructions, Aretaeus seems to be 

focused on the most prevalent symptom of phrenitis, delirium. He therefore 

recommends that the patient's room be free of any decorations or adornments that 

could inspire false visions and add to the patient's restlessness. 128 Walls and bedding 

are to be kept free of unnecessary decorations or embellishment, features which might 

encourage the tendency toward carphologia and crocydismos.1 29 The bed is to be of a 

good size so that the patient will not toss about from discomfort or be able to fall out 

of it, and it should be soft enough to prevent further aggravation of the patient's 

troubled nerves. 130 Noise should be kept to a minimum, and the conversation of 

visitors should not be too exciting. 131 It is also important to humour the whims of the 

patient, especially when his delirium tends towards anger. 132 Regarding the level of 

illumination of the room, it has already been pointed out that for certain patients, 

being in a bright room can aggravate their delirium; for these patients, Aretaeus 

believes that a dark room is preferable. 133 

Aretaeus also offers instructions for the temperature of the patient's room, to 

ensure that the heat of the room does not add to the dyskrasia of heat and dryness in 

the patient's body. Like the Hippocratic authors, Pneumatic physicians believe that 

the characteristics of a person's environment - both on a personal scale, and on a 

more universal scale - can have a direct impact on people's health; it is therefore 

127 Similar recommendations also appear in the chapters on the treatment of lethargy: Aretaeus, 5.2.1 
(98.8-14 Hude); tetanus: 5.6.1 (107.13-20 Hude); and bloodspiuing: 6.2.2 (121.1-7 Hude). 
128 By contrast, in the recommendations for the sickroom of a patient with lethargy, Aretaeus 
recommends that the room be full of decoration, to help stimulate the patient's dulled senses. Aretaeus, 
5.2.1 (98.8-14 Hude). In tetanus, the recommendations refer only to the necessary softness of the 
bedding, to comfort the patient's stretched and damaged nerves. Aretaeus, 5.6.1 (107.13-20 Hude). 
129 Aretaeus, 5.1.1-2 (91.14-23 Hude). 
130 Aretaeus, 5.1.2 (91.21-22 and 91.24-92.1 Hude). 
131 Noise: Aretaeus, 5.1.1 (91.14-17 Hude); visitors: Aretaeus, 5.1.2 (92.1 Hude). 
132 Aretaeus, 5.1.2 (92.1-2 Hude). 
133 Aretaeus, 5.1.3 (92.2-7 Hude). Aretaeus' concern for the appropriate lighting will be echoed in 
Caelius Aurelianus directions for the sickroom. In Caelius' case, however, the decision between light 
and dark is based on the therapeutic properties of illumination. 
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necessary to keep the heat and humidity of the room at a moderate level, and to adjust 

it in accordance with the season. Consequently, Aretaeus recommends that the room 

be kept cool and humid in summer, warm in winter, and appropriately moderated in 

. d 134 spnng an autumn. 

As is common in Pneumatic treatments, Aretaeus begins his treatment with 

bloodletting and purging, remedies which appear to be applied after the delirium has 

set in. Aretaeus' purpose in prescribing venesection is to remove excess blood and 

pneuma from the patient's body, thereby reducing the amount of heat in the body. 

Aretaeus is particularly concerned with the time-sensitivity of this treatment: if a 

patient's delirium appears within five days of the appearance of their fever, 

venesection should be carried out as soon as possible. Venesection should be 

performed during remissions of the fever and delirium, before giving food to the 

patient. 135 Aretaeus suggests that the proper time for bleeding is before the sixth or 

seventh day of the disease.136 If the delirium begins after this time, the taxing nature 

of the disease will have weakened the body to a point where it is no longer able to 

withstand the demands of venesection. In these cases, the patient's body must be 

emptied by way of purgatives or other stimulants. 137 Where venesection is 

appropriate, Aretaeus instructs that blood should be removed from the middle vein at 

the elbow. 138 This procedure should be followed in all cases of phrenitis, except those 

in which the disease appears to be affecting the head more than the abdomen: since 

134 Aretaeus, 5.1.1 (91.12-14 Hude). 
135 Aretaeus, 5.1.4 (92.14-18 Hude). The specific timing of the disease is evident from Aretaeus' 
comment that decisions about bloodletting should be made when it comes to the right time for 
nourishment: nv c.lV ~Kn (, KOIPOS" 'ES" 6pe\jJlv, lTpC.lTIOTO OKElTTEOV, E'I Xp~ Cx<!>olpeElv ol\Jo. A few 
lines earlier, Aretaeus explained that the proper time for giving food is during the remissions of both 
the fever and the delirium: Aretaeus, 5.1.3 (92.9-10): EUKolp l1l6e EV Tflol 'ElTOVeOSOI Cxll<j>olv, KOI 
rruPEToU KOI TTOpO<!>Op~S. 
136 Aretaeus, 5.1.4 (92.18-19 Hude): E'I ~E rrpOOc.lTEpUl TOU ~EOVTOS" Xpovou EKTcxit.;l 'eOVTI tl 
E~~oIlCXit.;l 'EIlV ... But if [the delirium arrives] after the fitting time. arriving on the sixth or seventh 

day ... 
137 Aretaeus, 5.1.4-5 (92.18-21 Hude). 
138 Aretaeus, 5.1.4 (92.14-18 Hude). 
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the head takes in more blood from the heart than it sends out to other parts, it will 

suffer considerable damage if its vessels are emptied of blood. 139 

Aretaeus warns his reader that the strength of the patient should be used as the 

guide to the amount of blood that should be withdrawn. 14o If too much blood is 

removed, the body's tonos will be lost, and the patient will develop syncope. 141 For 

this reason, only a small amount of blood should be withdrawn in phrenitis, even if 

the procedure takes place at the onset of the illness, when the patient is at his 

strongest. 142 Whenever possible, the entire amount should be taken at once, so that 

the patient can be fed before the remission in his fever and delirium ends. 143 If the 

patient faints before that amount is removed, the physician must wait until the next 

remission before removing any more blood. The only exception to this is in cases 

where the intervals between remissions are very long. If this is so, the patient should 

be immediately revived so that the current withdrawal can continue. 144 

The third topic that Aretaeus discusses in this chapter is the patient's diet. Like 

other Rationalist physicians, Aretaeus is interested in the properties of different kinds 

of food, and the ways in which these properties can be used to assist in treatment. He 

explains some of the motivation for this interest in his chapter on the treatment of 

bloodspitting: 

Foods are diverse, as are the form of the medicines in the food. And 

truly there are medications infood. For neither will you easily find all 

the good properties of food from only one kind, nor, if only one food is 

sufficient in the cure, should only one be used, because this will easily 

139 Aretaeus, 5.1.5 (92.22-31 Hude). 
140 Aretaeus, 5.1.6 (93.5 Hude). 
141 Aretaeus, 5.1.5 (92.22 Hude); see also Aretaeus, 2.3.5 (23.10-12 Hude). 
142 Aretaeus, 5.1.5 (92.21-22 Hude). 
143 Aretaeus, 5.1.6 (92.31-33 Hude). 
144 Aretaeus, 5.1.6 (93.2-5 Hude). 
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result in satiety. And it is fitting to have variety; for already this 

happens from chronic diseases. 

TpO¢CXI TTOIKIACXI KCXt nlV'IOEllV OKOtCX Tel ¢apJ.lCXKcx. <XTap KCXt Ta 

¢apJ.lCXKCX ev Tpo¢fi· OUTE yap 'ETTtl . .IIfi J.lOUVlJ aTTcxvTcx EUPEIV Ta 

Tpocl>ils- aycxSa EUTTOPOV, OUTE ~v J.lICX'i' ou J.lOUVll es- 'lllTpe1llv aPKElJ, 

J.lrO J.louvlJ XPEEOSCXI ola TOV KOPOV Pll·iolov. KCXt yap KCXTa TTOIKIACX 

E'IKEIV· nOll os OTTO XPOVIWV yIYVETCXI· 145 

Aretaeus 

In phrenitis, Aretaeus is interested in foods with properties that will cool the body and 

increase its internal moisture. He recommends a number of foods that help lubricate 

various parts of the body. This added moisture helps to reduce the patient's fever and 

improve his respiration; it also acts as a diuretic, helping the body to naturally 

evacuate blockages in the intestines and lower abdomen. 146 Suggested foods for this 

purpose include spelt grains mixed with water or a muise, a combination of milk and 

honey; porridges boiled with savoury, parsley, or dill; and herbs such as mallow, 

beets, hartshorne, and round gourds. 147 

The main goal of Aretaeus' dietary recommendations is to ensure that the patient's 

strength is maintained throughout treatment. For this reason, he does not want 

patients to be left without food for long periods of time. 148 Instead, he suggests that 

patients be given small amounts of food at frequent intervals, during the remissions of 

fever and delirium. 149 If these intervals are too far apart, the patient can be fed while 

the fever is still present, provided that foods are restricted to only those that will not 

145 Aretaeus, 6.2.17 (124.19-20 Hude). See also Aretaeus, 5.10.4 (114.20-21): 'EV TpO¢n yap KEioETCXI 

Ta ¢ap~CXKCX, (XTap KCXt Ta ¢ap~CXKCX 'EV TpO¢n. For in/ood lies medication. and truly medications 
lie in/ood. 
146 Aretaeus, 5.1.7 (93.10-14 Hude). 
147 Aretaeus, 5.1.7 (93.7-15 Hude). 
148 Aretaeus, 5.1.3 (92.10-11 Hude). 
149 Since this was also the time at which he performed venesection, it can be assumed that food would 
be provided after the procedure has taken place (5.1; p. 92.14-15 and 93.31-:B). 
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aggravate the fever; Aretaeus believes that this method is better than allowing the 

patient to be driven mad by lack of food. 150 Aretaeus suggests that the nourishing 

qualities ofthe patient's diet be increased as the disease progresses, to ensure that the 

patient maintains his strength. 151 His one exception is to reduce the amount of 

nourishment during the crises of the disease, and for a short time before they occur. 152 

This restriction indicates that Aretaeus does not believe that a patient's body can 

process strong foods during the paroxysms of phrenitis. The nourishing qualities of a 

patient's diet can be enhanced with cereals, meat, poultry, and fish, all of which 

should be boiled down into soups.153 The specific varieties of these foods should be 

selected according to what is best in each particular geographic area. 154 

Aretaeus' one restriction on food is a common element of ancient dietary regimes: 

as with many of the Hippocratic authors, Aretaeus believes that it is not safe to give 

wine to phrenitis patients because of its effects on the rational and sensory powers. 15S 

This rule extends to fruit that contains wine, which should only be given to patients 

after it has been boiled, a process that removes its vinous qualities. 156 Aretaeus 

permits the use of wine only in extreme circumstances, for example when a case of 

phrenitis has become so severe as to bring on an attack of syncope. Aretaeus explains 

that in these cases, wine is the only effective remedy: it swiftly counteracts the 

dissolution of the body and penetrates right to the extremities. It also tightens the 

ton os of the pneuma, rouses the deadened pneuma, warms that which is cold, and 

150 Aretaeus, 5.1.3 (92.10-12 Hude). 
151 Aretaeus, 5.1.8-9 (93.15-19). 
152 Aretaeus, 5.1.8 (93.17-18 
153 Aretaeus, 5.1.8 (93.18-21 Hude). 
154 Aretaeus, 5.1.7 (93.14-15 Hude), and 5.1.9 (93.21-23 Hude). 
155 Aretaeus, 5.1.9 (93.24 Hude). 
156 Aretaeus, 5.1.9 (93.26-28 Hude). 
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supports and restrains those things which are flowing outwards. 157 Wine also pleases 

the sense of smell, strengthens the power oflife, and temporarily relieves the patient's 

delirium, thereby giving the patient the strength required to continue fighting the 

d· 158 Isease. 

The penultimate 'section' of Aretaeus' chapter describes the various 

pharmaceutical remedies for phrenitis; these are discussed in connection with the 

specific symptoms for which they are recommended. As with the majority of 

Aretaeus' treatment regime, these remedies are chosen according to their cooling and 

moistening properties; when describing the effects of these remedies on the body, 

Aretaeus often alludes to the heat and dryness that contribute to the various 

symptoms. These remedies are applied externally. in the form of fomentations and 

plasters, and internally, as diuretics and clysters. 

The first symptom that Aretaeus addresses is delirium; clearly, he considers this a 

significant aspect of phrenitis. His recommendations for this symptom are primarily 

topical: fomentations made of olive and rose oils are suggested, with additional herbs 

mixed into these oils as necessary, to increase the cooling properties. 159 Aretaeus 

suggests that a very effective fomentation can be made from the hair of wild thyme 

that has been boiled in oil, an infusion of ivy or knot-grass juice, or cow's parsnip and 

sulfur-wort boiled in oil and mixed with a little vinegar. 160 These medications help to 

157 Aretaeus, 5.1. (97.23-28 Hude): CXAKOP ~ouvov EOTl olVOS' , 8pE'fOI ~I:V WKECUS' KOT' OUOITjV, KOI 
TTeXVTtl ~EXPI TTsPeXTUlV ~OASIV, TOVCt;l 01: TTpoo8e1vot TOVOV, KOI TTVSU~CX VSVOPKUl~EVOV eyslpol, 
\jJU~tV' aAeTlVOI, OTIJ\fIOI TTAeXoov, <j>epo~EvcuV e~c.u KOI peoVTCUV KPOTiiOOI, 1,OU5 ~EV oO<j>poiveo8cxl 
E5 TjOOVTlV, KPOTOI05 os oTT]pi~ol OUVO~IV E5 ~c.utlV, ap1oTo5 os ~etAi~ot eu~ov 'EV TTOpCX<j>Opfj. 
158 Aretaeus, 5.1.28 (97.27-28 Hude). 
159 Aretaeus, 5.1 (93.29-94.5 Hude). 
160 Aretaeus, 5.1; p. 94.1-5 Hude). 
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dissipate vapours and heat that are trapped in the head, and dissolve the thick vapours 

. d I" 161 that contnbute to e mum. 

External applications of herbal medicines are also suggested as remedies against 

insomnia, inflammation of the hypochondria, flatulence, pain of the liver, swelling of 

the spleen, and constipation of the bowels. Aretaeus suggests that poppies are 

particularly useful for insomnia, because of their ability to moisten and thicken the 

pneuma. 162 These flowers can be boiled in oil and then applied to the forehead, 

placed whole under the pillow when still green and freshly plucked, or the expressed 

juice of the flowers can be mixed with water and rubbed into the forehead and 

nostrils, and poured into the ears; all of these methods will bring sleep to a restless 

patient. 163 Insomnia may also be remedied by the gentle motion of patting the head 

and rubbing the feet with oils, motions which cause the patient to relax. 164 In a 

recommendation that certain scholars have taken to be an early form of psychiatric 

therapy, Aretaeus also suggests that patients will be soothed if they are surrounded by 

familiar circumstances, such as music for a musician, the rocking motion of a boat for 

a sailor, or the sounds of children for a teacher. 165 

Inflammation of the hypochondria should be treated with embrocations mixed 

with oil from over-ripe olives that has been boiled with dill or fleabane. 166 This 

substance is thick and sticky, and causes reddening of the skin, properties that will 

help to reduce the inflammation. 167 The liver and spleen are to be treated with a 

fomentation made from lanolin-rich wool, unripe olive oil or rose-oil, and Hellenic or 

161 Aretaeus, 5.1.11 (94.5-6 Hude): CXT~c..)v yap TcX~E Kat 6epll115 ~lcxrrVEUOTIKel KCXt rraxewv xu~c.3v 
OICXAUTIKcX, Tel TI]5 TTCXpCXcj>OP~5 ~UVCXiTICX. For these things promote exhalation o/the vapours and 
heat and destroy the consistency a/the humours. 
162 Aretaeus, 5.1.14 94.22-24 Hude). 
163 Aretaeus, 5.1.13 (94.19-22 Hude), and 5.1.14 (24-26 Hude). 
164 Aretaeus, 5.1.14 (94.26-27 Hude). 
165 Aretaeus, 5.1.15 (94.29-95.3 Hude). 
166 Aretaeus, 5.1.15-16 (95.3-7 Hude). 
167 Aretaeus, 5.1.16 (95.5-6 Hude). 
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Cretan rob; oxycrate should be added if the spleen is swollen, and vinegar if it is 

not. 168 If the hypochondria is retracted upwards, similar treatments should be used, 

with butter being used instead of or in addition to the oils, and with the addition of 

rosemary, fleabane, and dill. 169 Finally, constipation of the bowels can be removed by 

externally applied liniments or internal suppositories. 170 For this latter treatment, a 

clyster of muIse, oil, and natron should be used. 171 Many of these remedies can also 

be altered for use as plasters or lotions, which can be applied to the body as necessary. 

In some cases, medicinal treatments are not strong enough to treat the symptoms 

of phrenitis. The distension of the hypochondria, for example, may not be reduced by 

the application of topical treatments. In these instances, Aretaeus suggests the use of 

cupping instruments with scarification, which will help to remove the blood that is 

adding to the inflammation. I72 On the first or second day of the inflammation, the 

cupping glasses are to be applied to the point at which the swelling is the greatest, and 

a quantity of blood removed. 173 As in venesection, this amount is to be determined by 

the strength of the patient, and should be limited so as not to bring on syncope. 174 

Cupping can also be used to relieve delirium, if the previous cooling fomentations 

have been ineffective. The hair on the head must first be cut off, or trimmed to half 

its length if it is long. 175 This will allow the head to breathe more freely, and release 

some of its heat. Once the patient has been sufficiently strengthened through diet, dry 

168 Aretaeus, 5.1.17 (95.9-15 Hude). 
169 Aretaeus, 5.1.17 (95.15-18 Hude). 
170 Aretaeus, 5.1.20 (96.2-3 Hude). 
171 Aretaeus, 5.1.20 (96.6-7 Hude). 
172 Aretaeus, 5.1.20-21 (96.7 -10 Hude). 
173 Aretaeus, 5.1.21 (96.8-10 Hude). 
174 Aretaeus, 5.1.21 (96.10-11 Hude). 
175 Aretaeus, 5.1.22 (96.15-17 Hude). 
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cupping glasses should be applied to the back, followed by cupping with scarification 

d 176 
on the top of the hea . 

Aretaeus ends his chapter on phrenitis treatment on a positive note: a description 

of the signs that indicate that the patient has started to recover from phrenitis. This 

stage is reached when the patient's fever is reduced, his mind becomes calm, and his 

hypochondria is no longer inflamed or swollen. 177 At this point, the patient's head is 

still affected by the dyskrasia of heat and dryness, and must be frequently washed 

with cool water. In this way, the head and the rest of the body will be able to exhale 

the remainder of the excess heat, removing the mist from the senses, and adding 

moisture to those parts of the body that are still arid. 178 When these final symptoms 

have been relieved, the patient is on the proper course for recovery. 179 Unlike his 

Hippocratic predecessors, Aretaeus does not comment on the rate of survival in this 

disease. 

Summary 

Aretaeus' account of phrenitis combines the traditional, Rationalist ideas of 

disease causation, with an anatomical understanding of the body that derives from the 

Alexandrian discoveries of the 3rd century Be. He believes that phrenitis arises from 

a dyskrasia of heat and dryness; although we do not have Aretaeus' exact account, 

this unnatural humoural condition appears to arise during fever, when heat moves 

from all parts of the body into the chest. The accumulation is further aggravated 

when involvement of the lungs and bowels hinders their ability to help regulate the 

176 Aretaeus, 5.1.22 (96.17-19 Hude). 
177 Aretaeus, 5.1.29 (97.31-98.1 Hude). 
178 Aretaeus, 5.1.29 (98.2-5 Hude) 
179 Aretaeus, 5.1.29 (98.6-7 Hude): TacSe IJEVTOI TIlS- AUOIOS- TIlS- VOUOOV YVc.lIJOTo. These indeed 
are the signs o/the release o/the disease. 
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body's heat. Hot vapours also rise up to the brain, where they affect the sensory 

powers. The resulting condition is the damaged sense perception that Aretaeus 

identifies as phrenitic delirium. 

By placing phrenitis in the brain, Aretaeus presents a new development in the 

concept of phrenitis. The novelty of his approach stems from the fact that he 

separates the locus affectus of phrenitis, the brain, from the location of the rational 

powers, which he believes to be situated in the heart He is not, of course, the only 

physician to do this: we have already seen that DiocIes also posited separate locations 

for phrenitis and the rational powers. In Aretaeus' case, however, this separation is 

based upon a division of the mental powers. Aretaeus accepts the belief that the 

starting point of the nerves in the brain indicates that the powers of sensation are also 

located in this place. Since phrenitis affects the senses, he suggests that the locus 

affectus of this disease must also be the brain. The loss of Aretaeus' chapter on the 

symptoms and causes of phrenitis is of particular regret in this respect, since it 

prevents us from knowing Aretaeus' criteria for making this decision. In his extant 

chapter on treatment, Aretaeus speaks of phrenitis patients having strange visions and 

seeing things that do not exist; it is possible that he used these ¢ovTCxoio as evidence 

for his decision. We will see in the following chapter that Galen uses the symptoms 

of carphologia and crocydismos as evidence of damage to the sensory powers; it is 

possible that Aretaeus may have viewed them in a similar light, perhaps giving 

inspiration to Galen's approach. 

Aretaeus' separation of the rational and sensory powers, and his belief that 

phrenitis is located in the brain both foreshadow Galen's approach to phrenitis. 

Aretaeus, however, continues to rely on humoural explanations for disease. His 

incorporation of anatomy provides an organ-based explanation for the humoural 
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process occurring in the body. As we will see in the following chapter, Galen's 

approach to phrenitis moves a step beyond Aretaeus, placing even more importance 

on the involvement of the body's organs. 
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Galen 

Galen's medical career dates to the 2nd century AD.I His approach to medicine is 

strongly influenced by the teachings of the Hippocratic Corpus, combined with a 

strong interest in philosophy. Galen places great emphasis on his adherence to the 

Rationalist tradition. Throughout his many texts, he frequently highlights the 

connections between his own ideas and those of 'the Ancients', authors such as 

Hippocrates, Dioc1es, and Praxagoras. Galen's system of medicine also draws heavily 

on anatomical research; he believes that hands-on experience with anatomy is the only 

means of gaining a clear understanding of the proper structure and function of the 

human body.2 Galen himself carried out considerable anatomical experiments and 

dissections, on both human and animal bodies. He used the knowledge acquired from 

this research to formulate a complex theory of disease that focuses on the different 

organs of the body, and the activities for which they are responsible. This system 

emphasizes the locus affectus of each disease, offering complex anatomical 

explanations for the symptoms they produce. Galen's concept of phren it is is one of 

the diseases described in this system. As we will see, Galen identifies phrenitis as a 

primary affection of the mind, capable of causing damage to the powers of sensation, 

and to the rational faculty. For Galen, both of these powers are viewed as activities of 

the brain. 

In contrast to Aretaeus and Caelius, Galen did not write a single, unified text 

about phrenitis. Instead, his concept of this disease must be pieced together from 

short references to the illness that are found in a number of his many texts.3 In these 

1 For a more detailed history of Galen's life and career, see Nutton, 2004: 216-229. 
2 Nutton, 2004: 230. 
3 Significant discussions of phrenitis can be found in the following texts: Galen, De symptomatum 
difjerentiis (7.42-84 Kiihn), Galen, De symptomatum causis (7.85-272 Kiihn), Galen, De comate 
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works, Galen's comments about phrenitis are suited to the goals of each specific text, 

and do not necessarily correspond with each other. His most comprehensive 

discussion of phrenitis is found in De locis affectis, in which he discusses diseases in 

the context of the parts of the body that they affect. Here, passages about phrenitis are 

found in discussions of the eyes, the brain, and the diaphragm, parts of the body 

which he believes to be affected during cases of phrenitis.4 In each of these passages, 

emphasis is placed on the delirium and hallucinations that are associated with 

phrenitis, and the processes by which these symptoms are produced. By contrast, in 

De causis pulsuum, Galen focuses on the characteristics of the pulse during phrenitis, 

and mentions delirium only briefly. This is in keeping with the overall purpose of this 

text, which is to explain why the pulse takes on certain characteristics in each disease. 

Galen's Physiology and Disease Theory 

Galen's medical views are based upon the traditional Hippocratic theories of the 

elemental qualities and humours. He believes that the human body, and indeed all 

animate and inanimate bodies, are composed of the four elemental qualities of heat, 

cold, wetness and dryness. Each type of body - be it human, animal, or vegetable -

has its own specific mixture of elements, according to the nature of its species. In the 

case of humans, for example, there exists a particular mixture of elemental qualities 

that comes together to form an 'ideal' human. Galen describes this kind of person as 

'well-fleshed', and suggests that he might resemble the man upon whom the Canon of 

secundum Hippocratem (7.643-665 KUhn), Galen, De difficultate respiration is (7.753-960 KUhn), 
Galen, De locis affectis (8.1-452 Kuhn), Galen, De pulsibus ad tirones (8.453-492 Kuhn), Galen, De 
causis pulsuum (9.1-204 Kuhn), Galen, De crisibus (9.550-760 Kuhn), Galen, In Hippocratis 
prorrheticum (16.489-840 KUhn), Galen, In Hippocratis epidemiarum libri (I7a.I-17b.344 KUhn), and 
Galen, In Hippocratis aphorismi (17b.345-18a.195 KUhn). While phrenitis is mentioned in certain 
other of Galen's texts, these tend to be only passing references to the disease, with very little added 
insight. 
4 Galen, Loc. Aff. 3.9 (8.173-179 KUhn), 4.2 (8.225-227 KUhn), and 5.4 (8.329-332 Ki.ihn) respectively. 
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Polyclitus is based.5 Within the balance of qualities that creates each species, there is 

room for some subtle variation, so that one person may have more or less of a 

particular element in them than another. These minor variations result in different 

physical characteristics, depending on the part of the body in which the excess is 

located; in his text De Temperamentis, for example, Galen explains that excesses of 

heat and dryness in a human's skin will generally result in a hairier body.6 

In humans 7, Galen believes that variations in the mixtures also affect the ruling 

powers of the soul, activities such as memory, perception, understanding, and the 

faculties of the senses, which Galen places in the head.8 In Quod animi mores 

corporis temperamenta sequantur, Galen explains that an excellent soul is built from 

the same good balance of food, drink, and daily regimen that creates a well-balanced 

body.9 If a person's physical mixture is affected by these factors, the rational powers 

of their soul also become affected. Clear evidence of this is seen in people who drink 

copious amounts of wine, or have excesses of bile collect in their brains. As Galen 

explains: 

5 Galen, De Temperamentis. 1.6 (1.541 KUhn): JJEOOS' fJ' ~S' EV cXv6pc..lrrolS' KeXT' E'IfJOS' 0 KOAOUJJEVOS' 
EUOOPKOS" othoS' fJ' 'EOTtV, ov OUTE rroxtJv OUTE AETTT<'VexoJJEv E'lTTelV OUTE 6EPJJOV OUTE \jJUXPOV 
OUT' cXAACa) TIVI Tc.lV cXJJETpiov EVfJEIKVUJJEVCa)V OVOJJCXTUlV rrpoooyoPEUOOI. And within humans. the 
middle fo;m is called 'wel/-fleshed'; this ;s the person whom we can say is neither fat nor slender. 
neither hot nor cold, nor can they be called demonstrably disproportionate in any way. Galen refers to 
the Canon ofPolyclitus at Temp 1.9 (1.567 Kuhn). 
6 Galen, De Temp. 2.5 (1.611 Kuhn). 
7 Galen, QAM 3 (4.775 Kuhn): TOAJJc.l ASYEIV OtlTC)S', wS' ou rrciv e'ifJoS' Oc..lJJOTOS' ErrITT16Elov EOTIV 
urro6E~oo6ol nlV AOYIOTltalV \jJuXTlv. I undertake to explain this. that not all forms of body are 
suitable to receive a rational soul. Galen does not believe that every form of body is capable of 
receiving a logical soul. 
8 Galen, QAM 1 (4.770 Kuhn): D 'EV EYKE<j>cXACt:> Ko616puJJEVll AOYIOTlKTJ \jJuxi) ... The rational soul 
that is seated in the brain .... See also Galen .Loc Aff. 2.10 (8.126-130 KUhn) and 3.7 (8.166-167 
Kuhn). For the specific activities, see Galen .QAM I (4.770-771), and the discussion below. 
9 Galen ,QAM I (4.768 Kiihn): ... [KOI] fJux Tc.lV'efJEOJJCXTUlV TE KOI rroJJcXTUlv ETI TE Tc.lV OOllJJSPOI 
rrpOTTOJJEVUlV EUKPOOtOV 'EPYO~OJJE6o KcXK TOUTT')S' SIS' cXPEnlV Til \jJuxfi OUVTEAEOO\JEV, ~S' 01 rrepi 
TIu6oyopov TE KOI TIAcXT<uVO KOt TIVES cXAAOI Tc.lV rrOAOlc.lV 'IOTOPOUVTOI rrpcX~ovTES' . 
... through our food and drink and daily actions already we make a good [bodily] mixture. and from 
this also we produce an excellence in the soul. as the followers of Pythagoras and Plato and the other 
ancients give accounts of occurring. 
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It is necessary to agree, even in respect to suggestions that the soul has 

its own specific substance, that the soul is subject to mixtures of the 

body. Indeed, the mixtures have the power to separate the soul [from 

the body], and they force it to become delirious, and they take away 

memory and comprehension, and they make the soul more grievous 

and more cowardly and more spiritless, just as the soul appears in 

melancholia, and they make the soul have the opposite characteristics, 

as when one drinks wine moderately. 

CxvaYI<CXIOV ouv SOTal Kat TOIS' '161av OUOICXV SXEIV UTTo8E~EVOIS' TT1V 

~X~V o~oAoyiioal 60UAEUEIV CXU~V TCXIS' TOU Oul~CXTOS' KpaOEOIV, 

Et yE Kat xcupll;EIV e;ouolCXV 'EXOUOI KCXt TTcxpa4>povEIV 

CxvaYKal;ouOI Kat ~Vn~llV KCXt aUVEOIV Cx4>CXlpouvTal Kat 

AUTTllPOTSPCXV KCX t CxTOAlJOTSPCXV KCX 1 Cx8U~OTEPCXV epyal;ovTcx I, 

Kcx8aTTEp 'EV TatS' ~EACXYXOAICXIS' 4>CXIVETCXI, KCXt TOUTCUV'SXEIV 

TCxVCXVTI CX TOV TTl VOVTCX TOV 01 VOV OU~lJSTPUlS' . 10 

Galen 

Galen recognizes that these changes to the mixtures can also occur naturally, such as 

in the case of aging, which cools the body and eventually causes damage to all of the 

soul's faculties. 11 

Galen uses the term 4>uOIS' to refer to a body that is in its natural state l2
; that is, 

when the elemental qualities in the body are balanced, and the person is neither 

diseased nor in perfect health. 13 In this condition, all parts of the body are able to 

10 Galen, QAM 3 (4.779 Kuhn). 
11 Galen, QAM 5 (4.786-787 Kiihn): cSla TI TOtVVV EIS" 'EoxaTov YIlpaS" Cx<j>IKVO\h.lEVOI TTapEArlP1l0aV 
OUK oAtYOI TI]S" TOU Y'lPUlS" ~AIKtaS" CxTTOcSEcSEIYI.IEVTJS" e1val ~llpaS"; ou cSla TtlV ~llpOTllTa <j>rl00I.lEV 
CxAAa ISla nlV 'iNxpOTT)Ta' <j>avspc.lS" yap aUTTJ TTaOl TOts" epyolS" TI]S" ljJuX~S" AUl.latvETal. Why 
then do those who reach extreme old age talk nonsense, and not just a few old people, when lold age] 
is a time of life that has been shown to be dry? I would not explain this as being on account of d ryne ss, 
but of coldness. For manifestly, this damages all actions of the soul. 
12 Galen also speaks of <j>UOlS" in a teleological sense, in which the personified 'Nature' serves as the 
creator of living bodies. For a discussion of this form of <j>UOlS", see Hankinson, 1988. 
13 Dean-Jones, 1993: 25. 
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function KOTCx <l>UOl v, 'according to nature'. 14 If the elemental qualities should fall 

out of balance, and an excess of one or more qualities be produced in a particular part 

of the body, that part becomes somehow damaged and rropa <l>uOlV, 'contrary to 

nature' .15 In this unhealthy condition, the part is either hindered, or entirely 

prevented from performing its proper function. Galen refers to these affected parts as 

'diseased' .16 

Galen divides the parts of the body into several different structural levels. 17 Based 

on his anatomical understanding, he identifies the homoiomeric, or uniform parts as 

the lowest structural level of composition. These parts are directly composed of the 

four elemental qualities, mixed together in such a way that when divided - for 

example, during dissection - the individual pieces look identical to the part from 

which they were severed. 18 Homoimeres are the smallest units of structure visible to 

the naked eye,19 and include such parts as veins, arteries, bones, nerves, cartilages, 

membranes, and flesh.2o Due to their composition, these parts are very susceptible to 

the class of diseases which Galen calls dyskrasiai, or imbalances.21 There are four 

primary dyskrasiai in this category, each of which is caused by an unnatural excess in 

one of the four elemental qualities.22 These excesses arise either from internal 

changes in the part itself, or from external forces that flow into the body and off-set 

14 Galen. De morborum differentiis 2.1 (6.837 KUhn). Galen. CAM 9.2 (1.255 KUhn). 
15 Galen. Morb. Diff. 2.1 (6.837 KUhn); Galen. CAM 9.2 (1.255 KUhn). 
16 Galen. Morb. Diff. 2.1 (6.837-838 KUhn): exAA' e'llTep h uyelo TOUTO, 8ilAov wS' h VOCOS' TO 
eVOVTIOV, TlTOI KaTOCKeu~ TIS' lTapa <!>UOIV, ~ ~AcX~"'S' EvepyeioS' o'ITio. But ifhealth is this. it is 
clear that disease is the opposite, that is some condition contrary to nature, or a cause of damaged 
activity. 
17 In De morborum differentiis, Galen identifies 3 levels: homoiomeric parts, organic parts, and the 
whole body. Galen, Morb. Diff. 3.1 (6.841 Kuhn). 
18 Galen, De piacitis Hippocratis et Platonis 8.4.7-15 Kuhn (De Lacy, vol. 2. p.500). 
19 Dean-Jones, 1993: 37. 
20 Galen, Morb. Diff. 3.1 (6.841 Kuhn). See also Galen, Hipp. Elem. (1.493 KUhn). 
21 Galen, Morb. Diff. 4.1-4.2ff (6.843-844 KUhn) and Johnson 2006. 
22 Galen. Morb. Diff. 4.2 (6.844 KUhn). 
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the quantities of elements.23 Galen also identifies six combined dyskrasiai of the 

homoiomeres, which occur when there is an excess of two elemental qualities at the 

same time.24 The most frequent combinations are excesses of heat and dryness, heat 

and moisture, cold and dryness, and cold and moisture. On rare occasions, an 

'anomalous dyskrasia' of heat and cold, or dryness and moisture may also occur. 25 

Homoiomeric parts come together to form the second structural level in the body, 

that of the organic, or compound partS.26 Galen describes an 'opyavov,27 as any part 

of the body that performs a specific action; in De methodo medendi, he offers the 

examples of the eye for sight, the tongue for speaking, and the legs for walking. 28 

Diseases which affect the organic parts are primarily those which involve an 

abnormality in the overall structure of the organ. While each organ is composed of 

multiple homoiomeric parts, Galen believes that only one of these smaller parts will 

be responsible for carrying out the function; the secondary parts exist to assist with 

23 Galen, Morb. Di[f. 5.2 (6.848-849 Kuhn) : 'ETTt 5E nlS" 5EuTEpaS" uTT08EoECAlS" ~ 5laq,opo Tc.lV 
VOOTlJ..lCXTWV 51TTTj T\JY~cXVEI, TToTE J..IEV 5iJ TOIS" TTOIOTTjOl J..IovalS" elAAOIOUJ..IEVCAlV Tc.lV OJ..lOIOJ..lEPWV 
OCAlJ..lcXTWV, SOTIV OTE 5e puetOT]S" EIS aUTcX TIVOS ~UOtas TOS e'lpT]J..IEVas 'eXO\JOT]S TTOloTTjTas. 
And concerning the second hypothesis, the differentia of diseases happens to be two-fold: for 
sometimes the homoiomeric bodies are changed in their qualities alone, at other times it is changed 
from the flowing into them of something that has the qualities spoken of See also Galen, De optima 
corporis nostri constitutione 3 (4.742 Kuhn), and Johnson, 2006: 70. 
24 Galen, Caus. Morb. 1.1 (7.2 Kuhn) and Galen, Morb. Diff.12.1 (6.873 Kuhn). See also Johnston, 
2006: 113. 
25 Galen, Caus. Morb. 6.2 (7.20-21 Kuhn): Kat TI OO~E1EV clV e1val TOlJTO ye elcSUVaTOV CXJ..la 
8EPJ..IOTEPOV TE KatlJluXPOTEPOV elTTOTEAelo8al TOU KaTO q,UOlV EV Kat TaUTOV OWJ..Ia, Kat 
UYPOTEPOV au Kat ~T]POTEPOV, elMo Kat ytVETal TOUTO. And something which might seem to be 
impossible, for the same body to be rendered at the same time both more hot and more cold than is in 
accordance with nature, or again more moist and more dry. but even this does occur. Galen discusses 
these anomalous dyscrasiai in De inaequali intemperie (7.733-752 Kuhn). 
26 Dean-Jones, 1993: 38. In Morh. Diff. 4.4 (6.846 Kuhn), Galen refers to organic structures as 
'secondary organs', with primary organs being the homoiomeric structures. In this system, the more 
complex organic structures (see below) are known as tertiary and/or quaternary organs. 
27 Note that in using the term 'organ', I am referring to Galen's concept of an 'opyavov', not the 
modern English understanding ofthe word. May, in her translation of UP, uses 'instrument' to define 
'opyavov', in order to indicate the inclusivity of Galen's term. May, 1968: Vol. 1.,67-68. 
28 Galen, MM 1.6.3 (10.47 Kuhn): opyavov cSE OVOJ..lcX~W J..ISpoS' ~c..5ou TEAetas Evepyetas 
elTTepyaoTIKov, olov oq,8aAJ..IoV o'i'Ews Kat YAWTTav OlaAEKTOU Kat OKEAT] ~aoioewS" I call an 
organ a part of the living body that is capable o/performing a complete action. such as the eye 0/ 
sight. and the tongue of speech. and the legs of walking. At Morb. Diff. 3.1 (6.841 Kuhn) Galen lists 
the brain. heart, lungs, liver, stomach, eyes, and kidneys as examples of organic structures. 
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that function.29 Galen calls an organ 'diseased' only when these smaller parts are 

affected in such a way that the function of the organ is hindered or entirely prevented: 

if the secondary parts are affected but the function is not impeded, the condition is 

merely 'a cause ofdisease,.3o Abnormalities can occur in the form, number, size, 

and/or the relative position of these smaller parts. Finally, Galen also identifies a 

category of diseases which affects both homoiomeric and organic structures. 31 He 

calls this group 'dissolution', or 'breakdown ofcontinuity,.32 It includes injuries of 

traumatic origin, such as flesh wounds, broken bones, ulcers, torn ligaments or 

arteries, and injuries from internal erosion, such as ulcers caused by abrasion from 

33 abnormal humours. 

Galen's interest in defining the structures of the body is connected to his belief 

that diseases are essentially affections of particular parts of the body. This concept of 

the locus affectus (Greek: (, TTETTOVe~5 TOTT05) or 'affected place' forms the basis of 

Galen's work De locis affectis. In this text, Galen picks up the explanation of an 

'organ' that was outlined in De methodo medendi, namely, that an organ is any part of 

the body which performs a specific activity (evepYEla).34 Galen explains that 

diseases can be identified by looking for changes in the various organs of the body, 

including excretions, growths, colour, and impediment or cessation of a particular 

bodilyactivity.35 Of these, the most reliable symptoms for diagnosis are the changes 

29 Galen. Morh. Diff. 6.1 (6.855 Kuhn). 
30 Galen. Morh. Diff. 6.1 (6.855 Kuhn). 
31 In both CAM 5.2 (1.238 Kuhn) and Morh. Diff. ILl (6.872 KUhn), Galen calls this the "fifth" 
category of disease. indicating that he considers it part of the same category as diseases of the organic 
structures. Johnston. however. believes that this category can be interpreted as an independent. third 
category of diseases (2006: 71 and 75ff.). 
32 Galen. MM 2.6.16 (10.126 Kuhn); Galen, Morb. Diff. 4.5 (6.847 Kuhn) and ll.l ff (6.872 Kuhn); 
Galen. CAM 5.2 (1.238-239 Kuhn). 
33 Johnston. 2006: 115. 
34 Galen. Loe. Aff. 1.1 (8.2 Kuhn). and Galen. MM 1.6.3 (10.47 Kuhn). 
35 Gal~n. Loe; Alf 1.5 .(~;44 Kuhn); TI?AAOKIS" § a~o ,T~TT~U TE ~Ol ?\(~ee?Et.)S"~ E~ E,VOS" • , 
YVWPIOJ,JOTOS EOTIV 11 Ev8EI;IS, 11 TOTTOU TE OJ,JO KOI OITIOU' OIOV ETTI J,JEV TWV TOTTUlV OTTO TE TIlS" 
~E~AOJ,JJ,JEV11S 'EVEPYEIOS KOI Tc..lV EKKplvoJ,Jevwv KOI TIls 6eoEws KOI TIlS KOTeX nlv bl5l)v11v 
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that occur in bodily activities: the location of an illness is easily determined by 

identifying which part of the body is responsible for that damaged activity. The 

remaining physical symptoms can then be used to determine the exact nature of the 

affection in question. Galen believes that it is essential for physicians to be well 

trained in human anatomy, so that they will have no difficulties carrying out this 

fd
' . 36 

process 0 lagnosls. 

Galen identifies two types of affection: direct affections, known as idiopathic 

(i610TTCX8slO:), or primary affections (rrpcuTorra8sICX37
), and indirect affections, 

known as sympathetic affections (KCXTCx crul .. lTra8slcxv).38 Primary affection of an 

organ occurs when a disease is present in the organ itself; symptoms of primary 

affections are continuous, and usually remain for the duration of the disease. 39 In 

contrast, sympathetic affection occurs when an organ suffers through transference of 

'tOtOTT]T05 Kal TWV OtKelcuV au~rrTUlI.lChUlV ~ EVOet~ts- I errl os TWV rra6wv arro TE TI]S TWV 
eKl<ptVO~evcuv '"Seas- Kat TI]S TOU Torrou <j>uoecus- Kat TI]S- KaTel TtlV OOUVTIV 'tOtOTTjTOS Kat Tc..lV 
otKelCUV au~rrTcu~(hcuv. eXTrO ~EV ovv TI]5 ~e~Aa~~EVTj5 evepyela5 'eVOet;t5 TOU rrETTov6oT05 
~OPIOU YIveTCXt KCXTO: ToVOe TOV Tporrov. Many times the indication isfrom one sign, both of the 
place {of the affection] and of its disposition, or of the place together with the cause. For example, in 
the case of the places, the indication of the places {of affection] is from the damaged activity and the 
excretions and the position, and from the particular nature of pain and the specific symptoms. In the 
case of the affections, the indication is from both the specific excretions and from the species of the 
place andfrom the particular nature of the pain and the specific symptoms. And so the indication of 
the affected part based on the damaged activity, happens in this way. 
36 Galen, Loc. Aft. 1.1 (8.16 Kuhn): ~ 5' u<j>' ~~wv apTlcus- AEYO~EVll TI]S- rrpoKEI~ev115 
rrpay~cxTElcx5 'eOTtV olKelcx, KCXt <j>CXIveTCXt TO ye ToooiiTov ~511I<CXT' CXUTtlV, W5 XPtl YIYVc.lOKeIV 
rrpu3TOV ~EV e; CxVCXTO~~5 'eKcXOTOU Tu3v ~OPlCUV CxKPI~u35 TtlV OUOICXV, orrolcx TI5 'eOTIV' ETTEITCX 
OE TtlV 'evEpyetcXV Te KCXt rrp05 Tel rrAl101cX~OVTCX ~OPICX KOIVc...lVICXV, orrep ev Tc.;l TI]5 6eOeCU5 
bvo~aTI rrepIAa~~cXVETCX\' Kat ~tlV Kat ~ xpetCX Tc..lV ~OPIUlV EKcXOTOU ~eycXAcx OUVTEAet rrp05 TtlV 
TWV TTErrov60TCUV TOTTUlV eupeolv' But the meaning of our present discussion is precise, and it has 
made evident this much already, that it is necessary to learn first, from dissection of each of the parts, 
precisely its nature, of what sort it is; then both its activity and its association with the parts nearby, 
that which is understood by the name thesis (placement). And especially, the function of each of the 
parts greatly contributes to the discovery of the affected part. 
37 At Loc. Aft. 30-31, Galen says that the term idiopathy (iOlorra6ela, a disease pertaining to a 
particular part) is a more appropriate term than protopathy (rrpcuTorra6elcx, a primary disease) when 
speaking of the opposite to sympathy. Nevertheless, he later speaks of protopatheias when speaking of 
Erimary affections of the various parts of the body. 

8 Galen, Loc. Aft. 3.7 (8.166 Kuhn), Galen, Caus. Symp.7.2 (7.202 Kuhn). An explanation of primary 
and secondary affections can be found at Galen, Loc. Aft. 1.3 (8.30-31 Kuhn) and 3.1 (8.137 Kuhn), 
respectively. 
39 Galen, Loc. Aft. 3.7 (8.166 Kuhn): TO: ~EV ~Kpl~c.v~evcx TOt5 'USIOl5 OU~rrTc.l~CXOI KCXt cSlllveK~ KCXt 
I.nl rrpOll'fTlOCX~evc.vv ETepcuv yevo~Evcx KCXTO: rrpUlTorrcX6slcxv' The latter {a primary disease] can be 
well understood from the specific symptoms, which are continuous and do not arise on the basis of 
other preceding affections. 
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affection from a different primarily affected organ. As Galen explains, "it is clear 

from the word 'sympathy' that the organ does not suffer alone, but it suffers together 

with another organ. And it would be better and more clear to say that a certain organ 

suffers sympathy from another organ.,,40 This transfer of affection can occur through 

nerve conduction (or lack thereot), humoural transfer, movement of vapours within 

the body, or through direct, physical contact.41 Generally, symptoms of sympathetic 

affection are temporary, and disappear when the affection of the other organ is 

removed,42 although this is not always true: there is also a second form of sympathy, 

in which the symptoms will remain after the primary affection has disappeared.43 In 

these cases, Galen believes that the sympathetic affection has become so severe as to 

create a primary affection in that organ. He offers as an example of this the case of a 

patient with pleuritis who develops a persistent delirium: in such a situation, Galen 

concludes that the sympathetic affection has caused the head to become affected by an 

idiopathic disease.
44 

Signs and Symptoms of Phrenitis 

Galen defines phrenitis according to its primary symptoms: he states that it is an 

acute illness characterised by fever, delirium, and the plucking motions of the hands 

known as carphologia and crocydismos.45 While this description of the disease is in 

40 Galen, Loc. Aff. 1.6 (8.49 KUhn) : 611AOUTal yap OU TO ~1160AU)5 TTCXOXSIV EK Tij5 OUI1Trao(;<SIV 
4>u)V~5, CxAAa TO aUv ETSpc.tl TTcXOXEIV. al1EIVOV 6e Kat oa4>eonpov 'e4>' hepc.tlTTcX0xslv av SI TrOI 
TI5 TO OVI1TTcXOXOV. 
41 Siegel, 1976: 208 n.58. 
42 Galen, Loc. Aff. 3.7 (8.166 KUhn). 
43 Galen, Loc. Aff. 3.7 (8.166 KUhn) and 2.10 (8.134 KUhn). 
44 Galen, Loc. Aff. 2.10 (8.134 KUhn): oaev EI Kat TrAEUPITIK~ TIVI 110VI1105 ETrlYSVllTal 
rrapa4>pooUVTj, VOOEIV ilcSll AOYI~OU nlV KE4>aAnv auTC~ vOoov'16Iav, won K~V KaTaolll TO Tij5 
TrAEUP05 Traa05, 'ev6exso6al I1EIVaI TO Tij5 KE4>aAn5 
45 Galen, Caus. Symp. 7.1 (7.202 KUhn). Galen uses carphologia (picking at threads of woolen fabric) 
and crocydismos (plucking at straw in the walls or mattress) to diagnose his own case of phrenitis in 
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keeping with the more traditional view of phrenitis, Galen differs from his 

predecessors by focussing mostly on the characteristics of the delirium that is 

produced by this disease, and placing only limited emphasis on the presence of the 

fever. 46 In doing this, Galen appears to be focussing on the aspects of phrenitis which 

can be used to diagnose its presence: while fever is definitely one of these aspects, its 

presence alongside delirium is so easily identified that it requires little explanation. 

The various forms of delirium, by contrast, cover a wide range of abnormal 

behaviours, and can be produced by many different diseases. Galen therefore focuses 

on explaining these various manifestations, and explains how the characteristics of a 

case of delirium indicate its particular causes. 

In his discussion of Galen's psychopathology, Jackie Pigeaud points out that 

Galen is very precise in his use of psychological vocabulary, both when discussing the 

different activities of the brain, and when speaking about the diseases that affect its 

functioning.47 In De placitis Hippocratis et Platonis, for example, Galen identifies 

six different activities for which the brain is responsible: interpretation of what is seen 

by the eyes (4)OVTOOIO)48, memory (~vn~ll), reminiscence (o:va~vllCJIS), 

understanding (ETTlOni~ll), intelligence (VOllCJIS), and reasoning (cSICXVOllCJIS).49 

Loc. Aff. 4.2 (8.226 KOhn); they are also included in definitions of phrenitis in the Pseudo-Galenic texts 
Int. (14.732) and Def. Med. (19.412). 
46 Galen refers to fever as a distinguishing aspect of phrenitis in only a few passages, and usually only 
in passing; for example, at Symp. Caus. 7.l(7.202 Kuhn), Galen briefly mentions that yellow bile can 
produce delirium with or without fever: OVOlJcX~OVTal t5E q,PEVITlt5ES IJEV a'i IJETa rrUpETc.lV, lJaVlal 
t5E a'i Xc.JptS TOUTc.JV. He then continues with the causes of the different kinds of delirium. See also 
Galen, Hipp. Epid. (17a.698-699 KUhn), and Galen, Loc. Aff. 3.7 (8.166 Kuhn). 
47 Pigeaud, 2008a, specifically p. 562-568 (diseases of the mind) and p. 571-572 (terminology for the 
faculties of the mind). 
48 I prefer to translate q,avTaola as 'image-reception' to emphasize that the word refers to the process 
of interpreting the images that are picked up by the eyes during the process of seeing. 'I magination' , 
the more common translation of this word, can easily give the wrong impression of this process, as it 
can also refer to the creation of mental images which are not understood to be real. 
49 Galen, PHP 7.3.2 (DeLacy, 2005: vol.2, p.438): t5et5EIKTal IJEV yap ws h TOU YEYEvvTU.leVOU ~cJou 
t510IKTJO\S urro TPIc.lV apxc.lv YlvETal, IJIIlS IJEV TIlS 'EV 111 KEq,aAU KaTCI;lKIOIJEVTJS ~S epya KaS' 
EauTIJV IJEV il TE q,aVTaOla Kat h IJV~IJTJ Kat-h aVcXIJVTJO\S, ETTlO~IJTJ TE Kat VOTJOIS Kat 
OlavoT)olS' ... For it has been demonstrated that when it is born, a rational animal is ruled by three 
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Several of these activities are also mentioned in De lods affectis, in which Galen 

identifies the faculties of understanding (STTlOnlJ.l'l), judgement (8o~o), thought 

(810vO~atS'), consideration (evvoelv), remembrance (J.leJ.lvi}o9a1), calculation 

(AoY1Seo901), and deliberation (rrpoalpelo901).50 

Galen 

Galen's precision in defining these activities is reflected in his discussion of the 

diseases which damage them. In De symptomatum causis, he explains that symptoms 

of affection of the authoritative activities (nyeJ.lOVIKoS' Evepyelos) can be divided 

into three classes: damage to the function, complete destruction of the function, and a 

changing of the activity into another form. 51 Galen explains that destruction of the 

authoritative activities results in loss of memory, of the type seen in the sluggish mind 

(J.lCUpulOlS') and forgetfulness (A~9'l) that are caused by illness and old age. 52 

Coldness seems to be the underlying cause of this destruction: Galen says that similar 

symptoms are produced by medicines which are known to have cooling properties. 53 

Moderate damage to the authoritative activities are also caused by slight cooling, and 

are manifest as numbness (vapK'l) of reason (AOYIOJ.lOS') and/or memory. 54 In this 

text, Galen places delirium in the third class of symptoms, explaining that these 

ruling principles, one of which is located in the brain, the duty of which is, by itself, the interpretation 
of (sensed) images, memory, reminiscence, understanding, intelligence, and skillful thought ... 
50 Galen, Loc. Aff. 2.10 (8.126-127 Kuhn). See also Pigeaud, 2oo8a; 571. 
51 Galen, Caus. Symp. 7.1 (7.200 Kuhn); 'SOT I IlEV OVV K~V TaUTalS' Tpia TcX lTpWTa YSV11 TWV 
OUlllTTCUIlCXTCUV' EV IlSV cllTulAela TIlS' 'evepyeiaS" 'hepov os ~AO~11' TO OS TpiTOV e'lS' ETepav'loeoS' 
eKTPOmlV. 
52 Galen, Caus. Symp. 7.1 (7.2oo-201Kuhn). 
53 Galen, Caus. Symp. 7.1 (7.201 Kuhn); ~ Kal O~AOV, wS' ElTl KaTa¥~EI yivETal KalllulPCUOIS' KOI 
A~8r]. Kal ycxp ovv Kal TcX <poPIlOKa TcX Tc.lV TOIOUTCUV OUlllTTc..lIlOTc..lV lTOI11TIKcX ~UXpcx TOtS' 
ouvollEoiv eOTI. From which it is clear. that both sluggishness and forgetfulness are caused by 
cooling. And indeed medicines producing symptoms of this sort are cold in respect to their qualities. 
54 Galen, Caus. Symp. 7.1 (7.201-202 Kuhn); a'l os IlETplal ~AO~OI KOt oIov vopKal TOU AOYIOIlOU 
TE Kat TI]S' IlV~Il11S' 'E1T1 ~poxuTep~ KOTO~~EI oUIl~a'vouoIV, ihol 010 Tl Tc.lV E',OCU TaU 
OWIlOTOS' A11<P6SVTc..lV <paPIlOKCUV ~XPc.lVI 11 KOTcX TI]S' KE<paAfiS' ElTITE6eVTCUV, ~ Kat XUIlOU 
~Xpou KaTcX TOV 'EYKE<paAov h6pOIOIlEVOU' And moderate damage also. such as numbness of the 
reasoning powers and memory. arises from slight cooling. either through some one of the cold 
medications being taken inside the body. or being placed upon the head. or from a cold humour 
gathering inside the head. 
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unnatural movements of the authoritative powers are caused by abnormal humours. 55 

Phrenitis, delirium with fever, and mania, delirium without fever, result from hot 

humours such as yellow bile; melancholia alone results from colder humours such as 

black bile. 56 

As Pigeaud explains, Galen often uses case-study style examples to illustrate 

exactly which activity is damaged by each disease. 57 In discussing phrenitis, Galen 

uses two examples to demonstrate that during this disease, the faculties of rational 

thought and image reception are damaged: whether it is one or both of these faculties 

that is affected depends on the form (e'ioeOlv) of phrenitis that affects the patient.58 

Galen's first example is that ofa young male patient from Rome who was able to 

recognize people and objects around him, yet could not draw rational conclusions 

about the outcome of his actions: 

A certain man, having been left in his home in Rome with one slave 

who was a wool-worker, got up from his bed and came to the open 

window, from which he could be seen and see the people passing by. 

55 Galen, Caus. Symp. 7.1(7.202 Kiihn): KallTapa¢p0aUvat cSs mioat, lTAT)I.II.1EAEIS' VTTcXPxoUOat 
KtVrlOEtS' TIlS' ~YEJ.JOVtK~S' cSUVcXJ.JEUlS', eTT! J.JoX8T)pots" ouvloTaVTat XUJ.JolS" f] cSuoKpaol~ TC.lV Kanx 
TOV'EYKE<j>aAov. Galen does not refer to these categories of symptoms in any of this other discussions 
of phrenitis. 
56 Galen, Caus. Symp. 7.1 (7.202-204 Kiihn): oVOJ.JcX~oVTat cSE ¢PEVITtcSES" J.JEV a't J.JETcX rruPETwV, 
J.Javtat cSs a't XWPIS" TOUTWV, lTOTS J.JEV TOIS" cSaKvwcSEOl Ka! 8EPJ.JOts" ETToJ.JEVat XUJ.JolS", OTTOtOS" 0 
TIlS" ;av~S" XOA~S" eOTt J.JcXAtOTa, lTOAAcXKts" cSs KaTcX nlV cSUoKpaOtaV nlV eTT! TO 8EPJ.JOTEPOV 
a\JTOU TOU eYKE<j>cXAOU auVtOTcXJ.JEVat J.Jovat cS' a't I.IEAayxoAIKa!lTapcXVOlat ~XpOTEPOV 'EXOUOI 
TOV a'iTlov XUJ.Jov. And those with fever are called phrenitis, and those without fever are called 
mania; and sometimes they follow from biting and hot humours. especially of the sort that yellow bile 
is; and at other times they arise on account of a hotter dyskrasia in the brain; and melancholic 
derangements alone have as their cause the colder humours. 
57 Pigeaud outlines a number of Galen's case-study examples of patients with different diseases of the 
rational powers. Pigeaud, 2008a: 564-572. 
58 Galen, Loc. Aff. 4.2 (8.225 KUhn): EIO!V J.JEV ycxp aUTIIS' CxlTAat J.JEV cSUO, OUV6ETOS' cSs 'E; CxJ.J<j>olv ~ 
TptTT]. TtVES' J.JEV ycxp Tc.3v <j>PEVITlKWV, OUcSEV OAWS' o<j>aAAOJ.JEVOt TTEPI TcXS" a't06T)TtKcXS' 
cStaYVWOEtS" TWV opaTc.3v, OU KaTcX ¢UOlV 'exouOl TatS' cStavoT)TtKalS' KptOEOlV' 'EVtOt cS' 'EI.ITTaAtv 
ev J.JEV TatS' cStaVOrlOEOlV oucSev O<j>cXAAOVTal, lTapaTUTTWTIKWS' cSe KIVOUVTal KaTcX TcXS' 
cit08rlOEIS', aAAOIS' cSe T10lV KeXT' aJ.J¢Ul ~E~AcX<j>8al auJ.J~E~T)KEV. There are two simple types of 
phrenitis. and a third type from both [simple] types occurring together. For some people with 
phrenitis do not suffer in respect to their sense perception of visible things. but they do not make 
rational judgments according to nature. And, on the contrary, other people with phrenitis are not 
overpowered in their powers o/judgement, but they are led astray by mistaken sense-perception; and 
certain others happen to be struck by both symptoms. 
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When he showed each glass vessel to the people outside, he enquired 

whether they might urge him to throw it. When they laughingly asked 

him to throw the items, and clapped their hands, he successively threw 

down everything he had picked up, and the people below shouted in 

laughter. Sometime later, he enquired of them if they might order him 

to throw out the wool-worker, and when they had calledfor him to do 

this, he threw down the slave; when the people saw himfallfrom high 

up they were amazed, and they stopped laughing. Running toward the 

fallen, crushed man, they lifted him up. 

KCXTCXAEICP8EIS TIS STT! Tils OIKICXS Ell PWIJD IJE8' 'eVOS EPIOUPYOU 

TTCXI(SOS, bvcxoTcXs bTTO TDs KA1VllS TlKEV STT! Tils 8UPlcSOS, cSl' 11S 

oiov T' ~v opaa8cxI TE CXUTOV KCX! op~v TOUS TTCXPIOVTCXS. EITCX Tc.3V 

UCXAIVUlV aKEUulV EKCXOTOV ETTIOEIKVUS cxuTolS, E'I KEAEUOIEV CXUTO 

~aAAEIV, sTTUv8aVETO. TulV OE IJETO: YSAUlTOS Cx~IOUVTUlV TE ~CXAEIV 

KCX! KPOTOUVTUlV TCXIS XEPO!V, 0 IJEV E~CXAEV ECPE~ils aTTCXVTCX 

TTpOXEIPI~OIJEVOS', 0'1 cSE YEAc.3VTES EKSKpaYSIOCXV. UOTEPOV Os TTOTS 

TTu8oIJEVOS CXUTulV, E'I KCX! TOV SPIOUPYOV KEAEUOIEV ~A1l8ilvcxl, 

KEAEuoaVTUlV CXUTulV, 0 IJEV S~CXAEV, 0'1 cSs STTE! KCXTCXCPEPOlJsvov 'E~ 

u~ous 'E8EaocxvTo, YEAc.3VTES IJEV'STTCXUOCXVTO, TTSOOVTCX Os 

TTpoacSpCXIJOVTES bVEIAovTo OUVTPI~SVTCX. S9 

Galen 

This same patient - or one very similar - is described in Galen's De symptomatum 

differentiis. 60 In this version of the case, the phrenitis patient is also described as 

59 Galen, Loc. Aff. 4.2 (8.226 KUhn). 
60 Galen, Symp. Diff. 3.4 (7.61 Kuhn): eVlolS lie <!>cXVTCXO~CX ~ev ouliev <!>cxIVETCXI. AOYI~OVTCXI 6' OUK 
op6ws, TOU 6ICXVOT]TIKOU Tiis \jNxTlS' CXUTOIS lTETTov6oTOS" c.Jorrep KCXt T~ <!>pevITIKc.;l Tc.;l 
KAEtOCXVTI ~ev TCXS 6Upcxs 'evcSo6Ev, EKCXOTOV cSe TWV OKEUc.lV lTPOTEtVOVTI lila Tc.lV 6uptcSc.uv, EtTCX 
epWTc.lVTI TOUS' lTCXPIOVTCXS, E'I KEAEUOIEV PtlTTEIV. OtITOS' yap EKcXOTOU ~ev Tc.lV OKEUc.lV O:KPI~c.3S 
EAEye TOUVO~CX, K~V Tc.;lliE li~AOS' ~V OUT' ev Tfi <!>CXVTCXOt~ Tfi rrept CXUTC~ ~E~ACX~~EVOS OUT' ev Tfi 
TWV ~V?~~;~~ ~vry~1J. TI li~ l3o~uAE;CX', ~UTC\l T~ lT~VT~ ,PtlTTE IV jx<!>' vl\Jrl~ou KCX t, K~TCXYVUVCX I; 
TOUT oUKe6 OIOS T T]V OU~~CXAEIV, CXAA EV CXUT,,? cST] TCI:l epy,,? TCI:lcSe KCXTCXcSTjAOS' EYIVETO 
lTCXPCXlTCXlCUV. In some, no false image appears. They do not calculate things correctly, because they 
are affected in the intellectual part of their soul. Just as in the phrenitis patient who, having closed up 
the doors to his house, was holding each of his vessels out through the window, then asking the people 
passing by if they might order him to throw the vessels out. For each of these items, he said the name 
of the vessel accurately, and in this it was clear that he was not damaged in respect to his image-
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holding household utensils out of the window, and asking passers-by to order him to 

throw the items down. This patient is able to identify each object that he holds up; 

thus, Galen believes that his faculties of image-reception (<j>CXVTCXOICX) and memory 

(~V~~T) are not affected. Instead, he suggests that the patient's inability to explain 

why he wants to throw and break the items demonstrates that he is no longer able 

think rationally about his actions. This same argument can be applied in the case of 

the man from Rome: he is able to see and recognize the glass vessels for what they 

are, but his impaired faculty of reason drives him to smash them on the ground below. 

This man's damaged faculties are further revealed by his inability to realize the 

consequences of tossing the slave out the window along with the glass vessels. 

Galen illustrates the second form of phrenitis by relating the story of when he 

himself was ill with the disease: 

And I know the opposite [type} not only from another's case, but also 

from when it happened to me when I was a young man in my prime. 

For, beingfeverish in the summer, [was burning up withfever, and I 

believed - on account of some dark shadows - that pieces of straw 

were standing out from the bed, and similarly that threads were 

standing out/rom my gown. When I tried to remove these, having 

picked up nothing in my fingers, I continued to attempt this both more 

frequently, and more violently. And when I heard my two friends who 

were nearby saying to each other that already this action was 

crocydismos and carphologia, I became aware that I was suffering 

what they spoke of, but that I was understanding accurately and was 

not delirious in respect to my ability to reason. I said, "You speak 

correctly, but help me, lest I should suffer from phrenitis." After they 

turned themselves to bringing wet dressings to my head, throughout 

the whole day and night certain troubling visions came to me in my 

reception, nor in respect to his memory of the name. But why did he wish to throw everything from 
high up and to break them? This he was no longer able to put together, but in this very deed it was 
clear that he had become confused. 
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sleep, so much that I both called out loud and jumped up from my bed. 

But all the symptoms went away on the following day. 

TO 0' EVaVTIOV OU 1l0VOV Err' clAAc.uV, CxAAO: Kat EllaUTv;5 OUIl~O:V 

0I0CX IlElpaKl~ nlV DAIKlav OVTI. rruphTCJJV yo:p 'EV 8SPEI rrupETv;5 

olaKaEl, TIlS' TE KA1VllS' 'E~eXEIV T1va KcXP<j>ll, KCXTO: nlV xpoav 

oP<j>VulOll' Kat Ti)v'lllaTIc.uv OIJOlaS' KPOKUOCXS' EVOIlI~OV' SIT' 

Cx<j>CXIPEIV IlEV aUTO:S' ETTEXEIPOUV, OUOEVOS' OE vrro TWV OaKTUAc.uv 

Cxva¢EpOllevou, OUVExeOTEpov TE KCXt O<j>OOpOTEPOV ErrSXElpoUV 

oihc.u rrpcXTTc.uv. ETCXlpc.uV OE OUOIV rrapOVTc.uv CxKouoaS' CxAA~AOIV 

AEyOVTc.uV, WS' othoS' ~oll KpOKUOI~SI TE Kat KCXP¢OAOYEI, OUVijKCX 

IlEV ciJS' aUTO Toiho rrsrrOV80lIJI TO AEYOIlEVOV vrr' aUTWV, 

CxKPI~WS' OE rrapaKOAou8c3v EllaUT~ Il~ rraparralOVTI KaTO: T~V 

AOYIOTlKDV OUVaIJIV, op8wS' , 'e<j>llV, AEYETE, Kat ~Oll8EITe IJOI, Il~ 

¢PEVITIOc.u. TpcxrrOllevc.uv 0' aUTWV ETTt TO:S' rrpOOllKouoaS' 

ETTI~POXO:S' TIlS' KE<j>CXAijS', 01' OAllS' TIlS' TWEpaS' KCXt VUKTOS' 'svurrvlcx 

IlEV 1101 TCXpaXuloll TIVO: ouvsrrEoEv clXPI TOU ~OijOCXI TE Kat 

CxvcxlT'loijoal rrpoS' Tcx(hcx, KaTSOTTl OE TO: oUllrrTulllaTcx rrcXvTa 

KCXTO: ~v 'e~TiS' DIlEpCXV.61 

Galen 

Galen believes that this form of phrenitis affected his ability to understand what he 

was seeing, but did not affect his ability to make rational decisions. He distinctly 

remembers seeing the imaginary pieces of wool and straw, and believing that they 

were real; his decision to try and pick at these objects was therefore a rational 

decision, based on erroneously interpreted visual images. Galen does not think that 

this is evidence of a damaged faculty of reason. Galen provides further discussion of 

the motivations for crocydismos and carphologia in his commentary on Hippocrates' 

Prognostics. Here, he explains that some of his patients have told him that they could 

see, and were trying to pick up the sticks and pieces of wool. These reports were 

61 Galen, Loc. Aff. 4.2 (8.226-227 Kuhn). 
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given both by patients who were ill at the time of the interview. and patients who 

remembered seeing the images after they became well.62 Galen explains that these 

visual illusions are created when humours combust in the brain and create smoke-like 

fumes, which then move into the fluid of the eyes. This causes the patients to see 

dark shadows, which they then try to reach out and touch.63 

Galen's interest in defming these two forms of phren it is is limited to these 

passages; elsewhere, he generally refers to the mental aberrations of phrenitis simply 

as delirium, TTcxpcxcppoauvT]. Galen believes that delirium can be caused by a number 

of different diseases, which affect the brain both directly and through sympathy. In a 

different section of De [ocis affectis, Galen discusses the characteristics of these 

various forms of delirium, in order to provide a means of differentiating between 

them.64 Here, he explains that delirium can arise from an abnormality in the opening 

of the stomach, or from pleuritis, peripneumonia, or very high fevers.65 In these 

cases, the delirium is temporary, lasting only as long as the fever. Delirium may also 

arise from an affection of the diaphragm, in a form which appears 'almost phrenitic' 

62 Galen, Hipp. Prog. 23 (l8b.74 Kuhn): 'EVIOI youv i)P~~VEUOCXV i)~v nlV TE Tc.3V <KPOKUcSWlI KCXt 
TIlV TWV CxxUpwv <pCXVTCXOICXV, EV cxilT~ TE T~ YIVEOSCXI KCXt ~ETcX TCXUS' UOTEPOV 
CxTTO~VTHJOVEUOCXVTES". Some, at least, described to me the appearance of pieces of wool and straw, 
both in the same time (of the illness) andfrom remembrance, sometime after this. This contrasts with 
Galen's statement in Mot. Muse. 2 (4.445 Kuhn) that due to their damaged faculty of sense perception, 
phrenitis patients cannot remember things that happened to them during their illness: av ~EV ouv 
EVCXPYEts" TOUS" TOTTOUS" Tc.lV TTpcxy~(hc.uv EV TCXts" <pCXVTCXOICXIS" Aa~'O, cSICXOc.l~EI ~EXPI TTCXVTOS", 
KCXt TOI:iTO ~ev TO ~VTHJOVEUEIV EOTIV' <Xv cS' Cx~ucSpc.3S" Kat TTaVTaTTaOlV ETTITTOA~S", OU cSICXOW~EI, 
Kat Toih' 'eOTI TO 'eTTlAEATlOSCXI. Kat cSlcX TOUT' EV 8u~Ots", Kat <pPOVTIOI, KCXt ~eSalS', Kat <peeVITIOI, 
KCXt <pO!301S', Kat OAUlS' TOtS' 'IOXUPOtS' TTlS' IjNXTlS' TTaS~~aOlV oucSevoS' c.lV av TTpa~c.uOl v elS' 
UOTEPOV hI ~E~VTJVTCXI. Therefore if the soul grasps the manifest places of events in the faculties of 
imagination, it preserves nearly everything, and this is remembering. But whenever it grasps 
something weakly and entirely superficially, it does not preserve it, and this is forgetting. And, on 
account of this, in anger, and in thought, and in drunkenness, and in phrenitis, and in fear, and on the 
whole in difficulties of the soul, there are not any misfortunes which the soul might suffer, that in the 
future it will still remember. 
63 Galen, Loc. Aft. 4.2 (8.227 KUhn). This will be explained in more detail in the discussion of Galen's 
explanation of the cause of phrenitis. 
64 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.329-332 Kuhn), 
65 Galen, Loc. Aft. 5.4 (8.329 Kuhn). 
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(syyV5' T~V <l>PEVITIK~V).66 This type of delirium is continuous, and is accompanied 

by shallow and frequent, or deep and moaning respiration67; phrenitic delirium, by 

contrast, is nearly continuous,68 and is preceded by deep and slow respiration.69 

In the paragraphs following this discussion, Galen outlines the development of a 

case of phrenitis; in delineating this progression, he is providing a means of 

differentiating between cases of phrenitis and cases of delirium that are caused by 

sympathy. Galen believes that one of the principal differences is the duration of the 

delirium itself: phrenitic delirium develops slowly, and is almost continuous.7o It is 

preceded by a certain set of symptoms, including sleeplessness, sleep disturbed by 

vivid false images, bleeding from the nostrils, and dry, bloodshot eyes. 71 As the 

delirium sets in, patients lose their ability to make rational and correct judgements, 

and they may begin to display crocydismos and carphologia. Patients may suffer 

from acoustic illusions, and they may become unresponsive to touch or questioning.72 

Galen believes that the delirium of phrenitis is so close to being continuous, that many 

physicians are unable to differentiate between it and the delirium of diaphragmatic 

origin; it is for this reason that they mistakenly believe phrenitis to be an 

inflammation of the phren, the diaphragm, and named the disease accordingl y. 73 

Galen concludes this discussion by reminding us that in cases of delirium not caused 

66 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.329 Kuhn): aAA' a'i 5ICl TaS' <PPEvaS' 'syyUS' TWV <ppevlTIKwV S'IOIV' 
67 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.331 Kuhn). 
68 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.331 Kuhn): rrAT]oiov yap rrcuS' ~Kel TOU 5IT]VSKOUS' 
69 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.331 Kuhn): ~Eya ~ev yap Kal 51a rroAAou xpovou T() rrveu~a TOtS' Err' 
EYKE<PaAc.;> <pPEVI TIKOI S' e<PE~~S' eOTI v as I' 
70 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.329 Kuhn): TalS' <pPEVITIOI 5"1510v E~a,pETov urrapxsi TO ~T]5' 'sv TalS' 
rrapaK~alS' TWV rruPETwV rrauEo601 TIJV rropo<ppoauVT]v' ou yap errl ou~rro6EiQ KaT' EKEIVT]V T~V 
vOaov 0 'eYKE<paA05 rraOXEI, ana KOT"1510rra6Elav TE KOlrrpWTorra6EIOV Ka~VEI. .. 
71 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.330-331 Kuhn). In De Crisibus, (Galen, Cds. 3.3 [9.707 Kuhn]) the presence 
of nosebleed is used as a means of differentiating phrenitis from lethargy and peri pneumonia. 
72 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.331 Kuhn). 
73 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.331 Kuhn): ... err' aAAc..;l 5' OU5EVI ~oplc..;l TO 5IT]VEKES' 'eOTI ~S' 
rropa<ppoaUVT]S, OTi ~~ cSlo<ppay~oTl ~OVc..;l· rrAT]oiov yap rrcuS" ~KEI TOU cSIT]VeKouS, wS" cSl' OUTO 
Toiho cSo~OO6i]VOI TOIS rrOAaIOIS" , Errl Tc.\J IlOPIc..;l TO\1Tc..;l <!>)..eYllolvoVTI YIyvEo6al <!>PEVITIKOUS, 
ovollaool TE <PPEvas OUTO cSla TIJV aUTIJv urrovolav, WS Kal Tc.\J <!>POVOUVTI Ilopicu 
ou~~aAM~evov TI. . 
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by phrenitis, these preliminary symptoms are either not present, or of little 

importance.74 One may also look for tightness in the hypochondrium, another 

Galen 

symptom which indicates that the origin of the delirium is in the diaphragm, and not 

in the brain.75 

In Galen's other works, we find references to other distinguishing symptoms of 

phrenitis. One of the more significant of these is pulse; Galen believes that the 

particular characteristics of the pulse indicate changes occurring elsewhere in the 

body.76 Galen associates each of the various speeds, rhythms, and tensions of the 

pulse with different diseases. In De causis pulsibus, Galen explains that in phrenitis, 

the pulse is usually small, moderate of tension, hard, sinewy, very compact, and fast; 

only rarely is there a large pulse in phrenitis.77 There is a certain wave-like aspect to 

the movement of this pulse, and often it seems to be trembling, or moving in a 

convulsive manner. Galen explains that these characteristics occur because the heat 

of phrenitis constricts and stiffens the membranes that surround the arteries, causing 

them to move convulsively.78 He believes that this stiffening occurs in all fevers, in 

. d 79 varymg egrees. 

Galen's works also refer to a number of conditions that occur alongside phrenitis, 

yet are not necessarily specific to the disease. In De motu musculorum, Galen tells us 

that loss of reason in phrenitis often causes the patient to become incontinent. 80 In De 

74 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.332 KUhn). 
75 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.332 KUhn). 
76 Nutton. 2004: 237-238. 
77 Galen, Caus. Puis. 4.14 (9.184 KUhn). This same information is given in Galen, Puis. 12 (8.483-484 
Kiihn). minus the accompanying causal explanation. 
78 Galen, Caus. Puis. 4.14 (9.185 KUhn). 
79 Galen, Caus. Puis. 4.14 (9.186 KUhn). 
80 Galen. Mot. Musc. 2 (4.439 Kuhn): Kat TO ~eaelvai TI Tc.lV lTeplTTCU~chcuv OKouoicus ~ 
lTapaAu8EVTUlV yiveTal TulV ~Uc.lV TOUTUlV, ~ TOU AOYIO~OU KaKOlTpayouVTos, ws 'ev 
<j>peVITlOIV, ~ Kat TOU AOYIO~OU Kat Tc.lV ~UulV apuVO~EVUlV, c::,s 'EV ~EaaIS' And they release some 
excretions unwillingly either when the muscles become paralysed. or when reason is poorly. as in 
phrenitis. or when reason and the muscles are burdened. as in drunkenness. 
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tremore, palpitatione, convulsion et rigore, we learn that spasms occur in phrenitis 

and ardent fevers because of the drying out of the sinews by the extreme heat in the 

body.S! Sleeplessness and agitation are also common, due to the vivid dreams and 

images that occur in phrenitis. In his commentary on Hippocrates' Prorrhetics, Galen 

says that the vividness of these dreams is brought on by the dryness of phrenitis.82 

This dryness also contributes to the shrill voice and rough tongue that can occur 

during the illness.83 Other aspects highlighted by Galen include a low tolerance for 

noise, the tendency to drink very little or not at all, and uncontrolled trembling. 84 

Phrenitis patients may also fall into a koma. 85 These are just a few symptoms of 

phrenitis that were identified by Hippocrates, and supported by Galen. 

As a final note on symptoms, it is interesting to note that in several of Galen's 

texts, he refers to an illness known as 'Typhomania' (Tu4>ol.JCXVICX).86 Galen identifies 

typhomania as a mixture of phrenitis and lethargy; he explains that it occurs when the 

head is affected by yellow bile and phlegm at the same time.87 If one of these 

humours begins to take over, the disease will become either phrenitis or lethargy, in 

accordance with the prominent humour. Patients suffering from this disease often 

seem to display aspects of both diseases: "You will find many phrenitics not able to 

get up entirely nor able to open their eyes, but remaining in the same place, they are 

similar to lethargics.,,88 These patients snore when they sleep, stare fixedly, are slow 

81 Galen, Trem. Palp. (7.640-641 KUhn). See also Galen, Loc. Aff. 3.8 (8.173 KUhn). 
82 Galen, Hipp. Prorr. 1.5.1 (16.525 KUhn). See also Hulskamp. 2008: 213-215. 
83 Centanni. 1987: 58. 
84 Galen, Diff. Resp. (7.941 KUhn). 
85 Galen, Hipp. Epid. (17a.713 Kiihn). 
86 Jackson, 1969: 376-377. This disease is discussed primarily in Galen, Compo Hipp. 2 (7.654-655 
Kiihn); Galen, Puis. 12 (8.484 KUhn); Galen, Caus. Puis. 4.15 (9.187-189 KUhn); Galen, Hipp. Prorr. 
(16.497 Kuhn). 
87 Galen, Hipp. Prorr. (16.496-497 KUhn). 
88 Galen, Compo Hipp. 2 (7.655 Kiihn): Invenies enim multos freneticos <nec> surgentes omnino nec 
elevare potentes oculos, sed in eodem loco manentes similiter Iitargicis. 
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to respond to questioning, and often talk nonsense.89 Despite offering these 

symptoms, Galen does not believe that Typhomania is an independent disease entity. 

In De comate secundum Hippocratem, for example, he is sceptical of the very 

existence of this disease, saying that 'many ignorant doctors' (plurimi indocti 

medico rum) came up with the name typhomania, because they did not know what else 

to call this mixture of diseases.9o This is supported in Galen's commentary on the 

Prorrhetics, in which he tells us that he prefers to refer to the disease simply as a 

mixture of lethargy and phrenitis. In De pulsibus ad tirones and De causis pulsuum 

Galen provides the characteristics of the pulse when this combination of diseases is 

present; he does not use the name 'typhomania' in either of these texts. 91 

Causes of Phrenitis 

Galen defines phrenitis as a primary affection of the brain, characterized by fever, 

delirium, and the plucking motion of the hands known as carphologia and 

crocydismos. He uses the irrational behaviours associated with phrenitis as evidence 

of the fact that the illness is located in the brain, the organ responsible for the 

authoritative faculties.92 Diseases which damage these faculties are either primary or 

secondary affections of the brain and surrounding meninges. They differ from other 

diseases only in that they do not produce physical symptoms such as swellings, 

89 Galen, Caus. Puis. 4.15 (9.188 Kuhn) and Galen, Puis. 12 (8.484 Kuhn). 
90 Galen, Compo Hipp. 2 (7.655 Kuhn): unde hoc plurimi et indocti medicorum nee quid oportet vocare 
sciunt, sed omnino ambigunt et extranea eis esse videtur passio hec et innominata, quidam autcm 
permixtam ex litargia et frenesi existimant et vocant earn 'typhomaniam.' From this, many ignorant 
doctors know not what they ought to call it, but this disease and its name appears entirely ambiguous 
and extraneous to them, which however they suppose it is, and they call it Typhomania '. 
91 Galen, Caus. Puis. 4.15 (9.188-189 Kuhn) and Galen, Puis. 12 (8.484-485 Kuhn). 
92 Galen, Loc. Aff. 3.7 (8.166-167): TO ~ev ovv EYKe<j>cXA":llTcXVTCX yive09cxI TO: TulV ~ye~ovIKc3v 
'evepyelc.Jv TTcXSr" TTom TOIS" 'ICXTPOIS", 0001 ye ~.lll 010: <j>IAovelKicxv cx'lpsoewS" eXAAcx ~sv EV TO ~uxn 
<j>povoumv, eXAACX OS AEyoumv, ~1.JOA6Y1lTCXI· And therefore all those doctors, as many as do not 
make decisions from love of rivalry, but who think in their own soul and who speak out, they believe 
that every affection of the ruling powers is located in the brain. See also Galen, Loc. Aff. 2.10 (8.126-
130). 
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excretions, pain, or change in colour;93 symptoms of these so-called 'mental' diseases 

are limited to changes in the activities of the brain. 

Galen defines delirium, TTcxpcx4>poauvTj, as 'defective movement of the 

authoritative power' .94 He believes that it is caused by a dyskrasia of heat and 

dryness in the brain, and that it arises during both primary and secondary affections of 

the brain and surrounding meninges. In delirium from primary affection - such as in 

phrenitis - the dyskrasia occurs when hot humours such as yellow bile occupy the 

substance of the brain.95 The excess heat created by the humours damages the 

rational powers and produces delirium, either with or without an accompanying 

fever.96 The delirium of primary affections is present throughout the duration of the 

illness; it develops slowly, and does not fluctuate when the accompanying fever 

increases and decreases.97 This form of delirium does not end until the fever has 

disappeared completely.98 In delirium from sympathetic affection, the dyskrasia of 

the brain is caused by the transference of heat from an affected organ elsewhere in the 

body. Thus, delirium begins only at the highest point of the fever, and subsides 

whenever the fever lessens. Sympathetic delirium commonly occurs in high fevers, in 

cases of pleuritis and peripneumonia, and from an abnormal functioning of the 

93 Galen, Loc. Aff 3.5 (8.156-157 KUhn): n oIov PI~CX TTpo~aAAEI TI orU.lEIOV, OUTE 01' OYKOU rrcxpo 
<pUOIV, OUTE 01' OOUVT)S', OUTE 010 Xpul~CXTOS' E;TJAAcxy~evou TTCXpO TO rrpoo6ev, il 010 TIVOS' Tc3v 
EKKP 1 vo~evwv' 
94 Galen, Caus. Symp. 2.7 (7.202 KUhn). KCXI TTCXPCX<PPOOUVCXI os TTelOCXI, TTAT)IJ~eAEIS' urrapxouocxl 
KIVnOE1S' TI\S' nYE~OVIK~S' OUVO~EUlS', ETTI ~oX6T)polS' OUVIOTCXVTCXI XU~OIS' i) cSUOKPCXOI<;l Tc3v KCXTO 
TOV EYKE¢CXAOV. And all deliria, which are defective movements of the hegemonic power, arise from 
bad humours or dyskrasiai in the brain. 
95 Galen, Caus. Symp. 2.7.2 (7.202 KUhn). 
96 Galen, Loc. Aft. 3.9 (8.178 KUhn). 
97 Galen, Loc. Aft. 5.8 (8.329 KUhn): TCXIS' <pPEVITIOI O"lcSIOV E;CXIPETOV uTTaPXEI TO ~T]cS' 'EV TCXIS' 
TTCXpCXK~CXIS' Tc3v rrupETc3v TTCXUE06cxI nlV TTCXPCX<PPOoUVT)v' But a unique and special fact in phrenitis 
is that the delirium does not stop in the time immediately after the high point of the fever. See also 
Galen, Loc. Aft. 3.9 (8.178 Kuhn). 
98 Siegel, 1973: 270. 
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opening of the stomach.99 Galen also mentions a form of sympathetic delirium that 

'originates around the diaphragm', and causes patients to become 'almost 

phrenitic,.IOO This form of delirium is caused by an affection of the stomach, which 

sends hot vapours to the brain by way of the large nerves which reach from the brain 

to the upper opening of the stomach.,,101 It is differentiated from actual cases of 

phrenitis by way of the symptoms which precede an attack of phrenitis. 

In De locis affectis, Galen explains that the delirium of phrenitis is produced when 

yellow bile heats up in the brain, overflows into its substance (aCAlJ,Ja) and produces 

delirium, with or without a fever. 102 The shade of the yellow bile determines the 

severity of the case of phrenitis: a moderate form of phrenitis originates from pale-

yellow bile, while a more violent type is produced by dark-yellow bile. 103 If very 

dark-yellow bile is combusted, the resulting delirium is bestial, more in the realm of 

melancholia than of phrenitis. 104 The combustion of yellow bile in the brain is also 

responsible for the visual images that occur in some cases of phrenitis, which Galen 

claims to be the source of carphologia and crocydismos: 

When a biliary humour accumulates in the brain at the time of a 

burning fever, the brain is affected in the same manner as objects 

99 Galen, Loc. Aff. 3.9 (8.178-179 KUhn) and 5.4 (8.329 KUhn). Galen believes that the stomach and 
the brain have a direct connection via the nerves of the spinal column, through which heat could be 
transferred. Galen does not explain how this transference takes place. 
100 Galen, Loc. Aff. 5.4 (8.329 KUhn): aM' 0.'1 61(x Tas <PPEVo.S 'eyyUs TC.lV <ppevITIKc.lV e'IOIv' 
101 Galen, Loc. Aff. 3.9 (8.179 KUhn): ~ TE yap KOIAlo. ~ Ke<po.An Ko.t h Ke<po.A~ Tf] KOIAI<;l 
~ETo.61&uOl Tc.lV TTC1.6Tj~CXTCUV, 610 TO ~Eye6oS' TWV E~ eYKe<pcXAou Ko.611KOVTCUV veupwv E'IS' TO 
OTO~o. TIlS' yo.OTpOS ... For both the stomach communicates affections to the head, and the head to 
the stomach, on account o/the magnitude o/the nerves going down/rom the brai" into the mouth 0/ 
the stomach ... 
102 Galen, Loc. Aff. 3.9 (8.177-178 KUhn): CT' av 6' 'ev o.UTC~ lTAEOVcXOTl T~ TOU EYKE<PcXAou OW~o.TI, 
~EAo.yXOAlo.V 'EPYcX~ETo.l, Ko.6cXTTEP " ETEPOS )(\J~os TIlS IlEAo.IVllS' XOArlS, " Ko.TWlTTTJIlEVTjS' TIlS 
;o.ve~s XOA~S yevo~EvoS, TOS Tjplw6EIS lTo.po.~poauvo.s alTOTEAel xwpts TTUPETOU TE Ko.t auv 
TTupeTC~, TTAeovcX~cuv 'ev T~ OWllo.TI TOll 'eYKE<po.Aou. 
103 Galen, Loc. Aff. 3.9 (8.178 KUhn): Ko.t 61a TOUTO TIlS' <PPEVITl60S' h ~EV TIS 'eaT I ~ETPIWTEPo., 
~V YEVEOIV EK TIlS' c:ilxpaS' EXOUOo. xOAns' h 6E TIS O<P06POTEPo., TIlS ~o.v6rlS EYYOVOS 
UlTcXPXOUOo.' 
104 Galen, Loc. Aff. 3.9 (8.178 Kuhn): Ko.l TIS aAATj 6Tjplc.l6TjS TE Ko.tIlEAo.YXOAIK~ lTo.po.<pPOOVVTj 
YIVETo.l, Ko.TOTTTTJ6EIOT]S TIlS ;o.v6ils xoAiis. See also Siegel, 1973: 191. 
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which are burned by a very hot fire. A kind of smoky flame arises as 

from an oil lamp. When fumes enter the blood vessels leading to the 

eyes, they produce optical illusions in these patients. 

QT' av yap a9pola95 TIS ev eYKE¢cXACJ:) XOAulcST)S XUJ,JOS aJ,Jo 

rruPET~ <SIOKaEI, TTapaTTATlOlOV TI TTcXaXEI TC>lS VTTO TTUpOS 

OTTTWJ,JEVOIS", Kal KaTcX TO\JTO AIYVUV TIVO YEVVQV TTS¢UKEV, ~aTTEp 

K~V TCilS" AUXVOIS" TOUAOIOV' ~TIS" AIYVUS" aUV<SIEKTTI TTTouao TOIS" 

'ETTI TOV O¢80AJ,JOV a¢IKVOUJ,JEVOIS" aYYEIOIS", cXlTIO YIVETal TWV 

¢OVToaJ,JcXTWV OUTOIS' 105 

Galen believes that the lens of the eye is responsible for receiving visual 

impressions, and transmitting that information to the brain. 106 In the above 

explanation, the 'humoural fumes' move through the blood vessels and into the 

Galen 

chamber of fluid that sits between the lens and the cornea. The fumes cause the fluid 

to become thickened and cloudy; this turbidity affects one's vision, and causes 

various visual disturbances. 107 In De lods affectis, Galen explains that while some 

visual illusions (phantasmata) are caused by primary affections of the eye (i.e.: from 

suffusions, or cataracts 108), others may be caused only by sympathy, during primary 

affections of the brain or the opening of the stomach. 109 The type of affection can be 

diagnosed from the characteristics of the visual disturbances: phantasmata that affect 

both eyes simultaneously and intermittently are generally caused by sympathetic 

affection, whereas primary affection results in permanent visual illusions, usually only 

105 Galen. Loc. Aff. 4.2 (8.227 KUhn) 
106 For a detailed analysis of Galen's concept of sight, see Siegel. 1970: 40-126. Galen's writings on 
vision can be found in UP 10 (3.759-841 KUhn). and PHP (5.626tTKiihn). For Galen's anatomy of the 
e~e. see Duckworth. 1962: 27-50. 
I 7 Galen. Caus. Symp. 2.6 (7.96 KUhn). Galen. Hipp. Prog. 23 (l8b.73 Kuhn). 
108 Galen. Loc. Aff. 4.2 (8.223 KUhn): nlS os 8C.(TEpOU KOPT)S CxXAUc.JOEOTEpOS I ~ 80AWOEOTEPOS, ~ 
auVEAOvTI q,cXVOI, ~.I11 Ko8opas CxKPI~c..lS q,OIVOIJEVT)S, UTTOXUOEWS eOTlv CxPX~' But when one pupil 
becomes hazy. or turbid. or appears to be contracted. appearing not perfectly clear. a suffusion 
(cararact) is beginning. 
109 Galen, Loc. Aff. 4.2 (8.221 KUhn). See also Galen. Caus. Symp. 2.7 (7.97 Kuhn). 
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in one eye. 110 Galen says that phrenitis can produce symptoms comparable to the 

suffusions, which indicates that the phantasmata of phrenitis remain with the patient 

for the duration of the illness. I I I For some patients, the phantasmata may resemble 

floating spots, which they may interpret as gnats, threads, beans, grains, or even 

figures. 112 When patients begin to pluck at these illusory images, they are said to be 

d· I· d· d hi' 113 ISP aymg crocy lsmos an carp 0 ogza. 

The cause of phrenitis is more comprehensive than the mere presence of yellow 

bile in the brain. In De symptomatum causis, Galen explains that 'phrenitis does not 

come about simply from hot humours, but it is produced after inflammation of both 

the brain and the meninges.' 114 Thus, in order for the yellow bile to cause phrenitis, 

the brain must first be in a condition (diathesis) of inflammation. Galen believes that 

inflammation is caused by perittomata, or residues, the surplus products of 

digestion. 1I5 When food is ingested, it is heated by the body's innate heat, and 

converted into blood. If the correct amount of heat is applied, the blood will contain 

the correct balance of all the humours, and will be capable of nourishing the body and 

promoting growth. Residues are created when more food is consumed than is 

necessary for the nourishment of the body.116 They are composed of a mixture of all 

the humours, usually with one humour being predominant. The residues flow 

throughout the body, until they find a place in which to establish themselves. The 

various parts of the body are endowed with excretory faculties that are designed to 

110 Galen, Loc. Aft. 4.2 (8.221-222 KUhn). 
III Galen, Loc. Aft. 4.2 (8.225 KUhn): lTOpOlTA~OIO Os TOIS Tc.3V \J1To>\eo~evcuv OU~lTTW~CXTa 
YlveTol lTOAAcXKIS 'eYKecpcXAou lTcXOXOVTOS EV TIm cppevITicScuv ehe sicSsmv shE OIOCPOPOIS E8sAOIS 
bvo~cX~e I v. Symptoms nearly resembling those of suffusions (cataracts) occur many times in affections 
0l the brain in certain forms or kinds of phrenitis. if you wish to use these terms. 
I 2 Galen, Hipp Prog. 23 (18b.71-75 KUhn); Siegel, 1973: 157-165. 
113 Galen demonstrates this connection in his discussion of his own experience of phrenitis. Loc. Aft. 
4.2 (8.226-227). 
114 Galen, Caus. Symp. 7.2 (7.202 KUhn): h IJEV yap cppevlTIS oucSE CxlTAc.3S 'errl eep~ol5 OUVIOTOTOI 
~lJo'is, CxAAa IJETa TOU CPAsYIJOVDV 'epYcX~eo8ol KCXTcX TE TOV EYKSCPCXAOV KOt TO:S IJ~VIYY05. 
I 5 Brain, 1986: ll; Dean-Jones, 1993: 44-45. 
116 Brain, 1986: II. 
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expel the residues and keep them moving through the body until they are concocted 

by another part. 117 If a part's excretory faculty is weak, the residues will remain in 

that part and establish a focus of inflammation. Certain parts of the body are more 

susceptible to residues, because their excretory powers are naturally weaker. These 

parts include the skin, the lymph nodes (which Galen calls the glands), the lungs, the 

h b 
. 118 

spleen, and t e ram. 

The nature of the resulting inflammation is dependent upon both the part affected, 

and the predominant humour in the residues. An excess of phlegm produces watery 

swellings, yellow bile leads to ulceration, black bile makes hard and fibrous tumours, 

and an excess of blood - known as plethos - creates inflammations with symptoms of 

redness, heat, and pain.119 Galen identifies two kinds of plethos: 'dynamic plethos' , 

which results from the failure of a part to expel excess residues, as described above, 

and 'plethos by filling', which occurs when too much blood flows into a vessel and 

may cause it to rupture. 120 Galen believes that a plethos of blood or other humours 

should be immediately treated by venesection, so that it does not result in further 

complications. 121 The effects of venesection replicate the natural evacuation of 

plethos that occurs during menstruation or from the bleeding of haemorrhoids. In De 

venae sectione adversus Erasistratum, for example, Galen argues that women who 

have regular menstrual cycles do not suffer from phrenitis or certain other diseases, 

yet are sure to fall victim to them if menstruation should cease. 122 For men, a similar 

117 Galen, Cur. Rat. Yen. Sect. 8 (11.274 Kuhn). 
Jl8 Galen, Cur. Rat. Yen. Sect. 8 (11.275 Kuhn); Galen believes that despite its weak excretory powers, 
the structure of the brain gives it an advantage in the excretion of the residues: the passages which run 
downward from ventricles of the brain allow the residues to drain out the nose or from other parts of 
the head. Galen, Cur. Rat. Yen. Sect. 8 (11.275 Kuhn); Dean-Jones, 1993: 44; Brain, 1986: 11. 
119 Brain, 1986: 12; Lytton and Resuhr, 1978: 533. 
120 Galen, Cur. Rat. Yen. Sect. 3 (11.257-261 Kuhn); Brain, 1986: 12 and 126; Dean-Jones, 1993: 44. 
121 Galen, Cur. Rat. Yen. Sect. 6 (11.267-268 Kuhn); Brain, 1986: I 22ff. 
122 Galen, Yen. Sect. Er. 5 (11.165-166 Ktihn): saAw cSs TTOTE <pPEVITIOIV n AT]8apyolS' n oTTaa~olS' n 
TpO~OI5 i) TETavOIS' ETTI~T]VlCUV 'IOVTCUV. e'icSES' cSs TTOTE ~EAayxoAc.3aav n ~aIVO~EVT]V i) TT-ruouaav 
'EK SWPCXl<05 D 'E~OUOCXV EK yCXOTP05 al~a, D I<E<paAalC;X I<a~vouaav, n ouvaYXn TTVlyO~£VT]V, ~ TI 
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evacuation of excess blood is performed by haemorrhoids. 123 If left untreated, 

dynamic plethos can lead to putrefaction of the impacted humour; alternatively, the 

collected residues may move elsewhere in the body and cause unnatural swellings. 

The danger of plethos by filling lies in its tendency to cause swellings of the affected 

I · d t d . 124 vessels, or apop eXles an rup ure vems. 

A significant by-product of inflammation is heat, which is conducted through the 

body to the heart by way of adjoining parts. Once it reaches the heart, the excess heat 

is distributed to the rest of the body by way of the pumping of the arteries. Galen 

identifies this creation of excess heat as one of the most important causes of fever. 125 

As Siegel explains, Galen generally views fever as a distinct illness in itself, which 

can sometimes be modified or complicated by other diseases. 126 If an inflammation 

begins to putrefy, an increased amount of heat will be produced; the resulting fever 

will develop faster and be more difficult to treat sllccessfully.127 

From this discussion, we can see that there is no one single cause of phrenitis. For 

this disease to occur, yellow bile must move into a brain that is already in a state of 

inflammation; the concocting yellow bile causes delirium and visual disturbances, and 

adds to the production of the body's fever. When the delirium, fever, and visual 

TWV lJeYcXACIlv KO! 'IOXVPwv lT09T]lJcXTCIlV UlTOIJEVOUOOV, e'l KOAWS" EKKPIVETOI Tel KOTOIJT]VIO' 
'IOXOIJEVCIlV 0' OU lTcXAIV ETOIIJOV 'ev lTOVT! KOKc.\l yevEoeol. Was a woman with menstrual cycles ever 
seized with phrenitis or lethargy or spasms or trembling or tetanus? Or did you ever see a woman 
affected by melancholia or mania, or spitting from the thorax, or vomiting blood from the stomach, or 
suffering pain in the head, or vexed by a sore throat, or submitting to any of the strong and severe 
affections, ifshe has proper menstruation? But on the contrary, if the cycles are stopped again, she is 
most likely to become affected in all bad ways. 
123 Galen, Yen. Sect. Er. (11.165-166 KUhn): KOTOAIlTc.lV OE nOT] TO:S" YVVOIKOS ElT! TOUS clVOPOS 
'eASe, KO!lJcXge, lTOOOI IJEV O'llJoppo'iOI TO mplTTOV e'leIOIJEVOI KEVouo901, lTcXVTES" alTOSEIS" 
VOOT]lJcXTCIlV OIOTEAOUOI, lTOOOl 0' 'elTlOxeSeIOT]S" nlS KEVc..lOECIlS EV XOAElTCIlTaTOIS EyevoVTo. 
Leaving women alone now, let us speak of men, and learn how as many of them as regularly evacuate 
the excesses through haemorrhoids, all of them continue to be unaffected by diseases, but all those who 
have stopped these evacuations come into the most grievous conditions. 
124 Galen, Cur. Rat. Yen. Sect. 5 (11.266 KUhn). 
125 Siegel, 1968: 169. 
126 Siegel, 1968: 273-4. 
127 Brain, 1986: 11. 
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illusions take over, the patient is diagnosed as suffering from phrenitis. In De comate 

secundum Hippocratum, Galen lists a number of other aspects which he believes can 

contribute to phrenitis or ardent fevers (causus): 

For upon this same condition and by these same reasons both causus 

and phrenitis, doubtless according to the season they are in excess in 

the summer and in warmer places, and in youth when it is at its height, 

and in nature, those who are warmer in constitution, and in the course 

of life the same thing, and in respect to habits ... 

, " "... , - , \....,,...,, fI 

ETTEI ycxp TCXIS CXUTCXIS KCXTcxaTcxasOi KCXI TOIS CXUTOIS CXITIOIS 01 TE 

Kcxvaol Kcxhil cl>PEVITI~SS CxJ,JEASI KCXTeX Tf)V c:lpcxv TTASOVcX~OUOI Tf)V 

9splvf)v KCXI EV XUlPIOlS 9SPJ,JOTEPOIS KCXt 'sv hAIKI~ Ttl TWV 

CxKIJCX~OVTUlV KCXt EV <t>uasOi eSPIJOTSPCXIS KCXI ~ICXIT~IJCXOlV 

wacxuTUl5 KCXt eTTlTT]~EuJ,JCXOlV •.. 128 

Phrenitis, and the fever and inflammation which accompany it, are hot and dry 

conditions. Thus, any factors which increase the heat and dryness of the body also 

increase one's chances of developing phrenitis. While weather and climate have 

some effect on the body's condition, Galen also believes that a person's natural 

humoural composition can make them more or less susceptible to certain diseases. 129 

As demonstrated in the first chapter of this dissertation, this belief is founded in 

Hippocratic medicine. Galen believes that hot and moist climatic conditions promote 

the occurrence of putrefactive fevers: the heat adds to the fever, while the moisture 

contributes to the putrefaction of impacted residues in the body. 130 Similarly, people 

with bilious temperaments are more susceptible to phrenitis and other fevers, because 

their bodies are naturally hotter and drier. Age also affects one's susceptibility to 

128 Galen, Compo Hipp. (7.651 Kuhn). 
129 Nutton, 2004: 234. 
130 Brain, 1986: 12-13. 
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disease: a person's innate heat is strongest when they are young, making them more 

susceptible to hot diseases in their youth. As people age, their bodies become more 

cool and moist, increasing their likelihood of cooler, wetter diseases. 131 In regards to 

gender, women are seen to be colder than men, which is why they are also generally 

more predisposed to cold and wet diseases. 132 

Treatment of Phrenitis 

Galen's theory of treatment is very complex, encompassing most, ifnot all aspects 

of his medical theory as a whole. 133 For even the most basic understanding of how to 

apply proper treatment, Galen thinks that a good doctor must have considerable 

medical training. In order to perform his duties successfully, a physician should 

understand the composition and functioning of the body and all of its parts; the basic 

principles of how and why diseases operate within the body; the causes, symptoms, 

and habits of each of those diseases; and the various properties and effects of all 

foodstuffs and medicinal drugs that can be used to cure them. As Philip van der Eijk 

points out, there is a tension in Galen's therapy between the need to base treatment 

both on "universally valid, scientific knowledge ... founded on secure theoretical 

principles and obeying the rigorous rules oflogic", and on the different needs and 

requirements of each individual patient and/or case of a disease. 134 On the one hand, 

Galen believes that proper therapy should be based on a solid, logical understanding 

of the body and its operations. This kind of knowledge should be universally 

applicable to all patients since, in theory at least, all humans share the same basic 

131 Galen, Hum. (19.489 Kuhn). 
132 Galen, Temp. 2.4 (1.606 Kuhn) 
133 For more on the difficulties of understanding Galen's therapeutics, see van der Eijk, 2008: 284ff. 
134 van der Eijk, 2008: 286-287. 
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bodily structures and suffer from the same types of diseases. At the same time, Galen 

does not support the idea that one method of treatment can be applied to all cases of 

the same disease. 135 In his opinion, each person has his own distinct constitution and 

way of life, all of which impact the way in which a disease affects his body. A good 

physician must therefore be able to adjust his therapies to suit the exact needs of each 

indi vidual patient. 

There is not room in the present review for a detailed account of Galen's process 

of determining proper treatment for a disease. Simply put, we can say that Galen 

determines the correct course of treatment though a combination of diagnosis and 

prognosis. Using the signs and symptoms of a disease, Galen establishes both the 

nature and probable causes of the current affection, and the likely duration and course 

of development that the disease will follow. As David Dean-Jones explains, 

prognosis assists treatment not only by identifying the illness but also 

by giving the physician a better understanding of the possible course of 

disease, which will enable him to treat his patients better. If the 

physician knows the likely course of disease, he will know when and if 

he should intervene in matters of regimen or medication. 136 

A significant aspect of Galen's diagnosis process is the concept of endeixis, or 

'indication' .137 Galen defines endeixis as 'a reflection of the sequential result' 138; 

essentially, it can be described as the use of visible signs or symptoms to infer what 

internal, non-visible conditions are occurring inside the patient's body.139 Galen uses 

the information gathered from these signs to establish a concept of the disease that is 

135 Galen claims that this is the approach taken by the Methodists, and frequently criticizes them for it. 
136 Dean-Jones, 1993: 50. 
137 On the notion of endeixis in Galen see Durling, 1991; Kudlien, 1991; and Hankinson, 1991 :202tT. 
138 Galen, MM 2.7 (10.126 Kuhn): nlV yap oI0V h.l~cxalv TIlS CxKOAov6icxs EVcSEI;IV AEyo~EV. 
139 Hankinson, 1991: xxvii. See also van der Eijk, 2008: 292. 
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affecting his patient. He is then able to combine this information with more universal 

medical theories - such as using opposites to treat opposites - to determine which 

remedies are most appropriate for his patient. 140 

Galen's method of treatment consists of two general phases: removal of the cause 

of the disease, and restoration of the patient to a natural state of health. Galen also 

puts great emphasis on a preventative form of treatment, which helps to prevent the 

onset of disease altogether. Galen believes that most internal diseases are caused by 

the accumulation of excess residues. Thus, with a proper regimen of diet and 

exercise, this accumulation should be preventable. 141 When a person does become ill, 

Galen first seeks to remove the disease from the body by attacking the causes and 

conditions that have brought upon the illness. Galen believes that evacuation of all 

excesses - both of quality and quantity - is the first step in removing an illness. 142 He 

views venesection as the most efficient means of evacuation, especially in cases of 

plethos, or where all of the humours have increased equally. 143 Venesection is 

preferable both because it is fast-acting, and because it can be easily controlled by the 

physician. Where venesection is too strong a remedyl44, other forms of evacuation 

can be used. Galen lists them in order of strength: friction, exercise, baths, and 

abstention from food. 145 

In addition to these forms of evacuation, Galen also employs purgative 

medications. In De Constitutione Artis Medicae, he tells us that purgative medicines 

should be used to remove excess residues of black or yellow bile from the primary 

140 Dean-Jones, 1993: 49; Hankinson, 1991: xxvii. 
141 Dean-Jones, 1993: 45. 
142 Galen, CAM 18.4 (1.298 Kuhn). 
143 Galen, CAM 18.5 (1.299 Kuhn); Brain, 1986: 122. 
144 Galen did not use venesection on patients whom he did not deem strong enough. He never used it 
on children under 14 years of age, and was careful when using it on the elderly. Galen did not, 
however, limit its use by the number of days that the patient had been ill. Brain, 1986: 131-132. 
145 Galen, CAM 18.5 (1.299 Kuhn). 
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veins; if these residues are in other veins they should be evacuated through the urine 

or by purging. l46 Evacuations for bile or phlegm can also be effected through sweat 

or concoction: this text does not explain how to bring this about, although one might 

assume that this would involve artificially increasing the patient's body temperature, 

perhaps through massage or some form of exercise. 

Evacuation of the excess residues can be used to treat the body as a whole, or can 

be directed toward a specific part of the body. Galen provides very explicit 

instructions on how bloodletting can be used to remove residues from a particular part 

of the body, diverting them either to a nearby part, or to one that is far away (for 

example, from the mouth to the nose, and from the mouth to the foot).147 Galen also 

treats the affected part by way of topical remedies. This includes both the area 

housing the organ that is primarily affected, and any areas that might be affected by 

sympathy.148 He does this by selecting foods and drugs with properties opposite to 

those that were causing the illness, such as drying remedies for illnesses of moisture, 

and cold remedies for illnesses of heat. 149 Galen associates certain foods and 

medicinal drugs with the properties of the humours. In addition to hot, cold, moist, 

146 Galen. CAM 18.5 (1.299 Kiihn). 
147 Brain. 1986: 129-130. 
148 Galen. Loc. Aff. 2.10 (8.129 KUhn): TTPIV IJEV yap 'ICSlav T1va 8ICl6sOIv ev eYKs<!>cXAtt;> ysveo8al, 
KaTa T() OUIJTTcX0XSIV IJOVOV aUTOU ~AaTTToIJEVOU, 8spaTTsu6evTOS' TOU TTpcJ.lTOTTa6oUVTos, ou8ev 
av hi KaTaASITTOITO To\lTtt;> aUlJTTTculJa' ysvolJEVllS 8e TIVOS ev atJTC.\llJovIIJOU Bla6eoscuS" EK nlS 
OUI..ITTa8Elas, ou T~ TTpcuToTTa8rloaVTI lJovtt;> Ta ~0118rllJaTa XPtl TTPOO<!>SPEIV, CxAAa Kat Til 
KE<!>aAU' For when some specific condition has come about in the brain. it having been damaged by 
sympathy alone. if the primary affection is remedied. not any of the symptoms should remain; but 
should some steadfast condition come about in this place from sympathy. it is necessary to apply 
remedies not to the primarily affected place alone. but also to the head. 
149 Galen. Loc. Aff. 2.10 (8.130 Kiihn): E'I IJEV yap uypov E'I11, ~l1paiVEIV aUTO TTPOOTjKEV' E'I BE 
;l1POV, uypalvElv' OUTCU Be Kat TO EV \fIuxpov 6EPlJalvEIV, TO BE 6EPIJOV \fIUXEIV. hi Be Kat E'I KaTcX 
Tiva oul;uYlav TTETTov6ol, «Sla nlS evavTlas oul;uYlas aUTO 6EpaTTEUEIV TTp00rlKEI, TO IJEV ;l1Pov 
Kat 8EpIJOV uypalvovTa Kat \fIUxovTal, TO B' uypov Kat \fIUxpov ;l1palvovTa Kat eepJ..IaIVOVTa, 
K~mt Tc.lV AOITTc.lv Buolv oul;uYIc.JV CxVcXAOYOV' For if the body is wet. it is proper to dry it out, and if 
it is dry. to moisten it; and in this way also it is proper to warm a cold body and to cool a hot one. And 
further. if there is some combined affection. it is proper to treat it through the opposite qualities to this 
combination: to dry and hot affections apply moistening and cooling remedies. and to wet and cold 
conditions apply drying and warming remedies. and the same applies to the two remaining analogous 
combinations. 
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and dry, Galen also believes that certain substances can rarefy or thicken the humours, 

which can assist in the excretion of the unwanted excesses. 150 In the case of 

medicinal remedies, Galen believes that the different properties each have specific 

effects on the human body. Warm drugs, for example, cause a lack of sleep and 

increased bodily movement, whereas cold substances bring about numbness (narke) 

and loss of consciousness. 151 Galen stresses the need for a clear understanding of the 

effects of these properties, so that the physician will be able to choose the most 

appropriate remedy for the patient and illness in question. He does not support the 

belief that treatments are universally applicable to cases of a particular disease. 152 

Once the disease has been removed, Galen moves to a restorative phase of treatment, 

to restore the patient's strength and physical constitution. In this stage of treatment, 

he relies mostly on diet and exercise to restore the body to its natural balance of 

153 humours. 

There are very few specific references to the treatment of phren it is in Galen's 

works. 154 From Galen's explanation of when he suffered from phrenitis, we learn that 

wet dressings are applied to the head of phrenitics to prevent the onset of delirium. 155 

This treatment is a logical counteraction to the heat and dryness of phrenitis. In De 

methodo medendi, Galen mentions that oxyrrhidion, a mixture of rose oil and vinegar, 

can also be applied to the head of phrenitis patients; 156 this, too, counteracts the heat 

and dryness of phren it is. Based on Galen's overall theory, it is reasonable to believe 

that Galen would also use some form of evacuation to reduce the inflammation and 

150 Nutton, 2004: 241. 
151 Galen, Loc. Aff. 2.10 (8.132 Kuhn). See also 8.161-163 Kuhn. 
152 Nutton, 2004, 242. 
153 Nutton, 2004: 240. 
154 Most of the information on how 'Galen' treated phrenitis comes from the Pseudo-Galenic text Int. 
(14.731-742 Kiihn). 
155 Galen, Loc. Aff. 4.2 (8.227 KUhn). 
156 Galen, MM 14 (10.928 KUhn). 
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fever of phrenitis. In order to remove the excesses of yellow bile, it is likely that 

Galen would have prescribed purgative medicines, diuretics, or even clysters to 

remove the excess residues. It is also likely that he performed venesection on 

phrenitis patients, to counteract the plethos that brought on the fever of phrenitis. 157 

Summary 

Galen's adherence to the Rationalist tradition is evident in his identification of 

yellow bile as the basic cause of phrenitis. In order to elaborate on the processes that 

create this disease, Galen relies on his detailed anatomical understanding of the body 

and its structures. Like Aretaeus, Galen identifies the brain as the locus affectus of 

phrenitis. He specifies that phrenitis is a primary affection of this organ, evidence of 

which comes from the particular kind of delirium it produces: delirium that is nearly 

continuous, non-fluctuating, and sloW to develop. At its height, this delirium can 

compromise a person's ability to make logical decisions about their behaviour, or 

affect their understanding of the things they are seeing. Galen believes that the 

damage to this latter faculty is the source of the plucking motions of the hands that 

were identified in phrenitis patients as far back as the Hippocratic Corpus. He 

explains that these images occur when smoky fumes move into the eyes, and 

contaminate the fluid that sits between the cornea and the lens. The shadowy images 

caused by this contamination are misinterpreted as the pieces of wool and straw 

towards which phrenitis patients claim to be reaching. 

Galen's concept of phren it is takes a further step in the integration of Rationalist 

tradition and new developments in medicine. He goes beyond Aretaeus in his 

157 Galen, CAM 18.5 (1.299 Kuhn); Brain, 1986: 122. 
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acceptance of anatomical explanations of disease, often seeming to neglect humoural 

theory altogether. Nevertheless, Galen remains a proud member of the Rationalist 

tradition, as evidenced by his continual allusions to the authority of 'the Ancients'. 
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Caelius Aurelianus 

Caelius Aurelianus is a Methodist physician from the 5th century AD. His 

primary extant work, entitled Acute and Chronic Affections, is the most substantial 

surviving Methodist work on the subject of disease pathology. In creating this text, 

Caelius drew heavily from a Greek work on the same subject written by Soranus, a 

well-known Methodist from the early part of the 2nd century AD. 1 While the exact 

connection between these works cannot be known, there is sufficient evidence in 

Caelius' work - especially as regards phrenitis - to indicate that his ideas are 

representative of 2nd century Methodist doctrine. It is on this basis that Caelius' 

concept of phrenitis can be compared with those of Aretaeus and Galen, despite the 

time span between the authors. 

Caelius' concept of phren it is provides an interesting contrast to those of Aretaeus 

and Galen because of his Methodist approach to disease. Like other Methodist 

authors, Caelius challenges the more traditional, humoural theories of disease in 

favour of a form of medicine that focuses on the practical treatment of illness. The 

Methodists' motivation in creating this new approach is the belief that if entities such 

as humours and pneuma are not physically observable, their very existence cannot be 

proven, and should not be used as the basis of a theory of medicine. Instead, 

Methodists argue that diseases, both physical and mental, develop out of the common 

states, physical conditions that are easily observed by a trained eye. The common 

states affect the whole body at once, and contain within themselves an indication of 

I Modern scholars now agree that Caelius' Acute and Chronic Affections is more than just a Latin 
translation of So ran us' Greek work of the same name; however, the extent to which Caelius has 
expanded upon Soranus' ideas is still not clear. For further discussion of this relationship, see: Hanson 
and Green, 1994: 979; Lloyd, 1983: 186 note 258; Pigeaud, 1992: 105-117; Rubinstein, 1985: 85 note 
3; van der Eijk, 1999a: 48 note 2.; and van der Eijk, 1999b: 415-424. For a general discussion of the 
paradoxes in, and possible developments of Caelius' Methodism over that of his predecessors, see van 
der Eijk, 1999a: 47-83. 
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the kind of treatment that they require. There is no need in this system for complex 

theories about the internal conditions that give rise to disease, or about the parts of the 

body in which they are located. The same applies to the powers of the mind: as 

Caelius explains, Methodists believe that the location of these powers cannot be 

known. 

As can be inferred from the title of his work, Caelius Aurelianus divides his 

discussion into acute and chronic diseases: there are three books on acute diseases, 

and five books on chronic diseases. The overall impression that one gains from this 

text is that Caelius intends it to be a refined, systematic discussion of medicine. 

Throughout his work, Caelius is very concerned with proper diagnosis: he bases his 

discussion of each disease around a basic framework of issues, emphasizing such 

aspects as character and symptoms of the disease, the part of the body most affected, 

and the aspects of one disease which can make it appear similar to another.2 Caelius' 

discussion of phrenitis is the longest in his work, taking up the entire first book on 

acute diseases. In addition to an explanation of the Methodist views on the 

symptoms, causes, and treatments of phrenitis, this book also contains a lengthy 

doxography of the treatments of phrenitis that were put forth by some of Caelius' 

most notable predecessors. As demonstrated in the section on Diocles, this 

doxography can be a useful source for other physicians' view on phrenitis treatment, 

if one separates the facts from the biting commentary. The commentary is also 

valuable for the insight it offers into the justification behind Caelius' negative attitude 

towards these other authors. 

2 van der Eijk 1998: 345-347. 
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Methodist Physiology and Disease Theory 

The Methodist sect was founded in the 1 st century Be by Themison of Laodicea, 

a follower of Asclepiades.3 Toward the end of his life, Themison broke from 

Asclepiades' teachings and developed the theory of the three koinotetes, or common 

states. Around 50 AD, Thessalus of Tralles further developed these ideas, producing 

a form of medicine that focused on the method of healing rather than the theories 

behind it.4 The common states, which are sometimes translated as 'commonalities', 

come in three forms: a state of stricture (strictura), a state of flux, or looseness, 

(solutio), and a combined state (status mixtus).s In the mixed state, the looseness and 

stricture are both present within the body, with each state becoming predominant at 

different times, or with both states active at the same time, but in different parts of the 

body.6 Methodists believe that the common states are manifest qualities. That is, 

they can be seen and understood by the naked eye, without any speculation or 

theorizing about their effects on the body. There are no internal, and therefore hidden 

properties or processes involved in these states, nor are there any difficult theories 

about how the states act within the body to create a disease. 

Determining treatment for the common states is equally straightforward, due to 

the notion of endeixis, indication, an integral part of the common states doctrine. 

While the terminology for this concept is similar to that used by Galen when 

explaining how external symptoms indicate internal conditions, the Methodists use 

this term in a different way. For Methodists, endeixis is the intuitive connection 

3 Tecusan 2004: 13. For more general discussions of Methodist doctrine, see Pigeaud, 1985; Frede, 
1987; Gourevitch, 1991; and Rubinstein, 1985. 
4 Nutton 2004:167. 
5 Celsus, De Medicina, Preface, 54-55: satisque esse quaedam communia morborum intueri. siquidem 
horum tria genera esse, unum adstrictum, alterum fluens, tertium mixtum. They stand firm that there 
are certain visible common states of disease. Since, of these there are three types, one of constrition, 
another offlux, the third a mixture. 
6 Celsus, De medicina, preface. I I and Pliny, Historia naturalis 29.5.6; see also: Nutton, 2004: 190-
191, and Hanson and Green, 1994: 989. 
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between the common state and the method that is required to cure it - that of applying 

remedies with properties opposite to those of the active common state. Sextus 

Empiricus, a philosopher and Methodist physician, explains the concept of indication 

by drawing a parallel between it and the impulse that drives us to eat or drink: 

Just as the Skeptic, according to the necessity of the affection, is led by 

thirst to drink, by hunger to food, and by certain other things similarly, 

in this way the Methodist doctor is led by the affection to 

corresponding things, by the stricture to relaxation ... 

WOTTEP OUV KCXTCx T~V CxvaYKT)V T~V TTCXe~V 0 OKETTTlKOC UTTO ~EV 

cS!lJ.'ouc eTTI TTOTOV OcSTJYEITCXI, UTTO cSE AI~OU eTTI TpO¢nV, KCXI eTT! TI 

T~V aAAcuv O~O!CUC, o\hcu KCXI 0 ~EeOcSIKOC iCXTPOC UTTO T~V 

TTCXe~V ETTI Tel KCXTclAAT)ACX OOTJYelTCXI, UTTO ~EV OTEYVCAJOECUC ETT! 
, I 7 

TTJV XCXUVCUOI V ... 

Like the thirsty person who knows instinctively to drink, a Methodist doctor, thanks 

to indication, will instinctively know exactly how to cure his patient of his illness. 

Relaxing treatments are indicated by the state of stricture, astringent treatments by the 

state of looseness, and a combination of both kinds of therapies whenever the mixed 

state is present. 

This connection between the common state and its appropriate treatment is the 

reason why Thessalus was apparently able to claim that he could teach all of 

Methodist medical knowledge in only six months.s It is not necessary to have 

observational experience in order to know how to treat all the different diseases that 

the doctor may encounter, as is the case in Empiricism, nor is there a need to learn 

7 Sextus Empiricus, Pyrrhoniae hypotyposes 1.238, as cited in Mates, 1996: 123. 
8 Galen, MM 1.1 (10.4-5 Kuhn). 
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difficult Rationalist theories about hidden processes and states.9 Methodist medicine 

is focused on identifying and treating the common states, and puts little emphasis on 

aspects such as symptoms or antecedent causes. These features have no effect on the 

treatment of the common states, and are therefore left to the realm of medical theory -

physicians may speculate on these aspects, but they should not allow them to alter 

their methods of treatment. 

The Methodists base this approach on the argument that medicine should be 

founded only on factors that can be proven though physical observation. Any 

substances that are internal cannot be seen, and are therefore considered as 

ambiguous, and insufficient grounds upon which to build a theory of treatment. 

Disease theories based on anatomical structures are viewed in a similar manner. 

While Methodists do not deny the existence of these physical structures, they do not 

let the knowledge of these parts affect their belief that diseases are affections of the 

entire body, not of individual parts. 

Despite their avoidance of all things speculative, the surviving Methodist sources 

- most of which survive only as fragments - do not explain the nature of the common 

states per se, or the processes by which these states arise inside the body. The sources 

are equally silent regarding the connection between the common states and the 

individual diseases. The state of stricture, for example, is said to produce a number of 

different diseases, including phrenitis, lethargy, peripneumonia, and epilepsy; the 

Methodists do not explain how this state of stricture may develop into one of these 

diseases. 

9 Frede 1987: 265. 
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Signs and Symptoms of Phrenitis 

Caelius defines phrenitis as acute derangement of the mind, accompanied by acute 

fever, the actions of carphologia and crocydismos, and a small, rapid pulse.to In 

referring to this description as a 'definition', Caelius appears to be contradicting his 

own Methodist beliefs: he tells us several times throughout his work that Methodists 

usually avoid giving definitions. II As Michael Frede points out in his review of 

Methodist doctrine, Methodists dislike definitions because they require a commitment 

to specific theories and theoretical entities, aspects which do not fit into the Methodist 

approach to medicine. 12 He therefore believes that Methodists use the terms 

'definition' and 'description' interchangeably; in offering a 'definition' they really 

provide only 'descriptions' of the various diseases. 13 

Although this explanation is satisfactory in the case of Caelius' definition of 

phrenitis, Philip van der Eijk has correctly pointed out that it will not suffice for all 

the fonns of definition that we encounter in Caelius' work.14 He offers the more 

likely suggestion that in refusing to give definitions, Caelius is not rejecting the use of 

definitions per se; he is simply protesting the practice of trying to contain the entire 

essence of a disease in only a few short lines. 15 Caelius appears to believe that 

definitions are to be used as an aid to identifying or explaining a disease, but are not 

\0 Caeiius, Acut. l.preface.21 (32.22-26 Bendz): nos igitur manifeste atque brevitcr, quantum res 
patiuntur, intelligentiam sive diffinitionem passionis trademus, dicente phrenitim esse alienationem 
mentis celerem cum febri acuta atque manuum vano errore, ut aliquid suis digitis attrectare videantur, 
quod Graeci crocydismon sive carphologian vocant, et parvo puisu ac denso. We, therefore, as clearly 
and briefly as things will allow, will set down our understanding or definition of the disease, by saying 
that phrenitis is acute derangement of the mind with acute fever and vacant motions of the hands, 
appearing as if to touch something with their fingers, which the Greeks call crocydismos or 
carphologia, and a small, dense pulse. 
II Caelius, Acut. 2.26.142 (228.3 Bendz): diffinire Methodici iuxta Sorani iudicium dcclinant. 
Methodists, in like manner to the judgment of Soranus, avoid defining {diseases}. See also: eaelius, 
Acut.2.31.163. 
12 Frede, 1987: 273. 
13 Frede, 1987: 273-274. See also: Gourevitch,.1991: 67. 
14 van der Eijk, 1999a: 68-75. 
15 van der Eijk, 1999a: 74-75. 
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meant to serve as our complete understanding of the illness. Michael Frede 

summarizes this concept admirably: 

Methodist definition, and Methodist language quite generally, does not 

pretend to be more than a pragmatic attempt to draw our attention to 

the phenomena, to help us become aware of them in our own 

experience. This familiarity with the phenomena is what counts; it can 

never be replaced by the mere possession of a phrase; however 

appropriate and precise the phrase may be, it will never quite capture 
16 the phenomenon. 

Caelius has taken great pains to ensure that his definition of phrenitis avoids the 

mistakes found in the definitions suggested by other physicians, mistakes which he 

reviews in great detail in the preface to his book on phrenitis. 17 Caelius' primary 

objections to these definitions revolve around the different authors' use of language in 

describing phrenitis, and their tendency to include in their definitions aspects of 

phrenitis that are either not definite, or not always present. In response to these 

criticisms, Caelius does not include the cause of phrenitis in his definition, or any 

reference to the eventual outcome of the disease. Since these aspects are greatly 

debated by the various medical sects, Caelius believes that it is best to avoid including 

them in a definition. This will make the definition accessible to all physicians, 

regardless of their theoretical understanding of disease. In a similar manner, Caelius 

includes in his definition only those signs of the disease that are present in every case 

of phrenitis: as he explains in another section of this text, Caelius believes that a 

diagnosis of phrenitis cannot be made if any of these signs are not present. 

16 Frede, 1987: 274 
17 Caelius, Acut. l.preface.I-21 (22.3-32.26 Bendz). Caelius briefly critiques the definition of 
Demetrius, a Herophilian, before moving on to a long attack on definitions offered by Asclepiades and 
his followers. Caelius greatly dislikes Asclepiades, and expends a good deal of effort in criticizing his 
opinions. This will be explained in more detail in the section on Caclius' Doxography. 
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Caelius believes that phrenitis is to be diagnosed by the concurrence of the four 

signs of the disease that are outlined in his definition: derangement of the mind 

(alienatio mentis), fever, carphologia and crocydismos, and a small, rapid pulse. The 

derangement is contrasted withfuriosus, the term Caelius uses to refer to mania. 18 

Caelius makes a point of differentiating between signs, permanent aspects of the 

disease that are present throughout the course of the illness, and symptoms, 

characteristics of the disease that mayor may not appear during the diseases, and are 

usually only temporary. 19 A disease cannot be properly diagnosed until all of the 

signs are present; should anyone of them disappear, Caelius will say that the disease 

has changed into something else.2o By contrast, symptoms of a disease will come and 

go throughout its course, and are not integral to the identification of a disease. 

Caelius uses symptoms of a disease to indicate the severity of individual cases. The 

greater the number and variety of symptoms that appear, the more severe the case of 

phrenitis.21 Symptoms may also indicate particular aspects of each case of phrenitis, 

such as the potential for the current disease to develop into another. 22 

Caelius does not give many details regarding the signs of phrenitis. With regard 

to the fever, for example, Caelius says only that it is acute, and that it can be felt all 

18 It should be noted, however, that in his description of mania, Caelius describes the disease as chronic 
impairment of the mind, without fever: est autem alienation tardans sine febribus ... (Caclius, Chron. 
1.5.146 [Bendz)). 
19 Caelius, Acut. 2.33.176 (250.11-13 Bendz): nam signum neque recedit, et semper signiticato 
coniunctum est, accidens autem, quod Graeci symptoma uocant, nunc aduenit, nunc rccedit... A sign 
does not recede, but is always joined with the thing it signifies; but concurrent a!>pects, which the 
Greeks call 'symptoms', at one time increases, and at another time is disappearing ... 
20 Caelius, Acut. 1.3.34 (40.15-22 Bendz); and Caelius, Acut. 1.48 (48.23-33 Bendz). This will be 
discussed in more detail below, in the context of the differential diagnosis of phrenitis. 
21 Caelius, Acut. 1.3.35: (40.23-24 Bendz): Magnitudinis uero atque proprietatis differentiam plurima 
atque alia sunt, quae designant, a Graecis symptomata apellata ... Indeed there are many different other 
sings which designate the severity and indeed even the peculiarities [of a case of phrenitisj, which the 
Greeks call 'symptoms' ... ; and Caelius, Acut. 1.3.39 (44.3-5 Bendz): Grauis autem ac perniciose aftici 
dicimus eos, quos ut supradictos plurima atque uaria fuerint secuta et iugkter> et sine ulla 
indulg<ent>ia laxamenti. We say that those people are seriously and destructively affected, those who 
are attended with many different symptoms, as described above, continuously and without any relaxing 
remission. 
22 Caelius, Acut. 1.3.39 (44.3-8 Bendz). 
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over the body.23 His description of the pulse mentions only the faintness and quick 

speed of its beats, and the fact that it appears to remain this way for the duration of the 

illness.z4 References to the movement of the hands suggest only that phrenitis 

patients appear to be picking at threads from the covers, or pieces of straw from the 

walls, and that these motions are known as crocydismos and carphologia 

. I 25 respective y. 

Caelius provides detailed descriptions of the manifestation of phrenitis in a 

discussion of the symptoms of phrenitis. He offers an extensive list of these 

symptoms of phrenitis, roughly grouped into subject-based categories: types of fever, 

manifestations of delirium, physical descriptions of the patient's expression and 

complexion, and characteristics such as excretions, pulse, and sweating.26 In terms of 

fever, for example, Caelius explains that it can be continuous, semi-tertian, or 

irregular. He says that mental derangement can appear before the end of the first 

three days, or after this time; the later the onset of the derangement, the more severe 

the case of phrenitis. 27 In contrast to Galen, Caelius believes the derangement of 

phrenitis can be either continuous or interrupted, and can cause quiet or loud laughter, 

singing, or sadness.28 Patients may be seen to tear their clothes and hair, speak to 

23 Acute: Caelius, Acut. 1.5.46 (48.9-10 Bendz): sed phrenitici acutis uel celeribus ... but in phrenitis 
{the fever] is acute or swift ... ; felt all over the body: Caelius, Acut. 1.8.55 (1.29-30 Bendz): Nos igitur 
communiter totum corpus pati accipimus. etenim totum febre iactatur. Therefore we accept that the 
whole body suffers generally. For the whole body is shaken by fever. 
24 Caelius, Acut. 1.5.47 (48.21-22 Bendz): ... quia in phreniticis etiam tunc paruus atque densus 
perseuerat... ... because in phrenitis even [during a remission] the pulse remains small and quickly 
beating... See also: Caelius, Acut. 1.preface.21 (32.22-26 Bendz), Caelius, Acut. 1.:L~4 (40.15-22 
Bendz). 
25 Caelius, Acut. 1.5.48. (48.24-25 Bendz). See also Caelius, Acut. l.preface.21 (32.22-26 Bendz); and 
Acut. 1.3.34. (40.15-22 Bendz). 
26 Caelius, Acut. 1.3.35-38 (40.23-44.2 Bendz). 
27 Caelius, Acut. 1.3.39 (40.5-6 Bendz): peius etiam laborare dicimus eos, qui post primam diatriton 
fuerint hac affecti passione, quam qui ante ipasm. Indeed. we say that those who are affected by this 
disease after the first diatritus suffer more gravely than those who are affected before this time. The 
diatritus is discussed below; see also Leith, 2008. 
28 Caelius, Acut. 1.3.35 (40.26-28 Bendz): ... alienatio intra diatriti uel post diatriti tempus iugis aut 
intercapedinata cum risu tacito aut cum cachinno et cantilena uel certe maestitudine ... ... derangement 
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invisible and/or dead people, gulp down food un-chewed, or refuse it altogether.29 

The patients' eyes may become bloodshot; they may have trouble sleeping; and their 

faces can become drawn, red, or very pale.30 They may also suffer from severe 

sweating or convulsions, or fall into a state of stupor so severe as to indicate the 

potential onset of lethargy.3) 

Many of the symptoms described in this section are reminiscent of those that were 

identified by Caelius' predecessors. By including these suggested symptoms in his 

own description of phrenitis, Caelius is enabling followers of these other sects to read 

their own accounts of phrenitis into his discussion. Caelius can thereby demonstrate 

the validity of his approach to phrenitis, despite his different opinions on the exact 

role of symptoms in disease. In terms of his own Methodist understanding of 

phrenitis, this explanation allows Caelius to show how these varied manifestations can 

be accounted for by his explanation of the typology of phrenitis (based on the 

common states), and how they are relevant to his means of differentiating between 

phrenitis and other similar diseases (accomplished through the concurrence of signs of 

the disease). 

Caelius believes that the mental derangement of phrenitis can resemble the 

derangement caused by mania or melancholia, by paroxysms of diseases such as 

peri pneumonia and pleuritis, and by the drinking of poisonous drugs such as henbane 

or mandragora.32 He differentiates between these alternate forms of derangement 

within the first three days or after the three-day period, either continual or interrupted. with quiet 
laughter or with immoderately loud laughter and singing or very extreme continual sadness ... 
29 Caelius, Acut. 1.3.35-36 (40.23-42.14 Bendz). 
30 Caelius, Acut.l.3.37 (42.15-22 Bendz). 
31 Caelius, Acut. 1.3.38 (42.23-44.2 Bendz). 
32 Caelius, Acut. 1.4.42 (44.28-31 Bendz): Similes sunt atque uicinae phreniticae passioni ex ipsa 
alienatione furor, quam uulgo insaniam uocant. melancholia, pleuritis atque peri pneumonia. quae 
saepissime accessionis tempore alienationem faciunt, item mentis aJienatio in his, qui mandragoram aut 
altercum biberint. Diseases similar to. and of the same nature as phrenitis. in respect to the 
derangement itself. are mania. which is commonly called insania. melancholia. pleuritis. and 
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based on the different signs of each condition, and on the timing and duration of these 

various signs. The presence of fever is the most significant sign for this purpose: if 

the patient has a fever, Caelius can immediately eliminate mania and melancholia 

from the list of possible options, since neither of these diseases is accompanied by a 

fever.33 Caelius also points out that carphologia and crocydismos do not appear in 

cases of melancholia or mania, and that melancholia is marked by the vomiting of 

black bile that accompanies it, due to the involvement of the esophagus in this 

disease.34 For the diseases that produce madness during their paroxysms, Caelius 

relies on the timing and duration of the madness: he believes that diseases such as 

pleuritis and peripneumonia cause loss of reason (alienatione) only during 

exacerbations of the disease, as a side effect of the extreme pain. For this reason, the 

derangement is only temporary, and comes and goes along with the attacks and 

remissions of the illness?5 To diagnose phrenitic derangement from that which is 

caused by the drinking of poisonous substances, Caelius suggests that the physician 

should look for the four main signs of phrenitis; it is not sufficient to ask if the patient 

has consumed any drugs, since consumption of these substances can also be 

antecedent causes of phrenitis or other similar diseases. 36 

peripneumonia, which most often during times of increase cause derangement, also [similar to 
~hrenitis is] derangement of the mind in those who drink mandragora or henbane. 

3 eaelius, Acut. 1.4.42 (46.1-3 Bendz): Internoscuntur autem furenles alque melancholici a phreniticis, 
siquidem alienatio sine febricula atque crocidismo uel carphologia esse uidealur... Mania and 
melancholia are distinguished from phrenitis, since they appear as derangement of the mind without 
fever and crocydismos or carphologia ... 
34 Caelius, Acut. 1.4.42 (46.1-6 Bendz). 
35 Caelius, Acut. 1.4.43 (46.9-13 Bendz): ... primo, quod, cum dolores asperantur, extenditur atque 
consurgit alienatio et eorum indulgentia minuitur, quippe levis atque solubilis deliratio. nam 
phreniticorum si ex consensu fuerit facta, tamen et non semper accessionibus aucta aut demissionibus 
minuta, sed magis intardans atque perseuerans perspicitur . ... first [they differ} because when the pain 
becomes stronger, the derangement is increased and breaks out, but with the yielding of these pains the 
derangement diminishes; clearly the delirium is not heavy and dissolves easily. But derangement of 
phrenitis, even if it comes with concurrent symptoms, yet it does not always increase during attacks, or 
decrease during remissions, but it is perceived as being more constant and persevering. 
36 Caelius, Acut. 1.4.44 (46.14-23 Bendz). 
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While mania can generally be differentiated from phrenitis by its lack of both 

fever and the plucking at pieces of wool and straw, Caelius believes that there are 

occasions when mania is also accompanied by a fever, due to some supervening 

cause.37 Since many physicians have failed to note this occurrence, Caelius takes the 

time to explain exactly how to make this differentiation. Not, as Caelius reminds us, 

for the purpose of changing the treatment of the patient - for all acute and chronic 

diseases require a relaxing treatment when at the height of an attack - but so that he 

may show us the correct way of differentiating between similar diseases.J8 Caelius 

also believes that it is useful to apply certain remedies to the parts most affected by a 

particular disease; one must be able to identify the particular disease in order to know 

which part of the body is most affected by that disease.39 

There are three parts to Caelius' explanation of how to separate cases of phrenitis 

from cases of mania that are accompanied by fever. He begins by examining the 

order in which the fever and the mental aberration first appear in the patient. In 

phrenitis, the fever comes before the loss of reason, whereas in mania, they appear in 

the opposite order.4o If the fever and mental derangement arrive at the same time, 

however, this first part of this diagnosis process cannot be used. Caelius then 

considers the pulse of the patient: in phrenitis the pulse is always small and rapid, 

while in mania, the pulse is small and rapid only at the start of the disease and during 

37 Caelius, Acut. 1.5.45 (46.25-48.3 Bendz). 
38 Caelius, Acut. 1.5.45 (46.29-48.4 Bendz): ... non quidem mutandae curationis causa - omnes ctenim 
passiones celeres supradictae atque tardae, sed in superpositione constitutae, quam Graeci epithesim 
uocant, laxatiua atque mitigatiua indigent curatione -, sed ad demonstationem, quo probcmus etiam 
specialium uti discretion, haec posuimus. We set this down. not. indeed. for the cause of changing the 
remedies. for all the aforementioned acute diseases. and even chronic diseases. if they are not in a 
condition of paroxysm - which the Greeks call epithesis - require relaxing and diminishing remedies. 
but to demonstrate how we think it is right to distinguish individual diseases. See also: Caclius, 
Chron. 1.5.153 (520.21-30 Bendz). 
39 Caelius, Acut. 1.5.46 (48.4-6 Bendz). 
40 eaelius, Acut. 1.5.47 (48.13-15 Bendz): praecedit enim febrem in furiosis alicnatio, in phrcniticis 
uero febricula alienationem. In mania the derangement precedes the fever. ill phrenitis the fever 
precedes the derangement. 
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the increasing stages of its attacks. It becomes slower and larger during remissions.41 

In the case of an unremitting fever during mania, however, this change in pulse will 

not occur, and the pulse will remain small and rapid. If this should happen, the doctor 

must move to the final step in the diagnosis process, and look for the signs of 

carphologia and/or crocydismos: Caelius insists that these signs are never present in 

cases of mania.42 If they appear in what was originally diagnosed as mania, Caelius 

takes this as proof that the patient's case of mania has turned into a case of phrenitis.4) 

Caelius ends his discussion of the signs of phrenitis by explaining the difference 

between patients with phrenitis who are asleep, and those who have passed from 

phrenitis into a state of lethargy.44 He believes that this in an important differentiation 

to be able to make, since the physician must be ready to apply proper treatment to the 

patient as soon as his disease changes into lethargy.45 To make this differentiation, the 

doctor must look at physical characteristics: complexion, expression, respiration, 

pulse, reaction to touch, position in bed, and the degree of fever. 46 When a patient has 

passed into lethargy, he will have a pale, leaden complexion; a sad expression; a slow 

breathing rate; a full, large, yet empty pulse; and a high fever. The patient will likely 

41 Caelius, Acut. 1.5.47 (48.17-22 Bendz). 
42 Caelius, Acut. 1.5.48 (48.24-28 Bendz). It is likely that Caelius is simply being dogmatic in 
emphasizing this point. Despite his insistence that this sign is a key feature in the separation of 
phrenitis and mania, he makes no reference to carphologia or crocydismos in his chapter on mania, 
even when discussing the differences between the two diseases. Chron. 1.5.146 (516.19-24 Bcndz). 
43 Caelius, Acut. 1.5.48 (48.28-31 Bendz): quae denique si furiosis aduenerint in febribus constitutis, in 
phreniticam passionem ex insania uenisse pronuntiamus, tamquam rursum ex phrenitica passione 
cedentibus propriis signis, hoc est supradictis, in furorem transeant. .. thereupon, if these signs appear 
in a case of mania that occurs with fever, we pronounce that the disease has passed from mania into 
phrenitis; just as the disease can change from phrenitis back into mania, with the removal of the 
proper signs, those that are discussed above. 
44 Caelius, Acut. 1.6.49. (50.4-5 Bendz). See also: Caelius, Acut. 1.5.48 (48.31-33 Bendz). 
45 Caelius, Acut. 1.6.49 (50.6-9 Bendz): ... atque multos inexercitos medicos errore fcfellerunt, ut 
dormientes tamquam depressos excitarent aut oppressos tamquam dormientes sine adiutorio passion 
traditos reliquissent, utilem ducimus eorum discretionem faciendam . ... and many inexperienced 
physicians have been deceived by the mistake, so that they rouse sleeping patients, thinking that they 
are weighed down by lethargy, or, thinking that the patient is only sleeping, they relinquish patients 
who have lethargy, without treating the disease; for this reason, we determine that it is useful to make 
a distinction between these diseases. 
46 Caelius, Acut. 1.6.49 (50.1-9 Bendz). 
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be lying toward the foot of the bed in an unnatural position. and his hypochondria will 

be very firm to the touch.47 If these factors are present. it is necessary to wake the 

patient up, and begin treating him for lethargy; if not, it is sufficient to let him remain 

I 
. 48 

S eepmg. 

Causes of Phrenitis 

In accordance with his Methodist background, Caelius tells us that phrenitis arises 

either from the common state of stricture, or from the mixed state, in which stricture 

is accompanied by 100seness.49 The fact that phrenitis can arise from two different 

states means that there are two types of this disease. Caelius explains that while some 

physicians choose to differentiate the types of phrenitis based on the way it manifests 

itself in the patient - for example. from the overall happiness or despondency of the 

patient's behaviour - it is more appropriate to make this distinction according to the 

common states that causes them: 

In truth we say that one type [of phrenitisJ is from stricture, another 

from the combination of stricture and looseness. For indeed it is 

proper to determine in such a way, so that the differentforms of 

disease are revealed not from the diverse symptoms of the disease, but 

from certain general and necessary signs, which will come, as we have 

said above, from the principle types of affection, and we base our 

treatment on this rationale also. 

nos uero aliam dicimus esse ex strictura, aliam ex complexione 

strictu rae atque solutionis. est enim uerum ita discernere, ut non 

47 Caelius, Acut. 1.6.50 (50.11-21 Bendz). 
48 Caelius, Acut. 1.6.49 (50.1-9 Bendz). 
49 Caelius, Acut. 1.7.52 (52.6-7 Bendz): nos uero aliam dicimus esse ex stricture, aliam ex 
complexione strictura atque solutionis. In truth we say that one type lof phrenitis J is from stricture, 
another from the combination of stricture and looseness. 
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accidentium diuersitas passion is differentias ostendat, sed generalis 

quaedam ac necessaria designatio, quae fiet ut supra diximus ex 

principalibus passionibus, unde etiam curationum ratio sumatur. 50 

Caelius believes that the symptoms of phrenitis are too changeable and temporary to 

be used as a means of distinguishing between the two types of phrenitis. As we saw 

earlier, Caelius believes that symptoms indicate the severity of a case of phrenitis, but 

are otherwise not necessary to the diagnosis or treatment of phrenitis. It is for this 

reason that they do not serve as a useful criteria for the identification of the different 

types of phrenitis. 

Caelius does not provide a direct explanation of how the common states are to be 

identified in the body. He seems to take it for granted that the readers of this text will 

already be trained in this basic Methodist skill. There is some evidence, however, 

which suggests that Caelius wanted to make his work accessible to non-Methodist 

readers as well as Methodist ones. While he does not explain the Methodists' way of 

identifying the common states, a careful reading of Caelius' text provides sufficient 

information to enable an indirect diagnosis of the type of phrenitis that is affecting a 

patient. We have already seen that Caelius provides a detailed description of the 

identifying signs of phrenitis, and the ways in which one can clearly differentiate 

between phrenitis and other similar diseases. Once this diagnosis has been made, 

there are certain clues in Caelius' section on treatment which can assist a physician in 

determining whether the patient's case of phren it is has arisen from stricture or from 

the mixed state. Caelius suggests, for example, that loose bowels and sweating occur 

50 Caelius, Acut. 1.7.52 (52.6-10 Bendz). 
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when looseness is predominant in the body.51 If the looseness becomes more severe, 

he believes that the body will appear to be wasting away through excessive 

sweating. 52 These are perhaps not the most precise signs of a case of phrenitis caused 

by looseness, but they at least provide a basic indication of this type of the disease. 

This may not be the proper Methodist way of making this distinction, but it can be 

effective nonetheless. The inclusion of this information suggests that Caelius 

expected non-Methodists physicians to read his text, and wanted to make his material 

accessible to them. 

Despite his insistence that diseases arise from the common states, Caelius does not 

offer an explanation of this process. According to Methodist doctrine, he is justified 

in omitting this explanation, since this kind of information is not considered relevant 

to Methodist concepts of disease. It is not necessary to know how a disease - or even 

a common state - arises in the body in order to know how to treat it: one need only 

know that the common state does, in fact, exist. Caelius' text breaks from this, 

however, by indicating that the common states can arise from certain antecedent 

causes. He refers to these antecedent causes when describing how one can 

differentiate between the mental derangement of phrenitis, and that which is brought 

about by other diseases. 53 Here, Caelius explains that it is possible for phrenitis to 

emerge from the drinking of a drug, since 'the antecedent causes of phrenitis are not 

necessarily preordained or even determined. ,54 In a later chapter, Caelius indicates 

51 Caelius, Acut, 1.9.68 (60.18-19 Bendz): At si adiuncta fuerit stricturae solutio, ut aut uentcr fluens 
aut sudores esse uideantur, caput supradicto modo ... But if the stricture is joined with looseness, so 
that either loose bowels or sweating is visisble, treat the head in the aforementioned manner ... 
52 Caelius, Acut, 1.9.69 (60.26-27 Bendz): at si plus fuerit extentus, ut integros solui uidcamus, etiam 
flabris utimur ... but if [the looseness] is more spread out, so that we see the whole body dissolving ... 
See also: Caelius Chron. 1.6.183 (1.538-540 Bendz). 
53 Caelius, Acut. 1.4.44 (46.14-23 Bendz). 
54 Caelius, Acut.1.4.44 (46.15-17 Bendz): sed quia etiam de medicamine po to potest phrenitis euenire -
non enim praeordinatae atque fixae sunt necessario eius antecedents causae ... But it is possible for 
phrenitis to arise from the drinking of a drug, for the antecedent causes of this disease are lIot 
preordained or even determined 
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that phrenitis can also arise from antecedent causes such as exposure to intense heat 

. f h' 55 and the consumptIOn 0 too muc wme. 

In another passage, Caelius suggests that the antecedent causes actually give rise 

to the common states, and not to individual diseases themselves. This approach is 

presented in the first chapter of Caelius' book on phrenitis, as part of a discussion 

about the existence of signs that indicate the future onset of phrenitis. 56 He presents 

this information in the form of a debate between the followers of Thessalus, who 

represent the Methodist approach to this concept, and the followers of AscIepiades, on 

the opposing side. Through the hypothetical words of Thessalus, Caelius explains 

that Methodists do not believe that there are signs which unquestionably indicate the 

future onset of phrenitis: 

We, however, do not perceive that there are signs of the future onset of 

phrenitis, nor, therefore, do we believe that is its possible for there to 

be signs of the future onset of phren it is. But neither does anyone of 

the antecedent causes distinguish this, such as excessive heat, 

overeating, intoxication/rom wine, and even exercise after eating, 

from living or sleeping in caves, or new plaster on the walls of the 

sleeping rooms. These also apply to other diseases in general, such as 

lethargy, apoplexy, and epilepsy. 

nullius autem futurae passionis signa esse perspicimus, neque igitur 

phreniticae passionis esse posse signa credamus. sed neque 

praestantius quicquam antecedentium causarum, ut adustio, cruditas, 

uinolentia, atque exercitium post cibum, uel mansio siue somnus in 

55 Caelius, Acut. 1.12.102-103 (78.25-80.2 Bendz): atque ita etiam ex uinolentia in phreniticam 
passionem uenientes conuenit plerumque non phlebotomari, cum forte etiam solutio affuerit. alios 
etiarn, hoc est ex aliis causis phreniticos effectos, ut est adustio, saepe phlebolomari oporlel. And 
accordingly, it is generally not suitable to use venesection on patients suffering with phrenitis that 
comes from intoxication with wine, since looseness might perhaps be present. But often it is necessary 
to use venesection on other cases of phrenitis that have arisen from other causes, such as intense heat. 
56 Caelius, Acut. 1.1.22-30 (34.1-38.11 Bendz). 
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speluncis confertur, aut noua politura in muris parietis cubiculorum. 

haec alias quoque passiones ingerunt general iter, ut lethargiam, 

apoplexiam, epilepsiam.57 

The Methodist argument underlying this passage is that the antecedent causes cannot 

be assigned to phrenitis in particular, because the same antecedent causes can also 

precede diseases such as lethargy, apoplexy, or epilepsy. This statement is not a 

rejection of antecedent causes as a whole, but only of antecedent causes that lead to 

one specific disease. Each of the diseases listed in this argument results from 

stricture. 58 In saying that these antecedent causes can lead to any of these diseases, 

Caelius - in the guise of Thessalus and his followers - is pointing out that the 

antecedent causes actually bring about the common state of stricture, which then has 

the potential to develop into anyone of these diseases. 59 When Caelius later explains 

that the antecedent causes of phrenitis are not fully determined, he is technically 

referring to the antecedent causes of stricture, which mayor may not develop into a 

case of phrenitis. He does not explain how the common state of stricture can result in 

a disease. Similarly, Caelius cannot agree that the antecedent causes can act as signs 

of the future onset of phrenitis, since they can actually result in one of several possible 

diseases. It is not necessary to identify the exact antecedent causes of the common 

states, since these do not have a direct impact on treatment. 

With the common states as the basis of his pathology, Caelius, like other 

Methodists, does not need to participate in the debate over the locus affectus of 

disease. The nature of the common states dictates that they are active in the entire 

57 Caelius, Acut. 1.1.23 (34.11-19 Bendz). 
58 Lethargy: eaelius. Acut. 2.1.2 (130.12-19 Bendz); apoplexy: eaelius, Acut. 3.5.52 (322.18-324.5 
Bendz); epilepsy: eaelius. Chron. 1.4.72 (470.19-29 Bendz). 
59 Presumably, there are additional antecedent causes which have the potential to bring about the 
common state of looseness, which could then develop into one of the diseases thought to be caused by 
that state. 
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body at once; as a result, the diseases produced by the common states must also affect 

the whole body. As Caelius explains in his discussion of phrenitis, physical evidence 

of this universal affection can be seen in signs such as fever, which is palpable in all 

parts of the body.6o The Methodists prefer this 'universal affection' approach because 

it is based on physically observable features. Much of their objection to more 

traditional theories of disease is based on the fact that these doctrines are often based 

on unobservable components - entities or processes that occur inside the body, and 

are therefore hidden from view - or on elemental qualities that are too small to be 

seen by the naked eye. The Methodists argue that if these internal factors cannot be 

seen, there is no way to prove their existence; it is therefore most inappropriate to use 

them as the basis of one's explanation of disease. The idea that disease was located in 

a particular place in the body is equally tenuous, since any evidence of affection will 

also be internal, and therefore unobservable. 

Caelius' work on diseases directly discusses the locus affectus in relation to six 

acute diseases: phrenitis, lethargy, pleuritis, peripneumonia, cardiac disease, and 

hydrophobia.61 He uses these chapters to point out the places of affection that were 

identified by various other medical authors, and some of their motivations in choosing 

these locations. As is typical of Cae Ii us' doxography - a fact that will be explained 

later in this chapter - the goal of these passages is to point out the mistaken opinions 

of these authors, while also demonstrating their folly in wasting time debating issues 

60 Caelius, Acut. 1.8.55 (52.29-54.1 Bendz): Nos igitur communiter totum corpus pati accipimus. 
etenim totum febre iactatur. imp let denique phreniticorum significatione<m> febrium signum, 
quapropter totum corpus curamus. Therefore we accept that the whole body suffers generally. For the 
whole body is shaken by fever. Fever, therefore, serves as a significant sign of phrenitis. for which 
reason we apply remedies to the whole body. 
61 Phrenitis: Caelius, Acut. 1.8.53-57 (52.11-54.23 Bendz); lethargy: Caelius, Acut. 2.6.26 (144.21-
146.2 Bendz); pleuritis: Caelius, Acut. 2.16.96-100 (194.1-196.26 Bendz); pneumonia: Caelius, Acut. 
2.28.147 -148 (230.27-232.20 Bendz); cardiac disease: Caelius, Acut. 2.34.180-183 (252.20-256.3 
Bendz); hydrophobia: Caelius, Acut. 3.14.116-117 (360.26-362.10 Bendz). 
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that cannot be proven.62 In his discussion of the locus affectus of peripneumonia, for 

example, Caelius lists the places of affection that were identified by Diocles, 

Erasistratus, Praxagoras, Herophilus, Asclepiades, and Apollonius the Herophilian.63 

Caelius uses this wide variety of identified parts - which range from the veins and/or 

arteries of the lungs, to the passages that connect the lungs to the windpipe - to 

emphasize the fact that the locus affectus is both impossible to identify, and irrelevant 

to the treatment process. He follows this list of opposing opinions with the Methodist 

view of the issue, as it was explained by Soranus: 

Soranus, however, whose most genuine understanding we are striving 

to describe in this Latin discourse, says that the whole body is 

suffering from this disease, but the lung more severely. But he judges 

this to be an estimation and not to be accepted as evident truth. It is 

even useless to treatment, indeed [even} if we neglect the judgment of 

the particular places [of affection}, nothing hinders [our treatment], 

when we discern that the whole body suffers; and neither would the 

qualities of the remedies change on account of the affected part, but 

their general nature remains the same as long as the disease itself 

remains the same. 

Soranus autem, cuius uerissimas apprehensiones Latino sermone 

describere laboramus, totum inquit corpus passione uexari, sed 

pulmonem uehementius; quod quidem aestimatum et non ad expressam 

62 For a general discussion ofCaelius' doxography, see van der Eijk, 1999b; and van der Eijk, 1998: 
342-353. 
63 Caelius, Acut. 2.28.147 (1.230-232 Bendz). Pati in peripneumonicis Diodes uenas pulmonis inquit, 
Erasistratus uero arterias, Praxagoras eas inquit partes pulmonis pati quae sunt spinae coniunctae. 
etenim omnem inquit pulmonem pati Herophilus; ... Asclepiades uero eas pulmonis partes pati, quae 
arteriae sunt adhaerentes, quas appellant bronchia. item Apollonius Herophilus inquit ipsius pulmonis 
uenas atque arterias patio Diodes says that in peripneumonia the veins of the lung are affected, and 
Erasistratus says it is the arteries of the lung; Praxagoras says that those parts of the lung are affected 
which are joined to the spine. And Herophilus says that the entire lung is affected; ... Asclepiades says 
that those parts of the lung are affected which are adjoined to the windpipe, which they call the 
bronchia, And likewise, Apollonius the Herophilian says that the veins and even the arteries a/the 
lung are affected. Philip van der Eijk discusses this passage in more detail in his study of Cae Ii us' 
doxographic technique: van der Eijk, 1999b: 442-445. 
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fidem accipiendum iudicauit. est etiam inutile curationi, quippe cum 

nihil obstet locorum neglecta specialis apprehensio, ubi totum corpus 

laborare senserimus, et neque mutabilis sit adiutoriorum qualitas pro 

patientibus locis, sed talis perseueret in genere, donee passio ipsa 

perseuerat. 64 

As Philip van der Eijk points out in his discussion of this passage, this section 

provides a concise summary of the Methodists' overall opposition to the concept of 

the locus affectus.65 They believe that the affected part cannot be identified 

conclusively, and even if it could, the issue is pointless because it does not affect the 

treatment of the disease. Furthermore, by accepting the notion that one part might be 

slightly more affected than the rest of the body, Methodists are able to respond to the 

argument about the symptoms of a disease indicating its place of affection, without 

having to go against their overall medical doctrine. 

Caelius' discussion of a possible locus affectus in phrenitis demonstrates another 

aspect of the Methodist objection to the concept.66 He uses this chapter to point out 

that, for many authors, the locus affectus that they identify for phrenitis is the same 

part of the body in which they believe the rational powers are located: 

For this reason, some say the brain is affected; others its fundus, or 

base, which we are able to call sessio; others say it is the membranes 

of the brain; others the brain and its membranes; others the heart; 

others the top most part of the heart; others the membrane which 

surrounds the heart; others the artery itself, which the Greeks call 

aOPnlv; others say the thick veins, which they call <t>AE~O rroXElov; 

others the diaphragm. But why stretch this outfurther when we are 

easily able to explain this, if we say what they had in mind? For each 

64 Caelius. Acut. 2.28.147-148 (232.6-232.13 Bendz): 
65 van der Eijk, 1999b: 443. 
66 Caelius, Acut. 1.8.53-57 (52.11-54.23 Bendz). 
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one says that the affected place in phrenitis is the same one in which 

they suspect the ruling part of the soul to be located. 

aliqui igitur cerebrum pati dixerunt, alii eius fundum siue basin, quam 

nos sessionem dicere poterimus, alii membranas, alii et cerebrum et 

eius membranas, alii cor, alii cordis summitatem, alii membranum 

quae cor circumtegit, alii arteriarum earn quam Graeci aorten 

appellant, alii uenam crassam, quam iidem phleba pachian uocaverunt, 

alii diaphragma. et quid ultra tendimus quod facile explicare 

possumus, si id, quod senserunt dixerimus? nam singuli eum locum in 

phreniticis pati dixerunt, in quo animae regimen esse suspicati sunt.67 

In listing these various locations, Caelius neglects to offer any indication of the 

particular author who suggested each location, and the theoretical context in which 

they posited their arguments. He appears to do this deliberately, as a means of 

emphasizing the disparity of opinions offered by his rival physicians. The order in 

which he lists these locations highlights the fact that they are only variations on two 

key areas - the head, or the heart. Caelius is thus demonstrating how futile these 

debates are, since the authors are arguing over minor details. Since Caelius believes 

that it is not possible - or necessary - to identify a locus affectus in disease, he 

considers these debates worthless. While some authors may say that the head should 

be indicated as the location of the rational powers, based on the type and quantity of 

symptoms of phrenitis which appear in this part, the Methodists admit only that the 

head is more affected than any other part, not that it is the only part affected. In 

67 Caelius. Acut. 1.8.53-54 (52.12-28 Bendz). 
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regards to the question of the location of the rational powers, Caelius explains that the 

Methodists believe this to be undetermined.68 

Treatment of Phrenitis 

The theory of the common states provides the basis of Caelius' approach to the 

treatment of phrenitis. Through the concept of endeixis, Methodist physicians need 

only identify the common state that is causing the disease in order to know how to 

treat it. Each state needs to be treated through the application of remedies that contain 

opposite properties: a case of stricture requires relaxing treatments, flux requires 

astringent remedies, and the mixed state requires either relaxing or astringent 

therapies, according to the state that is most predominant at any given time. In 

accordance with the Methodist doctrine that the common states affect the whole body, 

treatments must therefore be applied ~o the whole body. Nevertheless, Caelius 

recognizes that with phrenitis, the head is the most affected part, as indicated by the 

prevalence of symptoms occurring there, and focuses certain treatments 

appropriately.69 Caelius believes that these curative properties can be found in a wide 

range of treatments, including pharmaceuticals, physical entities such as heat and 

light, and by the application of treatments such as venesection and cupping. When 

outlining the proper approach to the treatment of phrenitis, Caelius selects mostly 

those treatments which he considers as relaxing remedies. He is careful to highlight 

when these treatments cannot be used on patients with phrenitis caused by the mixed 

68 Caelius, Acut. 1.8.56 (54.11-13 Bendz): ... ita expugnamus, ut primo regale locum incertum 
remanserit, sed nos uarietas atque multitudo accidentium in capite signorum plus a cetero corpore 
docuit pati. ... accordingly, we refute that in the first place, the ruling place remains uncertain. But the 
variety and great number of signs occurring in the head show us that it suffers more than the other 
parts of the body. 
69 Caelius, Acut. 1.8.55 (52.29-54.7 Bendz), and eaelius, Acut. 1.8.57 (54.14-21 Bendz). 
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state, or when it is necessary to alter the regular approach to treatment, in order to suit 

the individual needs of each patient. 

Like Aretaeus, Caelius begins his discussion of phrenitis treatment with a 

description of the proper sickroom for a phrenitis patient. The instructions for this 

room focus on keeping the patient safe, comfortable, and calm. Caelius seeks to 

remove any aspects that might stimulate the patient's delirium; he therefore suggests 

that the walls and bedding be plain-coloured and free of unnecessary embellishment, 

aspects which might induce false visions.7o The patient's visitors should be limited in 

number, and restricted to only those people whom the patient likes or respects. 71 

Caelius also cautions that the deranged mind of the patient may cause him to toss 

about in bed, or even to try to jump out the windows~ it is therefore necessary to 

ensure that the bed is well secured, and that any windows in the room are too high to 

be accessed.72 Caelius also provides instructions on how to restrain the patient 

physically, should this become necessary.73 

These basic instructions create an environment that is both safe and comfortable 

for the patient. Caelius also seeks to make this room therapeutic, through the proper 

application of heat and light. Caelius believes light has a relaxing property and 

darkness an astringent one~ similarly, heat is thought to be relaxing, and cold 

constrictive.74 In order to ensure that phrenitis patients are not negatively affected by 

their environment, Caelius explains that patients with stricture are to be kept in a 

bright, warm room, while those with the combined state require a dark, cool room. 75 

70 Cae\ius, Acut. 1.9.60 (56.13-21 Bendz). 
71 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.59 (56.4-12 Bendz), and Caelius, Acut. 1.9.65 (58.22-31 Bcndz). 
72 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.58 (54.25-56.3 Bendz), and Caelius, Acut. 1.9.60 (56.13-21 Bendz). 
73 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.65 (58.22-3\ Bendz). 
74 Drabkin, 1950: 39 note 1. This can also be inferred from the overall intention of Caelius' 
instructions. 
75 Caelius, Acul. 1.9.58 (54.29-56.1 Bendz): dehinc ob [obs]curationis proprietatcm strictura lahorantcs 
in <loco> lucido atque tepido et amplo mediocriter locamus. Henceforth, on account of the properties 
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In neither case should the light or the temperature be too extreme. Excessive heat will 

increase the patient's fever, while too bright a light will hann the membranes of the 

brain.76 As for extreme darkness and cold, Caelius reminds us that these are equally 

unnecessary, since 'extreme cold and darkness cannot reduce the acuteness of the 

disease,.77 A very cold room will likely do little more than make the patient 

extremely uncomfortable. Caelius also believes that the warmth provided by bedding 

must be regulated by its relaxing or restricting properties. He specifies that patients 

with looseness should be given only lightweight blankets, while heavier, warmer 

blankets should be reserved for patients with stricture.78 

Caelius believes that it is important to recognize each patient as an individual 

case, and not to treat every patient in exactly the same way. In some instances of 

phrenitis, for example, the patient's derangement may make him shun the treatment 

that is most suitable for his fonn of the disease. Patients who should be placed in 

darkness might crave the light, whereas those who should be in a light room might 

insist on staying in the dark.79 Caelius makes special allowance for this problem, 

explaining that the doctor must somehow devise a means of satisfying the demands of 

the patient, while still providing him with the appropriate therapy. If a patient dislikes 

the light, for example, the patient can be given a mask to wear over his eyes. If he 

of darkness, we place those suffering from stricture into a moderately bright, warm. and spacious 

room. 
76 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.58-59 (56.1-4 Bendz): etenim ultra modum feruens natural iter febricula caput 
incendit et rursum frigidus constringit atque corporis auget densitatem. item nimium lucidus 
membranam percutiet cerebri immodici splendoris causa. For qualities of heat beyond this will by 
their nature burn the head withfever, and in return cold will constrict and increase the thickness of the 
body. Likewise, excessive light will damage the membrane of the brain with its immoderate brightness. 
77 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.60 (56.14-15 Bendz): neque enim nimiumfrigidus neque obscurus passion is 
mitigare celeritatem potest. 
78 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.60 (56.14-21 Bendz). 
79 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.61 (56.22-30 Bendz). 
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dislikes darkness, the doctor must allow a small amount of light into the room, in such 

a way that only the patient's face is illuminated. 80 

If these minor adjustments are not sufficient to put the patient at ease, Caelius 

permits the doctor to go one step further in his alterations. If a patient with stricture 

demands to be put into a completely dark room, the room must be kept warm instead 

of cool. Similarly, a patient with looseness may stay in a light room, provided that his 

room is kept cool.81 Since Caelius describes this situation as being counter to the 

standard treatment only in minor matters, we must conclude that temperature is a 

more important therapy than light. 82 

Having outlined the requirements for a proper sickroom, Caelius moves on to the 

remainder of his treatment regime. He discusses his course of treatment in 

chronological order, starting from the moment the patient is diagnosed with phrenitis. 

Throughout this section, Caelius counts the passage of time in three-day intervals, 

starting from the point at which all the signs of phrenitis have appeared. He refers to 

each recurring third day as the diatritus.83 As David Leith explains in his study of this 

concept, the concept of the diatritus appears to have been invented by Thessalus as a 

therapeutic tool. 84 It appears to be based on the theory that diseases have regular 

80 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.61 (56.22-30 Bendz). 
81 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.62 (56.34-58.2 Bendz): Sed si ita fuerint alienatione commoti qua obscurari totum 
uelluminari uelint, erit coniciendum. ut, quibus obscurum aerem fecerimus, calidum tamen faciamus, 
quibus autem lucidum, e contrario uero frigidum faciamus ... But if the derangements makes the patient 
so disturbed that he wishes to be in complete darkness or bright light. we will bring it together so that 
in those cases where we make the room dark we also make it warm. and in like manner where we make 
it bright. we make it contrarily cold ... 
82 Caelius. Acut. 1.9.63 (58.7-10 Bendz): stringitur enim magis solutio uel strictura laxatur, si 
grauioribus auersis parua contrarietate uexantur, <siue> strictura laborantibus obscurum siue solutione 
laborantibus lucidum adhibendum iudicamus locum. For looseness is made tight or stricture made 
more relaxed, if, avoiding more serious matters, in opposition to small torments we decide to bring a 
~erson suffering/rom stric~ure to a dark place: and ~ person sUf!ering fr~m I??~eness in a bright place. 
3Like other anCients, Caehus counts the days mc1uslvely, therefore the d,atrlfl fall on the 3,d, 51

\ 7th
, 

9th days, etc. Leith, 2008: 587. 
84 Leith, 2008: 583-586. 
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cycles of paroxysms, occurring every third day.85 In his instructions for the treatment 

of phrenitis, Caelius uses the diatritus as a chronologie structure for the timing of 

certain remedies. In recommending venesection, for example, Caelius suggests that 

the procedure be carried out before the end of the first diatritus, or at the very end of 

this period. This should be followed by a clyster, which is to be administered at the 

end of the second diatritus.86 Given that Caelius counts inclusively, he believes that 

the venesection should be carried out before the third day, or at the very end of that 

day; the clyster is then administered 48 hours later. 

The first treatments that Caelius describes are to be used during attacks of the 

illness, namely, when the signs of phrenitis heighten due to an increase of stricture in 

the body. At these moments, Caelius thinks that a patient should be kept awake until 

the attack begins to decline. 87 This prescription is based on Methodist belief that 

sleep has astringent properties, which will increase the severity of an attack of 

phrenitis.88 This suggestion has its limits, however, since Caelius is aware that lack of 

sleep will eventually weaken the patient's body. He therefore permits his patient to 

sleep if the attack continues for an unreasonable amount of time.89 When an attack 

has ended, Caelius recommends that the patient's head be fomented with compresses 

of warm, sweet olive oil. He believes that the warmth and sweetness of the oil are 

relaxing properties, which will help to relieve the inflammation of the membranes of 

the brain, and relieve the patient's derangement.9o If the patient is suffering from 

85 Leith, 2008: 587. 
86 Venesection: Caelius, Acut. 1.10.70 (62.5-6 Bendz): atque, si passio cogit, intra diatriton, si minus, in 
ipsa prima diatrito, ultra numquam ... And if the disease compels it, [perform venesection! within the 
first diatritus; if not, perform it within the first diatritus, but never beyond this time... Clyster: Caclius, 
Acut. 1.10.74 (64.5-6 Bendz): Secunda uero diatrito, si uenter suum non agnoucrit officium, c1ysterem 
adhibebimus... Indeed on the second diatritus (ie: the second recurring third day/ the fifth day) if the 
bowels do not admit to their own duty, we apply a clyster ... 
8? Caelius, Acut. 1.9.64 (58.11-21 Bendz). 
88 Drabkin, 1950: 197 note 1, and 495 note 14. 
89 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.64 (58.11-21 Bendz). 
90 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.68 (60.18-25 Bendz). 
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looseness, a fact that will be indicated by sweating, the head should be fomented with 

cold sweet olive oil; the cooler temperature will reduce the sweats, while the 

sweetness continues to relieve the stricture in the head.91 Caelius also suggests that 

the abdomen should be anointed with pieces of wool that have been dipped in olive 

oil: warm oil for cases of stricture, and cold green oil for cases of 100seness.92 These 

cloths should be placed over the hypochondria, the groin, and the region of the 

bladder. 

Caelius seems to view these applications of soothing oil as a beneficial form of 

treatment at the end of each paroxysm of the disease, and after particularly taxing 

remedies. He repeats these anointments after venesection, and again after cupping.93 

Caelius believes that the same servants should perform these applications each time, 

so that the patient does not become unnecessarily aggravated by the constant change 

over of attendants.94 After these anointings, Caelius allows the patient to rinse his 

mouth with water and then take some to drink if he is very thirstyYs Here again, we 

see the principles of indication at work, since the amount of water that can be 

consumed is limited by the state that is afflicting the patient. If the patient has 

stricture, he may drink as much warm water as he likes, since it will help to dilute the 

constriction in his body. A patient with looseness, on the other hand, may only drink 

a small amount; too much water would exacerbate his looseness. If the looseness is 

very severe, this water should also be cold, so as to increase its astringent properties.96 

91 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.68 (60.18-25 Bendz). 
92 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.66 (58.32-60.8 Bendz); and Caelius, Acut. 1.9.68 (60.18-25 Bendz). 
93 Caelius, Acut. l.lD.71 (62.11-18 Bendz), Caelius, Acut. 1.10.74 (64.3-10 Bcndz), Caclius, Acut. 
1.11.80 (66.22-29 Bendz). 
94 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.80 (66.22-29 Bendz). 
95 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.69 (60.26-36 Bcndz). 
96 Caelius, Acut. 1.9.69 (60.34-36 Bcndz): ... sed strictura sola laboranti plurimum, ut densitas irrigctur, 
solutione laboranti paruum uel, si plurima cogit solutio, etiam frigidum . ... but if the patient is suffering 
mostly from stricture, give a greater amount of water, so that it will diffuse the thickness; if the patient 
suffers from stricture, give less, or if the looseness compels more, it should be cold. 
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The next remedy that Caelius describes is venesection. Caelius considers this 

procedure to be highly effective in the treatment of the state of stricture, because of its 

strongly relaxing properties.97 Caelius believes that it is very dangerous to apply this 

treatment for cases of phrenitis in which looseness is present. Caelius is also aware of 

the taxing nature of venesection, and cautions that the procedure should not be carried 

out on a patient who is not physically strong enough to undergo this treatment: it is for 

this reason that Caelius insists that venesection not be performed after the end of the 

first diatritus of the disease.98 Caelius believes that phrenitis attacks a patient's 

nerves and sinews, greatly weakening his bodily strength.99 If venesection is 

performed when the patient is not strong, fainting may result; this occurrence is not a 

good sign in any disease, and even less so when it occurs in phrenitis. 1oo 

Caelius' time restriction for venesection is based partly on his regard for the 

overall health of the patient. He is also aware, however, that venesection is less 

effective when it is performed at the wrong time. In his chapter on the treatment of 

spasm and tetanus, diseases that are also brought upon by a severe state of stricture, 

Caelius explains the proper timing for venesection: 

And in the increasing phase. venesection has its place. in which time it 

is not proper to apply cupping; nor in the time of cupping is it good to 

apply venesection. which is harmful. And the time for venesection is 

that in which also other remedies involving removal are proper. which 

is during the remission in an increase of the disease as a whole. 

During the increasing phase we use remedies that are directly 

softening. 

97 Caelius. Acut. 1.10.70 (62.2-10 Bendz); see also: Caelius, Acut. 1.17.167 (114.21-116-2 Bendz). 
98 Caelius, Acut. 1.10.70 (62.2-10 Bendz) and Caelius, Acut. 1.12.102 (78.18-26 Bendz). 
99 Caelius, Acut. 1.10.70-71 (62.2-18 Bendz). 
100 Caelius, Acut. 1.10.70 (62.2-10 Bendz). 
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etenim in augmento phlebotomia locum habet, quo tempore 

cucurbitam adhibere non licet, <ut>neque cucurbitae tempore 

phlebotomi am, quo noxia probatur. tempus etiam phlebotomiae illud 

est, quod etiam aliorum amputantium adiutoriorum, ut est dimissionis 

in totius augmento passionis. in accessione enim simpliciter 

mitigantibus utemur adiutoriis. 101 

This passage suggests that Caelius restricts the use of venesection to the first three 

days of phrenitis, because he believes that the disease is still on the increase during 

this time. Toward the end of the third day there is a temporary break in the increasing 

phase, providing the opportune moment to carry out venesection. After this time, it 

becomes harmful to use such drastic treatments. 

Although Caelius gives specific instructions about when to carry out venesection, 

he has very little to say about how it is to be performed, especially in the case of 

phrenitis. In his account of phrenitis, Caelius claims that he plans to write a specific 

text on this topic; there is, however, no evidence to indicate whether it ever existed. 102 

Based on Caelius' recommendations for venesection in other diseases it seems likely 

that Caelius would have withdrawn blood from the patient's arm. 103 He appears to 

prefer this location primarily because it is the easiest part of the body in which to open 

a vein. The arm can be pulled away from the patient and held firm while the incision 

is being made, thereby ensuring that the patient is not accidentally harmed by a 

scalpel that comes too close to the rest of his body. His decision also seems to be 

motivated by the belief that, in most cases, the arm is not likely to be harmed by the 

101 Caelius, Acut. 3.8.94 (346.33-348.3 Bendz). Spasm and tetanus are described at Caelius, Acut. 
3.8.63-65 (330.8-35 Bendz). 
102 CaeJius, Acut. 1.10.70 (62.2-10 Bendz). 
103 See, for example, eaelius' use of venesection in hydrophobia (CaeJius, Acut. 3.19.127 [368.11-20 
BendzD, acute intestinal obstruction (CaeJius, Acut. 3.17.161 [386.24-32 Bendz]), pleuritis (Caclius, 
Acut. 2.18.105 [200.20-31 BendzD, and chronic headache (Caelius, Chron. 1.1.11 [434.23-30 Bendzj). 
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effects of the venesection. When blood is removed from the body, the part that is cut 

open becomes constricted as a result of the extra blood that flows to the open wound. 

The body part is then further constricted by the pressure of the bandage that is used to 

close the wound. 104 Since the arm is rarely damaged by the presence of stricture, this 

extra stricture does not harm it in any way. On the other hand, if blood were to be 

taken from a part of the body that is inflamed or constricted as a result of a disease, 

the beneficial effects of venesection would be negated. 

There is evidence in Caelius' text that he may also prefer to take blood from the 

arm in order to be able to control the amount of blood that is removed. In Book 3 of 

Acute Affections, for example, Caelius criticizes Hippocrates' suggestion of 

performing venesection on the patient's arm and head, as a means of cooling the 

body. lOS Caelius believes that this dual extraction is too dangerous, because it will 

result in the removal of too much blood: 

Furthermore, blood should be drawnfrom the arm, notfrom the head, 

nor from many parts at the same time, for the sudden outflow of blood, 

having caused a collapse, does not permit a suitable extraction of 

blood, or an amount that is in accord with the great size of the disease. 

dehinc ex brachio, non ex capite neque simul ex multis partibus 

phlebotomare, etenim repentina sanguinis effusio defectum faciens non 

sinit congruam fieri detractionem uel quantum magnitudini passionis 

est conueniens. 106 

104 Caelius, Acut. 1.17.182 (124.1-3 Bendz): etenim magis patientes adimplet partes, primo ex 
antecedenti fasciolae constrictione, secundo ipsius coactae materiae concursu. And indeed, greater 
suffering affects the parts [from which blood is taken}, first from the preceding constriction of the 
bandage. second from the pressure of the collection of material [at the site of the withdrawal J. 
105 Caelius, Acut. 3.17.153-155 (382.17-384.11 Bendz). This chapter discusses treatment of acute 
intestinal obstruction. 
106 Caelius, Acut. 3.17.155 (384.8-11 Bendz). 
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This belief is echoed in Caelius' harsh criticism of Diocles' treatments of phrenitis. 107 

Here, Caelius explains that the withdrawal of blood from under the tongue is a 

mistaken, superstitious practice, since the flow of blood both congests the head, and 

can only be stopped with difficulty. lOS 

At the end of the third diatritus of phrenitis, the ninth day of the disease, Caelius 

advises that the patient's hair should be cut short, in order to let the head 'breathe 

freely,.109 Forty-eight hours later, at the end of the fourth diatritus, the back of the 

head should be shaved in order to allow for the placement of cupping glasses. 110 

Caelius recommends this treatment for all phrenitis patients. In this first application 

of the remedy, he suggests that heated cupping glasses be applied to the back of the 

head, and that leeches be placed at several points across the forehead, so as to create a 

circle. Caelius believes that this will refresh the heaviness in the head, by enabling it 

to breathe. III If necessary, this effect can be increased by shaving the whole head 

and using only cupping glasses to make a circle around the head. Although this 

method will provide the greatest relief from stricture, Caelius cautions that the 

cupping instruments can also aggravate the patient's mental illness if they are left on 

112 too long. 

107 Caeiius, Acut. 1.12.100-103 (78.2-80.8 Bendz). 
108 Caelius, Acut. 1.12.103 (80.6-8 Bendz): falsa denique ac superstitiosa est etiam ex uenis sub lingua 
constitutis sanguinis detractio. etenim caput impiet et eius fluor abstineri difticile potest. Furthermore, 
it is a mistake and a superstition to remove blood from the veins situated under the tongue. Indeed it 
fills the head and this flow can be stopped only with difficulty. 
109 Caeiius, Acut. 1. 10.75 (64.14-15 Bendz): Alia uero diatrito caput detondemus. etenim detractis 
capiIIis partes reflantur plurima grauatione liberatae. After another diatritus, clip {the hair from] the 
head: having taking away the hair, the parts breathe, being free of much weight. 
110 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.76 (64.18-28 Bendz). 
III Caelius, Acut. 1.l1.76 (64.20-23 Bendz): ... atque sub ipsa fronte sanguisugas facimus inhaerere 
quattuor uel quinque, ut non ex una parte detractio fieri sanguinis uideatur, sed ueluti circulatim, <ut> 
totum spiret atque releuetur caput. ... and even to this forehead we attach four or five leeches, so that 
not from one place blood appears to be withdrawn, but as if in a circle, so that the whole head will 
breathe and be refreshed. 
112 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.76 (64.18-28 Bendz). 
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Caelius uses two forms of cupping. In this first example, the heated cups are used 

'dry', that is, they are applied to unbroken skin. In most cases, however, Caelius 

recommends the use of cupping with scarification. In this process, the cupping 

instruments are applied to the skin for a short period of time, in order to draw excess 

skin, flesh, blood, and pneuma up to the surface of the skin. 113 The reddened areas are 

then sliced open very lightly, and the re-heated cups are placed over the cuts. As the 

air inside the glass cools and contracts, a vacuum is created inside the glass, which 

works to suck the blood and pneuma out of the body.114 These substances are 

removed at a very slow rate, which is why this treatment can be used directly on the 

affected parts. Unlike in venesection, the flow of blood to the area of scarification is 

not so strong as to increase the constriction in the part on which the instruments are 

applied. 

After the cupping glasses have been removed from the head, Caelius recommends 

that cupping with scarification be performed on the neck, shoulders, hypochondria, 

and the area around the bladder.115 This procedure should also be repeated at the end 

of the fifth diatritus. 116 In both instances, each part is to be treated in sequence, one 

after the other. Caelius believes that drawing blood from all areas of the body at once 

would be far too taxing on the patient's body. As Caelius explains, the withdrawal of 

blood from many parts at the same time would have the effect as venesection, which 

113 Caelius, Acut. 3.4.37 (314.9-12 Bendz): in usu enim uidemus sine ullo impedimenta in 
febricitantibus effectum cucurbitae prouenire atque eductam detrahi materiam. adducitur namque caro 
et spiritus et sanguis. In practice. we observe that the cupping glasses produce effects without any 
impediment in cases offever, and having brought up matter it removes it. For flesh and pneuma and 
blood are brought up. This reference to pneuma is part ofCaelius' critique of AscIepiadcs' theory of 
cupping. Pneuma is not part of Methodist doctrine. 
114 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.78 (66.8-14 Bendz). See also: Caelius, Acut. 3.4.37 (314.8-15 Bendz). 
115 Caelius, Acut. l.l1.77 (64.29-66.7 Bendz). 
116 Caelius, Acut. l.l1.79 (66.15-21 Bendz). 
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exhausts the patients' strength. I 17 Cupping is also useful as a remedy against pain. I IS 

As mentioned above, each round of cupping should be followed by the anointing of 

the patient's head and abdomen, with oils that are suited to the common state causing 

the patient's phrenitis. 

If a case of phrenitis continues for a long period of time, Caelius suggests that a 

regimen of passive exercise be introduced during the intervals between attacks of the 

disease. 119 Caelius believes that passive exercise is a relaxing therapy, since the 

motion causes 'dilution and thinning' of the body. 120 Passive exercise is therefore 

beneficial for the whole decline of the disease, and not just the remission of an 

individual attack. 121 It is important to note, however, that Caelius does not use 

prescribe passive exercise for cases where looseness is predominant: he believes that 

the relaxing properties of the movement would be very harmful to the patient. In 

these cases, Caelius recommends cupping without scarification, which is to be applied 

. . d f .. 122 dunng peno s 0 remlSSlon. 

As the overall case of phrenitis begins to decline, Caelius believes that special 

attention should be given to the patient's emission of bodily fluids, loss of substance, 

and the condition of the wrinkles and furrows of his skin.123 He views these aspects 

as an important means of determining whether the patient is on his way to recovery, 

or is still suffering from phrenitis. If the pulse continues to be small and fast, it 

117 eaeHus, Acut. 1.11.78-79 (66.14-15 Bendz): erat enim eiusdem temporis multas per partes effecta 
sanguinis detractio phlebotomiae, quae necessario uires absumat. For the withdrawal/rom many parts 
at the same time will be the effect o/venesection. which by necessity exhausts the patient. 
118 eaelius, Acut. 1.11.85 (68.35-70.11 Bendz). 
119 eaelius, Acut. 1.11.83 (68.18-24 Bendz). 
120 eaelius, Acut. 1.11.84 (68.32 Bendz): tenuat enim atque dirarat motus. Motion dilutes and even 
thins [the body}. 
121 eaelius, Acut. 1.11.84 (68.28-30 Bendz): non enim dimissio accessionis, sed lotius passionis 
declinatio nunc curationem poscit. quapropter oportet aegros perseueranter moucre, sed leniter atquc 
sensim et sine ulla nimietate. For now this remedy is required not only for the remission of the attack. 
butfor the decline of the whole disease. For which reason it is necessary to continually move the 
patient. but gently and gradually. and without any excess. 
122 eaelius, Acut. 1.11.85 (68.35-70.11 Bendz). 
123 eaelius, Acut. 1.11.86 (70.12-20 Bendz). 
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indicates that that the patient's strength has been exhausted, and that he is still very 

ill.124 In these instances, Caelius suggests that wine may be given to the patient as a 

restorative treatment. He is very cautious about this practice, however, and cautions 

that the patient's family should be warned about the dangers of giving wine before the 

. all' 125 beverage IS actu y gIven. 

Throughout his instructions for the treatment of phrenitis, Caelius gives 

recommendations regarding the patient's diet: the kinds of foods he is allowed to eat, 

and the times at which he is to be fed. In explaining the proper foods for a patient 

with phrenitis, Caelius seems to consider the ease with which they will be digested. 

In the early stages of phrenitis, he also considers the laxative qualities of the food, 

presumably as a more natural means of counteracting constipation of the bowels. 

Caelius does recommend the use of a clyster or enema at the end of the second 

diatritus, but generally takes a very negative view of this kind of remedy. 126 

Caelius recommends that a patient receive his first meal after the venesection has 

been completed. At this stage he recommends foods that are easily digestible, and 

laxative. 127 If the patient suffers from stricture, options include bread moistened with 

water, spelt groats soaked in water or hydromel, or a gruel made from spelt groats 

cooked in olive oil, honey, dill, and salt. A patient with looseness should be given 

thick porridge, soft eggs, or bread. 128 These same kinds of foods are also prescribed 

after cupping. 129 In recommending these foods, Caelius is aware that the patient may 

not be willing to accept the foods that he is given. In these cases, Caelius specifies 

124 Caelius. Acut. 1.11.87 (70.21-28 Bendz). 
125 Caelius, Acut. 1.l1.87-88 (70.21-72.8 Bendz). 
126 The clyster is recommended at Caelius, Acut. 1.10.74 (64.3-10 Bendz). For Caelius' dislike of 
cI?,sters as a remedy, see Caelius, Acut. 1.12.102 (78.18-26 Bendz). 
12 Caelius, Acut. 1.10.73 (62.28 Bendz): Cibum dabimus simplicem, digestibilem, paruum, 
laxatiuum ... We give small amounts offood that is easily digested, and laxative. 
128 Caelius, Acut. 1.10.73 (62.28-64.2 Bendz). 
129 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.80-81 (66.29 Bendz). 
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that the physician should take advantage of the patient's mental state, and deceive him 

into accepting the food.!30 If the patient cannot be tricked into eating, Caelius permits 

certain allowances to be made - as with the example of sleep, he believes that is more 

harmful to let the patient starve than to simply allow him to eat foods that are more to 

his liking.!3! Caelius' only restriction is to prohibit the use of wine, which will only 

. 'd I" 132 increase the patient s e mum. 

Throughout the early stages of treatment, and up to the mid-point of the patient's 

recovery, Caelius recommends that the patient be fed only on every second day.ID 

During this time, the days of fasting coincide with the treatments of venesection and 

cupping; Caelius appears to believe that it is harmful to carry out these remedies when 

the patient has recently eaten. As the patient recovers, Caelius believes that the 

patient will require larger amounts of food, and more nourishing kinds of foods, in 

order to be able to rebuild his strength: he recommends that the patient's diet be 

increased in proportion to the degree of his recovery. 134 To begin with, Caelius 

advises that the patient should continue to eat the same simple foods as before, except 

that now he should be fed every day. On those days which were fasting days in the 

previous cycle, a little amount of food should be provided; on the 'feeding' days, 

. I ti db' 135 comparative y more 00 can e given. 

As the patient continues to improve, Caelius advocates the introduction of 'middle 

foods' to the patient's diet. These include such foods as rockfish, brain, and non-acrid 

\30 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.81 (66.30-68.6 Bendz). 
131 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.82 (68.7-9 Bendz): dabit enim quiddam laxamenti atque indulgentiae 
asperitatibus animorum concupita oblatio, et non omnino sine cibo atque nutrimento perseuerahunt. 
Give certain offerings of things desired to relax and even indulge the troubles of the spirits. 
132 Caelius, Acut. 1.l1.82 (68.7-17 Bendz). 
133 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.82 (68.7-17 Bendz). 
\34 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.92 (72.31-74.6 Bendz). 
135 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.92 (72.31-74.6 Bendz). 
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vegetables like beets and mallows. 136 Later, preserved and pickled foods and olives 

may also be introduced. Caelius' general rule at this stage of the disease is that less 

nourishing foods may be given in larger quantities, and more nourishing foods in 

smaller quantities. 137 He specifies that it is important to ensure that all the food that is 

consumed will be digested by the middle of the remission, so that it will be gone from 

the stomach when a subsequent attack occurs. As the patient's strength continues to 

build, Caelius adds poultry to the list of acceptable foods; pork and pigs' feet may be 

added shortly after, and goat's meat once the patient's strength is fully restored. I3!! 

Caelius is still concerned with digestion at this phase: he therefore recommends that 

simple foods be given as the first course, along with foods that do not have a pungent 

effect. This excludes items such as figs, honey, boiled mead, apples, and 

mulberries. 139 Poultry may be served as the second course, except for birds that are 

naturally fat or that have been force-fed so as to become plump. Caelius believes that 

tough meats such as pork and lamb should always be served last. 140 

When the disease appears to be in full decline and the patient is on his way to 

recovery, Caelius suggests that the same regimen of treatments be continued for at 

least one diatritus. In this way, the physician can ensure that the disease is declining, 

and that this is not simply a momentary restoration of the patient's strength. 141 

Caelius uses the removal of a patient's derangement as a sign of the start of his 

recovery. When the patient's mental derangement is entirely gone, he recommends 

that all the above treatments should be used together, except for cupping and 

136 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.93 (74.7-13 Bendz). 
137 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.93 (74.7-13 Bendz). 
138 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.94 (74.14-21 Bendz). 
139 eaelius, Acut. 1.11.95 (74.22-28 Bendz). 
140 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.95 (74.22-28 Bendz). 
141 Caelius. Acut. 1.11.89 (72.9-16 Bendz). 
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venesection. 142 By continuing this regimen after the complete decline of the disease, 

the doctor can ensure that complete sanity is restored. It is often the case that sadness 

or hilarity may still persist toward the end of the disease, and Caelius cautions not to 

permit a relapse. Mental stimulation is also very important at this stage, since tedium 

and sadness can also cause a relapse. 143 Caelius ends his discussion of the Methodist 

treatment of phrenitis with a warning about the potential effects of derangement on 

the mental powers on the body: 

Ifwhile in health people come into diseases of the body due to very 

great anxiety, doubtless even those who are not yet purgedfrom 

disease may return to the same condition, when their quality of spirit, 

as it is said, bestowed a wound on the sickbed. 

nam si sani homines plerique anxietate in passiones corporis 

deuenerunt, nimirum etiam, qui nondum sunt passione purgati, in 

ea<n>dem redeant, cum animae qualitas sua, ut ita dixerim, cubilia 

quadam uulneratione affecerit. 144 

Caelius' Doxography 

Roughly half of Caelius' work on phrenitis is devoted to a discussion of the 

treatments for phrenitis that were put forth by some of his most notable 

predecessors. 145 Caelius includes this section as a means of contrasting the Methodist 

system of treatment with those that were suggested by the leaders of the other medical 

sects. Throughout this section, Caelius claims to provide a thorough and systematic 

142 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.92 (72.31-74.6 Bendz). 
143 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.98-99 (76.12-26 Bendz). 
144 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.99 (76.21-26 Bendz). 
145 Caelius, Acut. 1.11.99 (76.26 Bendz): dehinc aliarum sectarum principes quid ordinauerint 
prosequamur. Hereupon let us describe in detail [the treatments] which the leaders a/the other sects 
have set out. Caelius' doxographic discussion runs from Acut. 1.12.100-183 (78.2-124.16 Bendz). 
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review of each author's account of treatment. As is clear from his style of 

presentation, however, Caelius does not hold much regard for his predecessors, or 

their medical ideas. 146 His remarks on the other authors' treatments are harsh and 

biting, and make no allowance for their differences in medical understanding. Rather 

than providing complete accounts of their treatments and recommendations, Caelius 

focuses only on those aspects which he feels to be most problematic. The critical 

manner in which Caelius discusses these aspects highlights the 'inconsistent' and 

'erroneous' teachings of his 'ignorant' predecessors. 147 

Caelius' doxographic section is too long to discuss in detail in the context of this 

dissertation. To gain a clear understanding of how Caelius has manipulated the 

presentation of each author's treatments, it would first be necessary - as it was in this 

dissertation - to examine the individual theoretical backgrounds of each author, and 

thereby gain a clear understanding of the justifications behind their treatment regimes. 

For the purposes of the current study, however, it is useful to examine Caelius' main 

points of contention with these authors, and the aspects of their treatments that he 

finds most problematic. Thus, this review will begin with a brief look at the authors 

included in this section, and then discuss some of the issues that lead Caelius to 

critique their opinions. 

Caelius discusses eight physicians in this section, dividing them first by sect and 

then by chronology. He deals first with the Rationalist physicians, namely, 

Hippocrates, Praxagoras, Herophilus, Diocles, and Erasistratus. These physicians 

make up the more traditional approach to medicine that influenced the ideas and 

146 van der Eijk, 1999b: 397. 
147 Caelius points out these aspects repeatedly; for examples of inconsistency, sec: Caclius, Acut. 
1.IS.124 (92.5-6 Bentz), Caelius, Acut. 1.IS.139 (98.32-100.1 Bendz), and Caclius, Acut. 1.IS.IS4 
(108.5-7 Bendz); incorrect teachings: Caelius, Acut. 1.16.161 (112.3-S Bcndz), Caelius, Acut. 1.16.163 
(112.16-19 Bendz), and Caelius, Acut. 1.17.173 (118.16-17 Bendz); physician's ignorance: Caelius, 
Acut. 1.12.101 (78.1S-17 Bendz), and Caelius, Acut. 1.16.IS7 (108.24-28 Bendz). 
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theories of Aretaeus and Galen; their medical theory uses logic and reason to explain 

the causes of diseases, and to determine the appropriate form of treatment. As we 

have seen in the earlier chapters of this dissertation, the Rationalists believe each 

person has his own individual nature, or essence, which affects the way in which an 

illness attacks his body.148 When diagnosing and treating an illness, Rationalist 

physicians take into account the differentiating factors of each individual case, factors 

such as age, gender, place, climate, time of year, habits of the patient, and antecedent 

causes. 149 These physicians also consider other non-manifest entities within the 

patient's body, such as humours or elemental qualities, and then use reason and logic 

to deduce the appropriate treatment for the patient. As a result, 'proper' medical 

treatment will never be identical for all patients. 

Despite his inclusion of these five Rationalist authors, Caelius discusses only 

those treatments that were offered by Diocles and Erasistratus. He introduces 

Hippocrates, Praxagoras, and Herophilus for the sole purpose of telling us that these 

authors did not record any of their treatments for phrenitis. 150 In his study ofCaelius' 

doxographic method, Philip van der Eijk points out that the inclusion of this type of 

comment reflects CaeHus' attempts at producing a complete catalogue of his 

predecessors' treatments of phrenitis: 

148 See also Frede, 1987: 267. 
149 Frede 1987: 268. 
150 Caelius, Acut. 1.12.100 (78.3-6 Bendz): Hippocrates igitur solum nomen uidetur tetigisse passionis 
libro, quem De ptisana scripsit, item Iibro Praedictiuo, quem Prorrheticum appcllauit; nam curalioncm 
nullam tradidit. sed neque Praxagoras neque Herophilus. It appears. therefore, that Hippocrates only 
touched on the name o/the disease. It is in the book which he wrote, De ptisana, and also in the 
prognostic book which he called Prorrhetic; but he did not record any remedies. But neither did 
Praxagoras, nor Herophilus. The text De ptisana is now known as book 2 of Regimen in Acute 
Diseases. Drabkin, 1950: 62 note 1. For a collection of Herophilus' surviving fragments, sec von 
Staden, 1989. Praxagoras' comments on phrenitis have already been noted in Chapter I of this study. 
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It is as if Caelius is methodically going through a list of names and 

feels the need to mention the fact that, in a given case, the name on his 

list is not followed by an account of his views. 151 

By recording that Hippocrates had nothing to say about the treatment of phrenitis, 

Caelius is emphasizing the completeness of his doxographic account. What is not 

clear, however, is why Caelius ignores all the other references to phrenitis that occur 

in the Hippocratic Corpus. 

Of all the authors he discusses, Caelius objects most to Asclepiades and his 

theories of atoms and corpuscles. His critique of Asclepiades' works takes up slightly 

less than two-thirds of this doxographic section, and contains some of his most biting 

and sarcastic criticisms. 152 Caelius dislikes Asclepiades' opinions to such an extent 

that he feels it is necessary to explain many of Asclepiades' theories, and point out all 

the ways in which they are mistaken;.only then does Caelius undertake to point out 

Asclepiades' flawed treatments of phrenitis. It is not clear why Caelius takes such a 

strong dislike of Asclepiades, although it is possible that this is somehow connected to 

the link between Asclepiades and his student Themison, who eventually broke from 

Asclepiades' teachings and developed the origins of Methodist doctrine. It is possible 

that Caelius is reacting to suggestions of a connection between Asclepiades' theories 

and his own Methodist views, and is therefore seeking to disprove any such 

implications. 

151 van der Eijk, 1999b: 435. 
152 Caelius, Acut. 1.14.105-15.154 (80.19-108.7 Bendz). Caelius also includes a long critique of 
Asclepiades' definition of phren it is in the preface to book 1 of Acute and Chronic Affections: Caelius, 
Acut. l.preface.6-20 (32.13-21 Bendz). 
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This possibility is strengthened by Caelius' critique of Themison's treatments of 

phrenitis.153 Caelius believes that Themison's treatments of phren it is were written 

before Themison broke from his teachers' sect, and created the foundations of 

Methodist theory. They are therefore open to criticism, both because they are 

founded upon faulty theories of disease, and because they are not consistent with his 

later ideas. At the end of his critique, Caelius is careful to point out that later, as a 

member of the Methodist sect, Themison contributed many good things to 

d
., 154 

me lcme. 

Herac1ides is the final physician whose remedies Caelius criticizes; he is the only 

Empiric physician whom Caelius discusses. ISS Caelius tells us that he was the last 

great leader of the Empiricists, and the best of them a1l 156
; clearly, Caelius believes 

that he is the only Empiric physician worthy of his notice. Empiricists believe that 

medicine should be based on phenomena which can be observed and recorded. They 

reject abstract and general theories of how diseases operated within the body, and 

focus instead on finding effective therapies for each disease. 157 In order to identify an 

illness and select its proper treatment, these physicians take detailed observations of 

the case at hand, and compare them with earlier examples from their own experience, 

or from case histories written by other Empiricists. The greater the similarities 

between the current case and a previous one, the more likely that the same treatments 

will be effective on this new patient. Although critics of this sect argue that this 

153 Caelius, Acut. 1.16.155-165. 
154 Caelius, Acut. 1.16.165: haec nunc Themison phreniticis curandis ordinavit, sed post ex mcthodica 
secta multa bona contulit medicinae. These are the remedies 0/ phrenitis that Themison recorded at 
one time, but later, as a physician/rom the Methodist sect, he contributed many good things to 
medicine. 
155 Caelius, Acut. 1.17.166-183. 
156 Caelius, Acut. 1.17.166: etenim eorum posterior, atque omnium probabilior apud suos invenitur. 
Drabkin (1950: 106 n.1) points out that a qualifier such as great must be inserted here in order for this 
text to be retained, since Heraclides was not the last leader of the Empirical Sect. 
157 Nulton, 2004: 148. 
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turned medicine into a mere process of trial and error, especially for new conditions 

and circumstances, the Empiricists respond that swift, yet cautious action is more 

effective to the patient than a long process of rationalization and deduction. ISS 

These, then, are the authors whose treatments Caelius chooses to review. Despite 

his attempts to offer a thorough discussion of these treatment regimes, Caelius 

presents a very selective version of their treatments and theories. In many cases, 

Caelius only mentions a few pieces of information - all of which he is critical of, 

leading us to believe that he has purposely left out a good deal of information. In 

criticizing the authors' opinions, Caelius frequently neglects the impact of their 

personal theories of disease upon the treatments that they prescribe for phrenitis. This 

leads to one of Caelius' main complaints about their suggested remedies for phrenitis, 

namely, that they prescribe their treatments inappropriately, especially as regards the 

timing of the treatments, the patients for whom the remedies are recommended, and 

the places on which they apply the treatments. Caelius highlights instances where 

remedies are offered at the wrong times in the disease, so that venesection might be 

prescribed after the patient has become too weak, or bathing might be recommended 

too early, before the disease has reached its declining phase. IS9 Times of feeding are 

also critiqued in this regard, since most other authors do not share Caelius' belief that 

patients should only be fed on alternate days. There are instances where Caelius also 

condemns an author's decision to use - or withhold the use of - a treatment on a 

particular patient. He criticises Diocles, for example, for performing venesection on 

patients who get phrenitis from drinking too much wine, and may therefore suffer 

from looseness. Similarly, Asclepiades is berated for withholding venesection from 

158 Nutton, 2004: 148. 
159 Diodes is accused of performing venesection too late: eaelius, Acut. 1.12.101 (78.11-17 Bendz). 
Diocles' prescription of bathing is criticized at eaelius, Acut. 1.12.102 (78.18-26 Bendz); Thcmison's 
recommendation is criticized at eaelius, Acut. 1.16.161-162 (112.3-15 Bendz). 
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all phrenitis patients. 160 Asclepiades makes this decision on the basis that this remedy 

is only useful for pain, something that is not a symptom of phrenitis; Caelius 

disagrees, of course, arguing that venesection is a very useful remedy against 

phrenitis. In pointing out this mistake, Caelius simply ignores the fact that other 

physicians do not use the concept of the common states as the basis of their 

pathological theory, and have likely determined the benefit or harm of this treatment 

according to their own logical system. Caelius believes that his is the 'correct' 

approach, and that everyone else is simply mistaken in their views. 

Caelius also disapproves of the inconsistencies that some authors display in 

recommending treatments that go against their own theories of disease. Caelius 

believes that it is important for the explanation for each remedy to be grounded in the 

medical theories put forth by each physician, regardless of how faulty those theories 

might be. He is strict in his application of this theory, and finds fault with authors 

who do not express corresponding views in each of their various works. A 

particularly harsh example of this kind of attack can be seen in Caelius' criticism of 

Heraclides' use of scammony juice in a purge for phrenitis that arises after 

indigestion. 161 Caelius believes that this remedy is very dangerous, and would cause 

the patient's body to soften and liquefy. 162 In this very elaborate passage, Caelius 

explains that this treatment cannot adhere to the Empiricist dismissal of the 

unobservable, since the purgative process is entirely based on a belief in internal -

and therefore hidden - substances: according to Empiric doctrine. these unobservable 

substances should not even exist. 163 Caelius draws out this criticism by 

unsuccessfully trying to find a justification for this treatment in humoural medicine, 

160 CaeHus. Acut. 1.15.119 (88.14-27 Bendz). 
161 CaeHus. Acut. 1.17.180-181 (122.10-31 Bendz). 
162 Caelius, Acut. 1.17.180 (122.16-19 Bendz). 
163 Caelius, Acut. 1.17.181 (122.21-22 Bendz). See also von Staden. 1999: 103. 
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and then by questioning the logic that inspired Heraclides to recommend the 

scammony purge in the first place. 164 Caelius wonders where Heraclides believed 

undigested matter was stored within the body: in the bowels, the head, or perhaps the 

whole body? Caelius thinks that the bowels are the most probable of these options, 

but points out that a clyster would have been a more appropriate treatment for 

congested bowels than a purge. 165 In this way, Caelius seeks to demonstrate that even 

ifHeraclides' vision of the illness is sound, his method of treating it is not. Rather 

than try and find Heraclides' real justification for this treatment, Caelius concludes 

this discussion with his own interpretation of Heraclides' logic: 

But in dismissing these uncertain things, he appears to leave the 

judgment of his work to the treatment itself, so that it might work like a 

sentient animal, separating the foreign substances from the naturaL 

parts, such as these undigestedfoods, and remove only these. 

sed cum haec incerta dimiserit, uidetur iudicium sui operis medicamini 

dimisisse, ut tamquam senti ens animal operetur, separando a 

naturalibus aliena, hoc est cruditate corrupta, atque sola detrahere. 166 

The sarcasm displayed in this summation reminds us that Caelius is not trying to 

understand the medical theories of his predecessors. His goal is simply to prove that 

his own phrenitis treatments are far more appropriate than anything that came before 

it. 

164 Caelius, Acut. 1.17.181(122.20-31 Bendz). 
165 Caelius, Acut. 1.17.181 (122.25-28 Bendz): quaerendum etiam, ubi esse cruditatem suspicetur. 
quam scammonia putaret detrahendam. in intestinis? sed sic fuerat melius atque facilius earn c1ystere 
purgare. an in capite? an uero in toto corpore? And we may look for the place where the suspected 
undigested food is, from where he believed it to be brought out. In the intestines? But it would be 
better and even easier to purge this place with a clyster. Or in the head? Or in the whole body? 
166 Caelius. Acut. 1.17.181 (122.28-31 Bendz). 
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A final area in which Caelius finds fault with the remedies of his predecessors is 

with regard to the important, but smaller, details of a treatment that would enable 

other physicians to repeat it. This includes aspects such as the exact kinds of foods 

that mayor may not be acceptable, specific amounts of particular substances (for 

example in recipes for pharmaceutical remedies), and the precise times at which 

treatments should be given. We have seen that Caelius relies on the diatriti of a 

disease to indicate the timing of certain remedies; he believes that this is a set 

indicator of time, which can be clearly followed by any physician. He is therefore 

very critical of treatments that do not come with specific indications of when they are 

to be administered to the patient. In some cases, Caelius appears to be overly 

judgemental about these aspects: at one point, he criticizes Asclepiades for not being 

specific enough with his instructions about when to give water to the patient: 

Asclepiades apparently says that it can be given two times a day, but Caelius wants to 

know exactly when those two times are. 167 In another passage, CaeIius accuses 

Themison for not being specific enough in barring the use of certain substances. 168 

Here, Caelius tells us that Themison disapproves of the use of 'strong-smelling 

substances' in a particular remedy (he does not say which remedy); Caelius believes 

that Themison should have specified the exact 'strong-smelling substances' to which 

he was referring. 169 In these and other cases, Caelius' complaint appears to be based 

upon his belief that instructions for the treatments of disease should be set out clearly 

and in a straightforward manner, so that any physician can repeat them, regardless of 

their theoretical backgrounds. 

167 Caelius, Acut. 1.15.130 (94.24-25 Bendz): est etiarrt uanum sine disciplina temporis potum ordinarc. 
ait enim his dandum in singulos dies. It is useless to prescribe drinks without instructions of the 
timing; for he only says to give drinks on two occasions each day. 
168 eaclius, Acut. 1.16.159 (110.18-19 Bendz): peccat etiam et in rcprobandis odoramentis, non 
docendo, quae ilia sint. .. He is mistaken also in his disapproval of strong-scented substances, by not 
instructing us which they are ... 
169 Caelius, Acut. 1.16.159 (110.14-23 Bendz). 
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Caelius' extensive doxography demonstrates that he is well infonned about the 

theories and approaches to phrenitis put forth by his most notable predecessors. In 

discussing their opinions, however, Caelius does not seem to see the value of these 

ideas. Instead, his evaluation of their remedies is filtered by his Methodist 

understanding of the cause of phrenitis, and the 'correct' way in which to treat this 

disease. Caelius criticises any recommendations for treatment that do not correspond 

with his own opinions, or which go against the Methodist logic of when or where to 

perform certain remedies. Caelius is also very demanding about the detail involved in 

these treatments, insisting that physicians spell out every aspect of their treatment. At 

the same time, Caelius is quick to attack these authors for being inconsistent in 

prescribing their various remedies. Caelius' understanding of the common states 

forms the basis of his entire concept of phrenitis and its required treatments. Based on 

his criticism, it is clear that he expects the same level of thoroughness from the 

theories put forth by the other medical sects. In highlighting these authors' 

inconsistencies of doctrine, Caelius is calling attention to what he sees as the 

unnecessary complications that their doctrines create. 

Summary 

As a Methodist, Caelius Aurelianus seeks to distance himself from the theories of 

the Rationalist tradition. In place of the humoural doctrines, he upholds the belief that 

diseases result from the common states, observable conditions in the body that are 

easily identified by trained physicians. This simplified approach to medicine enables 

physicians to focus on the treatment of disease, and not become distracted by 

speculative theories about the internal, and therefore hidden, processes that have 

caused the disease in the first place. The concept of the common states does not 
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require such complicated theories: one need only identify the common state that is 

present, and treat the patient accordingly. 

Caelius' concept of phren it is is guided by this Methodist background. In seeking 

to define phrenitis, he offers a list of four signs of the disease, specifying that all of 

these distinguishing characteristics must be present in a patient in order to make a 

diagnosis of phrenitis. Perhaps in order to avoid complicated exceptions, Caelius 

does not elaborate on the specific details of these characteristics. Aspects such as the 

manifestation of the delirium and the regularity of the fever's paroxysms are relegated 

to the category of 'symptoms', temporary characteristics of phren it is that mayor may 

not occur in a given case of the disease. In terms of cause, Caelius refers only to the 

common states; while admitting that there may be certain antecedent causes of 

disease, these lead only to the common states, not to specific diseases. For phrenitis, 

it is the state of stricture and the mixed state which can produce this disease. Each 

state results in a different type of phrenitis; Caelius believes that this is the only true 

way of differentiating between types of phrenitis. The common states also provide 

Caelius with guidance on how to treat phrenitis, indicating the proper form of 

treatment required in each case. 

The Methodists' reliance on the common states conveniently absolves them from 

having to explain certain complicated aspects of their concept of disease. This is 

particularly true in regards to the causes of disease: none of the surviving Methodist 

sources explain the exact nature of the common states, or the connection between the 

states and the individual diseases. In his discussion of phrenitis, Caelius clearly 

explains that one common state can develop into a number of different diseases, yet 

he does not specify how this can happen, or whether there are factors which might 

encourage the likelihood of one disease being produced in place of another. Caelius 
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gives no explanation for his silence. He does not need to do this, since Methodist 

doctrines simply do not require him to provide this kind of information. The 

processes that cause disease are not relevant to treatment, and therefore have no place 

in Methodist doctrine. Even the very act of differentiating between diseases is not 

essential; Caelius admits that it may be useful to know which part is most affected in a 

particular disease, but reminds us that this has very little effect on the overall process 

of treatment. 

Given that Methodist doctrine is so focused on the treatment of disease, it is 

surprising that Caelius does not try to explain the actual effects of his treatments on 

the body. While suggesting that certain of his treatments are meant to diminish a 

patients' state of stricture, for example, he does not explain how this process actually 

works. If diseases are affections of the entire body, it would seem logical for the 

remedies to reduce the stricture in the body as a whole. But how is this 

accomplished? Are relaxing remedies meant to remove the common state of stricture, 

as if it were some kind of foreign substance that has settled in the body? Or is it a 

question of reducing the extreme state of stricture to return the body to some natural 

condition of internal balance? The Methodist response is silence: since they do not 

provide a description of the nature of the common states, they cannot provide an 

explanation for the overall effects of their treatment. Any such explanation would 

require reference to hidden processes, and thereby violate the rationale of Methodist 

doctrine. Perhaps it is this inability to provide a proper explanation that leads Caelius 

to be so dogmatic in the application of his Methodist beliefs. This could also account 

for his unsympathetic approach to doxography, in which his rejection of the more 

traditional forms of medicine often appears more like sheer hostility towards these 

early authors. 
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But what ofCaelius' concept of phren it is? With such a different set of theories 

underlying his explanation, we might expect Caelius to produce a vastly different 

concept of this disease. This, however, does not happen. We see in Caelius' account 

of phrenitis the same kinds of symptoms that were identified by Aretaeus and Galen. 

The treatments, too, are very similar, despite being prescribed according to a different 

set of cause-based criteria. Although he does not accept the concept of a locus 

affectus, Caelius nevertheless admits that phrenitis affects the head more than any 

other part of the body. While he does not comment on the location of the rational 

powers, this concession to a more affected part parallels the locations of phrenitis 

suggested by Aretaeus and Galen. It is only in respect to cause that we see a great 

variation in Caelius' concept of phren it is. 
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Conclusions 

What is phrenitis? From this study, we can see that, for Aretaeus, Galen, and 

Caelius Aurelianus, the term 'phrenitis' represents a relatively consistent concept: that 

of an acute disease of the physical body, with the common features of fever, delirium. 

and, in many cases, the plucking motions of the hands known as crocydi.wnos and 

carphologia. 

Looking a little deeper, we are able to examine the subtleties that appear in the 

different descriptions of this concept, variations of opinion which result from personal 

interpretation, and from the influence of the different medical backgrounds of each 

individual author. Regarding the symptoms of phrenitis, for example, these variations 

are in the details: while each author believes that phrenitis produces delirium, there is 

discrepancy among the exact explanations of the manifestations of that delirium. This 

discrepancy emerges from each author's interpretation of this symptom, and his 

specific understanding of the structure of the mental powers. 

Aretaeus' delirium, n lTOpo<j>opn, is a derangement of the sensory powers, 

causing patients to see things that do not really exist. The rational powers of the mind 

are not directly affected in this disease: these powers are located in the heart, while 

phrenitis is located in the head, the starting point of the nerves, the transmitters of 

sensation. For Galen, n lTOpo<j>poaUVll is caused by affection of the brain, either 

through primary affections like phrenitis, or through secondary affections from other 

affected parts. Galen believes that all powers of the mind are located in the brain; 

depending on its particular form, a case of phrenitis can affect the rational powers. the 

sensory powers, or both. Galen recognizes that many other diseases can also result in 

delirium, and is therefore careful to identify the exact characteristics of phrenitis-
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delirium, to assist in the diagnosis of this disease. Finally, for Caelius Aurelianus, the 

'delirium' of phren it is is acute mental derangement, alienatio mentis. Caelius' 

explanation of phrenitis clearly demonstrates the ancient belief that so-called 'mental 

diseases' are actually diseases of the physical body: he argues that phrenitis is an 

affection of the entire body, which cannot be identified with one particular location. 

He concedes~ however, that diseases can affect certain parts of the body more than 

others: in phrenitis the head suffers most, as indicated by the prevalence of minor 

symptoms that appear there. Regarding the powers of the mind, Caelius will not - nor 

does he see the need to - assign the rational powers to a particular part of the body: 

due to his Methodist background, Caelius does not think that such a location can be 

identified, nor does he believe that it is in any way relevant to the understanding of a 

disease. 

The plucking motions of the hands known as carphologia and crocydismos 

demonstrate some of the changing attitudes about symptoms of phrenitis. While these 

symptoms are described by the Hippocratic authors, they appear in the Corpus as 

symptoms of a variety of different diseases, and are not seen to be particularly 

significant to phrenitis. For Aretaeus, these symptoms seem to be a regular part of 

phrenitis: the consideration of these symptoms in Aretaeus' discussion of treatments 

indicates the frequency with which these symptoms are believed to appear in cases of 

this disease. Galen takes a slightly different approach, indicating that these symptoms 

occur only in certain cases of phrenitis, those which affect the sensory powers. With 

his more complex understanding of human anatomy, he explains that the symptoms 

arise when yellow bile combusts in the brain and sends smoky fumes into the blood 

vessels of the eyes. Of all the physicians, Caelius places the most significance on 
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carphologia and crocydismos, considering them as a requisite sign for the diagnosis 

of phrenitis. 

There is considerably more variation in the different accounts of the secondary 

symptoms of phrenitis. Nevertheless, it is the significant symptoms of the disease that 

have the greatest influence on the concept of phrenitis: these are the symptoms which 

enable a physician to diagnose a case of phrenitis, and differentiate between it and 

other similar diseases. It is clear from the accounts of phrenitis examined in this 

dissertation that differential diagnosis of phrenitis becomes increasingly complicated 

over time, owing to the enhanced understanding of the body's structures and 

functions. In their discussions of phrenitis, Aretaeus, Galen, and Caelius each provide 

some indication of the features to look for when differentiating between phrenitis and 

other similar diseases. For all three of these authors, fever is the primary 

distinguishing sign of phrenitis: without fever, no instance of delirium can be 

considered a case of phrenitis. The specific characteristics of the delirium are also 

important, especially when distinguishing between phrenitis and other similar 

diseases. Depending on the physician in question, phrenitis is viewed as being 

comparable to mania, melancholia, and lethargy, as well as certain unnamed forms of 

delirium. 

The influence of the different medical backgrounds of Aretaeus, eaeHus, and 

Galen is most obvious in their individual discussions of the cause of phrenitis. 

Aretaeus' Pneumatic explanation of the disease is clearly influenced by the 

Rationalist tradition. Based on the comments in his chapter on treatments, it is clear 

that Aretaeus shares the Rationalist belief that phrenitis is caused by a dyskrasia of 

heat and dryness. Thanks to developments in medical science, Aretaeus can give a 

detailed anatomical explanation for this dyskrasia: the body has a natural system of 
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heat maintenance, involving the heart, lungs, and bowels. As this system breaks 

down, and the various parts cease to function normally, the body becomes unable to 

regulate its internal heat; eventually, the dyskrasia is created. What we are lacking, 

however, is Aretaeus' explanation of why this system might begin to break down. 

Galen also claims to belong to the Rationalist tradition, yet his explanation of the 

causes of phrenitis is not as strongly influenced by these ideas. Galen's reliance on 

the hot, dry humour of yellow bile as the cause of phrenitis is clearly connected to the 

works of the Hippocratic Corpus; this, however, is roughly as far as the Rationalist 

influence extends. Galen's anatomical explanation for the cause of phren it is is based 

on his own hands-on anatomical research. This enables him to locate both phrenitis 

and the rational powers in the brain; to justify his belief that phrenitis is a primary, not 

secondary affection; and to explain how the visions that result in carphologia and 

crocydismos come about. While Aretaeus' account of the cause of phren it is is also 

influenced by anatomy, his explanation of cause is constrained by his reliance on the 

concept of dyskrasiai as the cause of disease. Galen's willingness to step away from 

the doctrines of the Rationalist tradition has enabled him to create a much more 

detailed explanation of the cause of phrenitis. 

As a Methodist, Caelius Aurelianus believes that phrenitis,arises from the state of 

stricture, or the combined state of stricture and looseness. As a result, his basic 

explanation of cause bears little resemblance to causal explanations that adhere to the 

Rationalist tradition. Caelius also pays little attention to anatomy. He does not reject 

anatomical knowledge entirely, but tries not to let it have a significant impact on his 

explanation of phren it is. In spite of these attempts, however, Caelius' discussion of 

the cause of phrenitis does appear to be influenced by non-Methodist views of 

disease. He reports, for example, that phrenitis can have antecedent causes such as 
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the drinking of too much wine, or excessive exposure to heat, factors suggested by 

Rationalist, and other physicians. Similarly, Caelius' admission that certain diseases 

affect some parts more than others is evidence of his need to make concessions in his 

doctrines, if only to respond to the criticism of other physicians. 

The final aspect of phrenitis, treatment of the disease, shows only minor 

differences between our three authors. Since treatments have to counteract the cause 

of a disease, it is not surprising that Aretaeus, Galen, and Caelius each offer different 

explanations of the goals they are trying to achieve in prescribing treatments for 

phrenitis. Aretaeus seeks to remove the dyskrasia of heat and dryness, and restore the 

body to its state of eukrasia. Galen's treatment is also based on the reduction of 

excess heat and dryness, as well as a removal of the yellow bile that has contaminated 

the brain. eaelius, following the inherent indication of the common states, seeks to 

relax the body against the astringent effects of the state of stricture; some element of 

astringency will also be required to counteract the mixed common state. 

While each author has his own reasons for choosing the remedies that he 

recommends, there is a notable similarity in the overall approach that these authors 

take to the treatment of phrenitis. These authors each suggest bloodletting and/or 

purgation as one of the first treatments to counter the disease. Each author 

recognizes the potential dangers inherent in venesection, and is therefore careful to 

limit its application to only those patients who are strong enough to withstand the 

procedure. For Galen and Aretaeus, venesection empties the body of its 

contaminates, allowing later remedies to rebuild the body as necessary. For Caelius, 

it is simply the most effective way of relieving the stricture in the body. 

These authors also employ a variety of pharmaceutical remedies, applied both 

topically and internally. The specific recipes for these treatments vary, since each 
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author is looking for a slightly different set of beneficial properties. Nevertheless, 

these are all chosen in consequence of the theory that the properties of a remedy 

should be the direct opposite of those that are causing the disease: cooling and 

moistening treatments heal excess heat and dryness, and relaxing remedies heal 

stricture. The differences in these remedies are only in the details - fundamentally, 

they are actually very similar. Diet is also a concern for these authors; they each 

provide lists of appropriate foods, which have been selected according to the 

beneficial properties of each substance. For Aretaeus, these are chosen on the 

principle of opposites for opposites; Caelius focuses on the digesti ve properties of the 

foods he prescribes, offering laxative foods for stricture, and more sticky foods for 

looseness. Despite Caelius' attempts to disassociate himself from the Rationalist 

tradition, this shared interest in diet as a means of treatment has its roots in the 

Hippocratic treatises on regimen. 

The concept of phrenitis, however one chooses to explain or to treat it, cannot be 

separated from the question of the location of mental powers, and the connection 

between this location and that of phrenitis itself. With delirium as such a significant 

aspect of phrenitis, concepts of how this disease and its symptoms are caused must 

incorporate ideas about the rational mind. In the Hippocratic Corpus, authors were 

very creative in their suggestions, considering both physical places such as the heart 

or brain, and fluid entities, such as the blood, or breath. With the anatomical 

discoveries of the third century BC, however, these options changed. The discovery 

of the nerves placed sensation in the brain, offering physicians a physical conduit for 

sensation, and a more substantial justification for the possible location of the rational 

powers in the brain. At the same time, the clarification of internal structures in the 
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rest of the body gave physicians a new physical schematic upon which they could 

base their explanations of the body, and the functioning of its various parts. From a 

modem perspective, it would seem logical for these new discoveries to have an 

immediate effect on the understanding of the body, and of the rational powers. 

Nevertheless, several hundred years later, it is only Galen who permits these 

developments to alter his views on phrenitis, and on diseases in general. Aretacus' 

explanation of phrenitis still relies heavily on traditional concepts of disease 

causation; his acceptance of the nerves, and therefore sensation, in the base of the 

brain demonstrates only partial reliance on this new approach to the places of 

affection. CaeHus, as the latest author in our study, could be expected to have the 

most advanced concept of phrenitis, influenced by Galen and his contemporaries. It is 

perhaps surprising, therefore, that Caelius seems to reject these anatomical discoveries 

entirely, refusing to comment both on the location of diseases in the body, and the 

part in which the rational powers are located. Caelius distils all diseases into effects 

of one of the three common states. The differentiation between diseases is, for 

Caelius, merely an exercise in discussion, having very little impact on the treatment of 

disease. 

Of the three authors in this study, Caelius offers the most elaborate account of the 

differential diagnosis of phrenitis. His book on phrenitis contains three chapters 

addressing this issue: one that differentiates between phrenitis and cases of delirium 

that appear during paroxysms of diseases like pleuritis and peripneumonia; one that 

points out the differences between phrenitis and mania that is accompanied by fever; 

and a final chapter on how to distinguish between phrenitis patients who are asleep, 

and those who are suffering from lethargy. From these chapters, we see that, in 
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addition to the fever, Caelius bases his diagnosis of phrenitis on the characteristics of 

the delirium, the qualities of the pulse, and the presence of carphologia and 

crocydismos. The delirium must arrive after the fever; it must also be continuous, not 

increasing and decreasing in accordance with the attacks of the disease. The pulse 

must be small and rapid, and the patient must display carphologia and crocydismos. 

Caelius is also aware of the secondary symptoms that can accompany phrenitis, which 

include both behavioural and physical aspects. He does not use these for diagnosis, 

however, but simply as indicators of the severity of a case of phrenitis. 

As it stands today, Aretaeus' explanation of how to distinguish phrenitis is the 

least detailed; it is not clear what additional information would have been included in 

the now missing chapter on causes and symptoms of this disease. Provided that a 

fever is present, Aretaeus diagnoses phrenitis according to the manifestation of the 

delirium, questioning whether the patient sees imaginary objects, or is simply 

misinterpreting otherwise normal sensory data. The former situation suggests 

phrenitis, the latter would be mania or melancholia. Like Caelius, Galen requires 

specific details about the nature of the delirium: is it continuous? When did it start? 

Does it come and go with the rise and fall of the fever, or has it remained through the 

entire course of the illness? All of these questions help Galen determine whether the 

delirium is caused by a primary, or a secondary affection of the brain; if it is the 

former, it is possible that the disease is phrenitis. Like Aretaeus, Galen also questions 

whether the patient shows damage to the rational powers or the sensory powers. In 

his opinion, however, both manifestations point to phrenitis, but to two different 

forms of the disease. In cases where delirium seems almost phrenitic, Galen relies on 

the secondary, preliminary symptoms of the disease in order to diagnose phrenitis. 
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It is interesting that Caelius provides such a detailed account of the differential 

diagnosis of phrenitis, since this information is largely irrelevant to his treatment of 

disease. Caelius' Methodist doctrines base treatment on the underlying common state 

that causes the disease, not on the disease itself. For this reason, Caelius justifies the 

need for these diagnostic chapters by explaining that it is a useful exercise to know 

how to distinguish between different diseases of the same general character. It is 

equally likely that Caelius' interest in this subject is due to the fact that all the other 

schools of medicine would have been participating in this debate, and Caelius wanted 

his own opportunity to contribute to the discussion. Caelius has had to be creative in 

his diagnostic scheme, however, since his doctrines restrict him from relating the 

differences in the diseases to the part of the body that they are thought to affect. His 

doctrines permit him to say only that certain parts are affected slightly more than 

others. Aretaeus and Galen are not limited by such a restriction, and are therefore 

easily able to define phrenitis based on the activities of the parts that they affect. 

It is significant that phrenitis exists as a well-defined, clinical concept of disease 

from the time" of the Hippocratic Corpus through to the 2nd century AD and beyond. 

It is even more significant that the descriptions of symptoms of, and treatments for 

this disease also remain relatively similar. The accounts of the causes of phrenitis do 

change considerably between authors. This is to be expected, however, given the 

various approaches to medicine that developed over time. Advances in medical 

research helped these physicians define the structure and functions of the various parts 

of the body, which, for some authors, led to a more consistent view of the body, and 

of the diseases which affect it. Aretaeus and Galen, for example, are clearly 

influenced by anatomical research, and the impact of this knowledge on their 
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understanding of the location and functioning of the rational powers. They apply this 

information to their explanations of phrenitis in different ways: Aretaeus works to 

incorporate anatomy into his more traditional beliefs about dyskrasia as the cause of 

phrenitis. Galen, on the other hand, is happy to develop a cause for the disease that 

relies mainly on anatomical evidence. Caelius takes a completely different approach. 

Seeing the disagreement caused by these advances in medical research, he suggests an 

approach to phrenitis that does not rely on such controversial aspects. As a 

Methodist, he tries to focus only on the main goal of medicine, namely, to cure 

patients of their diseases. Caelius is clearly aware of the debates regarding the 

locations of the mind and of the various mental diseases, yet continues to uphold the 

Methodist opinion that the place of the rational powers cannot be known. In regards 

to the location of the mental disease, Caelius acknowledges that phrenitis affects the 

head more than any other part ofthe body, yet insists that phrenitis, like all diseases, 

is an affection of the entire body which requires a holistic approach to treatment. 

While ancient medicine does not separate mental diseases from physical diseases, 

it is evident that ancient physicians have a clear understanding of the various mental 

powers, and the different ways in which they could become affected by disease. 

Overall, the consistency and specificity with which these authors describe phrenitis 

provides an interesting look at the evolution of one particular mental disease. and the 

ways in which larger developments in medicine changed - or didn't change - each 

author's explanation of this disease. While one would expect that advances in 

anatomical knowledge would have a significant impact on the understanding of a 

disease, this is not always the case. For certain authors, a reliance on traditional 

approaches to medicine remains the preferred course; certain advances can be worked 

into this system as necessary, so long as the fundamental issues remain the same. For 
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others, the creation of an entirely new approach is the answer. In this study of 

concepts of phrenitis in the 1 stl2
nd century AD, Aretaeus is the author who clings to 

tradition. Galen and Caelius create new approaches to the cause of phrenitis, yet with 

completely different results. In all of these cases, these authors' explanations of how 

phrenitis is caused cannot change the basic facts, that the disease concept known as 

phrenitis continued to represent an acute form of mental derangement, always 

accompanied by fever. 
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